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1) Summary of Public Involvement Activities
The Public Involvement Plan for the North Avenue Corridor Study was designed in the spirit of
the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission’s (CCRPC) 2003 Public Participation Plan.
The plan is predicated on an effective public involvement and public outreach campaign that
involves transportation stakeholders and the broader public early in the process, checks in with
them frequently, and then supports an outreach effort to present the final plan. The intent of
the public involvement effort is to further foster a spirit of inclusiveness and ownership of the
North Avenue Corridor Study.
Public involvement was integrated into all aspects of the work plan. Tasks included: Advisory
Committee meetings, public meetings, visits to interest groups/stakeholders, a web voting tool
created and managed by the City of Burlington, outreach and coordination with the City of
Burlington and other study partners, and information management. Public comments and
advertisements/media clips are attached to this document.
Advisory Committee
The Advisory Committee consisted of thirteen members representing a broad range of
community organizations (see list of committee members). The group met six times between
June 2013 and July 2014. The committee process culminated in the final meeting, on July 1,
2014, where members voted on their preferred concepts for the corridor. These concepts were
then expanded to become the draft Corridor Study and Implementation Plan. Agendas and
meeting notes are available in a separate document.
Public Meetings/Presentations
There were a total of three public meetings and a final presentation before the Burlington City
Council in September of 2014. Meeting materials are available in a separate document.
The first public meeting was held on October 29, 2013 at the Hunt Middle School on North
Avenue. The purpose of the meeting was to introduce the public to the corridor planning
process and solicit initial input on transportation issues in the corridor. Participants worked in
small groups to identify issues in four different corridor segments. In attendance were 52
members of the public, 3 City staff, 5 Advisory Committee members, 3 CCRPC staff, and 3
consultants present. Publicity included: CCRPC and City websites, Front Porch Forum, media
advisory, calendar listings in the Burlington Free Press and Seven Days, blast emails (Advisory
Committee, distribution list, public list, City Council, TEUC, and DPW Commission), City of
Burlington’s e-newsletter the BUZZ, article in the North Avenue News, and outreach by AARP to
senior residents. Meeting materials were posted on a dedicated study website.
The second public meeting was held on February 20, 2014 at St. Mark’s Church on North
Avenue. The meeting featured a presentation of the draft corridor vision and goals and a set of
issues and improvement ideas for the corridor. Participants worked in small groups to discuss
improvements for four different corridor segments. In attendance were 27 members of the
public, 3 City staff, 3 Advisory Committee members, 4 CCRPC staff, and 3 consultants. Publicity
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included: CCRPC and City websites, Department of Public Works Facebook and Twitter, Front
Porch Forum, media advisory, calendar listings in the Burlington Free Press and Seven Days,
blast emails (Advisory Committee, distribution list, public list, City Council, TEUC, and DPW
Commission), posted flyers, City of Burlington’s e-newsletter the BUZZ, paid advertisement in
the North Avenue News, Local Motion Walk & Roll News, Campus Area Transportation
Management Assn. (CATMA) newsletter, and outreach by AARP to senior residents. Meeting
materials were posted on a dedicated study website.
The third and final public meeting was held on May 20, 2014 at St. Mark’s Church. The meeting
featured a presentation of intersection and cross section concepts for the corridor, followed by
an open house format where participants could visit each table (representing a segment) to
discuss and comment on their preferences. In attendance were 83 members of the public, 3
City staff, 6 Advisory Committee members, 2 CCRPC staff, and 3 consultants. Publicity included:
CCRPC and City websites, Department of Public Works Facebook and Twitter, Front Porch
Forum, media advisory, calendar listings in the Burlington Free Press and Seven Days, blast
emails (Advisory Committee, distribution list, public list, City Council, TEUC, and DPW
Commission), posted flyers, City of Burlington’s e-newsletter the BUZZ, paid advertisement and
two articles in the North Avenue News, Local Motion Walk & Roll News, Campus Area
Transportation Management Association (CATMA) website and social media, and outreach by
AARP to senior residents. Meeting materials were posted on a dedicated study website.
City staff made a presentation to the City Council on June 16, 2014. Final public presentations
were made to the City Council’s Transportation, Utilities, and Energy Committee (TEUC) in
September and the Burlington City Council in October 2014. On October 6, 2014, the City
Council approved a resolution supporting a series of short-term recommendations and a pilot
three-lane configuration for North Avenue. Video of these meetings are available on demand at
www.cctv.org.
Stakeholder/Interest Group Meetings
Outreach meetings were held with seniors at the Heineberg Club on February 5, 2014 and with
the Flynn School PTO on April 3, 2014. Meeting notes are available in a separate document.
City of Burlington Web Voting Tool
The City of Burlington graciously created a web voting tool fashioned after a very successful
tool created for PlanBTV. This tool, available at www.burlingtonvt.gov/public-input, allowed
users to vote on preferred concepts for both cross-sections and intersections along the
corridor. Final results of the voting are pending.
Information Management
Information management included a website with background and current information,
Advisory Committee documents (agendas, meeting materials, presentations, meeting notes),
public meeting documents (agendas, meeting materials, presentations, and meeting notes),
advertisements, media clips, and a final report.
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2) Advisory Committee & Staffing
North Avenue Corridor Study, Burlington
Advisory Committee:
Tom Ayres, Burlington City Council
Terry Bailey, Burlington School District
Amy Bell, VTrans
Billy Bratcher, Ward 7
Kelli Brooks, Ward 4*
Tad Cooke, Ward 3
Paul Decelles, Burlington City Council**
Jim Holway, Ward 4
Nicole Losch, Burlington Department of Public Works
Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro, Burlington Community & Economic Development Office (CEDO)
Jon Moore, Chittenden County Transportation Authority (CCTA)
Daniel Mulligan, Burlington Partnership for Healthy Communities
Kelly Stoddard Poor, AARP
Sandrine Thibault, Burlington Planning & Zoning
Charlene Wallace, Local Motion
_____________
*Resigned February 20, 2014
**Resigned March 4, 2014

Advisory Committee Alternates
Samantha Barrett, Ward 4
RJ Lalumiere, Ward 7
Jason L’Ecuyer, Ward 7
David Lustgarten, Ward 4
Ken Peterson, Ward 4
Tony Redington, Ward 3
Mariah Sanderson, BPHC
Fauna Shaw, Ward 3
Tom Treat, Ward 7
Project Manager: Eleni Churchill, Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC)
Study Staff: Sai Sarepalli, Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC)
Study Consultant Team:
Joe Barr, Parsons Brinckerhoff (Beginning January 1, 2014)
Nick Schmidt, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Steve Rolle, Parsons Brinckerhoff (through December 31, 2014)
Diane Meyerhoff, Principal, Third Sector Associates
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Advisory Committee Meetings – Agendas and Notes
• Meeting #1: June 11, 2013
• Meeting #2: September 17, 2013
• Meeting #3: December 17, 2013
• Meeting #4: May 1, 2014
• Meeting #5: June 11, 2014
• Meeting #6: July 1, 2014

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #1
Tuesday, June 11, 7:00 PM – 9:00 PM
Miller Center (130 Gosse Court, Burlington)

AGENDA
1) Welcome & Introductions (Nicole Losch, City of Burlington; Eleni Churchill, CCRPC)
2) Project Overview (Steve Rolle, Parsons Brinckerhoff)
a) Study Purpose, Project Area, Project Scope, Schedule
3) Advisory Committee Overview (Nicole Losch)
a) Advisory Committee Role, Meeting Schedule
4) Corridor Overview: Virtual Tour & Discussion of Major Issues (Steve Rolle)
5) Next Steps (Steve Rolle, Eleni Churchill)
a) Next Advisory Committee Meeting: Review existing and future conditions; start to
develop corridor vision and goals

Project Contacts:
Nicole Losch, Transportation Planner, Bicycle & Pedestrian Program Manager, Environmental Planner,
City of Burlington DPW
865-5833, NLosch@burlingtonvt.gov
Eleni Churchill, Project Manager, CCRPC
846-4490 x11, echurchill@ccrpcvt.org
Steve Rolle, Senior Supervising Transportation Engineer & Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff
617-960-4967, Rolle@pbworld.com
Rev. 6/4/13

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #1 Notes
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Tuesday, June 11, 2013
7:00 PM
Miller Center, 130 Gosse Court, Burlington

MEMBERS PRESENT:
Jon Moore, CCTA
David Casey, BPHC
Tad Cooke, Ward 3 NPA
Jim Holway, Ward 4 NPA
Nicole Losch, Burlington DPW
Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro, CEDO
Kelly Stoddard Poor, BLCP/AARP
Sandrine Thibault, Burl. Planning

Charlene Wallace, Local Motion
OTHERS PRESENT:
Eleni Churchill, CCRPC
Ron McGarvey, NNE Resident
Diane Meyerhoff, Third Sector Associates
Tony Redington, Alternate Ward 3 NPA
Steve Rolle, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Sai Sarepalli, CCRPC

1) Welcome & Introductions
Nicole Losch of the City of Burlington and Eleni Churchill of CCRPC welcomed the group and
introductions were made.
2) Advisory Committee Overview
Nicole explained that the study team tried to bring together a diverse group of perspectives
for the Advisory Committee. She asked that members communicate regularly with their
stakeholder groups. The role of the Advisory Committee is to represent a range of
perspectives; review study materials and provide feedback; communicate with and provide
updates to their organizations/constituents; and participate in developing the vision, goals,
options, and recommendations for consideration by the City. Ultimately, the City Council will
consider and approve the final recommendations of the Study.
Anticipated Advisory Committee Meeting Schedule
June 2013
September 2013
November 2013
January 2014
March 2014

Project initiation (tonight)
Existing and future conditions; vision and Goals
Evaluation process; issues and options
Preliminary evaluation results
Recommendations

3) Project Overview
Steve Rolle of Parsons Brinckerhoff explained that the study will evaluate North Avenue from a
“Complete Streets” perspective and develop recommendations for remaking the corridor to better
accommodate all users.
North Avenue Corridor Study
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A vision for Complete Streets in Burlington was established during workshops conducted in 2012,
which is:
- Burlington streets will evolve into complete streets corridors that provide safe, inviting, and
convenient travel for all users of all ages and abilities —including motorists, pedestrians,
bicyclists, and public transportation riders.
- Within each neighborhood, the need to move people through the corridor will be balanced with
the need to provide access to homes, businesses, and local institutions within the corridor. The
most effective use of finite public space will be determined through interdisciplinary collaboration
with a wide range of community members considering economic, environmental, and equity
concerns.
- The corridor will develop into an attractive public space through creative streetscape, signage, and
other site design features. The corridor will become more livable and desirable by promoting
social interaction and public health.
-Complete Streets Workshop Next Steps Memo, July 2012
Study Process
Each step of the process includes public outreach:
• Collect Information: Review plans and studies; Generate mapping; Compile traffic data; Collect
bike/pedestrian info; Collect transit info; Inventory corridor
• Existing & Future Conditions: Assess from a Complete Streets perspective : Vehicular traffic,
Pedestrians
• Bicycles, Transit riders: Current conditions and projected for year 2035
• Corridor Vision & Goals:
o Vision: Concise statement that paints a picture of the desired future for the corridor.
o Goals: Specific statements that define how to achieve the vision, and form the basis for
evaluating options
• Identify Options: Identify issues and deficiencies; Reflect City policies and standards; Compile
toolbox of options and best practices; Public workshop, Near- and Long-term options.
• Evaluate Options: Evaluation criteria derived from Study Goals; Quantitative and qualitative
measures; Consider needs of all corridor users
• Implementation Plan: Recommendations; Priorities; Implementation timeframe; Next steps;
Agency Responsibilities
Tony Redington, the Ward 3 NPA Alternate, asked if the study team could post presentations online
prior to the meetings to allow committee members to follow along on their own devices. Eleni
explained that the advisory committee would receive materials through email prior to the meetings.
She stated her preference for the Committee to have an opportunity to comment on materials before
they are posted for the public, but noted there would be a website and she would try to post
presentations in advance.
Tony asked about the Existing Conditions and whether or not they reflect a recent decrease in traffic.
Eleni responded that although traffic may have decreased in some areas, the City still expects some
level of growth in the study area. We need to consider both historic trends and expected future
development that impacts trip making. This will be discussed in more detail at the next meeting.
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Sandrine Thibault of Burlington Planning & Zoning mentioned that PlanBTV added the private realm to
its complete streets perspective. Although the corridor study will mostly consider public right-of-way
(ROW), one must keep in mind the character of what is beyond the ROW.
Kelly Stoddard Poor of the Burlington Livable Communities Project at AARP asked if we could include
walking audits to better understand barriers to bicycle and pedestrian access. It’s a great way to get
people involved in the study. Sandrine offered her webmaster to help implement this online. Others
expressed interest in a walking tour of the corridor. Since the corridor is long, Eleni asked that
committee members provide specific areas in which to focus and we’ll try to incorporate them into the
first public meeting, or offer self-guided options in advance of the meeting.
Tony noted that the Burlington Walk/Bike Council (http://www.burlingtonwalkbike.org/) has a
“Blueprint for Action” that outlines how to encourage people to switch from driving alone to public
transit and biking. Demand management must be included in this discussion - increasing bus frequency
will impact how people commute in this corridor.
Jim Holway, from the Ward 4 NPA, noted that some side streets along North Avenue are long; the bus
serves North Avenue but it may be a long walk for those who live on the side streets.
4) Virtual Tour & Discussion of Major Issues
North Avenue can be divided into five segments for this study. Steve described each segment, its
characteristics, and observations:
Segment 1: Plattsburgh Avenue to Shore Road
Physical Characteristics:
• 40 foot curb-to-curb width; 65 foot ROW (corridor-wide)
• One travel lane in each direction with on-street parking
• Sidewalks with landscape strip
• No designated bicycle accommodations
• Traffic signals at Plattsburg Avenue, Woodbury Road and Shore Road
Traffic: 10,800 AADT
Land Use: Single-family residential, multi-family, scattered retail, institutional
Observations:
• Few opportunities to cross North Avenue (corridor-wide issue)
• Many school children walking to/from school
• ADA curb ramps are present but outdated (corridor-wide issue)
• Wide travel way – unclear where on-street parking is allowed
• Frequent driveways (corridor-wide issue)
• Several offset intersections
It was mentioned that cars sometimes drive as if there are two lanes in each direction. Some residents
are reluctant to park on street because of this.
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Segment 2: Shore Road to VT 127
Physical Characteristics:
• 40-43 foot curb-to-curb width; Two travel lanes in each direction
• No center turn lane except at Shore Rd (northbound) and VT 127 (southbound)
• No on-street parking
• Sidewalks with landscape strip
• No designated bicycle accommodations
• Traffic signals at Ethan Allen Shopping Center, Ethan Allen Parkway, and VT 127
Traffic: 13,700 north of Ethan Allen Parkway; 19,100 south of Ethan Allen Parkway
Land Uses: Mix of residential and retail
Observations:
• Left turns frequently block through lanes
• Travel lanes are relatively narrow
• Highest concentration of retail on corridor
• Ethan Allen intersection difficult to negotiate
• Ethan Allen Parkway – VT 127 is the busiest segment of the corridor
New housing developments are focused in this area and may impact travel patterns.
Segment 3 - VT 127 to Institute Road
Physical Characteristics
• Typical 42 foot curb to curb width; One travel lane in each direction
• Northbound center and southbound right turn lanes at Institute
• On-street parking on both sides
• Sidewalks with intermittent landscape strip
• Northbound bicycle lane.
• Traffic signal at Institute Road
Traffic: 12,000 AADT
Land Use: Residential, institutional
Observations:
• Northbound bike lane is very wide in some locations
• No provision for southbound bicyclists
• Bike lane discontinuity at Institute Road
In this segment, there is a concern that people do not understand that a red arrow means do not
proceed. Perhaps a “No Turn on Red” sign is needed at North Avenue/Ethan Allen Parkway. It was also
noted that the Ethan Allen Parkway intersection is a natural connection for bikes accessing trails to the
east, but is difficult for bicyclists to negotiate. South of the 127 intersection, bike lane trials were
considered unsuccessful due to parking and road width, but different configurations should still be
considered.
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Segment 4 - Institute Road to Convent Square
Physical Characteristics
• Typical 35 foot curb to curb width; 65 foot ROW
• One travel lane in each direction
• No on-street parking
• Sidewalks with landscape strip
• Bicycle lanes both directions
Traffic: 12,000 AADT
Land Use: Primarily undeveloped or institutional; some single-family on east side of street
Observations:
• Considerable open space and low intensity uses on west side of the roadway
• No on-street parking for residences on the east side of the street
• “Midblock” Crosswalk at Champlain Farms
Burlington College has a new Master Plan. Steve will procure a copy. This section is the first mid-block
crossing on the corridor. It was mentioned that cars often park the bike lane in this section, and the
official parking lane begins at an awkward point for bicyclists.
Segment 5 - Convent Square to North Street
Physical Characteristics
• Typical 33 foot curb to curb width; 65 foot ROW
• One travel lane in each direction
• On-street parking on southbound side only (south of Berry St)
• Sidewalks with landscape strip
• Northbound bicycle lane
Traffic: 12,000 AADT
Land Use: Densely developed single-family residential with some multi-family
Observations:
• Northbound bike lane is narrow
• Narrowest road width of any segment along the corridor
• More densely developed; different scale and feel than the rest of the corridor
In this section, it was noted the existing bike lane is narrow and difficult because of storm drains.
5) Next Steps
• Complete existing and future conditions analysis
• Develop draft vision statement and goals
• Prepare for first public meeting
• Next AC Meeting: September 2013
The meeting was adjourned at 8:50 PM.
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110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #2
Tuesday, September 17, 2013, 6:30 PM – 8:30 PM
Miller Center (130 Gosse Court, Burlington)
http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/

AGENDA
1)

Welcome & Introductions (Eleni Churchill, CCRPC)

2)

Existing Conditions Along the Corridor (Steve Rolle, Parsons Brinckerhoff)

3)

Forecast Growth Assumptions (Steve Rolle)

4)

Preliminary Discussion of Corridor Vision & Goals (All)

5)

Next Steps (Nicole Losch, DPW & Eleni Churchill)
a. Project Web Page Update
b. Public Meeting #1
c. Advisory Committee Meeting #3 (November)

Project Contacts:
Nicole Losch, Transportation Planner, Bicycle & Pedestrian Program Manager, Environmental Planner,
City of Burlington DPW
865-5833, NLosch@burlingtonvt.gov
Eleni Churchill, Project Manager, CCRPC
846-4490 x11, echurchill@ccrpcvt.org
Steve Rolle, Senior Supervising Transportation Engineer & Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff
617-960-4967, Rolle@pbworld.com

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #2 Notes
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Tuesday, September 17, 2013
6:30 PM
Miller Center, 130 Gosse Court, Burlington

Members/Alternates Present:
Terry Bailey, BSD
Meredith Birkett, CCTA
Kelli Brooks, Alternate Ward 4 NPA
Jim Holway, Ward 4 NPA
RJ Lalumiere, Alternate Ward 7 NPA
Nicole Losch, Burlington DPW
Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro, CEDO
Daniel Mulligan, Alternate BPHC

Sandrine Thibault, Burl. Planning
Tony Redington, Alternate Ward 3 NPA
Charlene Wallace, Local Motion
Others Present:
Eleni Churchill, CCRPC
Brian Lee, UVM
Diane Meyerhoff, Third Sector Associates
Steve Rolle, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Sai Sarepalli, CCRPC

1) Welcome & Introductions
Eleni Churchill of the CCRPC welcomed the group and introductions were made.
2) Existing Conditions Along the Corridor
Steve Rolle of Parsons Brinckerhoff presented the existing conditions. For purposes of this study, the
corridor is divided into five segments. Steve reviewed each segment from the perspective of bicyclists,
motorists, bus riders, and walkers. The presentation is available at:
http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/.
Segment 1 - North Street to Washington Street/Berry Street (Old North End)
Physical Characteristics:
• Typical 33 foot curb to curb width; 66 foot ROW
• One travel lane in each direction
• On-street parking on southbound side only (south of Berry St)
• Sidewalks with landscape strip
• Northbound bicycle lane
• Numerous bus stops
• Highest everyday utilization of on-street parking in the corridor
Land Use: Densely developed single-family with some multi-family residential
Traffic: 12,000 AADT
Observations:
• Existing bike lanes are very narrow and storm drains are hazards
• Bike lane southbound ends at Berry St. where on-street parking begins
• Length between pedestrian crossings is longer than desirable
• Narrowest road width of any segment along the corridor

Segment 2 – Washington Street/Berry Street to Institute Road
Physical Characteristics:
• Typical 35 foot curb to curb width; 66 foot ROW
• One travel lane in each direction, no on-street parking
• Sidewalks with landscape strip
• Bicycle lanes both directions
Traffic: 12,000 AADT
Land Use: Primarily undeveloped or institutional; some single-family on east side of street
Observations:
• Considerable open space and low density uses along much of this segment
• No on-street parking for residences on the southern portion of this segment
• “Midblock” Crosswalk at Champlain Farms but no crossings to the north until Institute Rd.
• Bicycle lane on northbound approach to Institute Road is not visible any longer
• There are few right-of-way constraints in this segment
• Travel lanes are typically wide (13 feet) while bike lanes are slightly narrower than desirable
• Transit stops are closely spaced in the south
• Schools are major pedestrian generators (corridor wide)
Segment 3 - Institute Road to VT 127
Physical Characteristics:
• Typical 40-42 foot curb to curb width; One travel lane in each direction
• Northbound center left turn lane and southbound right turn lanes at Institute Rd.
• On-street parking on both sides
• Sidewalks with intermittent landscape strip
• Northbound bicycle lane designation, but no striping. Insufficient width for both bike lane and
parking in some areas.
• Traffic signal at Institute Road
Traffic: 12,000 AADT
Land Use: Residential, institutional
Observations:
• Differentiation between northbound bike lane and parking lane is unclear
• No provision for southbound bicyclists
• Bike lane discontinuity at Institute Road
• Conflict with bicycles heading north at the 127 ramp; vehicles are accelerating on ramp.
• Southbound vehicles at VT 127 move to left-turn lanes to pass bicycles and then proceed
straight through intersection
• Bicyclists do not heed “Bikes may use full lanes” and ride too close to the curb or parked cars
• Will the Champlain Parkway impact the 127 intersection?
• Turn lanes at Institute Rd. are necessary to accommodate turning volumes
Segment 4: VT 127 to Shore Road
Physical Characteristics:
• 40-43 foot curb-to-curb width; Two travel lanes in each direction (10 to 11 ft lanes)
• No exclusive turn lanes except at Shore Rd (northbound) and VT 127 (southbound)
• No on-street parking
• Sidewalks with landscape strip
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• No designated bicycle accommodations
• Traffic signals at Ethan Allen Shopping Center, Ethan Allen Parkway, and VT 127
Traffic: 13,700 north of Ethan Allen Parkway; 19,100 south of Ethan Allen Parkway
Land Uses: Mix of residential and retail; more suburban in character
Observations:
• Left turns frequently block through lanes
• Travel lanes are relatively narrow
• Highest concentration of retail on corridor
• Ethan Allen intersection difficult to negotiate for pedestrians due to high speed of right turning
traffic and long crossing distance.
• Entering the park from Ethan Allen is difficult (for cyclists or motorists) due to the high speed of
opposing right turning traffic.
• Riding in the street is uncomfortable for all but the most experience cyclists.
• Few opportunities to cross North Avenue
• Ethan Allen Parkway – VT 127 is the busiest segment of the corridor
Segment 5: Shore Road to Plattsburgh Avenue
Physical Characteristics:
• 40 foot curb-to-curb width; 66 foot ROW (corridor-wide)
• One travel lane in each direction with unmarked on-street parking
• Sidewalks with landscape strip
• No designated bicycle accommodations
• Traffic signals at Plattsburg Avenue, Woodbury Road and Shore Road
Traffic: 10,800 AADT
Land Use: Single-family residential, multi-family, scattered retail, institutional
Observations:
• Few opportunities to cross North Avenue
• Many school children walking to/from school
• ADA curb ramps are present but outdated (corridor-wide issue)
• Wide travel way – unclear where on-street parking is allowed
• On-street parking is lightly utilized except near St Marks during events at the church.
• Frequent driveways (corridor-wide issue)
• Several offset intersections
• Access management may improve flow
High Crash Locations (HCLs) in the Corridor:
Birch Court to Woodbury Road
Crashes: 39
PDO: 33 (85%)
Crash Rate: 6.48 per MVM
Actual/Critical Ratio: 1.23
Severity Index: $21,677

Lakewood Pkwy. to Ethan Allen Pkwy.
Crashes: 76
PDO: 60 (79%)
Crash Rate: 10.16 per MVM
Actual/Critical Ratio: 2.00
Severity Index: $41,204
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Gosse Court/Woodlawn Road to Poirer Place
Crashes: 46
PDO: 42 (91%)
Crash Rate: 6.18 per MVM
Actual/Critical Ratio: 1.22
Severity Index: $13,100

Strong St./Ward St. to Sherman Street
Crashes: 58
PDO: 4 (93%)
Crash Rate: 9.51 per MVM
Actual/Critical Ratio: 1.81
Severity Index: $12,107

Steve summarized the current average daily traffic volumes along the corridor, AM and PM peak hour
volumes, and discussed average daily traffic variations at certain locations (see presentation for more
information).
3) Forecast Growth Assumptions
Steve discussed the 2035 growth projections for the corridor which will be used to estimated future
traffic volumes (memo provided). Based on historic data (population/households/traffic) and projected
population and employment growth in the corridor, a 5-15 percent increase in traffic is expected. Steve
noted that the growth associated with potential expansion plans at Burlington College isn’t known at
this time, but that the highest levels of forecast growth (15%) correspond to the southern corridor
segment near the college.
4) Preliminary Discussion of Corridor Vision & Goals
Eleni introduced the preliminary vision and goals for the corridor. She asked that the committee
respond via email with comments and questions to her at echurchill@ccrpcvt.org by October 1st.
DRAFT Corridor Vision: North Avenue will provide for safe, inviting, and convenient travel for all users
of all ages and abilities—including motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists, and public transportation riders.
The need to move people through the corridor will be balanced with the need to provide access to
homes, businesses, and local institutions. The corridor will develop into an attractive public space
through creative streetscape, signage, and other site design features. The corridor will become more
livable and desirable by promoting social interaction and public health.
DRAFT Corridor Goals- Common themes expressed in goals often include:
• Accommodating and balancing transportation needs of different user groups
• Improving safety for all users
• Enhancing specific travel modes and improving connectivity
• Increasing travel choices and managing demand
• Improving livability
• Linking land use and transportation
• Supporting community/economic development
Charlene Wallace of Local Motion asked if the themes could be reworded into goal statements. At this
point prior to writing the goals, Eleni is looking for input on the themes and whether others should be
added or removed from the list. She suggested that we will have an in-depth discussion on the vision
and goal statements at our next advisory committee meeting. RJ Lumiere of Ward 7 asked about the
link between land use and transportation. Eleni responded with an example: the number of curb cuts
that provide access to the various land uses along the corridor can impact the safety and flow of all
4

modes of travel (access management is both a land use and transportation issue). Steve suggested also
that the transportation infrastructure needs to reflect the context of what surrounds it.
Tony Redington of Ward 3 suggested that need equity among all users – walkers, bikers, and drivers. If
our streets address equity, where everyone has separate and quality facilities, it reduces behavioral
conflicts. His priorities are safety, equality of modes, interconnectivity, and continued efforts for a
sustainable transportation system through TDM and transit. RJ would like to focus on a complete
network for bicycling, especially for those who are not experienced cyclists.
5) Next Steps
• Finalize Level of Service (LOS) and more detailed investigation of crashes
• Refine draft vision statement and develop goals (mid October)
• Prepare for first public meeting (October 29th) and Next AC #3 meeting (November/December)
• Continue interactive website development
There was discussion of walking tours of the corridor, possibly with the help of AARP’s audit tool.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:25 PM.
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North Avenue Complete Streets Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #3
Tuesday, December 17, 6:30 PM – 8:00 PM
St. Mark's Church, 1251 North Avenue (@Shore Rd.)

Topics
1) Introductions
2) Project Status
a) Scope and schedule update
b) Dan Burden visit recap
3) Discussion on Vision and Goals
4) Initial Improvement Concepts
a) Near-term
b) Long-term
5) Next Steps
a) Public Meeting (January/February). Topics: Concept identification workshop.
b) AC Meeting (March). Topics: Refined Improvement concepts; begin
identification of preferred concepts.

North Avenue Complete Streets Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #4
Thursday, May 1, 6:30 PM – 8:00 PM
St. Mark's Church, 1251 North Avenue (@Shore Rd.)

Topics
1) Introductions
2) Quick Briefing:
a) Project Background
b) Project Goals and Objectives
c) Outreach Summary
i) Prior AC Meetings
ii) Prior Public Meetings
iii) Summary of Feedback from February Workshop
3) Conceptual Alternatives
4) Evaluation Criteria
5) Scoring of Alternatives
6) Next Steps
a) Public workshop (May 20)
b) Selection of Short- and Long-Term Alternatives
c) Complete Corridor Plan

Project Website:

http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/

4/25/14

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Complete Streets Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #3 Notes

http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Tuesday, December 17, 2013
6:30 - 8:30 PM
St. Mark’s Church Family Center, 1251 North Avenue, Burlington

Members/Alternates Present:
Tad Cooke, Ward 3 NPA
Jon Moore, CCTA
Jim Holway, Ward 4 NPA
RJ Lalumiere, Alternate Ward 7 NPA
Nicole Losch, Burlington DPW
Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro, CEDO
Sandrine Thibault, Burl. Planning

Tony Redington, Alternate Ward 3 NPA
Charlene Wallace, Local Motion
Others Present:
Eleni Churchill, CCRPC
Paul Kervick, Ethan Allen Residence
Diane Meyerhoff, Third Sector Associates
Steve Rolle, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Sai Sarepalli, CCRPC

1) Welcome & Introductions
Eleni Churchill of the CCRPC welcomed the group and introductions were made.
2) Project Status
Steve Rolle of Parsons Brinckerhoff provided an updated study schedule—see below.
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3) Discussion of Vision & Goals
The committee reviewed the vision and goals statement (draft 12/17/13). The following revisions were
agreed upon (strikeout is deleted text, underlined is added text):
VISION
North Avenue will continue to serve as the primary transportation corridor connecting Burlington’s
New North End with the rest of the City. As the North End’s “Main Street,” North Avenue will provide
for safe, inviting, and convenient travel for all users of all ages and abilities —including motorists,
pedestrians, bicyclists, and public transportation riders. The need to move people through the
corridor will be balanced with the need to provide access to homes, businesses, and local
institutions. The corridor will develop into an attractive public space through creative streetscape,
signage, and other site design features. The corridor will become more livable and desirable by
promoting social interaction, public health, economic development, and environmentally sustainability
initiatives.
GOALS
GOAL 1) Remake the North Ave corridor into a “Complete Street” that accommodates the safe and
efficient travel for all users of all abilities and provides transportation choices.
• Achieve a world class transportation corridor that offers quality of service and highest safety for
those who walk, bicycle, and travel by motor vehicle or transit.
• Identify near-term improvements that can be implemented now to improve the safe and
convenient accommodation of all corridor users.
• Develop a longer-term plan for fully remaking the corridor according to “Complete Streets”
principals.
GOAL 2) Improve safety for all users. of all abilities.
• Pedestrians – improve condition of sidewalks and upgrade to meet current ADA standards;
identify convenient/desirable crossing locations; and incorporate high visibility and driver
awareness measures at crosswalks.
• Bicyclists – provide dedicated space and bicycle treatments to form a continuous, high quality
bicycle corridor that facilitates travel in and out of the New North End.
• Design facilities with all users in mind including children and seniors.
• Address high crash locations and congested locations.
• Improve access management and left turn accommodations on the corridor to reduce conflicts.
• Calm traffic and moderate travel speeds.
GOAL 3) Provide a range of convenient and efficient travel options and improve multimodal
connections.
• Promote transportation options.
• Improve transit service in the corridor. (reduce headways; consolidate stops and add shelters)
o Reduce headways
o Add shelters
o Increase span of service during the day and weekend service
o Ensure efficient flow of buses along the corridor
o Improve access (sidewalks, bike access) to transit shelters/stops
• Improve pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
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•
•

Develop a safe, efficient and continuous bicycle network.
Promote Transportation Demand Management (TDM) initiatives in the corridor.

GOAL 4) Develop strategies that support vibrant and livable neighborhoods in the New North End;
enhance the quality of life of residents and visitors; and support sustainable economic growth.
• Improve the visual character with streetscape treatments and other amenities that promote
and enhance the pedestrian environment and public realm.
• Create attractive and inviting public spaces. , vibrant public spaces.
• Support economic development consistent with City planning objectives
• Enact supportive zoning/land use regulations including those that address building location and
urban design specific to the corridor.
• Incorporate sustainable design practices.
4) Initial Improvement Concepts
Steve explained that there are key decisions that will define the corridor:
- Configuration of bicycle accommodations
- Intersection treatment at VT 127, Ethan Allen, Shore Road, and Plattsburg Avenue
- “Right sizing” of North Ave from the VT 127 to the Shore Road intersection
- On-street parking—there is an oversupply in most of the corridor, except at the southern end
- Pedestrian crossing plan
Steve spoke about these concepts in turn.
Long-Term Bike Accommodation Options
- Two-way cycle track – May not be feasible south of Washington/Berry Street; driveways and
cross streets are challenges
- One-way cycle tracks
- Bicycle Lanes – standard or buffered
Intersection Treatment Options at VT 127
- Roundabout – two lane roundabout needed (this need to be re-evaluated)
- Signalized Intersection with Improvements – eliminate high speed, no stop turns; improve
pedestrian and bike crossings; may need to add additional turning lanes
Intersection Options
- Shore Road: dedicated center left turn lane; realign Shore and Heineberg Roads. RJ Lalumiere
suggested that if Shore Road is not realigned, the signal have split phasing to allow smoother
bicycle travel.
- Ethan Allen Parkway and Plattsburg Avenue Intersections: mini-roundabout; minor
realignment; pedestrian islands, relocate Ethan Allen Park entrance; eliminate high-speed free
right turn.
VT 127 to Shore Road Segment Configuration
- Right-Sizing of the Corridor: One travel lane in each direction with center turn-lane/median; are
additional lanes needed at Ethan Allen or VT 127?
- On-street Parking: Provide on one side only? Selective provision? Alternate sides?
Potential Gateways (Suggested at the Public Meeting#)
- North Street: Busy intersection, southern entrance to corridor
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-

Washington/Berry Street: Gateway to Old North End
Institute Road: Burlington High School entrance
Vermont 127: Transition from highway to urban street
Ethan Allen Parkway: Busy hub, connections to recreational facilities
Ethan Allen Shopping Center: Commercial hub
Plattsburg Avenue: Northern entrance to corridor

Steve discussed near-term options for each of the corridor segments.
Washington Street to North Ave – Near Term
- Bicycles: Add sharrows, parallel route.
- Pedestrians: Additional crossings, improve visibility, convenience, safety of crossings, ADA
ramps.
- Motorists: Check signal warrants at Washington.
VT 127 to Washington Street Near-term Options
- Bicycles: Widen bike lane/narrow travel lane; Add sharrows through Institute Road intersection;
eliminate some parking on northern section/extend bike lanes.
- Pedestrians: Additional crossings in activity areas; improve visibility, convenience, safety of
crossings; ADA ramps.
- Transit: Additional shelters; larger shelters at BHS, crosswalks paired with stops.
Shore Road to VT 127 Near-Term Options
- Bicycles: Remove a travel lane and add bike lanes or wide curb lanes; intersection treatments at
VT 127, Ethan Allan Parkway; bike box or two-stage left turn at Shore Road. There was consensus
that bike lanes are preferable to wide curb lanes for this segment.
- Pedestrians: Same as other segments; center median refuges; add pedestrian signal heads.
- Transit: Same as other segments.
Plattsburg Avenue to Shore Road Near-Term Options
- Bicycles: Eliminate parking on one side to provide bike lanes; add sharrows; intersection
treatment at Plattsburgh Avenue.
- Pedestrians: Same as other segments; intersection treatments at Plattsburg Avenue similar to
Ethan Allan Parkway; pedestrian on-demand signal at night.
- Transit: Same as other segments; extend route into neighborhoods.
5) Next Steps
a) Finalize Vision & Goals
b) Refine Improvement Concepts
c) Public Meeting (January/February)
d) Advisory Committee (March)
As Steve will be leaving his job at PB, he thanked everyone for their hard work and interest in the
study.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:30 PM.
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North Avenue Complete Streets Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #4
Thursday, May 1, 6:30 PM – 8:00 PM
St. Mark's Church, 1251 North Avenue (@Shore Rd.)

Topics
1) Introductions
2) Quick Briefing:
a) Project Background
b) Project Goals and Objectives
c) Outreach Summary
i) Prior AC Meetings
ii) Prior Public Meetings
iii) Summary of Feedback from February Workshop
3) Conceptual Alternatives
4) Evaluation Criteria
5) Scoring of Alternatives
6) Next Steps
a) Public workshop (May 20)
b) Selection of Short- and Long-Term Alternatives
c) Complete Corridor Plan

Project Website:

http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/
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110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
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North Avenue Complete Streets Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #4 Notes

http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Thursday, May 1, 2014
6:30 - 8:30 PM
St. Mark’s Church Family Center, 1251 North Avenue, Burlington

Members/Alternates Present:
Tom Ayres, W7 City Councilor
Katelin Brewer-Colie, Local Motion
Tad Cooke, Ward 3 NPA
Jim Holway, Ward 4 NPA
RJ Lalumiere, Alternate Ward 7 NPA
Jason L’Ecuyer, Alternate Ward 7 NPA
Nicole Losch, Burlington DPW
Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro, CEDO
Ken Peterson, Alternate Ward 4 NPA
Tony Redington, Alternate Ward 3 NPA
Sandrine Thibault, Burl. Planning
Barry Trutor, Alternate, Ward 7 NPA

Others Present:
Eddie DeMott, VT Dept. of Health
Liam Griffin, Resident Ward 7
Bob Herendeen, Resident Ward 4
William McGrath, Resident Ward 4
Rich Nadworny, Resident Ward 4
Staff/Consultants Present:
Joe Barr, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Eleni Churchill, CCRPC
Diane Meyerhoff, Third Sector Associates
Nick Schmidt, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Sai Sarepalli, CCRPC

1) Welcome & Introductions
Eleni Churchill of the CCRPC welcomed the group and introductions were made. She welcomed Tom
Ayres, City Councilor from Ward 7, who replaces Paul Decelles.
2) Briefing: Study Background, Goals/Objectives, Outreach Summary
Joe Barr of Parsons Brinckerhoff reviewed the study background (the presentation is available at:
http://bit.ly/north-ave). The study is evaluating North Avenue from a Complete Streets perspective and
developing recommendations for remaking the corridor to accommodate all users. Joe described the
public process and provided a summary of the February public workshop. The feedback included a
desire for consistency throughout the corridor, separated bicycle facilities, connectivity to existing
paths, more crosswalks, and greater pedestrian visibility. Participants expressed concern about plowing
and snow storage as well as protecting trees and the planting strip.
3) Conceptual Alternatives, Evaluation Criteria, and Scoring
The conceptual alternatives will be evaluated by looking at both cross sections and intersections. There
are short-term (Option A) and medium/long-term improvement options (Options B-F). The evaluation
criteria are based on study goals: accommodate safe and efficient travel for all users; improve safety
for all users; balance transportation choices; and improve multimodal connectivity. Other goals include
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consistent facilities throughout corridor and improvements that support a vibrant and livable
community and sustainable economic growth. The alternatives were scored using a 1-5 point scale,
with lower numbers indicating the most improved situation over the existing and higher numbers
indicating a less improved situation.
4) Cross Sections: Alternatives and Evaluation
The design principles developed for cross sections include: rightsize corridor for all modes of travel; a
consistent 25 mph speed limit, reinforced with traffic calming elements, consistent transportation
facilities; parking, when present, on one side; and sidewalk/planting strip flexibility. Joe described each
option and provided a summary of options.
Conceptual Alternatives: Typical Cross Sections
Corridor-wide
Rightsized
Corridor, 25
mph Speed
Limit, 10.5’
Vehicle Lanes,
and…

Existing

Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

Option E

Option F

N/A

Bike
Facilities
in Existing
Roadway
Width

5’ Min.
Bike Lanes

Buffered
Bike Lanes

Cycle
Tracks

Raised
Cycle
Tracks

Raised
Two-Way
Cycle
Track
(SB Side)

Segment

Curb-to-Curb Width (ft)

Plattsburg Ave
to Shore Rd

40

Same

Same

43

43

29

29

Shore Rd to VT
127 Ramps

40

Same

41/50

45/54

45/54

31/40

31/40

VT 127 Ramps
to Institute Rd

40

Same

Same

43

43

29

29

Institute Rd to
Washington St

35

Same

Same

Same

Same

21

21

Washington St
to North St

33

Same

40

43

43

29

29

There was discussion a variety of bicycle facility options and the types of separation between vehicles
and bicyclists/pedestrians as well as the need of on-street parking along the avenue. There was
discussion about funding improvements and whether or not the federal government will contribute to
improvements. Some committee members felt that there needs to be clarity about how much city
taxpayers would need to contribute. Eleni Churchill of the CCRPC explained that federal funding could
be used for certain projects in the corridor. Grant programs are available for bike and pedestrians
improvements/projects through VTrans. Major improvements to the avenue will be probably done
incrementally. We won’t know the level of federal contribution any time soon.
Jason L’Ecuyer and Tony Redington are talking with DPW about a roundabout pilot project at 127 or at
Institute Road.
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5) Intersections: Alternatives and Evaluation
Joe discussed the intersection design principles which include compact intersections, pedestrian
facilities on all approaches, continuous bicycle facilities through intersections, and supportive of
“placemaking.” Joe discussed options for each intersection: Plattsburg Avenue, Shore Road/Heineberg
Road, Ethan Allen Shopping Center, Ethan Allen Parkway, Vermont 127 Ramps, Institute Road, and
North Street.
6) Crosswalks
Joe described a series of additional crosswalks in the corridor.
7) Health Impact Assessment (HIA) for North Avenue Alternatives
Ed DeMott of the Vermont Department of Health explained that a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) is a
flexible tool to look at how a project will impact the overall health of the community. The HIA for North
Avenue alternatives was conducted by looking at existing data sets. It supports the transportation
options that are the safest and encourage people to move more. The HIA includes a discussion of
health equity – the concept that vulnerable populations (like the elderly, children, New Americans,
people with disabilities) want to use this corridor safely to access basic needs. This is the first time the
Health Department has drafted an HIA for a corridor study. Committee members will be provided a link
to the Draft HIA and Ed welcomes comments and thoughts on the document.
8) Next Steps
The committee will meet after the public workshop to make recommendations to the City for moving
forward with short, medium, and long term improvements. Nicole Losch of DPW reported that the
online public input tool will be available soon.
Upcoming items:
– Complete the evaluation process (send comments to Eleni and Joe)
– Final public workshop (May 20, 7PM, St. Mark’s Church)
– Final Committee meeting to select alternatives (June)
– Complete corridor plan (Update: Completion Date will be extended to September 30, 2014)
– Presentations to the City Council Transportation, Utilities and Energy Committee, followed by
the City Council (Update: Summer 2014)
The meeting was adjourned at 8:40 PM.
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110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #5
Wednesday, June 11, 2014, 6:30 – 8:30 PM
Miller Center (130 Gosse Court, Burlington)

AGENDA
1)

Welcome and Introductions

2)

Concept Refinement & Evaluation
a) Public Meeting & Web Survey
b) General Cross-section Concepts Pros & Cons
c) Intersection Concepts
d) Evaluation Matrix – Scores

3)

Estimated Costs

4)

Advisory Committee Recommendations for Corridor
Implementation Plan

5)

Next Steps

Project Website:

http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/
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North Avenue Complete Streets Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #5 Notes

http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Wednesday, June 11, 2014
6:30 – 9:00 PM
Miller Center, 130 Gosse Court, Burlington

Members/Alternates Present:
Tom Ayres, W7 City Councilor
Tad Cooke, Ward 3 NPA
Jim Holway, Ward 4 NPA
RJ Lalumiere, Alternate Ward 7 NPA
Jason L’Ecuyer, Alternate Ward 7 NPA
Nicole Losch, Burlington DPW
David Lustgarten, Alternate Ward 4 NPA
Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro, CEDO
Jon Moore, CCTA
Dan Mulligan, BPHC
Ken Peterson, Alternate Ward 4 NPA
Tony Redington, Alternate Ward 3 NPA

Sandrine Thibault, Burlington Planning
Barry Trutor, Alternate, Ward 7 NPA
Charlene Wallace, Local Motion
Others Present:
Emily Boedecker, Local Motion
Ed DeMott, VT Dept. of Health
Two members of the Public
Staff/Consultants Present:
Joe Barr, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Eleni Churchill, CCRPC
Diane Meyerhoff, Third Sector Associates
Nick Schmidt, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Sai Sarepalli, CCRPC

1) Welcome & Introductions
Eleni Churchill of the CCRPC welcomed the group and introductions were made.
2) Concept Refinement & Evaluation
Joe Barr of Parsons Brinckerhoff made a presentation (available at: http://bit.ly/north-ave).
2a) Public Meeting & Web Survey
The public meeting, held on May 20th, was attended by 85 people. Unfortunately, the voting for crosssections did not provide a clear preference. The online voting tool continues to be available at:
www.burlingtonvt.gov/public-input.
2b) General Cross-Section Concepts Pros & Cons
Joe described the difference between short term improvements (1-3 years, minimal design required,
public process as required for regulatory changes), medium term improvements (3-7 years, design
required, public process included in the design process), and long term improvements (7 plus years,
evaluation, scoping, and design needed, public process included throughout).
For cross-sections, Joe recommended a series of corridor-wide improvements (next page). Jim Holway
of Ward 4 would like to see parking removed along the corridor.
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Short term Corridor-Wide Improvements:
• Parking on one side, where present
• Bike facilities where feasible
• One to three additional bus shelters (depends on funding, site restrictions, and land availability)
• Three to five high-priority pedestrian crossings: Gosse Court, Green Acres Drive/Cayuga Court,
Loaldo Drive, Saratoga Avenue, Killarney Drive/Village Green Drive, Lakewood Parkway, Poirier
Place, Burlington College, Ward Street
Medium term Corridor-Wide Improvements:
• Remaining pedestrian crossings
• Additional bus shelters at high use stops
• 15-minute peak bus service and new Sunday service
• Gateway treatments: Plattsburg Avenue, VT 127 ramps, Washington Street, and North Street
Long term Corridor-Wide Improvements:
• Stormwater treatments
• Planting strip with landscaping, lighting, and utilities
Joe presented short, medium, and long term cross-section concepts for the corridor—see presentation
at: http://bit.ly/north-ave.
Discussion:
The study team (City of Burlington, CCRPC, and the Consultants) presented the advantages and
disadvantages of the two short term cross-sections (see slide 9). There was extensive discussion about
the interaction between cyclists and buses with the two-way on-street cycle track concept and the
safety issues presented when CCTA buses enter the cycle track to pick-up or drop-off passengers. Jon
Moore of CCTA reported that CCTA’s operations department and bus drivers expressed concerns about
visibility issues and potential conflicts between busses and cyclists, especially the ones traveling
northbound/counter-flow direction. Joe described a treatment (when space isn’t an issue) where a
refuge island is created for bus passengers away from the cycle track. Alternatively, the cycle track
could be raised to sidewalk level at bus stops. This can be awkward with a two-lane cycle track
configuration and it will also move this concept out of short-term consideration due to additional costs.
Tony Redington of Ward 3 would like to identify a segment where a cycle track would operate well,
perhaps between Shore Road and Plattsburg Avenue. Eleni is open to studying this idea, but it’s likely
not a short-term activity.
Sandrine Thibault of Planning & Zoning asked why the four lane configuration is retained in the short
term concepts. Eleni responded that since a paving project is not planned for North Avenue, a pilot
three lane configuration isn’t as quick a process as it was for Colchester Avenue (one year). There is a
cost associated with a pilot project and a need to provide concrete information and data to residents
of the area prior to a pilot launch. This likely pushes a three lane road configuration to the medium
term. There is some information available regarding level of service and delay; people must realize that
there are tradeoffs to changing the lane pattern. Some committee members felt very strongly that a
three lane configuration must occur in the short term.
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Jim Holway feels the role of the committee is to provide a vision for the corridor. Cost, political will,
and time can be considered once our vision is clear.
2c) Intersection Concepts
For intersections, Joe recommended a series of short-term corridor-wide improvements: ADA curb
ramps and crosswalks on all approaches, audible pedestrian countdown timers with 5-second (pushbutton) leading pedestrian intervals, and bicycle facilities (where provided) maintained through
intersections. RJ Lalumiere of Ward 7 would like a high priority to be given to bicycle facilities. He
recommends improvement of the bike lane at Institute Road with a northbound bike lane through the
intersection. Nicole Losch of DPW will check if the lanes align to allow this to happen. Joe reviewed in
detail short, medium, and long-term intersection concepts (Slides 21 – 31).
2d) Evaluation Matrix and Scores
Joe reviewed the Vision and Goals of the study and the evaluation criteria used to score the concepts
under consideration. Evaluation results where then presented and discussed (Slides 36 – 45).
Committee members had a variety of questions on the scoring methodology and the actual scores of
specific cross-section and intersection concepts – particularly as they pertain to roundabout concepts.
It was pointed out that the Evaluation Matrix sent to the committee and posted on the web site has
more detailed information on the scoring. Charlene suggested that the committee should vote in
concept for something like a roundabout without specifying that it be one or two lanes. There is a fair
amount that is unknown now that will be better known when a final design decision is needed.
3. High-Level Cross-Section Estimated Costs
Joe provided high-level estimates of costs for each concept.
4. Advisory Committee Recommendations for Corridor Implementation Plan
Eleni noted that the study will not conclude at the end of June as had been expected. There will likely
be a visit to the City Council’s Transportation, Energy, and Utilities Committee (TEUC) in July and a visit
to City Council in August.
Committee members offered their thoughts on priorities:
• Dan Mulligan: Two-way cycle tracks along the corridor.
• RJ Lalumiere and Tom Ayres: Three-lane configuration should be a short term recommendation.
• Jim Holway: Would like to talk to more residents before final voting.
• Charlene Wallace: It’s important to include protected bike facilities somewhere on the corridor to
encourage new bike trips.
Since time was short, it was decided to hold an additional meeting in the next two weeks. The
committee will vote on recommendations for implementation at that time.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:44 PM.
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Winooski, VT 05404
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North Avenue Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #6
Tuesday, July 1, 2014, 6:30 – 9:00 PM
Miller Center (130 Gosse Court, Burlington)

AGENDA
1)

Welcome and Introductions

2)

Concept Revisions based on Advisory Committee feedback

3)

Review of New Concept Scoring & Costs

4)

Concept Discussion/Questions & Voting

5)

Next Steps

Project Website:
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North Avenue Complete Streets Corridor Study
Advisory Committee Meeting #6 Notes

http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Tuesday, July 1, 2014
6:30 – 9:00 PM
Miller Center, 130 Gosse Court, Burlington

Members/Alternates Present:
Tom Ayres, W7 City Councilor
Tad Cooke, Ward 3 NPA
Jim Holway, Ward 4 NPA
RJ Lalumiere, Alternate Ward 7 NPA
Jason L’Ecuyer, Alternate Ward 7 NPA
Nicole Losch, Burlington DPW
David Lustgarten, Alternate Ward 4 NPA
Jon Moore, CCTA
Dan Mulligan, BPHC
Tony Redington, Alternate Ward 3 NPA
Kelly Stoddard Poor, AARP

Sandrine Thibault, Burlington Planning
Barry Trutor, Ward 7 NPA
Charlene Wallace, Local Motion
Others Present:
Emily Boedecker, Local Motion
Rep. Joanna Cole, Dist. 6-1
Joe Harig, Ward 7
Robert Herendeen, Ward 4
Staff/Consultants Present:
Eleni Churchill, CCRPC
Diane Meyerhoff, Third Sector Associates

1) Welcome & Introductions
Nicole Losch of Burlington DPW welcomed the group at 6:45PM and introductions were made. The
presentation is available at: http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/
2) Concept Revisions based on Advisory Committee Feedback
Nicole outlined the concept revisions based on feedback from the last Advisory Committee
meeting. Revisions include a new long-term Concept F2 (on-street, 2-way cycle track on the
southbound side of the corridor), a 3-lane configuration pilot project between Shore Road and
VT 127 (planning in short-term, implementation in medium-term), and an “enhanced” buffered
bike lane between Institute Road and Washington Street. Nicole reviewed Concept F2 and the
pros and cons of two-way cycle tracks and raised versus on-street cycle tracks.
3) Review of New Concept Scoring & Costs
Eleni Churchill of the CCRPC described the concept scoring and presented a matrix of long-term
cross-section evaluation results. This information was presented at the last meeting; the only
change was to add Concept F2 to the matrix (approx. $4.1 to $4.4 million).
4) Concept Discussion/Questions and Voting
There was discussion on the process and next steps after the Advisory Committee’s decision on
preferred concepts. The Advisory Committee will make recommendations to the City Council’s
Transportation, Utilities, and Energy Committee (TEUC). The TEUC will make a recommendation to the
full City Council; ultimately the City Council will decide which recommendations move forward.
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4a) Short-Term Cross Section Recommendations
The Study Team (CCRPC, DPW, and Consultants) prefer Concept A1 for the short-term cross section.
They believe this is the only concept that is viable and implementable in the short-term. The
Committee discussed Concept A1; many felt that moving to a 3-lane configuration should happen in
the short-term instead of the medium-term. Councilor Tom Ayres believes that we should be willing to
fight for positive change. Discussion also included a lower speed limit, removal of parking, and
enhanced bike lanes.
VOTE: The Committee voted against supporting Concept 1A with two voting yes and eight voting no:
Organization
AARP
BPHC
CCTA
City Council
DPW

Y/N
N
N
N
N
Y

Organization
Local Motion
Planning & Zoning
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 7

Y/N
N
Y
N
N
N

RJ Lalumiere of Ward 7 suggested a new short-term cross-section concept and with input from the
group, the concept was refined to be a pilot project with the following elements:
• Three-lane configuration between Shore Road and VT 127, with 10.5 foot travel lanes and 4.5
foot bike lanes
• 25 MPH throughout corridor
• All parking eliminated north of Washington Street
• Bike lanes, enhanced/buffered where space allows
• Protected bike lanes (with flex posts) from VT127 to Institute Road
• A very preliminary cost estimate is $300,000-500,000 for the pilot.
Charlene offered to undertake an outreach effort to increase the comfort of residents with the new
configuration. Eleni and Nicole welcomed outreach by individuals, but not on behalf of the Corridor
Plan until the final configuration is determined by the city. Nicole has safety concerns with a possible
4.5 foot bike lane and both Eleni and Nicole expressed concerns with parking removal in some sections
of the corridor. There was an extensive discussion about the pros and cons of the new cross-section
concept. Barry Trutor of Ward 7 supports this option as long as it is the pilot that is reversible. Kelley
Stoddard Poor of AARP would like to study parking elimination further. Charlene is concerned about
the rush to finish this study; Eleni explained that the funding for this study is running out and that the
study should be completed by the end of September. The committee members expressed some
reservations about the new short-term cross-section concept.
VOTE: The Committee voted to support the new pilot short-term cross-section concept as described
above with eight voting yes and two voting no:
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Organization
AARP
BPHC
CCTA
City Council
DPW

Y/N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

Organization
Local Motion
Planning & Zoning
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 7

Y/N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

4b) Short-Term Improvement Recommendations for All Intersections
The Committee added “minimum” to the recommendation for 5-second leading pedestrian intervals
(LPI). VOTE: The committee unanimously supported improvements for all intersections: ADAcompliant curb ramps and crosswalks on all approaches; audible pedestrian countdown timers with
a minimum 5-second (push-button) LPI; and bicycle facilities (where provided) maintained through
intersections:
Organization
AARP
BPHC
CCTA
City Council
DPW

Y/N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Organization
Local Motion
Planning & Zoning
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 7

Y/N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

4c) Long-Term Cross Section Recommendations
The committee was asked to consider six different long-term cross section concepts. These all require
curbs to be moved:
• Concept B: 5’ Minimum Bike Lanes
• Concept C: Buffered Bike Lanes
• Concept D: On-Street One-Way Cycle Tracks
• Concept E: Raised One-Way Cycle Tracks
• Concept F1: Raised Two-Way Cycle Track
• Concept F2: On-Street Two-Way Cycle Track
Jason L’Ecuyer of Ward 7 believes there is a psychological barrier to stopping and doing business on
North Avenue and in the New North End. He’d like to see this change. Sandrine understands that
protected bike lanes increase ridership and would like to see those on North Avenue, but
acknowledges design details may be missing to help discern the best type of cycle track to recommend.
RJ Lalumiere of Ward 7 is a cyclist who wants to ease travel to downtown and therefore supports a
cycle track. He believes a one-way cycle track is safer than a two-way. As a cyclist, Tony Redington of
Ward 3 wants to have the same freedom of movement as others who use the road and prefers a oneway cycle track on each side of the road. Charlene supports a one-way raised cycle track. Rep. Joanna
Cole likes cycle tracks but doesn’t think a raised track will have political support. David Lustgarten of
Ward 4 would like to see consistent bicycle facilities throughout the City for everyone’s safety. Nicole
agrees a one-way protected facility is safer but is unsure of design details for a choice between raised
or on-street.
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The committee added a seventh concept, Concept G, to include a one-way cycle track to be either
raised or on-street depending on future study. Eleni reminded the Committee that a Corridor Study is a
visioning document and suggested a specific vision be identified to help guide future studies.
VOTE: The committee supported long-term cross-section Concept D with six votes in favor:
Organization
AARP
BPHC
CCTA
City Council
DPW

Concept
D
D
F2
D
D

Organization
Local Motion
Planning & Zoning
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 7

Concept
G
D
G
D
E

4d) Intersection Improvement Recommendations
Proposed short, medium and long-term intersection improvement concepts were discussed and the
committee voted on each concept.

Plattsburg Avenue Intersection
Medium-Term

Concept 1: Eliminate high-speed right turn and add an exclusive pedestrian phase at south crosswalk
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 1 for medium-term improvements at
Plattsburg Avenue.

Long-Term

Concept 2: Eliminate the northbound right-turn lane.
Concept 3: Mini roundabout
VOTE: The committee supported Concept 3 for long-term improvements at Plattsburg Avenue with
four votes in favor:
Organization
AARP
BPHC
CCTA
City Council
DPW

Concept
3
2

Organization
Local Motion
Planning & Zoning
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 7

Concept
3
2
3
3
2

Shore Road/Heineberg Road Intersection
Short-Term

Concept 1: Increase pedestrian crossing times for seniors, add No Right Turn on Red, add split phasing.
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 1 for short-term improvements at Shore
Road/Heineberg Road.
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Medium-Term (contingent on ROW donation)

Concept 2: Increase pedestrian crossing times for seniors, add No Right Turn on Red, realign Shore Rd.
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 2 for medium-term improvements at Shore
Road/Heineberg Road.

Ethan Allen Shopping Center Intersection
Short -Term

Concept 1: Increase pedestrian crossing times for seniors, add No Right Turn on Red.
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 1 for short improvements at the Ethan Allen
Shopping Center.

Long-Term

Concept 2: Increase pedestrian crossing times for seniors, add No Right Turn on Red, reconstruct
Farrington’s Mobile Home park private drive, reconstruct sidewalk and curb at Bamboo Hut.
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 2 for long-term improvements at the Ethan
Allen Shopping Center.

Ethan Allen Parkway Intersection
Medium-Term

Concept 1: Add Little Eagle Bay to signalized intersection; eliminate high-speed northbound right-turn;
relocate vehicle park entrance.
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 1 for medium-term improvements at Ethan
Allen Parkway.

Tony Redington suggested the addition of Concept 3 for the Long-Term recommendation: Advance a
single-lane roundabout IF the future scoping study determines it is feasible. Eleni explained the traffic
analysis was re-checked with a different software package for this intersection and results indicate that
two lanes are needed for the northbound and southbound approaches. In addition, it was explained
that future intersection scoping studies will always include and evaluate a range of alternatives,
including a roundabout, even if the recommendation of the Advisory Committee is a signalized
intersection.

Ethan Allen Parkway - Long-Term

Concept 2: Install a roundabout with dual southbound approach lanes and northbound right-turn lane
with no flare on approaches, relocate vehicle park entrance.
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 1 for long-term improvements at Ethan Allen
Parkway.

Vermont 127 Intersection
Short-Term

Concept 1: Remove high-speed northbound and westbound right-turn lanes.
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 1 for short-term improvements at Vermont
127.
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Long-Term

Concept 2: Remove high-speed northbound and westbound right-turn lanes, create dual southbound
left-turn lanes
Concept 3: Roundabout with dual southbound approach lanes, a westbound right-turn bypass lane,
and no flare on approaches
VOTE: The committee supported Concept 3 for long-term improvements at Vermont 127 with eight
votes in favor and one vote against (City Councilor, Tom Ayers, voted for Concept 2).

Institute Road Intersection
Short-Term

Concept 1: no right turn on red, reduce intersection footprint, relocate northbound bus stop to far
side, resolve bus driveway access
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 1 for short-term improvements at Institute
Road.

Long-Term

Concept 2: install a roundabout with a southbound right-turn bypass and no flare on approaches,
resolve bus driveway access.
VOTE: The committee supported Concept 2 for long-term improvements at Institute Road with seven
votes in favor of Concept 2:
Organization
AARP
BPHC
CCTA
City Council
DPW

Concept
2
2
2
1

Organization
Local Motion
Planning & Zoning
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 7

Concept
2
1
2
2
2

Washington Street Intersection
Medium-Term

Concept 1: Raised Intersection
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 1 for medium-term improvements at
Washington Street.

North Street Intersection
Medium-Term

Concept 1: Add No Right on Red, change parking lot entrance to right-in/right-out or curb cut removal,
realign south crosswalk and add pedestrian refuge, realign north crosswalk to be adjacent to push
button, protected/permitted southbound left turns.
VOTE: The committee unanimously supported Concept 1 for medium-term improvements at North
Street.
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4e) Priority Pedestrian Crossing Locations
The committee was asked to prioritize the top three to five locations for priority pedestrian crossings.
The votes are tallied here from highest vote count to lowest:
Pedestrian Crossing Locations
Burlington College
Gosse Court
Killarney Drive / Village Green Drive
Green Acres Drive/ Cayuga Court
Ward Street
Saratoga Avenue
Poirier Place
Loaldo Drive
Lakewood Parkway

Votes
7
6
4
4
3
3
2
2
-

5. Next Steps
A draft Implementation Plan will be created and sent to Advisory Committee members via email for
review. The Draft Corridor Plan will be presented to the TEUC in August, followed by a request to City
Council for Plan acceptance in September. The final report will be available in September.
Eleni and Nicole thanked everyone for their participation and all their work.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:00 PM.
Note: These meeting notes were revised on July 29, 2014.
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Final Report on Public Engagement
North Avenue Corridor Study, Burlington, VT
October 2014
4) Public Meetings (Media Advisory, Front Porch Forum, Flyer, Agenda, Notes)
Stakeholder/Interest Group Meetings (Meeting Notes)
•
•
•
•

Public Meeting #1: October 29, 2013
Public Meeting #2: February 20, 2014
Public Meeting #3: May 20, 2014
Public Meeting #4: October 6, 2014 (Burlington City Council)

• Stakeholder Meeting: Flynn School PTO, April 3, 2014
• Stakeholder Meeting: Heineburg Club Seniors, February 5, 2014
• City Council’s Transportation, Energy, and Utilities Committee (TEUC)
Meetings: June 26, 2013; March 6, 2014; April 30, 2014; August 13, 2014;
September 10, 2014

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Corridor Study
Public Meeting #1, October 29, 2013, 7:00PM
Hunt Middle School, 1364 North Avenue, Burlington
http://bit.ly/north-ave

AGENDA
7:00

Welcome & Overview of the Study
(Nicole Losch, City of Burlington)
Overview of the Process and Purpose of the Meeting
(Eleni Churchill, CCRPC)

7:05

Existing Conditions (Steve Rolle, Parsons Brinckerhoff)

7:25

Tables – Visit each station for 20 minutes
•
•
•
•

Table 1: Nicole Losch, City of Burlington (Pink Group Start Here)
Table 2: Steve Rolle, Parsons Brinckerhoff (Red Group Start Here)
Table 3: Sandrine Thibault, City of Burlington (Green Group Start Here)
Table 4: Eleni Churchill, CCRPC (Blue Group Start Here)

8:45

Discussion – Major Corridor Issues

9:00

Thank You and Adjourn

Project Contacts:
Nicole Losch, City of Burlington DPW, 865-5833, NLosch@burlingtonvt.gov
Eleni Churchill, Project Manager, CCRPC, 846-4490 x11, echurchill@ccrpcvt.org
Steve Rolle, Parsons Brinckerhoff, 617-960-4967, Rolle@pbworld.com
10/29/13

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Corridor Study
Public Meeting #1 Notes
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

PRESENT:

Tuesday, October 29, 2013
7:00 PM
Lyman Hunt Middle School Cafeteria, 1364 North Avenue, Burlington

See Attached

1) Welcome & Overview of the Study
Nicole Losch of Burlington DPW and Eleni Churchill of the CCRPC welcomed the group and provided an
overview of the Study and the public meeting.
2) Existing Conditions
Steve Rolle of Parsons Brinckerhoff presented the existing conditions. Steve briefly reviewed each
segment from the perspective of bicyclists, motorists, bus riders, and walkers. The presentation is
available at: http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/corridors/north-avenue-corridor-study/.
3) Small Group Workshop
Participants were divided into four small groups to discuss corridor issues in detail. Each group
reviewed a specific corridor segment, rotating to all four stations (i.e. – each group reviewed each
corridor segment). Facilitators led groups through a series of questions; results (responses) are
presented in Attachment 1.
4) Major Corridor Issues
Participants were asked: “From a corridor-wide perspective, what do YOU think are the most important
transportation issues along the North Avenue Corridor? Please list up to five.”
The raw data is presented in Attachment 2. The following table summarizes the number of times these
topics were mentioned by respondents:
Topic
Improve bike accommodations
Reduce speeding
Improve Pedestrian accommodations
Amenities (esp. Lighting) and Scale
Improve Bus service
Improve Signal timing/detectors
Add Left-turn Lanes
Reduce congestion
Roundabouts
The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 PM.

Number of
Responses
21
20
18
8
6
6
6
3
1

Participants
Anderson
Ayers
Bailey
Bogdan
Bogdan
Brand
Brown
Bucci
Buchanan
Buchanan
Curtis
Davis
Dugdak
Emanuelson

Hanna
Tom
Ryan
Karen
Dave
Matthew
Flip
Jon
Kara
Gus
Jace
Bob
Jack
Karin

Gagnon
Garcia
Gardener
Gardner
Gragg
Hasselmann
Hoye
Hu
Imbarrato
Lemieux
McGarvey
Miatke
Milens
Nguyen

David
Daniel
Matt
Matthew
Monica
Joseph
Colin
Peng
Domenic
Andrew
Ron
Baxter
Muffie
Kevin

Orlansky
Post
Sayler
Schwartz
StrandJordan
Spencer
Su
Therrien
Truzansky
Wan
Weigel
Western
Wu

Michael
Sandy
Tim
Aaron
Megan
Chapin
Flora
Alan
Tracy
Trani
Brent
Heidi
Roy

Advisory Committee Members: Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro, Kelly Stoddard-Poor, RJ Lalumiere, Jim
Holway, Tony Redington
Rock Point School: 12 juniors and seniors attended with their teacher, Gus Buchanan.
Workshop Breakout Group Facilitators: Nicole Losch (City of Burlington); Steve Rolle (Parsons
Brinckerhoff); Sandrine Thibault (City of Burlington); Eleni Churchill (CCRPC); Nick Schmidt (Parsons
Brinckerhoff); Bryan Davis (CCRPC); Jason Charest (CCRPC); Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro (City of
Burlington).
Other Consultants: Diane Meyerhoff (Third Sector Associates)
Attachment 1: Workshop Results – Corridor Segment Discussion (see separate file)
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Attachment 2: Responses to the Question: From a corridor-wide perspective, what do YOU think are
the most important transportation issues along the North Avenue Corridor? Please list up to five.
North Ave and VT 127 section (dangerous for bikes)
Lighting/aesthetics
Bus shelters
Speed
Sidewalks
Congestion
Slow down speeding traffic during day time
No more trees
More bike lane
Traffic signal suitable time
Slow down the speed during day-time
Reasonable signal time
More bike lane
Slow down speeding traffic
Make it easier to cross the street
Add the bike lane
Better bike lanes
Lighting
Slow down speeding traffic
More crosswalks
Improve sidewalk conditions
Better bicycle accommodations
Slowing down speed of traffic
Better markings along corridor for transitions, bikes, etc.
Make sure all traffic light detectors are working properly
More green space
Speed (too fast)
Crosswalks (too few)
Signal timing
Congestion
Bike lanes not wide enough
Speed is an issue
Green space too thin
Bike signs unclear
Early blinking yellow lights
Some traffic lights need more phases
Major intersections less confusing
Left turn lane
3

Bicycle lanes
More crosswalks (very visible to motorists)
Keep a neighborhood scale to it all
Bicycle accommodations
Slow down traffic
More accommodations for crossings
Northern part of North Ave corridor needs more crosswalks (especially across Plattsburg Ave)
Speeding along northern section of North Ave – also different speeds in 2 directions north of Shore Road (30
mph in SB, 25 mph NB)
Lack of bike lanes/too narrow
Speed issues
Left turns are unusually difficult
The on street parking either needs to be marked as such or replaced with bike lane and/or shoulder
Lane width in 5-lane area too small, speed too high for width – buses, trucks, city vehicles too big – no shoulder
makes everyone take up too much space
Lack of safe bike travel through shopping strip – Ethan Allen to Shore
Too few safe crosswalks in this shopping district
Left turns onto North Ave are difficult, dangerous, and frustratingly slow
Bike lanes!
2 lanes only (maybe 127 to Shore Rd turn lane between)
Crossing @ bus stop
Slowing traffic
Look and feel of a village/community versus highway
Provide continuous dedicated bicycle accommodation
Crosswalks for pedestrians
Slow down speeding traffic
Determine a way to extend CCTA service – even just a late bus and Sunday service
Consider middle lane for turning
Dedicated bike lanes north and south – bike paths to connect to North Ave
Bus pull ins/outs and bus shelters, well lit
Fix the Plattsburg Ave intersection so you can cross Plattsburg Ave from the north side walk and then walk south
down the east side of North Ave
More frequent crosswalks in all directions
Cycle track – entire corridor
Roundabouts at key intersections – North/BHS/Ethan Allen Shopping Center/Plattsburg roundabouts to be
pathed
Cycle track connections to schools
More frequent transit scheduling (15 minute headways); late PM bus
Plattsburg Ave and North Ave – speed
Crosswalks – Tracy Road odd; Packard Lofts area and south to narrow
4

More room for bikes
Better crosswalks
Bus shelters/pull offs
Better lighting
Slow down speeding traffic
Better accommodation of bicycles
More crosswalks
Slow down speeding traffic
Did I mention slowing down speeding traffic?
Speed and volume of traffic
Lack of clearly marked and adequate width bike lanes
Few places for pedestrians to cross
At busy times, hard to turn left from Leddy Park to Kilarney
Shore Rd to Ethan Allen Pkwy, sidewalks close to traffic
Speeding on North Ave from North St intersection continuing north
Pedestrian and bike quagmire at 127 intersection
Biking at Industrial intersection
The corridor where it is 4 lanes is a big problem. You can’t make a left turn and cars speed through that section.
It is hard to cross the road where the corridor has 4 lanes – not enough cross walks and cars speed through this
section.
The 4 lanes part of the corridor gets congested during am and pm commute times and is a high accident area.
Accessibility to the corridor through the 4 lane areas is difficult from the residential areas, especially during the
am and pm peak times.
During winter months when snow banks are high poses a real safety issue, because vehicles trying to access the
corridor, especially where it is 4 lanes, can’t see traffic coming down the corridor to safely make L or R turn into
the corridor!
Responses to: Anything else you’d like to share with the Advisory Committee and Study Team?
• Nope, enough information was gathered for the semester project in Brian Lee’s class at UVM.
• Multi bike path adjacent to 127 needs a crossover
• The biggest issue for me personally is the connection between North Ave and the path along 127 where 127
connects with North Ave
• I was with the UVM CE133 class. I don’t use this corridor frequently
• Check area complete streets: Route 15, Essex; Williston Road; Colchester Ave
• Bessery’s Market – fix the front so people can stop parking on the sidewalk
• Good format for public input!!
• Good format!
• This meeting was helpful as a member of the Committee to hear other people’s comments. Thanks
• I feel that there is plenty of ROW for this project, however this turns it into a long term project
• I think the part of the corridor where it is 4 lanes should be changed to 2 lanes with a center turn lane. By
Route 127, the L turn lane should stay so through traffic down the corridor to the South End can still flow. At
the intersection of Ethan Allen Park heading north, make a short right turn only lane so traffic to Ethan Allen
Parkway can continue to flow. At that intersection the current green arrow light doesn’t work for traffic
when the light to go straight is red and there is a car stopped in that right lane that isn’t turning – they end
up “holding” up traffic to Ethan Allen parkway.
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Attachment 1: Public Meeting #1 Workshop Results

Segment: Washington St/Berry to North St.
Bicyclists

Are there any particularly difficult street crossings for bicyclists on this segment (yes/no)? Is so,
where and why?
Green: Lots of conflicting vehicle movements at gas station at North Street.
Pink
Crossing North St NB and Washington St SB.
Blue: Crossings not an issue. Narrow bike lane and cars parked in bike lane are problems.
Red: SB left onto Washington St. NB at North Street (gas station conflicts).
How accommodating is this segment to both novice and experienced cyclists? List issues relative to
each group.
Novice/Recreational/Children
Green: Uncomfortable, especially with parked cars.
Pink: No SB bike lane after Berry St; kids on sidewalk. Bike lanes too narrow and street busy for kids.
Blue: No SB bike lane. Difficult to turn left.
Red: Non-continuous bike lane. Narrow northbound lane.
Experienced/Avid
Green:
Pink:
Blue: No SB bike lane. Difficult to turn left.
Red: Non-continuous bike lane. Narrow northbound lane.
What other issues affect cyclists on this segment?
Green: Drop of from sidewalk near RR tracks.
Pink: No SB lane after Berry. Conflicts with parked cars.
Blue:
Red: Connection to paths near RR. Need bike connections Battery Park to bike path, and North Ave
to bike path.

1-1

Pedestrians
What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Crossing North Avenue is difficult due to the distance between marked crosswalks
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:
•

Neutral

2

5

Crossing North Avenue is difficult due to the speed and/or amount of traffic.
1

Green: 3
Pink:
4
Blue:
3
Red:
5
Average: 3.8

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

People drive fast.

The condition of sidewalks and crosswalks is generally good
1

Green: 2
Pink:
2
Blue:
3
Red:
3
Average: 2.5

5

Speeds lower in this segment due to density of development and two lanes.

<<<Strongly disagree

•

4

3
3
3
4
3.3

<<<Strongly disagree

•

3

Strongly agree>>>

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Poor condition on this segment.
Not well marked (crosswalks?); sidewalks not in great shape.
Decent sidewalks. Ice and water splashing are problems.
Not as good as further north. Decent green belt

There are barriers to Universal Access (lack of ADA curb ramps, obstacles that block the
sidewalk) along this segment.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

3
4
2
4
3.3

Neutral

2

3

Narrow. Hedges and braches block.

1-2

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

•

Walking along this segment is generally a pleasant experience.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

3
2.5
3
3
2.9

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

Lots of peds use this segment to access other areas.
Not bad, but no micro-parks in the segment.
But not bad.

What other issues affect pedestrians on this segment?
Green: Good street trees. Drivers don’t yield at unsignalized crosswalks.
Pink: Future impacts of new building at Berry St. Biking kids on sidewalks. Accessing parked cars.
Blue: Benches needed.
Red: Greenbelt provides drainage and buffer from traffic. Parked cars also provide buffer, but with
other impacts. Need more lighting.

Transit

What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

The location and placement of bus stops and shelters is good on this segment
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:
•

3
2
2
2
4

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

Shelters very beneficial. Additional SB stop seems unnecessary.
More shelters than elsewhere on corridor.
No pullouts for stops near onstreet parking.
Need NB shelter. Lighting needed at shelters.

Bus stops are easy to access from either side of the corridor
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

2
3
2
2
2.3

5

Neutral

2

3

Need crosswalks
No crosswalks near shelter stops.
Need crosswalks at every stop.

1-3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

•

Bus operating frequencies (30 minutes weekdays) and schedules are adequate.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

3
2
1
2

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

15 minutes preferred by students. Fewer stops to speed up route times.
Longer service into evenings.
Need larger buses during PM. 15 minute peak service. Sunday service needed.

What other issues affect bus riders on this segment?
Green:
Pink: Waiting on weekends (need 30 minute service).
Blue: Sunday service needed.
Red:

Motorists

What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Congestion is not an issue on this segment of the corridor.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:

5
2

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Area near North St impact by turning buses, gas station traffic. Depends on time
of day.

Blue:
5
Red:
5
Average: 4.3
•

On-street parking is important along this segment of the corridor
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:

3

Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

3
4
4
3.5

Neutral

2

3

4

Strongly agree>>>
5

Good for residents; bad for bikes. Narrows road in winter. Wider green space
would be nicer.
Needed because of homes but barrier to complete streets.
Problem for bikes; needed for residents.
Highly used. Driveways back onto busy street.

1-4

Are there any intersections/locations that are especially difficult to negotiate as a motorist on this
segment (yes/no)? If yes, describe.
Green: North Street. Crossing from Washington to Berry (both directions).
Pink: North St. Future at Berry St?
Blue: Washington St crosswalk visibility. Doors opening from parked cars.
Red: SB left onto Washington because of heavy opposing traffic.
What other issues affect motorists on this segment?
Green: Bicyclists weaving in and out of parked cars (SB). Bicyclists taking lane slow traffic (traffic
calming).
Pink: Fire Dept operations. Turning left from side streets onto southbound North Ave is difficult.
Blue: Left turn for North St and gas station problematic. Visual change at Berry.
Red:

Other Corridor Issues
Safety
What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Speeding is a problem along this segment
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green: 1
Pink:
2
Blue:
1
Red:
5
Average: 2.3
•

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Less than elsewhere.

Left turns are difficult to make along this segment.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

3
3
2

Neutral
2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

SB left onto Washington is difficult because of steady opposing traffic.
Difficult to turn left into Condo opposite high school.
Institute and Washington.

2.7

Gateways

1-5

Are there any locations on this segment that should be considered as Gateways? Gateways are
locations where special design treatments could be considered to indicate neighborhood transitions,
important crossroads, or changes in context (especially to drivers).
Green: Near Yankee Medical and at Washington Street.
Pink:
Blue: Berry St could be a gateway.
Red: North St. Washington/Berry.

1-6

Segment: VT 127 to Washington/Berry
Bicyclists

Are there any particularly difficult street crossings for bicyclists on this segment (yes/no)? Is so,
where and why?
Green: VT 127 intersection. Road narrows at Institute. SB bike lane (between through and right turn
lane) at Institute is difficult to negotiate. Blind spot climbing hill SB.
Pink
VT 127 intersection (NB especially).
Blue: NB at VT 127 (even with ped call).
Red: VT 127 (cars travel fast around turns). Institute.
How accommodating is this segment to both novice and experienced cyclists? List issues relative to
each group.
Novice/Recreational/Children
Green: Not accommodating.
Pink: Not accommodating for amateur cyclists.
Blue: Poor for young cyclists. Fair for intermediate cyclists.
Red: Very poor.
Experienced/Avid
Green: More manageable for experienced cyclists.
Pink: Okay for assertive cyclists.
Blue:
Red: Fair.
What other issues affect cyclists on this segment?
Green: Wrong way bike riding.
Pink: No connection to bike trails to the west at VT 127. Bikes ride on sidewalk near Institute.
Sidewalks are in poor condition.
Blue: No connection to bike trails to the west at VT 127. This segment is dark. Poor sidewalk
condition at Institute. Bike lanes aren’t plowed. Left turns (SB) at Washington.
Red: No bike trail connections at VT 127.

1-7

Pedestrians
What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Crossing North Avenue is difficult due to the distance between marked crosswalks
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
3
Blue:
Red:
3
Average: 3
•

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

Crossings not as important along much of corridor (less developed)

Crossing North Avenue is difficult due to the speed and/or amount of traffic.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

Green:
Pink:
4
Blue:
.
Red:
3
Average: 3.5
•

The condition of sidewalks and crosswalks is generally good
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
3
Blue:
Red:
4
Average: 3.5

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Good except at City Bluffs condos (across from high school).

1-8

•

There are barriers to Universal Access (lack of ADA curb ramps, obstacles that block the
sidewalk) along this segment.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

Driveway at cemetery.

Walking along this segment is generally a pleasant experience.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

5

Driveway crossings dip down (rather than flush with sidewalk), especially SB
south of VT 127.

Pink:
Blue:
Red:
3
Average: 3
•

Neutral

3
3

Neutral

2

3

4

Strongly agree>>>
5

Except next to sloped ledge on west side of street between VT 127 and Institute.

3
3

What other issues affect pedestrians on this segment?
Green: Kids crossing street from Bus Shelter at Institute (not at intersection). More peds on west side
of street.
Pink: Rock outcropping/ledge on west of road makes uncomfortable ped environment.
Drainage/splashing.
Blue: Difficult to cross high-speed turns at VT-127. Missing segment near high school. Crosswalk at
Champlain Farms has poor visibility.
Red:

Transit

What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

The location and placement of bus stops and shelters is good on this segment
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
4
Average: 4

Neutral

2

3

Students jaywalk at Institute.
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Strongly agree>>>

4

5

•

Bus stops are easy to access from either side of the corridor
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average: N/A
•

Bus operating frequencies (30 minutes weekdays) and schedules are adequate.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:

2

Blue:
Red:
Average: 2

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

Students have to wait quite awhile. More frequent service needed on Saturday
afternoon.
Later buses needed.
Hourly is too long.

What other issues affect bus riders on this segment?
Green: Offset shelter NB at Institute encourages jaywalking.
Pink: Shelters too small at Institute. Need an Express service.
Blue: Sunday service. Lighting at shelters (solar?).
Red: Missed connections at downtown hub.

Motorists

What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Congestion is not an issue on this segment of the corridor.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
5
Average: 5

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

Institute congested during AM (school start).
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5

•

On-street parking is important along this segment of the corridor
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:

2

Red:
Average: 2

Neutral

2

3

4

Strongly agree>>>
5

Parking in front of Bessery’s Market is important; Need to accommodate
services and events at St. Marks.
Need some, but less than today.

Are there any intersections/locations that are especially difficult to negotiate as a motorist on this
segment (yes/no)? If yes, describe.
Green: EB left and NB left at Institute doesn’t get enough green signal time.
Pink: Institute.
Blue:
Red: Institute NB left. SB lefts at Champlain Farms and Washington Street.
What other issues affect motorists on this segment?
Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:

Other Corridor Issues
Safety
What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Speeding is a problem along this segment
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
4
Blue:
3
Red:
4
Average: 4.7

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

Speed rounding corner approaching high school.
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5

•

Left turns are difficult to make along this segment.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
3
Blue:
Red:
Average: 3

Neutral
2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Difficult to turn left into Condo opposite high school.
Institute and Washington.

Gateways
Are there any locations on this segment that should be considered as Gateways? Gateways are
locations where special design treatments could be considered to indicate neighborhood transitions,
important crossroads, or changes in context (especially to drivers).
Green:
Pink:
Blue: VT 127. SB at Berry/Washington
Red: VT 127. Institute Rd.
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Segment: Shore Rd to VT 127
Bicyclists

Are there any particularly difficult street crossings for bicyclists on this segment (yes/no)? Is so,
where and why?
Green: VT 127, Ethan Allen, Leddy Park, Shore Rd, Lakewood, Saratoga, Killarney. Lack of signals,
crosswalks, vehicle conflicts.
Pink
Ethan Allen Pkwy due to volume of traffic; Wait for signalized crossings isn’t too bad.
Blue: Crossing VT 127 northbound; this is least accommodating segment on corridor; no room/no
shoulder/no bike lanes; Northbound green right turn at Ethan Allen conflicts with bicyclists.
Red: Difficult the entire segment; left turns especially difficult; Traveling north or south through VT
127 is difficult; bikes exiting shopping center are in conflict with right turning cars.
How accommodating is this segment to both novice and experienced cyclists? List issues relative to
each group.
Novice/Recreational/Children
Green: Poor, pretty bad. Storm drains are an issue.
Pink: Not at all. No place for bikes and traffic travels too fast.
Blue: Entrance at Ethan Allen Park is difficult.
Red: Will be on sidewalks; crossing side-streets is also difficult/dangerous due to conflict with right
turning cars.
Experienced/Avid
Green:
Pink: Don’t feel comfortable on road.
Blue:
Red: Bad even for experienced cyclists; drivers don’t pay attention.
What other issues affect cyclists on this segment?
Green: No bike lanes; speed and volume of traffic; don’t feel safe riding in travel lane.
Pink: Lack of bike lanes, especially between Leddy Park and Ethan Allen Park.
Blue:
Red: Bingo sign by Elks sign makes it impossible for motorists to see cyclists.
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Pedestrians
What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Crossing North Avenue is difficult due to the distance between marked crosswalks
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:
•

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

5
4
5
4.5
4.6 (strongly agree)

Crossing North Avenue is difficult due to the speed and/or amount of traffic.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

Green: 5
Pink:
4
Blue:
5
Red:
5
Average: 4.5
•

The condition of sidewalks and crosswalks is generally good
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green: 4
Pink:
4
Blue:
Red:
3
Average: 3.7
•

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Some issues at VT 127.

There are barriers to Universal Access (lack of ADA curb ramps, obstacles that block the
sidewalk) along this segment.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

3
3.5

Not enough user experience in group to comment.
Shopping center intersection on east side (north/south direction).

3
3.2

Distances may make travel difficult.
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•

Walking along this segment is generally a pleasant experience.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

Neutral

2

3

4

Strongly agree>>>
5

2
3.5
3
2.8

What other issues affect pedestrians on this segment?
Green: Driveways and sidewalks; Crossing east leg of VT 127; Not enough crosswalks; More of a green
strip desirable; snow accumulation.
Pink: Green belts.
Blue: Crosswalks are too long (streets too wide); signals are too long (long cycle lengths); New housing
development will increase kids crossing street to get to bus; Summer farmers market crossing
from bus stop is impossible.
Red: Water in front of DMV.

Transit

What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

The location and placement of bus stops and shelters is good on this segment
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

4.5

Not many bus riders in group.

3.5

One more shelter needed northbound (north of Hannaford). Mostly provided
southbound now.

Average: 4
•

Bus stops are easy to access from either side of the corridor
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green: 2.5
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
2
Average: 2.5

Neutral

2

3

Many stops lack crosswalks.

No crosswalks.
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Strongly agree>>>
4

5

•

Bus operating frequencies (30 minutes weekdays) and schedules are adequate.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green: 3
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
2.5
Average: 2.8

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

Hourly is too long. 15 minute peak and more Sunday service desirable.

What other issues affect bus riders on this segment?
Green: Buses don’t serve side streets; pothole in front of shelter; no wifi at stops (stop amenities).
Pink: Long walks.
Blue:
Red:

Motorists

What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Congestion is not an issue on this segment of the corridor.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:
•

2
2
2
3
2.3

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

Leddy Park Rd intersection.
Ethan Allen intersection = stop +60; morning + evening = peak times.

On-street parking is important along this segment of the corridor
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

1
2
1
2
1.5

5

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

Lacks on-street parking today, and is not needed.
Shopping center provides plenty of off-street parking.
So much parking elsewhere and off-street already.
Not needed – enough provided off-street.
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5

Are there any intersections/locations that are especially difficult to negotiate as a motorist on this
segment (yes/no)? If yes, describe.
Green: Any left turn that does not have a green arrow (protected left); Shore Road (all modes).
Pink: Left turns blocking through traffic (northbound) at shopping center.
Blue: Shore Rd; Ethan Allen
Red:
What other issues affect motorists on this segment?
Green: Speeding; narrow lane widths.
Pink: Wider outside lanes.
Blue: Only one northbound exit from shopping center; use Rite-Aid parking lot to get across.
Red:

Other Corridor Issues
Safety
What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Speeding is a problem along this segment
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Green: 4
Pink:
5
Blue:
5
Red:
5
Average: 4.8
•

Left turns are difficult to make along this segment.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:

4
4
5

Red:

4

Neutral
2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Difficult anywhere there isn’t a signal.
Protected left at Shopping Center is great. A center left turn lane would work
well on this segment.
Difficult even with traffic lights. Ethan Allen southbound is especially difficult.
Northbound at Shore Road also problematic – people change lanes at last
minute and cut other motorists off.

Average: 4.3
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Gateways
Are there any locations on this segment that should be considered as Gateways? Gateways are
locations where special design treatments could be considered to indicate neighborhood transitions,
important crossroads, or changes in context (especially to drivers).
Green:
Pink: VT 127 intersection is a transition point; Bike route from Leddy Park to Ethan Allen.
Blue: VT 127; Shore Road (right lane only for through movements is confusing).
Red:
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Segment: Plattsburgh to Shore Road
Bicyclists

Are there any particularly difficult street crossings for bicyclists on this segment (yes/no)? Is so,
where and why?
Green: Crossing Shore Rd is difficult and Plattsburgh Ave is generally dangerous.
Pink
No.
Blue: Plattsburg intersection is a major problem, especially north-south.
Red: Plattsburgh Ave (all approaches).
How accommodating is this segment to both novice and experienced cyclists? List issues relative to
each group.
Novice/Recreational/Children
Green: Better than other segments, but still only experienced cyclists ride on the road.
Pink: Depends on traffic and time of day. Biking on sidewalk is an option.
Blue: Not accommodating.
Red: Not accommodating – ride on sidewalks.
Experienced/Avid
Green: Better than other segments, but still only experienced cyclists ride on the road.
Pink: Depends on traffic and time of day. Biking on sidewalk is an option.
Blue: Experienced cyclists can use due to width of travel lanes (cars rarely use on-street parking).
Red: Experienced cyclists can ride comfortably in the road due to wide lanes (including parking lane).
What other issues affect cyclists on this segment?
Green: Left turns at intersections. Motor vehicle speeds.
Pink: Plattsburgh Avenue intersection is dangerous for bikes and pedestrians.
Blue: No designated bike lanes; Left turns are difficult; no pavement markings designating parking
lane.
Red: Left turns at Shore Road & Heineburg Rd. Split phases at Shore & Heineburg Rd.
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Pedestrians
What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Crossing North Avenue is difficult due to the distance between marked crosswalks
<<<Strongly disagree
1

•

Green:

4

Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

4
5
5
4.5

Neutral

2

4

5

An issue for the entire corridor. School children are crossing at unmarked
locations.

Crossing North Avenue is difficult due to the speed and/or amount of traffic.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:
•

3

Strongly agree>>>

5
5
5
5
5

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

primarily speed. Traffic varies considerably during the day.
Speed is primary issue; traffic volumes only heavy during peaks.
Speed.

The condition of sidewalks and crosswalks is generally good
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

5

Neutral

2

3

3
5
2
5
3.8
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Strongly agree>>>
4

5

•

There are barriers to Universal Access (lack of ADA curb ramps, obstacles that block the
sidewalk) along this segment.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:
•

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

3
1
2
3
2.3

Walking along this segment is generally a pleasant experience.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

5

3
5
4
4
4

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

Less traffic and houses are set further back on this segment.
Sidewalks are separated from traffic and neighborhood is attractive.

What other issues affect pedestrians on this segment?
Green: Crossing Shore Rd is difficult. Right turn on red from Shore Rd & left turns from North Ave.
Pink: Plattsburgh Ave is a difficult crossing for pedestrians. Crossing North Ave is an issue due to
vehicle speeds.
Blue: Two lanes of traffic are less impactful to peds than four; need better (ped scale) lighting; This
segment is very dark.
Red: Crossing is difficult at night because signals go into flashing yellow mode early. No sidewalks on
side streets.

Transit

What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

The location and placement of bus stops and shelters is good on this segment
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

4
5
5
5
4.8

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

More shelters needed (instead of just stops).
Need more shelters. Some stops could be eliminated.
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5

•

Bus stops are easy to access from either side of the corridor
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:
•

4
3
5
2
3.5

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Difficult to cross North Ave.
(from side streets)
Depends on direction of travel. Crossing North Ave can be difficult.

Bus operating frequencies (30 minutes weekdays) and schedules are adequate.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

3
4
2
1
2.5

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>

4

5

Need extended service hours and more weekend service
Need more frequent evening service.

What other issues affect bus riders on this segment?
Green: Need a bus stop at Miller Center.
Pink: Need services that extend off of North Ave into the neighborhoods.
Blue: Strong support for extended Sunday service.
Red: Frequent Sunday service would allow for recreational trips. Need 15 minute headways for
weekday peaks.

Motorists

What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Congestion is not an issue on this segment of the corridor.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:

5
3

Blue:
4
Red:
5
Average: 4.3

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Pavement markings where road transitions from four to two lanes (Shore Rd)
are poor
Congestion only during AM peak (school related).
Southbound left turns at Heineberg are an issue.
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•

On-street parking is important along this segment of the corridor
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:

1
1
2

Red:
2
Average: 1.5

Neutral

2

3

4

Strongly agree>>>
5

Need to accommodate St. Marks church.
Parking in front of Bessery’s Market is important; Need to accommodate
services and events at St. Marks.
Parking is important for St. Mark’s.

Are there any intersections/locations that are especially difficult to negotiate as a motorist on this
segment (yes/no)? If yes, describe.
Green: Plattsburgh Ave due to intersection geometry.
Pink: Plattsburg Ave and Shore Rd intersections are skewed and create problems for motorists,
pedestrians and bicyclists.
Blue: Shore Rd; Ethan Allen
Red: Intersections at Plattsburgh Ave, Shore Rd/Heineberg, Tracy Dr left turns.
What other issues affect motorists on this segment?
Green: Speeding; narrow lane widths.
Pink: Loop detection is missing (or not working) on many side streets.
Blue: Left turns out of Tracy Drive are very difficult due to proximity to Plattsburgh Dr
Red: Left turns onto Heineberg are difficult.

Other Corridor Issues
Safety
What is the consensus of your group (circle corresponding number)?
•

Speeding is a problem along this segment
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

5
4
3

Neutral

2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

Speeding a problem between Hunt School Driveway and Plattsburgh Ave.

4
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•

Left turns are difficult to make along this segment.
<<<Strongly disagree
1

Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
Average:

Neutral
2

3

Strongly agree>>>
4

5

2
3
4
3

Gateways
Are there any locations on this segment that should be considered as Gateways? Gateways are
locations where special design treatments could be considered to indicate neighborhood transitions,
important crossroads, or changes in context (especially to drivers).
Green:
Pink:
Blue:
Red:
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North Avenue Corridor Study - Public Meeting #1 Evaluation Form
October 29, 2013 - 7:00-9:00 PM - Hunt Middle School, 1364 North Avenue

Number of respondents: 13
1. How did you hear about the Meeting? (check all that apply)

a) Email from Friend/Colleague
b) Email from Sponsors
c) Email from Other
d) City’s BUZZ
e) City/CCRPC Website
f) Front Porch Forum
g) Burlington Free Press

2
1
2
3
2
4
1

h) Seven Days
i) North Avenue News
j) Neighborhood Plan. Assembly
k) Flyer
l) Other (please describe)
UVM Class (3); City Council; AARP…

1
2
2
0

2. Please rate the following aspects of the meeting:
Aspect
Welcome
Presentation
Small Group Work
Physical facilities for this event
Amount of time allowed for input
Overall value of this event to you

Fantastic

Very Good

6
4
4
2
4
4

4
5
4
7
6
6

Good

OK

Poor

2
3
5
4
3
3

Comments:
• Cookies and cider = good!
• Need more time in small groups
• Great format it worked well for input
• Well organized! Thank you!
• Very informational, however all members of the group were from the same area of the
corridor so input for other sections was limited
• Good process – good questions
• The facilitators were well-informed and led the public meeting effectively. The format of
rotating from 1 table to another was useful in focusing on 4 different segments of the
North Ave. corridor, but also proved somewhat repetitive, so attention drifted away
towards the end of the meeting.

3. Anything else you’d like to share with us?

•
•
•

Nice format – great opportunity for input
Did a good job handling a large crowd
Overall, this was a useful meeting – the opportunity to participate in decisions that my
affect the future planning is greatly appreciated. Thanks!

Terrible

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Corridor Study
Public Workshop #2, February 20, 2014, 7:00PM
St. Mark’s Church Family Center, 1251 North Avenue, Burlington
http://bit.ly/north-ave

AGENDA
7:00

Welcome (Nicole Losch, City of Burlington)

7:05

Presentation (Joe Barr, Parsons Brinckerhoff)
•
•
•
•

7:20

Status of Corridor Study
Draft Corridor Vision & Goals
Overall Issues and Improvement Options for North Ave
Description of Breakout Group Activity

Breakout Groups – Visit each station for 20 minutes
•
•
•
•

Table 1: Nicole Losch, City of Burlington (Pink Group Start Here)
Table 2: Joe Barr, Parsons Brinckerhoff (Red Group Start Here)
Table 3: Peter Keating, CCRPC (Green Group Start Here)
Table 4: Eleni Churchill, CCRPC (Blue Group Start Here)

8:45

Report Back by Facilitators, Wrap up, Next Steps

9:00

Adjourn

Project Contacts:
Nicole Losch, City of Burlington DPW, 865-5833, NLosch@burlingtonvt.gov
Eleni Churchill, Project Manager, CCRPC, 846-4490 x11, echurchill@ccrpcvt.org
Joe Barr, Parsons Brinckerhoff, 617-960-4862, barrje@pbworld.com
2/12/14

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, VT 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

North Avenue Corridor Study
Public Workshop #2 Notes
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:
PRESENT:

Thursday, February 20, 2014
7:00 PM
St. Mark’s Church Family Center, 1215 North Avenue, Burlington
See Attached

1) Welcome & Overview of the Study
Nicole Losch of Burlington DPW welcomed the group and provided an overview of the Study.
2) Study Presentation
Joe Barr of Parsons Brinckerhoff made a presentation including the status of the study, draft vision &
goals, and overall issue and improvement options for the corridor. The presentation is available at:
http://www.ccrpcvt.org/corridors/NorthAve/20140220_NorthAvePublicForum2Presentation_Final.pdf

Question: Why doesn’t the study include North Street to Battery Street? A: (Nicole Losch): This
segment will be part of a future study that includes North Champlain and Park Streets. We needed to
limit the scope of the study to make it manageable.
Question: The vision statement includes “economic development.” How is that defined in the context
of the study? A: (Nicole Losch): We want the transportation system to support existing economic
activity as well as expected future growth. The Planning Department assisted us with growth
projections. The twenty-year growth projections vary between 5-15 percent along the corridor.
Question: How to you factor in the Beltline as a mover of people in this area? A: (Eleni Churchill of the
CCRPC): We have accounted for it through traffic counts and turning movement studies.
Question: Is your report about employment and traffic online? A: (Eleni): The “Existing & Future
Conditions” report will be posted soon.
3) Breakout Groups
Participants were divided into four small groups to discuss corridor issues in detail. Each group
reviewed a specific corridor segment, rotating to all four stations (i.e. – each group reviewed each
corridor segment).

TABLE 1: Nicole Losch/Christine Forde - Washington Street to North Street
Improvements for Discussion
Option
Timeframe
A
Short-Term (Less than 3 years,
working within existing curb line)
B

Mid-Term (Less than 7 years)

C

Long-Term (More than 10 years)

D

Long-Term (More than 10 years)

E

Long-Term (More than 10 years)

Description
Two 12.5’ travel lanes
Sharrows on both sides
One 8’ southbound parking lane
Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 5’ bike lanes
One 8’ southbound parking lane
Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 5’ bike lanes with 2’ buffers
One 8’ southbound parking lane
Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 5’ cycle tracks with 2’ mountable curbs
One 8’ southbound parking lane
Two 11’ travel lanes
One 8’ southbound parking lane
Landscaped strip with raised cycle track and sidewalk

Corridor
Need to keep parking but conflicts with bikes
“A” not better than existing (existing has problems with debris)
Consistency across all corridors is desirable – a standard design
More bikes will Option “E”
Is it feasible to shrink green strips?
Should include Depot Street
Need bike lanes – no one will ride in lane with cars
Short-term – narrow lanes for bike lanes
Separation in “E” too wide – need separation for bikes – a physical barrier
“B” may not increase number of riders
Concerned with losing trees in green belt
If bus stop at Ward needs a crosswalk
North Street may be a good place for a mini roundabout
Bike box may not be necessary at North Street
Study should consider zoning changes and the impact of increased density
Evaluate on-street parking usage
Drainage of bike lane important
Consider cycle track
Buffered lanes to prevent car doors conflicting with bikes and to prevent cars from parking in bike lane
Cyclists use VT137 path or waterfront path
Cycle track not safe because of driveways
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For option “A” don’t eliminate lane – needs separate lane
Option “C” is better for snow removal; Option “D” – no plowing, would need to be plowed
Bike box is not really necessary at North Street
Intersections
Flashing beacons at all intersections because traffic doesn’t stop for pedestrians and lots of beacons
sets a tone for the road when pedestrians are present
Crosswalk at Ward Street needed
Raised or colored crosswalks to make them more visible
Parking at curb ramps
TABLE 2: Joe Barr/Nick Schmidt - VT 127 to Washington Street
Improvements for Discussion
Option
A

B
C*

Timeframe
Short-Term (Less than 3
years, working within
existing curb line)
Mid-Term (Less than 7
years)
Long-Term (More than 10
years)

Description
Institute Rd to Washington St.
VT 127 to Institute Rd.
Two 12’ travel lanes
Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 5.5’ bike lanes
Two 5’ bike lanes
One 8’ southbound or
northbound parking lane
Same as Option A
Same as Option A
Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 5’ bike lanes with 1.5’
buffers

Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 5’ bike lanes with 2’
buffers
One 8’ southbound or
northbound parking lane
D
Long-Term (More than 10 Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 11’ travel lanes
years)
Two 5’ cycle tracks with 2’
Two 5’ cycle tracks with 2’
mountable curbs
mountable curbs
One 8’ southbound or
northbound parking lane
E
Long-Term (More than 10 Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 11’ travel lanes
years)
Landscaped strip with raised
One 8’ southbound or
cycle track and sidewalk
northbound parking lane
Landscaped strip with raised
cycle track and sidewalk
*Note: Option C for Institute Rd to Washington St also works within the existing curb line.
Cyclists swerve to avoid potholes
“Dooring” a concern with bike lanes next to parking
Plowing issues for cycle track
“D” safer for cyclists than “C”
Cycle tracks may remove trees
Pedestrian crossings at bike lanes needed at bus stops
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All options assume same traffic levels
Cars get stuck on ice behind northbound bus stop at Institute Road
“C, D, E” different than Table 1 (narrower street)
Whichever option is chosen, make consistent with other segments
Option “D” - less impacts to landscape, but maintains separation
Option “E” may have pedestrians walk in bike lane
Bike/pedestrian conflicts a dangerous recipe
Some hesitation about curbs being a tripping/falling hazard
Agree that short-term options are pursued quickly
Concern at rock outcropping – make space for greenbelt
Question of bicycle traffic at roundabouts
VT 127 right lane merge for cyclists is scary – used to have normal right turns 10 years ago
VT 127 – like the pedestrian island in dual-turn lane option
Left turn issues from cycle tracks with driver visibility
Don’t assume any option can’t be done
Clearly list what needs to happen for each option
Think of accommodating future travel modes with these improvements (trolley, light rail, EVs)
Additional property for VT 127 roundabout may come from portions already used for transportation
(i.e. ramps)
Bike connection through Ethan Allen Park circuitous for commuting
Why aren’t there more bus riders? Question of access, headways, or better buses?
Think about bus/bike conflicts for cycle track options
Gateway treatments at VT 127 to slow traffic
Parking may not be needed at portions where there are no housing/other issues
Think about signage, especially speed limit signs
Think about bike buffer for “A” and “B” south of Institute Road. No need for 12 foot lanes
How to account for snow removal for the options – “C” seems to be best option from this perspective
Much to upgrade because of cycle track
With VT 127 roundabout, no gaps in traffic for drivers turning from side streets onto North Ave.
Consider bus loop operations at Institute Road. They can block Institute Road intersection traffic.
TABLE 3: Peter Keating/Sai Sarepalli - Shore Road to VT 127
Improvements for Discussion
Option
Timeframe
A
Short-Term (Less than 3 years,
working within existing curb
line)
B
Mid-Term (Less than 7 years)
C

Long-Term (More than 10 years)

Description
Two 10’ travel lanes
One 10’ center turn lane
Two 5’ bike lanes
Two 11’ travel lanes; One 11’ center turn lane/raised
median; Two 5’ bike lanes
Two 11’ travel lanes; One 11’ center turn lane/raised
median; Two 5’ bike lanes with 2’ buffers
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D

Long-Term (More than 10 years)

E

Long-Term (More than 10 years)

Two 11’ travel lanes
One 11’ center turn lane/raised median
Two 5’ cycle tracks with 2’ mountable curbs
Two 11’ travel lanes
One 11’ center turn lane/raised median
Landscaped strip with raised cycle track and sidewalk

Right of way
Bring back trolleys (reserve option)
Neighborhood shuttle to move aged population
Continuous cycle track along corridor
Increase in aged population in this neighborhood
Options for aged population’s mobility
Short-term option preferred with low speed.
Accommodate buses without impacting through traffic and bikes
Wide lanes, bus pullouts
Favor option “C”
Increase bus service frequency
Improve signage northbound at Ethan Allen intersection
Bike box northbound at Ethan Allen intersection
Relocate park entrance – option “B”
Sidewalk lower than road elevation – safety hazard in winter
10 foot option in “B” with buffer strip
Favor option “B” with buffer strip
Potential crosswalk at Village Green
TABLE 4: Eleni Churchill/Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro – Plattsburg Avenue to Shore Road
Improvements for Discussion
Option
Timeframe
A
Short-Term (Less than 3 years,
working within existing curb
line)
B
Mid-Term (Less than 7 years)
C
Long-Term (More than 10 years)
D

Long-Term (More than 10 years)

E

Long-Term (More than 10 years)

Description
Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 5’ bike lanes
One 8’ southbound or northbound parking lane
Same as Option A
Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 5’ bike lanes with 2’ buffers
One 8’ southbound or northbound parking lane
Two 11’ travel lanes
Two 5’ cycle tracks with 2’ mountable curbs
One 8’ southbound or northbound parking lane
Two 11’ travel lanes
One 8’ southbound or northbound parking lane
Landscaped strip with raised cycle track and sidewalk
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Option “A” is better than what we have now with a minimal investment
Like bike lane between sidewalk and parking lane
Concerned about raised curb for street maintenance
Existing conditions are superior to any options because wide spaces with cars and eventually need to
turn; I had to pick like option “E”; focus on other areas of corridor first
Do not like “E” – concerned about separation between pedestrians and bikes
More trees is more inviting – like a real neighborhood!!
Lighting for all modes to improve safety
Plattsburgh Ave. Intersections
North Ave. intersection with Tracey has light/prohibit lefts
People need to take left at Tracey
Skeptical of roundabouts
Do not understand roundabouts (reference Winooski and Taft Corners)
Intersections
How will people get in and out of Merola’s?
Bulb-out OK – more time for pedestrians
Pedestrian lead signals
Pedestrian exclusive signals
No right on red when pedestrian crossing
Staniford Road/North Ave. is bad – it needs attention with focus on pedestrians – consider rapid
flashing beacons where appropriate
Concerns about adjacent land uses
Lots of improper use of left turn lanes at Heineberg and Shore Roads
Road
Options “D” and “E” are preferable but must be maintained, especially plowing
“E” best for bikes
“C” no good for bikes due to car doors
Love short-term – best to do now
Intersections
Pedestrian crossing at Staniford
Like bulb-out to slow traffic down at Plattsburgh
Vehicle access (esp. left) at Merola’s
Maybe Merola’s access from Tracey Drive – then roundabout
Shore/Heineberg – right-size road – worked well on Colchester Ave.
Road
Like car parking on one side especially with more mid-block crossings
Like option “D”
Like option “C” or “D” better with separation and clarity for bikes
Like “A” or “B” – do not need to do “C, D, E”
Choices need to consider costs
“C, D, E” expands amount of asphalt – more heat and increased stormwater
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Whole bike in different color
“A” and “B” do not meet complete streets – won’t increase more casual bicyclists
Sigh distance for cyclists at intersections with parking lane
Use granite curbs for maintenance by plows
Intersections
Need pedestrian crossing at Staniford
More time for pedestrian crossing at Heineberg
Crosswalks at Plattsburgh now!
Like bulb-out at Plattsburgh to slow traffic
Roundabout at Plattsburgh then Tracy drive can turn right or left
Like modern roundabout for Plattsburg (2)
Like gateway at Plattsburgh
Gateway closer to 127 not at Plattsburgh
Like long/medium term for Shore Road
Road
Images do not show curb cuts – this is important
Car doors opening into bikes plus curb cuts
Don’t do anything until can get to options “C, D, or E” – not safe and creates attractive nuisance
4) Report Back by Facilitators, Wrap Up, & Next Steps
Each group summarized its findings. Joe, Nicole, and Eleni thanked everyone for attending. Next steps
include:
• Post the Existing & Future Conditions Report online
• Start to develop proposals for short and long term
• Spring workshop will be scheduled in late April
The meeting was adjourned at 8:58PM.
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Participants
Ayers
Becot
Bogdan
Bogdan
Branch
Branch
BristowJohnson
Buchanan
Buchanan

Tom
Florence
Karen
Dave
Nick
Pat
Robert
Kara
Gus

Carter-Lovejoy
DeMott
Duncan
Fandrich
Foss
Gomez
Grey
Lefebvre
Leopold
Ode

Lorraine
Ed
Bob
Karl
John
Guillermo
Jamie
Theresa
Mark
Carol

Parsons
Pibus
Purcell
Reutter
Seleen
Sullivan
Terhune
Trutor
Weigel
Winter

Tim
Lynda
Nora
Alex
Chuck
Pat
Lea
Barry
Brent
Kate

Advisory Committee Members: Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro, Jim Holway, Tony Redington, Charlene
Wallace
Workshop Breakout Group Facilitators: Joe Barr (Parsons Brinckerhoff); Eleni Churchill (CCRPC);
Christine Forde (CCRPC); Peter Keating (CCRPC); Nicole Losch (City of Burlington); Sai Sarepalli
(CCRPC); Nick Schmidt (Parsons Brinckerhoff); Kirsten Merriman-Shapiro (City of Burlington).
Other Consultants: Diane Meyerhoff (Third Sector Associates)
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Written Comments Received
From: Laura Schutz
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:53 PM
Subject: North Ave
Thanks for the posting about the North Ave meeting this Thursday. I will not be able to attend (have already
made other plans), but wanted to mention that I think the intersection of Plattsburg Ave and North Ave is in
desperate need of attention to improve pedestrian safety!!!
Besides that issue, I will mention that I do support the idea of moving to a single lane of traffic in both directions
with a median turn lane - I feel this line has worked well on Williston Rd. (with the exception of how it widens to
2 lanes by the airport & shrinks back down - it would be better to add just a rt turn only lane instead of briefly
having 2 lanes that merge again). It's strange & a bit confusing to have the road go from 1 lane by the HS to 2
lanes from 189 to St. Mark's then back to 1 lane. The wide lanes north of St. Mark's make for some confusion as
does the northbound left lane becoming a turn only lane at St. Marks's.
Thanks for your work here!
Laura Schutz, 30 Valade St.
**********
From: Michael McGarghan
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 7:47 PM
Subject: comments on the plan
I cannot attend the public meeting this Thursday due to conflicting schedules. I wanted to include my concerns
that bicycles are kept out of the traffic lanes in the North Avenue. While there might be some who feel they
might want to give the right of way over to a bicycle on this corridor, there must be careful consideration that it
never come at the expense of taking away a lane of car traffic, or the safety of pedestrian that will be caught off
guard from fast moving bikes that don't obey traffic rules that licensed motor vehicles on the road must do. That
is what the community bike path is for, and they can and should use the sidewalks and designated bike paths or
walk their bikes if they have no other choice. They are not entitled to the use of the North Avenue traffic lanes
until they put a license plate and register that bike and obey every stop sign, intersection and other rule of the
road. Slow moving bikes up the hill by BHS will be a dealt with how?
Thank you for listening to my concerns. Mike McGarghan, 111 Birch Court
**********
From: Kel Rossiter
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:10 AM
Subject: North Ave Meeting
Hello,
I am unable to attend the upcoming Feb 20th meeting, but I am interested in staying abreast of project
plans/developments. Speaking generally, for purposes of my own public input, I am very much in favor of
making that corridor more bike-friendly.
Thanks, Kel Rossiter, 83a N. Champlain Street
**********

From: Andrew Mack
Date: 02/19/2014 12:01 PM (GMT-05:00)
Subject: North Avenue re-imagined
Given how well the three-lane approach has worked in the several places it has been installed in the city, I think
having a trial period with these markings would be productive. Even if it slows traffic some, it would probably
encourage more use of the belt-line.
Andrew Mack
Burlington Choral Society
Taiko Aikokai New England (BTG)
Run for Jump
**********
From: Lea Terhune
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 12:14 AM
I attended the public workshop at St, Mark's tonight. Related documents on website were easy to access and
read. Thanks. Central location, space set up beautifully, everything about the logistics of the meeting was great.
The facilitators were wonderful, the format was fun and interesting. The brownies were delicious! Good
turnout, too!
The problems I see are
• we are planning for yesterday, not 2035 and beyond,
• senior mobility options are not included, and
• there are some practicalities that are being ignored.
We should have constructed complete streets as you show in the plans years ago. By the time 2035 rolls around,
we will have spent our transportation dollars to catch up to where we should be now. To design for 2035, we
need to plan reduce cars in the city and dependency on cars for the short trips on the Avenue. It is not practical
to imagine that many more people will walk and bike. It's not safe to bike until there are separated, protected
bike lanes. They are in the long-term plan, but is that practical? If you build it, will they come? My neighbors say
no. Most people can't or won't walk or bike in cold or inclement weather, and a large percentage of seniors can't
or won't walk more than a mile, or bike, even in the best weather. Parents won't let their kids bike there. So long
term bike lanes aren't practical for most people we want to move around, and short-term they aren't safe. Share
the road with reduced speed limits costs nothing and it is safer.
Roundabouts to make intersections safer for biking and walking are a nice idea, but bike lanes aren't safe as long
as the bikers have to navigate among parked cars and curb cuts. If we create bike lanes as designed in the shortterm plan, the city would be knowingly creating hazard zones. Encouraging people to use bike lanes that are not
safe is unconscionable. People aren't stupid; most will not use them. Most don't use them now. And, we don't
use buses, either. Roundabouts make intersections safer for seniors. Well ok, but wouldn't it be simpler to
reduce speed limits and lengthen crosswalk time? Roundabouts are safer for cars. Yes. Roundabouts are more
attractive than signalized intersections. YES!
The most practical planning investment for 2035 is a street design that includes step on and off solar light rail.
That would get a plan into the pipeline that takes us into the future. Shuttles run routes into the neighborhoods
connecting schools, senior housing and residential areas to the rail stops on the Avenue. Bike lanes flank the
center rail line, and cars are on the outside. (photo attached) Buses/shuttles fan out from the avenue. I think it
was at a transportation conference in Portland that they demonstrated state of the art light rail, cars made in
Barre VT! We could buy local.
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For bike commuters (my husband is one), connect the existing bike paths and create a safe, separated express
bike lane on the beltline. If it is prohibited, enlist the assistance of our VTrans, our legislators and our
congressional delegation to get a waiver. Speed limit on that road needs to be reduced anyway. It is ridiculous to
speed from North Ave to Park Street just to maybe get somewhere a few seconds faster. For recreational cyclists
and walkers, improve/widen the existing bike paths.
Frequently when table reps reported out, I heard them say "we heard many of the same things..." But you want
to listen for what wasn't the same. If you wanted a lot of the same, why bother to get us together at all? In
every group I heard points that the scribes did not relate, because they weren't the same! Repeatedly I heard
facilitator say we couldn't do something when of course we could. One woman said, "we shouldn't dismiss an
idea because we can't do it now, only to find out 20 years from now that many other cities did it because they
challenged the can'ts." Example in VT is single payer. They said it couldn't be done, but we got a waiver.
Why continually play catch-up? Look for the next thing, and plan for that. To make intersections safer for all
users now, reduce speed limits and lengthen crosswalk time. Simple, and it doesn't cost a dime. For bikers,
continue to share the road with reduced speed limits, instead of building bike lanes that aren't safe because of
parked cars and curb cuts. Put an express bike lane on the beltline -- oh, there's already a separated path there!
Make it useful, accessible, figure our why people can't use it.
Thanks for inviting more comments. Those are mine.
Lea Terhune, 22 Appletree Point Lane
**********
From: Jean Markey Duncan
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:30 AM
Subject: North Ave.
I was wondering if you could clarify something for me. When I read, “North Avenue Re-Imagined”, I actually
thought we were going to be reimagining the street in its entirety. I thought we might be considering a
complete regrading of the streets, to lower the roadway so that the street is not higher than the sidewalk and so
that puddles at the curb do not threaten walkers and bikers with total saturation when the streets are wet, as
they do now. I imagined strategically placed islands along the avenue to breakup the runway affect. These
islands would be beautifully planted and act as an oasis for people crossing the street. Turning lanes would be
located near islands. I imagined streetscape improvements like eliminating the ugly fencing along the avenue
between Little Eagle Bay and Lakewood estates and replacing it with sound barrier walls that could be planted
with trumpet creeper or other attractive foliage. I had hoped that we might establish some limits on rooftop
antennae that is threatening to make the street look like an industrial corridor. (i.e.. new structure recently
erected on top of Ethan Allen shopping center building.) Maybe a low but densely planted circle by the Alliance
Church to move traffic down North Ave. or onto the beltway? How about some art? A given, of course, would
be bike lanes and all accommodations for alternative means of transportation and all the smart street design
elements that would make sense. Goal would be to beautify the roadway and surrounding area, improve the
environment with plantings and rain gardens and make it safe for everyone day and night while keeping traffic
moving slowly but steadily.
Now I am beginning to think that the reimagining might be limited to painting new lines on the existing street?
I am e-mailing because I am out-of-state now with my father who was in an auto accident and therefore I won’t
be able to be at the meeting. Thanks in advance for your reply. Jean
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Comments from the Meeting Evaluations
• I appreciate the work taken to develop these options – please maintain focus on physical
separations to protect bike lane.
• Need a 20 year assumed area development (density impact) changes (residential/commercial, etc.)
to make this activity to be useful.
• I love the idea of not having four lanes and having a left turn lane instead. I best liked options A, B,
or C. The other options aren’t necessary.
• Don’t tell us something can’t be done. Tell us why it can’t be done today and what needs to change.
• Does the bus company have an active participant in the process positioned at the highest level? If
not, please.
• All examples of street options should indicate total new curb-to-curb dimension to more easily
understand loss of greenbelt width.
• While my group was composed of bicycling advocates, I’m hoping other modes were
disproportionately rep. in the remaining groups. No way to know – but the point I suppose is to be
sure the vision stays comprehensive and equitable.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I’m concerned about traffic congestion when construction is being done.
Gateway treatment @ 127 (to slow traffic)
For Table 3: short-term preferable to midterm because mid-term=wider car lanes near onstreet, biking-speeding-injuries!
Important to highlight the different ways in which residents can provide input after the
meeting. Overall it was a valuable meeting. It is important for short term measures to be
implemented as steps in the right direction, but not forgetting the vision of the corridor in
the long term.
It seems that a huge improvement to bikers’ experience and safety would be to fill the
many potholes that are close to the curve.
Bring back the trolley.
Standardize a single (professional) concept for all corridors. Then, show how it would apply
to all corridors (with modifications), then lay opinions can make a difference.
Allow bike access from 127 bikeway to North Avenue at the North Ave and “Beltline” 127
access.
Do you have a best chance option – why?
Do you have costs, etc.?
10 foot lanes and bike lanes in pavement separators
Excited at having any sort of bike lane – we can’t judge which option is best without cost
data!
Is the advisory committee comprised of folks from all relevant sectors?
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North Avenue Corridor Study - Public Workshop #2 Evaluation RESULTS
February 20, 2014 - 7:00-9:00 PM – St. Mark’s Church, 1251 North Avenue
22 Evaluations Received as of February 23, 2014
1. How did you hear about the Meeting? (check all that apply)
5
3
a) Email from Friend/Colleague
i) North Avenue News
4
3
b) Email from Sponsors
j) Neighborhood Plan. Assembly
0
1
c) Email from Other
k) Flyer
2
2
d) City’s BUZZ
l) Walk ‘N Roll News
3
m) Other (please describe)
e) City/CCRPC Website
Professional relationships,
7
f) Front Porch Forum
On Steering Committee (2)
1
g) Burlington Free Press
0
h) Seven Days
2. Please rate the following aspects of the meeting:
Fantastic Very Good
Aspect
Welcome
4
13
Presentation
3
13
Small Group Work
4
9
Physical facilities for this event
5
10
Amount of time allowed for input
5
7
Overall value of this event to you
9
7
Comments:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good

OK

5
4
6
5
6
2

Poor

0
1
2
1
3
3

Terrible

0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Very educational. I hope some of the ideas are used.
I appreciate the work taken to develop these options – please maintain focus on physical separations to
protect bike lane.
Felt like 1st small group stop was entire spent understanding visuals, didn’t get to give feedback, other
three stops were spend commenting.
It was a valuable event to hear about the options for the corridor. Small work sessions should have had
more presentation from staff. Comments easily went off topic.
Things got loud during small group work. Wish the group work was longer.
This was OK! Staff/facilitators were very open and curious.
Need a 20 year assumed area development (density impact) changes (residential/commercial, etc.) to
make this activity to be useful.
I love the idea of not having four lanes and having a left turn lane instead. I best liked options A, B, or C.
The other options aren’t necessary.
Thank you!
A little loud, but ended up okay.
Don’t tell us something can’t be done. Tell us why it can’t be done today and what needs to change.
Would have preferred to see info about options before small group work to have more time to process.
Route options discussion redundant from group to group. Option A, B, etc. should have been consistent
from group to group.
Does the bus company have an active participant in the process positioned at the highest level? If not,
please.
All examples of street options should indicate total new curb-to-curb dimension to more easily
understand loss of greenbelt width.
While my group was composed of bicycling advocates, I’m hoping other modes were disproportionately
rep. in the remaining groups. No way to know – but the point I suppose is to be sure the vision stays
comprehensive and equitable.
Poor acoustics.
Thank You!
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3. Anything else you’d like to share with us?
• I’m concerned about traffic congestion when construction is being done.
• Gateway treatment @ 127 (to slow traffic)
• For Table 3: short-term preferable to midterm because mid-term=wider car lanes near onstreet, biking-speeding-injuries!
• Good handouts!
• Important to highlight the different ways in which residents can provide input after the
meeting. Overall it was a valuable meeting. It is important for short term measures to be
implemented as steps in the right direction, but not forgetting the vision of the corridor in
the long term.
• It seems that a huge improvement to bikers’ experience and safety would be to fill the
many potholes that are close to the curve.
• Bring back the trolley.
• Standardize a single (professional) concept for all corridors. Then, show how it would
apply to all corridors (with modifications), then lay opinions can make a difference.
• Allow bike access from 127 bikeway to North Avenue at the North Ave and “Beltline” 127
access.
• Do you have a best chance option – why?
• Do you have costs, etc.?
• 10 foot lanes and bike lanes in pavement separators
• Excited at having any sort of bike lane – we can’t judge which option is best without cost
data!
• Mrs. Eleni Churchill is awesome!
• Is the advisory committee comprised of folks from all relevant sectors? Great, great
workshop, Thanks!
• Overall good! Steering needs more process time!!

North Ave Corridor Study
Flynn School PTO meeting
April 3, 2014
Notes by Nicole Losch
Attendees: 10

Northernmost section + Plattsburg Ave intersection:
-

Would like northbound bike markings for cyclists where right-turn-lane begins
Northeast corner of Plattsburg / North Aves is very challenging – sidewalk ends & no crossing
across North Ave
Southeast corner is too wide and cars are too fast turning
Can have exclusive ped phase and No Right Turn on Red?
Proposed new crosswalks seem like good locations
On-street parking in that section is not really needed, only used by 1 car
Could have sign at Bessery’s for parking behind building?

Shore Rd to Rt 127:
-

Like the two-way-left-turn-lane concept
Section seems to have the worst sidewalks of the entire corridor

General comments:
-

Many concerns for winter maintenance of cycletrack concepts, but buffered bike lanes were
appealing
For implementation, focus on safety improvements first
Could have bus pull-outs?

North Avenue Corridor Study
Public Forum
Come tell us what YOU think!
Tell us about the issues and share your ideas
of how to improve travel for all users on
North Avenue
(between North Street and Plattsburg Avenue)
Heineberg Senior Community Center
February 5, 10:15 AM

North Avenue Corridor Study, Burlington, VT
Notes from Heineburg Club Forum (Seniors)
February 5, 2014

Pedestrian Access:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crosswalks do not meet the needs of visually disabled
Short walking time at Heineberg and in many other locations
*Poor conditions of sidewalks, difficult to walk or use scooters. Very difficult in winter conditions
Traffic volume is high and makes people feel unsafe
Can’t get from here to Hannaford’s because the sidewalks are unsafe
No clear designation on West Side of North Ave for pedestrians high volume of motorists and
driveways.
HS area poor sidewalk conditions
Bank, difficult area because of standing water
*Driveways* challenging b/c there is lots of traffic coming into the Street, feels unsafe
Goss Court- light needed, challenging intersection. Interference with turns, need to look in many
directions

Crosswalks:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Why can’t stop in all four directions because it is unknown whether its safe to walk because
motorists are making right and left turns. Motorists can wait. I don’t mind waiting for people to
cross safely.
Shore Road- Not enough time to walk.
Walking up North Ave., wait for traffic. Need more cross walks not necessarily more lights.
No RIGHT ON RED.
Better visibility of pedestrian crosswalks. MORE CROSSINGS needed throughout corridor.
Crossing signals need to meet the needs of disabled

Aesthetics- Experience of North Ave
•
•
•
•
•
•

A little scary with 2 lanes of traffic.
Speed limits change frequently, its confusing
Need more trees
Speed limit signage is poor.
Cyclists need a bike lane. It is hazardous for bicyclists and they ride on sidewalks, which then
make sidewalks dangerous. Separate cyclists + pedestrians
How many lanes on Avenue? Too many changes makes for confusion.
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•
•
•

Problem with drives come up to bicyclists where there is drainage. Makes it scary to pass
bicyclists. Concern from motorists.
Interaction coming off the beltway. Are large trucks able to go through.
Have heard talk about roundabouts. Would rather those than what we have now. Need to have
improved access to crosswalks in this configuration.

•
•
•

Transit
Doesn’t come very often. The bus only goes down north Ave and does NOT go onto the side
streets. Some people cannot walk that far from their house.
Bus schedules have been reliant.
Challenge to go down Tilley Drive (medical services). Took all day to get there (3 transfers).
Need direct routes to busy locations especially for medical appointments on Tilley Drive.

•
•
•
•
•

Motorists
Intersection at Heineberg. Do a dance to get out, not a clear direction to turn.
Tracy Drive intersection, cannot turn left, both stores dump traffic into this section. Unsafe.
Franklin Square, gas stations
Goss Court concerns
Neighborhood streets are where the speeding happens. Speed as they approach stop signs.

•

On Street Parking
•
•
•
•

Combination, of concerns with safety and its unknown whether it is allowed and isn’t
allowed.
No place on Corridine (?). Need on street parking (except for St. Mark’s Church).
Village Green, lights are not long enough/ meet needs for visually impaired.
Street close to beltway, difficult to get out.

Bike
•
•
•

*We need bike lane, separated from road. Need safe bike bath. Well marked bike lane
down the corridor.
This conflicts with parking on street. Can’t have on street parking
No place to park bikes. We need them!

Presenters: Eleni Churchill (CCRPC) and Nicole Losch (City of Burlington)
Notes prepared by Kelly Stoddard Poor of AARP
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CITY OF BURLINGTON, VERMONT

CITY COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION, ENERGY &
UTILITIES COMMITTEE
c/o Department of Public Works
645 Pine Street, Suite A
Post Office Box 849
Burlington, VT 05402-0849

802.863.9094 VOX
802.863.0466 FAX
802.863.0450 TTY
www.burlingtonvt.gov

Councilor Maxwell Tracy, Chair, WARD 2
Councilor, Tom Ayres, WARD 7
Councilor William “Chip” Mason, WARD 5

Inquiries:
Guillermo Gomez
802.540.0557 DIRECT
ggomez@burlingtonvt.gov

Transportation, Energy and Utilities Committee
DRAFT MEETING MINUTES:
Thursday, March 6th- 2014 at 4:45 PM
DPW – Front Conference Room
645 Pine Street – Burlington, VT
Members present:

Chair, Maxwell Tracy
Tom Ayres
Chip Mason

Others present:

Norm Baldwin, DPW
Guillermo Gomez, DPW
Nicole Losch, DPW
Chapin Spencer, DPW

(TEUC)
(TEUC)
(TEUC)

Chair Tracy called the meeting to order at 4:55 pm.

1. Agenda
Chair Tracy moved to approve the agenda with the addition of one item at the end: An update
on CCTA negotiation. All in favor.
2. Public Forum
3. Minutes of 1/21/14
Councilor Ayres moved to approve minutes from 1/21/14. All in favor.
4. Spring Street Closure
Losch: Information about the closure was included in the memo attached to the meeting
agenda. There was a neighborhood request for Traffic Calming in 2012. Residents were
concerned about vehicles speeding and the awkward sight lines at this location. We have been

working together for this closure with Parks and Recreation because of the location, right next
to Dewey Park. After discussing the options with residents, there was interest in testing a
street closure. DPW did a pilot project, which included data collection, and later analyzed and
discussed the results and observations. General results were satisfactory. Only one person
complained about the closure. We held a negative poll, which closed last week. The results
were in favor of moving forward with the permanent street closure. We plan to implement the
closure in two phases. First, we will do the closing with a temporary measure. We are doing this
because Parks & Rec is interested in expanding the park. Phase 2 of the closure will be
managed by Parks & Rec. Today we are asking the TEUC’s approval and advancement of this
to the City Council.
Tracy: The results are consistent with what I heard from the neighbors.
Losch: We got feedback from residents, which proved useful in improving the design.
Tracy: What is the temporary measure to be used for the closure?
Losch: We are going through the options. We do not want Jersey barriers. Planter boxes are an
option. We are also in conversations with Burlington City Arts to see if the school could
participate in this. Parks might also be able to contribute small trees.
Mason: Is there ever a presentation at an NPA level for traffic calming?
Losch: Not usually. The meetings usually include the residents that are directly affected. If
there is a major impact, we will hold a larger meeting. The first meeting for this project
attracted a lot of supporters.
Tracy: Yes, a good mix of people showed up.
Losch: The neighborhood has been very active throughout the project.
Councilor Mason moved to approve the closure and bring this to the City Council. All in favor.
5. Colchester/Pearl/Prospect Intersection – Nicole Losch, DPW
Losch: We are in the midst of a scoping study for the Colchester/Pearl/Prospect intersection.
This study was initiated after the Colchester Avenue Corridor was completed. As part of this
project, a short term alternative was conceived, which consisted of changes in signalization
and lane configuration at the intersection. The Steering Committee for this study met after the
data collection was completed, and based on the feedback received, the committee voted to
make the changes at the intersection permanent. The pilot project had already gone through
the Public Works Commission, which approved all the regulatory changes.

We are finishing the scoping study. The Steering Committee will meet in the upcoming weeks
to vote for the preferred alternative. We will be coming back to this Committee and the
Council with this preferred alternative. If the preferred alternative involves a realignment of
the intersection, we will work with the Regional Planning Commission to move this project to
construction.
Mason: How would the realignment work?
Losch: We would encroach into one of the properties and the UVM Green would be expanded.
More details about this will be available at the end of this study.
Tracy: Is UVM on board with this?
Losch: Yes. They are among the stakeholders in the Steering Committee. They want to see a
carefully done, well thought design.
6. North Avenue Corridor Study – Nicole Losch, DPW
Losch: We recently held the second Public Meeting for this corridor study. We had a good
turnout for this past meeting. Approximately 35 residents attended. The meeting allowed
members of the community to go through all the different options envisioned for each of the
segments that make up the corridor. The next meeting is scheduled for April, to get feedback
from the residents on the different alternatives.
Ayres: I was there for part of the meeting. I had the chance to listen to the presenters in one of
the tables set up during the meeting.
Losch: It has been challenging to get the word out for this project. We are currently developing
an online tool so we can hopefully reach out to more people and capture their feedback.
Ayres: I was pleased with the attendance for this meeting.
Losch: There are a couple of locations where roundabouts could potentially work and are being
considered.
Ayres: I hear a lot about the intersection of Plattsburgh Avenue
Tracy: Are there any cycletracks being considered?
Ayres: I think there is a lot of support for cycletracks
Losch: Many of the options presented include the implementation of cycletracks.

Ayres: Part of the success in the perception of cycletracks I think comes from bike advocates,
which have been engaged in the neighborhood.
Losch: We held a special meeting at the Heineberg Center. There was general support for the
alternatives that were presented. The responses received show openness to new ideas.
Spencer: We are planning to reach out to the two new councilors.
Ayres: I would like to take part of this.
7. Bicycle & Pedestrian Action Plan – Nicole Losch, DPW
Losch: We received a grant to scope for bicycle and pedestrian improvements. The intent of
this grant is to help develop an implementation plan. This study will help identify priorities and
allow us to go through a public process. Through this study, we will come up with specific
alternatives that can be advanced in the future. The process involves issuing an RFP. There are
local and national companies that are interested in doing this study. We have been in
conversations with the Regional Planning Commission about expanding the study to include
performance measures. If we revisit our status every year and track progress, we might see
things move faster.
Tracy: Everyone seems to be in favor of this.
Losch: Funding is always one of the biggest hurdles to move projects forward. Lisa AultmanHall recently gave a very interesting presentation about the different obstacles that
communities face to move projects forward. It was a very interesting presentation. She
mentioned funding, topography and climate among the different factors that difficult the
advancement of projects in our area. Larger projects will have to be funded externally, through
grants or PPPs (Public-Private-Partnerships). All these different issues will be discussed
through this study.
Spencer: Once we have a clear idea of what our needs and priorities are we can have the
discussion about how to fund these projects. We have planned a lot, but when it comes to
constructing, we have to prioritize so we can move forward.
Tracy: What is the status of the North Winooski Corridor Study?
Losch: The Regional Planning Commission’s Technical Advisory Committee is currently
reviewing the application. It has been recommended to be funded, but there are still a few
steps before the final decision on the application is made.

8. Adoption of the Town Road and Bridge Standards – Nicole Losch, DPW
VTrans is encouraging municipalities throughout the State to adopt the Town Road and Bridge
Standards. The standards are a brief document and every year we must send a certification.
We recommend the City to adopt these standards. The main advantage of adopting these
standards is that in case of emergencies, the local share that the City must provide is reduced.
We will get the TEUC members a copy of the standards for review.
Mason: How urgent is this issue?
Losch: It is not very urgent at this time.
Mason: Is there a downside to adopting these standards?
Losch: None that we can identify at this time.
Councilor Mason moves to discuss this in the next TEUC meeting. All in favor.
Spencer: We have also been reviewing a document from NACTO (National Association of City
Transportation Officials). The document is “NACTO, A Street Design Guide). We are working
to adapt these guidelines. We will come to this committee in the future to discuss this topic.
9. CCTA Negotiations
Spencer: Pending on negotiations on Saturday, the Union could call for labor action on
Monday. Our hope is to reach an agreement on Saturday. We are trying to balance the need
for full time work. We are proposing a few part time positions and review how we split the
shifts. Our goal is to set up a schedule for full time workers to have fixed schedules. I am in a
unique position for these negotiations because I am a supporter of labor, but I also understand
the business side of CCTA.
Ayres: Can you explain about how CCTA plans to deal with the “time hole” between the two
peak periods of each day?
Spencer: There is currently a 5.5 hour “time hole” between the two peak periods. Part timers
are being proposed for the peaks. There has been growth service in CCTA, but this growth in
concentrated in the morning and peak hours of the day. Under the current model, drivers have
to fight over voluntary extra work.
Tracy: Are other municipalities facing similar challenges?
Spencer: I don’t know the specifics about what other cities are doing. Larger transit systems
have more flexibility, but CCTA is a relatively small system.

Mason: Can workers go on strike or is there a requirement to give notice?
Spencer: No notice is required. Drivers could go on strike with or without the blessing of the
Union. If any agreement is reached, the condition will be of not going on strike. The biggest
impact of the strike would be on the neighborhood special.
10. Councilors’ Updates
Tracy: I will create a summary of our work per request of Council President Shannon.
Spencer: I have a proposal. We need to have a conversation about looking at our asset bases
and how they are funded. We are doing OK with roads but we need to explore our sidewalk
funding. We have a limited pot of funds. I am interested in meeting with this group so we can
present and discuss the different options.
Tracy: I agree. I hear a lot of complaints about the state of our sidewalks.
Spencer: I would like to propose a joint TEUC – Public Works Commission Meeting for the end
of March.
The meeting is proposed for March 27th from 4:45 to 5:45 PM
Tracy: Is the administration on board?
Spencer: Bob Rusten has been very receptive and I have also had preliminary conversations
with the Mayor.
Tracy: I think there would be great support for this initiative
11. Adjourn
Tracy moves to adjourn. All in favor. Meeting adjourned at5:49 PM.
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Chair Tracy called the meeting to order at 4:51 pm.

1. Agenda
Chair Tracy moved to approve the agenda. All in favor.
2. Public Forum
3. Minutes of 3/6/14
Councilor Ayres moved to approve minutes from 3/6/14. All in favor.
4. Traffic Fund Discussion – Pat Buteau, Chapin Spencer - DPW
Spencer: Traffic fund is currently strained. We are looking for opportunities to find efficiencies
and increase revenues.
Buteau: There are four areas that we are trying to change
1. Eliminate Operating Deficit

2. Capital Investment (Assessment)
3. Stabilize Traffic Fund
4. Secure cash to purchase technology upgrades
We are considering different measures to achieve these objectives:







Easy fixes, such as garage automation.
Turning garages into 24/7 facilities
Provide extra security
Potential increases and extended hours for meter enforcement in downtown
Demand sensitive pricing
Increase monthly leases

Multiple options are on the table. We wanted to bring this issue to the TEUC to get some input
before going in front of the full commission.
Tracy: Are all these measures expected to be rolled out at the same time?
Buteau: No. Different measures must follow different processes. For example we are looking at
the 2 free hours of parking. The charter says that 2 hours of free parking must be provided, but
it doesn’t specify where. The Marketplace garage is the busiest facility in Downtown; however,
some 70% of the users are non-paying users (users under 2 hours). One option is eliminating
the 2 free hours in the Marketplace Garage, but providing those 2 free hours at other locations.
Ayres: Could you talk about the extended meter enforcement time and the timeline for
rollout?
Buteau: Some of the current parking meters that we have are 3-hr meters, plus some that are
10-hr meters. Current enforcement is between 8 am and 6 pm.
Ayres: If we change enforcement hours, I am concerned about the consequences on art events.
I know the Flynn can sometimes have events that go over the 3-hr mark.
Buteau: With the implementation of new technologies, such as smart meters, we want to get
rid of the time restriction
Ayres: Is it true that there are apps that will give notifications to users?
Buteau: We are currently looking at different types of technologies. There are apps with
multiple features in the market. Apps can inform users when their meter time is about to
expire. There are technologies that read license plates, so if someone has put money in their
meter and still have time left, they can park elsewhere and still make use of this time.

Spencer: We are planning to talk to the Mayor to see which of these technologies we should
roll out and how. We have a study underway that will provide recommendations, but in the
meantime, we consider that we should take interim measures to address the all these issues.
We would love the TEUC’s input. We plan to talk to the Mayor and then to the Public Works
Commission. We want to know if you consider all these measures something defensible.
Tracy: I think all of what you are presenting here is defensible. I support what you are
proposing and I will be happy to attend the commission meeting.
Spencer: After our meeting with the Mayor, we will come to the TEUC with a formal proposal
Ayres: If I have no conflict, I will also be happy to attend the Public Works Commission
meeting. I will also be happy to convey my support to the Mayor.
Buteau: Hoyle Tanner & Associates was selected recently to conduct a Parking Assessment
Study.
Ayres: Regarding the installation of smart meters, what is the timeline for this city-wide?
Buteau: Each of the smart meters costs between $6.900 and $7,900. Each meter is supposed to
be for approximately 10 parking spaces, which is related to how much people are typically
willing to walk to the meter. We are looking to use technologies that do not require pay and
display. Mostly likely, payment will be tied to license plates. And we are also trying to figure
out some of the enforcement issues. Our initial plan would be for approximately 280 in the
downtown core. We are looking also for other technologies, such as in-car meters. We have
also other improvements coming, such as improved wayfinding.
5. DPW Fiscal Year 15 Budget Discussion – Chapin Spencer
Tracy: We requested to include this item in the agenda to start getting an idea of what the
priorities for Public Works will be for the upcoming fiscal year. We don’t want to talk about the
numbers yet.
Spencer: We are getting ready to start rolling out a full blown budget for the new fiscal year.
This time, we are happy to announce that water and waste water are not seeking a rate
increase for next year. As you may already know, we are down one engineer in our staff, so we
are in the process of hiring someone to replace Erin Demers. We do have multiple projects
along the way. There will be some investment this fiscal year in new equipment. There will be
no major changes in the budget for FY 15. We should be going to the full City Council in the
upcoming weeks for the budget sessions. Preparation of the budget is well underway.

6. Sidewalk Funding – Nicole Losch, DPW
Spencer: We presented this topic to the Public Works Commission. This topic is line with one of
the objectives of the City of providing operational excellence.
Losch: In order to sustainably maintain our current system, we want to reach a 35 year life cycle
for sidewalks and a 75 year life cycle for curb. There are current identified issues with our
network, but we are not investing enough keep up with the maintenance needs. Our goal is to
improve the quality of our concrete infrastructure, by providing a safe and walkable network,
and invest in curb repair and construction to prevent greenbelt scouring and compaction. The
deterioration of curbs also has an impact in the water quality. We want to document the
current state of our system and secure funding to implement our goals.
Our current sidewalk system consists of approximately 127 miles of sidewalk. 42% are
deficient, with a Sidewalk Condition Index (SCI) of 51.3. Our yearly budget for sidewalks is
approximately $600,000. Since 2008-2009 we started prioritizing our work, but even with this,
at the current rate of investment, sidewalks are on a 126 year life cycle. In the future, we want
to add approximately 4.5 miles of new sidewalks to meet the City policy and secure adequate
funding to bring the life cycle to 35 years.
Ayers: What are some of the deficiencies in the sidewalks?
Losch: Exposed aggregate, spalling, horizontal displacement, vertical displacement,
obstructions, cracking, and drainage problems. Most of the repairs are done by our right-ofway crews.
We don’t have as much information about our curb system. We don’t know how many miles of
curb we have, but we would like to have approximately 132 miles of curb. Currently there is no
dedicated funding source for curb repair or construction. We dedicate yearly approximately
10% of our sidewalk budget on curbs but that is not nearly enough. There are multiple funding
strategies that we have been researching, such as property tax variations, material options and
district based modeling (see presentation). We brought this subject to the last Public Works
Commission. They provided some input regarding the funding options we should consider or
reject. We are planning to return to the Public Works Commission next month for a funding
recommendation. After this, we will come back to the TEUC and then the full City Council,
before going to the general public.
Tracy: Is the plan to bring this to the next Town Meeting Day?
Spencer: I am supportive of a dedicated funding source. We are still waiting to hear from the
Public Works Commission. They asked to take a closer look at the funding alternatives.
Tracy: I am glad this conversation is happening. This has been one of my top goals, based on
the feedback I received from residents. I think if this is put on the ballot, it would be supported.

Ayres: I think this would get a positive reaction at the New North End as well.
Spencer: What do you think is the next step we should take?
Ayres: What was the reaction from the Public Works Commission?
Losch: We would also like to present the option of reducing or cutting other services together
with a few other alternatives and gauge the reaction to see how we should proceed after.
Tracy: We will need to know the timeline for this and clarity on who needs to approve what.
Spencer: If it is a tax increase, it will have to be approved by the City Council.
Losch: We can’t really advocate for any of the options. We can research, present and inform
people, and then the decision makers will eventually have the final word.
Ayres: I think multiple groups should be involved in this effort, such as the local NPAs, the
Crossing Guard Program, AARP, etc.
Tracy: I will check with the Mayor to see how this fits with the City’s priorities.
Spencer: Is this something that we should pursue for the November election?
Tracy: I think that November is a good time, since the winter will allow time for preparation.
Ayres: Given all that there is under discussion currently, it might be better to give it some more
time.
Spencer: Can you bring this to your respective caucuses?
Tracy: We will bring up the subject.
Ayres: Please send the material related to this presentation.
7. North Avenue Corridor Study Update – Nicole Losch, DPW
Losch: We have an upcoming Public Meeting. I will now provide a brief review of the study.
The corridor study is evaluating North Avenue from a Complete Streets perspective and is
developing recommendations for remaking the corridor to accommodate all users. There are
numerous stakeholders that are part of the Advisory Committee for this study (City Council,
the School District, City of Burlington, CCRPC, CCTA, AARP, NPA Reps from Wards 3, 4 and 7,
Local Motion, Livable Communities).

The corridor was divided into five distinct corridor segments for the purpose of the study. Each
segment has its own characteristics and issues. The existing conditions and improvement
options were documented and presented at a Public Workshop that took place on February 20,
2014. A wide range of options were presented to attendees and short-term, mid-term and
long-term solutions were developed throughout the corridor.
The next step is to analyze the specific transportation improvements options and how they
address identified issues to meet the corridor vision and goals. The next Public Workshop will
be held on Tuesday, May 20th at 7:00 PM at St. Mark’s Church Family Center.
Ayres: What has been the response from the other Councilors?
Losch: I have met with councilors Hartnett and Wright. I haven’t heard from Bianka.
Ayres: Any input?
Losch: Councilor Wright encouraged us to reach out more to the New North End residents
because there are still a lot of people that we haven’t heard from.
Ayres: How many of the proposed concepts can be initially implemented as pilot projects?
Losch: We are looking into this, but it is a challenge. As we realign travel lanes, traffic will
depend on what treatments we have at the intersections.
Ayres: I have a feeling this will be contentious. On one side you will have the bike advocates
and on the other you have the drivers. If there are any concepts that can be initially installed as
pilots, this could probably help easing some concerns. We are also interested in economic
development.
Losch: There is a strong link between land use and transportation. We are definitely interested
the opportunity that this study provides to promote economic development.
Ayres: I am committed to this process. Multimodal safety was one of my priorities during my
campaign. Are there any concerns about the length of trips along the corridor?
Losch: This is something we are looking into. With changes on the road, there will likely be
some kind of impact. It is a matter of determining what the impact will be and if it is
acceptable.
8. Councilors’ Updates
The next TEUC meeting will take place on Wednesday, May 28th at 4:45 PM at the Front
Conference Room at Burlington Public Works.

9. Adjourn
Tracy moves to adjourn. All in favor. Meeting adjourned at 6:31 PM.
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Transportation, Energy and Utilities Committee of the City Council
Wednesday, August 13th, 2014 at 4:45 PM
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1 North Avenue – Burlington, VT
–AGENDA–

1. Agenda
a. DISCUSSION
b. ACTION
2. Public Forum
3. Minutes of 5/28/2014
a. DISCUSSION
b. ACTION
4. Garage Assessment – Pat Buteau, DPW
5. Consolidated Collection – Tom Moreau, CSWD
6. North Avenue Corridor Study Update – Nicole Losch, DPW
(This agenda item will be informational only. The formal presentation of the study will
be on the September TEUC meeting, scheduled for September 10)
7. Councilors’ Updates
8. Adjourn
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DRAFT MEETING MINUTES:
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1 North Avenue – Burlington, VT
Members present:

Chair, Maxwell Tracy
Tom Ayres
Chip Mason

(TEUC)
(TEUC)
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Others present:

Pat Buteau, DPW
Guillermo Gomez, DPW
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RJ Lalumiere
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Jon Olin, Hoyle Tanner & Associates
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Chair Tracy called the meeting to order at 4:53 pm.

1. Agenda
Chair Tracy moved to approve the agenda. All in favor.
2. Public Forum
3. Minutes of 7/1/14
Councilor Ayres moved to approve minutes from 5/28/14. All in favor.

4. Downtown Parking Initiative – Pat Buteau (DPW) & John Olin (Hoyle Tanner &
Associates)
See supporting documents for this meeting for the Executive Summary of the Garage Assessment
Report
Buteau: I want to introduce you to Jon Olin, who is with Hoyle Tanner, representing the
consultant hired to do the garage assessment for the City. He will introduce some of the key
findings from the study.
Olin: Thanks. I am with Hoyle Tanner & Associates. We recently completed the garage
assessment for the City. Our approach to this project was to assess and understand the needs
for repairs on the garages and classify and price all these needs. We classified the repair list
depending on the urgency of the work needed into the following categories:





Immediate repairs
Short term repairs (1-2 years)
Mid-term repairs (2-5 years)
Long-term repairs (10 years)

We also helped identify an annual maintenance plan.
In the College Street Garage we found poor lighting and structural deficiencies. Repairs are
mostly at the floor level.
The Lakeview Garage, being the newest, has significantly less needs, mostly preventive work.
Buteau: We are looking to finance the repairs. We will shuffle around some of the repairs. We
will need to borrow money in two stages. We will borrow once to get us through the next five
years (immediate, short and mid-term repairs), and then once again for the long term repairs
identified. We will be pledging part of the increased revenue from the parking rate increase for
repayment.
Tracy: Will the increase bring enough revenue?
Buteau: This increased revenue will be good for the short term and the debt service.
Tracy: What is the timeline?
Olin: Preliminary engineering for the immediate repairs should start as soon as possible, with
construction starting in the next construction season.
Buteau: Construction will depend on how long the engineering takes.

Olin: Replacements are repairs for each garage.
Buteau: We will be replacing components.
Mason: How did we get to where we are right now?
Buteau: It’s a combination of factors. On one hand we have deferred maintenance from lack of
funds. On the other hand, we have an inherited garage that the City got from the private
sector.
Mason: Do garages support themselves with the parking fees collected?
Buteau: They will after the rate changes.
Tracy: Jon, from your experience doing work in other places, how do we compare? Are there
things being done elsewhere that we could be doing?
Olin: In things like the Electronic Vehicle charging stations, Burlington is definitely leading.
Tracy: We want to improve the customer experience, but we also need to look at more things.
Olin: Garages are inherently expensive structures. They have to sustain unique uses and
environmental factors. This is why planning for maintenance is really important. It might seem
expensive at the beginning, but we will save in the long run if we invest in the maintenance of
our garages.
Spencer: As next steps, the CAO and CEDO are looking to see if there is any interest in
redeveloping any of the existing parking garage structures, before making any major
investments. The information from this Garage Assessment will be included in the Parking
Study.
5. Consolidated Collection – Tom Moreau, CSWD
See supporting documents for this meeting for the Consolidated Collection Info Sheet and
Timeline
Moreau: CSWD has the mission of dealing with waste in an economic and efficient way. One of
the things we are looking at right now is consolidating the collection of waste in the County.
There are currently five trucks from five different companies that collect waste in my street.
This situation replicates all over Chittenden County. I pay approximately $34 a month and get
the trash collected every two weeks.

CSWD is looking into consolidating collection in order to reduce cost to residents and
businesses, reduce the environmental impact of excessive truck traffic and increase the level of
recycling.
Currently, ten private haulers provide trash collection services in Chittenden County. The City
of Burlington used to provide trash collection services, but this service went private in the
1950s. In Burlington, there are currently six companies offering the service. Countywide,
approximately 90% of the waste is collected by the top 3 haulers. Our current mode of waste
collection is used in less than 15% of the municipalities in the country. Other municipalities
typically provide collection service directly or contract a private hauler to provide the service.
Estimated cost savings from consolidating collection are about $4.4 million in savings in overall
collection costs over the current system (Countywide). Consolidating commercial collection
would add $1.6 million to the savings. These savings do not include those related to reduced
emissions, noise and road maintenance. CSWD is currently recommending that only
households in structures with less than five units be included in a consolidated collection
system. Cost savings reflecting this are currently in the works.
Some of the concerns people have about having a consolidated collection system include:






Customers will have no choice of who provides the service
Smaller haulers might be negatively affected, unable to compete with larger haulers.
Some haulers believe they will lose customers to Drop-Off Centers.
Haulers may lose the ability to grow for the term of the contract
Some people believe that government should not interfere with the operations of
private enterprises.

CSWD developed a list of questions that come from haulers, staff, board members and
municipal governing boards to get a better picture of how the implementation of a
consolidated collection system would look like. (See supporting documents for the list of
questions and answers).
There will need to be a public process in order to move this forward (see supporting
documents).
Spencer: I am the representative for the City of Burlington. I voted in favor of continuing the
exploration of Consolidated Collection.
Moreau: If CSWD goes forward with this, each town will decide whether to send this item to
vote. Towns can also group together.
Ayres: From an economic stand point, is this model more efficient?
Moreau: On a regional level the answer is not clear. There are pros and cons. There will be
efficiencies from consolidating, but the tradeoff is less choices.

Mason: How do you bid this out?
Moreau: You bid out specific routes. CSWD would structure the routes, and then routes would
be advertised for bid.
Sisson: Has this been vetted by attorneys?
Moreau: Yes. Municipalities have the right to regulate trash collection. It has to be proved that
we are doing a verifiable public good. It is a privilege, not a right for haulers to provide this
service to municipalities.
Sisson: Would it be charged in the property tax or separately?
Moreau: It could be charged through the property tax.
Griffin: When I moved to Burlington I found it mind-blowing how fragmented the trash
collection service is.
Moreau: The biggest impact this model has is in the collection of recyclables.
Griffin: Where I used to live, trash collection was charged in the property taxes.
Lalumiere: I am also frustrated. There is no organics collection. Everything is done on different
days, and I find the service expensive.

6. North Avenue Corridor Study – Nicole Losch, DPW
Nicole Losch from DPW presented with an overview of the Corridor Study. See supporting
documents for this meeting for a PDF of the presentation.
Ayers: If a pilot doesn’t work, what is the cost of the removal?
Losch: Depends on many factors. Grinding and repainting markings can be done under
$30,000. North Avenue will be repaved in a few years. If the timing is correct, the repaving of
the street could take care of this.
Wallace: There is a great graphic that I have seen in other presentations, which shows the
relationship between speed limit and traffic safety. The lower speed limit is a concern for some
residents, so I think it would be useful if you could include this slide in the final presentation to
help illustrate the safety impacts of reducing the speed limit. Also, an estimate of the increased
travel time with the lower speed limit would be useful. I also want to point out how much a
protected bike lanes attract many more users. There is a chart from studies done in Portland

that shows that there are lots of potential bike riders who don’t use unprotected bike lanes
because of concerns about their safety.
Hammerslough: People with visual disabilities take longer to cross a street. Estimates show
that the people with visual disabilities will double in the next few decades. I would like
improvements to be extended to all crossings. I have noticed that in Colchester Avenue there is
no parking on either side. I don’t think it would be such a hardship if parking was removed
along North Avenue.
Sisson: I think one simple and cheap improvement that we can do is eliminating parking on the
west side of North Avenue. The cross sections shown in the presentation don’t show utility
poles. I know it is expensive, but burying utilities would free up space. Additionally, ten foot
setbacks should not be allowed in residential areas. I think there is a risk of increased traffic,
especially in the morning if we implement the changes discussed. The public input process is
flawed. All the meetings were held at the same time. If people were not able to attend the
meetings, how could they give their input? I think there are some refinements that can be
made on the corridor (crosswalks, lower speed limit), but I disagree with the elimination of one
travel lane. We are lucky to have two great biking facilities (the Bike Path by the lake and the
Route 127 bike path).
Griffin: I ride between the New North End and downtown. We have two bike paths, but they
are not the most convenient way to travel between the New North End and downtown. I want
to thank the committee for the work they have done. The slide that showed the accidents was
very useful. I would like to know what effect the conversion would have on the number of
accidents. I support the conversion, both as a driver and a biker.
Lalumiere: A high crash rate is reason enough to do this study and evaluate the
implementation of some of these changes to the corridor. Whenever my wife rides, she goes
way out of her way, avoiding the corridor just to feel safe while riding. One question that I have
is if we implement a pilot for a year, would that be enough time to see a noticeable impact in
the crash rate? Something else that I want to point out is the economic benefit of complete
streets. Studies have shown that more inviting streets bring an economic benefit to adjacent
businesses.
Redington: Regarding the reduction of number of lanes, from four to three, AARP has done
studies where these lane reductions have taken place. These studies have shown that after two
years, there is a reduction in the crash rate, and an increase in use of other modes of
transportation (increase in bicycle ridership). All we are saying is “try before you buy”. You can
allow some changes as a pilot project, and if there is no acceptance for the pilot, we will find
out. Also, a demo of a mini roundabout should be built soon. The community needs to see an
example of a real roundabout before the one planned for Shelburne Road is built (scheduled
for 2017). The changes that the city will experience if we implement these changes will be
tremendous. Think of what our city would be like if projects like the bike path and the beltline
never would have happened.

McGrath: I don’t understand why the focus is here, when there are other parts of the city that
have more serious issues. Shouldn’t we deal with current serious issues before we do all this?
All of the improvements in the study sound great, but if we don’t deal with what we currently
have, how can we embark in all these new projects? I don’t have the answer, but I have
questions. Where is the money for all this coming from? I think we should go slowly.
Lalumiere: I echo what you are saying, but I think North Avenue does have issues that we need
to deal with. It is troublesome that I can’t ride with my family to downtown in the most direct
way.
Sisson: There are tractor-trailers coming out of Ethan Allen Shopping Center bringing supplies
to Hannaford that already have difficulty maneuvering under existing conditions.
Ayres: Regarding throughput with the 4 to 3 lane conversion, would it be possible to get data
from similar cases in the region?
Losch: We might be able to find other studies.
Sisson: Who determines if the pilot is or isn’t successful?
Losch: The Public Works Commission would have some input, depending on the components
of the pilot.
Tracy: The TEUC will be making a recommendation for the full City Council in September.
Wallace: It would be useful for the September meeting if you have answers to questions as to
why we are doing each improvement.
Griffin: A slide with the potential costs of short-term, mid-term and long-term improvements
would also be useful.
7. Councilors’ Updates
8. Adjourn
Tracy moves to adjourn. All in favor. Meeting adjourned at 6:40 PM.
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Chair Tracy called the meeting to order at 6:05 pm.

1. Agenda
Chair Tracy moved to approve the agenda with a change in the order of the items: the Public
Forum will occur after the presentation of the North Avenue Corridor Study.
All in favor
2. Minutes of 8/13/14
All in favor to approve minutes from 8/13/14
3. Adoption of NACTO Street Design Guide – Nicole Losch
Losch: Given the agenda we have to North Avenue, we haven’t prepared a lot of information
about this guide right now. We have provided the link to the NACTO Street Design Guide for
you to digest this guide and take action about this issue in the next meeting. We have been
using these guides in some of our projects. FHWA recently endorsed these guides, recognizing
that they give more flexibility in design.

Mason: I propose delaying action on this item to the next TEUC meeting.
All in favor.
4. North Avenue Corridor Study - Nicole Losch, DPW, DPW; Eleni Churchill, CCRPC;
Jason Charest, CCRPC
Nicole Losch from DPW, Eleni Churchill and Jason Charest from CCRPC gave a presentation of the
North Avenue Corridor Study and of the Implementation Plan. See meeting materials for both the
presentation and the Implementation Plan.

5. Public Forum
Residents gave their opinions on the Corridor Study and the Implementation Plan. See attached
list of members of the public who provided comments.
Deliberation
TEUC members deliberated before taking action regarding the Implementation Plan for the North
Avenue Corridor Study:
Ayres: I have amendments, and I have some questions about some of the minutia. Just so we
have them on the public record.
Tracy: What I would like to do is to move the recommendations as a whole. As we do in the
regular City Council, if Councilors have amendments they can make them
Mason: I move the adoption of the implementation plan from the advisory study for
consideration to the full City Council on September 22
Ayres: I second that but I would like to have the floor back have some amendments for when
you deem it appropriate.
Tracy: You can have the floor now
Ayres: If I may, I will ask two relatively simple questions: In the short term crosswalk additions.
What sort of signifiers will there be present to call attention to the fact that there will be a
crosswalk? How will I, as a driver, know when there will be a crosswalk?
Losch: Each location is different. The basic enhancement will be the crosswalk and warning
signing at the crossing to let the drivers know there is a crosswalk. Additional enhancements
can be either with paint or extending the curb into the street to make pedestrians more visible
and shorten the crossing distance. One more option is the Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons

(RRFB), like the ones on Pine Street. We will look at each location in particular. We look at
traffic speeds, number of pedestrians, street lighting, the number of lanes pedestrians will
need to cross. Depending on the information at each location we will develop a plan to make
sure the crossing is visible and safe to cross.
Ayres: The second question that I have relates to something that has been discussed a lot. It’s
related to the 127 slip lane, I wish we could pilot this. What is the approx. cost of the
elimination plan, and if proven not feasible, how simple would it be to backtrack?
Losch: It is difficult to give an estimate for the reconstruction. We gave a quick estimate is
$70,000 for everything from removing the concrete island to making the signal adjustments.
That is a very rough estimate but we don’t have a lot of data. We wanted to have a
placeholder. The biggest component in terms of construction would be to remove the concrete
island, which is not complicated, in the grand scheme of things. Based on recent projects, my
guess would be $10-25K, removal would be a bit less, but reinstalling it would be a similar cost.
Ayres: I don’t have any further questions.
Mason: Paul Sisson had asked this question previously. Assuming we adopt the pilot, who
determines if the pilot project is a success or failure and modifications? Who makes the
decisions?
Losch: It is an iterative process. Typically for large projects like this, it is necessary to get
feedback from as many people as possible including residents and City Council. Public Works
takes all this feedback into consideration for the decision. However, there are so many
components to what can be considered success or a failure. From our experience, public input
is equally important when we review. What I expect is that we will present all the metrics in
community meetings, to this committee, to the full Council, if they are interested, and
determine the level of comfort where the project stands.
Mason: To ask it differently, in the case of the pilot project of 4 lanes to 3 lanes for example,
would it be possible for the Council to reserve that authority to make the decision?
Losch: Yes
Mason: I’m not suggesting it would be that way, but if there were desire to do that, it would be
a possibility.
Spencer: Yes.
Tracy: In terms of the bike lane piece. The lanes in the short term are buffered lanes. Correct?
Losch: Correct. There is one section from Institute Road to 127 that was recommended to be a
pilot protected bike lane.

Tracy: I just want to make sure people understand the difference between buffered and
protected. Buffered means space in between traffic and people, but no physical barrier. A point
of reference is South Union. Protected lanes have a physical barrier between cars and bikes.
Tracy: In terms of parking, south of Washington Street, that remains in the current draft.
Losch: That is correct.
Mason: Before we go to amendments, to talk about Local Motion’s proposal, there is an
expense to remove the island. Local Motion developed a proposal leaving the island. What
would be the expense of putting a bike signal and leaving the island? Is that a nominal
expense?
Losch: We just saw this proposal very recently and I don’t know with the signal infrastructure
that is out there, how feasible this alternative is. Signal hardware is relatively expensive, so
even if this is a bike signal, it wouldn’t be a lot less expensive than having a regular traffic
signal. The other consideration with this concept is that it is proposing an enhanced crossing
across the slip lanes and providing a point of control across the actual approach, it doesn’t give
improvements to any other modes, whereas the other concept provides more thorough
consideration to the other modes.
Tracy: Do any of the councilors have amendments that they want to bring forward at this time?
Ayres: I have three amendments. My proposal is to move the 4 to 3 plan, currently in the midterm and move it to the short term.
Losch: The implementation plan under consideration now is the advisory committee’s
recommendation, which has the pilot in the short term.
Ayres: In this case, I will withdraw my amendment.
Losch: The differences between the two recommendations are in slide 37.
Ayres: I need some clarification. Does moving to on-street parking north of Institute Road
require an amendment?
Losch: Yes
Ayres: The amendment I propose is that counter to the advisory committee’s
recommendation, the plan we move forward to the City Council calls for a continuation for onstreet parking north of Institute Road.
Mason: I will second. Is that on both sides or on one side of North Avenue?

Ayres: Both sides
Losch: If we retain parking on both sides, we won’t be able to accommodate any bike lanes in
any sections north of Institute Road. If we retain parking on one side, we can accommodate
bike lanes in each direction
Ayres: the short term recommendations were to eliminate all parking on both sides north of
Washington Street. Correct?
Losch: The advisory committee’s recommendation
Ayres: What I am suggesting is that we continue to allow parking. Essentially retain the
existing conditions as opposed to eliminate parking on both sides of the Avenue.
Mason: There is some confusion. With what Councilor Ayres has proposed, would that allow
for bike lane on one side of North Avenue?
Losch: No. Parking is currently allowed on both sides of North Avenue, north of Institute Road.
Ayres: What is the study group’s recommendation?
Losch: Retain parking on one side of North Avenue, north of Institute Road.
Ayres: That is my amendment.
Mason: May I ask the position of the Director of Public Works?
Spencer: DPW was part of the study team. Our recommendation was to go with parking on
one side of the road north of Institute Road.
Mason: To be clear, this would allow continuous bike lanes?
Spencer: Yes. With parking on one side of the road, we would be able to accommodate bike
lanes on both sides.
Churchill: the Advisory committee meeting’s alternative is eliminating parking on both sides.
If you want to retain parking on one side of Institute Road, yes we can have bike lanes on both
sides of North Avenue, but not protected or buffered.
Mason: Can you restate the amendment?
Losch: Continue on-street parking on one side of North Avenue North of Institute Road.

Mason: Is this all the way to Plattsburgh Avenue or to 127?
Ayres: Only until 127
Mason: My concern is the high school. To have no bike lane seems to me a little bit silly. To be
clear what Nicole said is one lane of parking from Institute Road to VT-127.
Losch: That is an option
Mason: What I am hearing is until 127.
Ayres: When you say we are proposing, do you mean the study group or the advisory
committee.
Ayres: I would eliminate advisory recommendation that all parking north of Washington be
eliminated. Instead, amend report parking on one side between Institute and 127 and between
Shore road and Plattsburgh Ave.
Public: Are you taking comments on that?
Tracy: We can’t. That is not the protocol for Robert’s Rules.
Mason: There will be an opportunity before the Council, but there is a motion on the floor.
Tracy: Do you second that?
Mason: I don’t second that.
Tracy: Motion fails.
Mason: I would propose an amendment to allow parking on one side of North Avenue only
between Institute Road and 127.
Ayres: I will second that.
Tracy: Do you want to speak on that?
Ayres: Given that I drive through this stretch almost every day I would say this is almost a nonissue. When I drive by, I hardly see any vehicles there.
Tracy: One thing that I am hearing is that it is important to restrict parking, not only for the
short term but also for the future to do a protected bike lane. If this parking is hardly used, I
think it’s a waste to change the game at this stage. Having study group recommendations and
advisory committee recommendations has created a lot of confusion.

Mason: I don’t drive this segment daily, so I withdraw my amendment.
Ayres: Does this bring us back to the advisory committee’s recommendation of eliminating
parking on both sides of North Avenue north of Washington Street?
Mason: The only place of North Ave north of Washington, there is currently a prohibition to
Institute Road, it is allowed between Institute and 127, not allowed between 127 and Shore
Road and then allowed between Shore Road and Plattsburgh Ave on both sides of the street?
Losch: Yes
Mason: Thanks for the clarification
Ayres: Henceforth, based on the advisory committee’s recommendations there will be no
parking north of Shore Road to Plattsburgh on either side of the street?
Losch: And also between Institute Road and 127
Mason: Anecdotally, Saint Mark’s sees a lot of parking during mass on Saturday afternoon
Ayres: This is beyond anecdotally, and continues to be the case.
Spencer: Just want to underscore that parking changes need to go through the DPW
Commission.
Mason: Does this mean that if Council were to approve the plan, parking changes would still
need to go through the Commission?
Spencer: Correct
Losch: Many of the recommendations in here are really to authorize the City to pursue
implementation.
Mason: What would the commission do to come up with a determination? How do they
evaluate parking removal?
Losch: There is a public forum process, they advise that we contact affected adjacent property
owners and they will take this into consideration to make the decision.
Mason: But no further studies?
Losch: They may ask for parking counts or additional information, but until we take it to the
commission, we won’t know.

Tracy: We are back on the floor with open discussion on the original motion
Ayres: I have one more amendment. It has to do with a consistent 25 MPH speed limit. I would
like to amend the plan to maintain the 30 mph speed limit, in those stretches of the corridor
where it exists. I would like to speak to that if I get a second.
Mason: I second.
Ayres: From the beginning of this process I was involved in this project, initially as a concerned
citizen observing the workshops. In April of this year I was appointed to take the place of
former Councilor Paul Decelles in the advisory committee. Over the course of the deliberations
of the committee, I have said consistently that the 4 to 3 reconfiguration is the linchpin of this
entire effort. Because of that, the calming effect of the new configuration, the speed is going
to be tamped down.
This 5 mph speed reduction has been a point of significant contention for neighbors in the New
North End. I have received a number of calls on both sides of this issue. I think that if we can
move the 4 to 3 lane study, I think a natural result of this will be traffic calming.
Tracy: I do not support this recommendation. I was in the Public Works Commission when we
went to the 25 mph limit in residential areas. We were presented with a lot of good data from
traffic studies from around the country that proved that even that small 5 mph reduction can
create substantial advantages in terms of safety. The fatality rate, the injury rate all go down. I
think if we can increase safety, we should. I think we should be bringing the limit down to 25
mph, so I will be voting against the amendment.
Losch: I just want to add that the design speed is a big consideration. There is always a concern
that if you set a speed limit that is too low for the street design, you could be creating a
hazardous situation based on the fact that cars will continue to drive at a higher rate of speed.
Ayres: I want to add another comment. This whole question of speed is as much a question of
enforcement as it is of regulation. I want to echo the comments of Megan Burns who stated
earlier, we need to ask our officials at BPD to help us enforcing the limit. I hear a lot about
speed issues, and I am talking about excessive speed. Not by a few miles. If we don’t do
enforce the speed limit, there won’t be much difference.
Tracy: The motion passes with Councilors Ayres and Mason voting in favor, Councilor Tracy
voting against. Any additional comments?
Spencer: I wanted to let the councilors know that councilor Wright, who couldn’t stay,
suggested that under the pilot project there was discussion about metrics for the success of
the pilot. He was suggesting that your committee might benefit from fleshing out what those
metrics would be so the community would know from the start what the measurements would

make the pilot successful or unsuccessful. He wanted me to pass this information during your
deliberation to you to see whether you would want to delve into that as part of your motion or
not.
Mason: I am not an expert and I believe none of us are, so it can’t fathom to what those metrics
are. To me it all comes back to determine whether this is an administrative decision or a
Council decision. My inclination is that the decision to make the pilot a permanent change
should be a decision of the Council and not a decision of the Director of Public Works, whoever
he or she may be at the time. I don’t know what my colleagues think.
Ayres: Would it be to the satisfaction of the TEUC to insert language that states that there will
be metrics (some of the metrics included in the relevant slide of the presentation)? We could
include language in the study that suggests what the metrics might be.
Mason: Assuming we list the measures, there is the question about how much weight to give
to each of the metrics.
Tracy: The information collected will be presented to the TEUC and the Council after the pilot?
Losch: Our intent is also to present the information on the pilot project at the beginning, to see
what information people think they need to see so this data can be collected before and after
the pilot.
Tracy: That is satisfactory to me. I want to thank everyone involved in this process. We got
comments from people across the City, and that speaks to the importance of this corridor to
the City.
The implementation plan, as amended, passed unanimously.
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5) Public Comments

a Volunteer Advisory Group to the
City of Burlington’s Dept of Public Works
www.burlingtonwalkbike.org
listserv: burlingtonwalkbike@googlegroups.com

September 18, 2014
To: Members of Burlington City Council
Dear Distinguished Councilors:
The Burlington Walk-Bike Council (BWBC) strongly endorses the recommendations of the North
Avenue Corridor Advisory Committee for improvements on North Avenue. The North Avenue
Corridor is a critical component of Burlington’s transportation infrastructure, and is currently
not well designed for any mode of transportation, whether travelling by car, bike, walking, or
bus.
Adoption of the recommended changes will result in important short-term improvements for
all modes, and a substantially improved corridor in the long term. These changes will help
improve safety for all transportation modes, and will help reduce pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions by enabling more people to walk, bike, or bus instead of drive. In addition, these
same changes will promote a greater sense of neighborhood in the New North End and increase
economic activity along the corridor by slowing down traffic and making it more pleasant for
both walking and biking.
The BWBC particularly would like to see that critical improvements are made in the short term,
as called for in the recommendations. The proposed pilot project is both relatively inexpensive
and reversible, while providing important improvements for drivers, bikers, pedestrians, and
public transportation. The important changes to be made in the short term include the
following:

4 to 3-lane Conversion
The BWBC strongly supports the conversion of the section between Rt. 127 and Shore Rd. from
4 lanes to 3 lanes. This is critical to allow the addition of bike lanes to this section of the road
and continuous bike lanes along North Ave. Without this conversion, bicycles will continue to
be forced to either share the lane with cars or ride on the sidewalk, substantially limiting the
number of people willing to bike in this section (and on North Ave. in general) and also reducing
safety for bikes, pedestrians, and cars alike. A three-lane configuration is fully adequate for the
amount of car traffic in this area, and will reduce driver confusion as well as add a traffic
calming element to discourage speeding. This configuration is working well on Colchester Ave.
and on the portion of Williston Rd. for which it was adopted recently. The BWBC strongly
recommends implementing this change within the next 12-18 months.
Removal of On-Street Parking
The BWBC strongly supports the removal of on-street parking on both sides of the road
between Institute Rd. and Rt. 127, and between Shore Rd. and Plattsburgh Ave. Retaining
parking on one side of the road, as proposed by the North Ave. Study Team, would not allow for
the use of buffered bike lanes. In addition, bicycle traffic would be forced to ride next to any
parked cars, introducing the risk of injury or death from “dooring.” Since relatively few cars
park on these sections of road, many bicyclists will also be tempted to weave in and out of the
parking zone as they proceed, to increase distance from the traffic lane. This weaving makes
bicyclist behavior less predictable, increasing driver stress and reducing safety for all. That said,
the BWBC would support a compromise measure enabling parking in the bike lane Sunday
mornings on a specified portion of the section between Shore Rd. and Plattsburgh Ave. to
accommodate church-goers.
Buffered bike lanes
The BWBC strongly supports the addition of buffered bike lanes on both sides of North Ave.
between Washington St. and Plattsburgh Ave. This is an easy way to significantly improve
conditions for both bicyclists and drivers in the short term, while we make plans for true
protected cycle track in the future.
Protected bike lanes pilot
The BWBC strongly supports the proposed pilot project adding protected bike lanes on the
section between Institute Ave. and Rt. 127. This will improve safety for both bicyclists and
drivers, and will reinforce the existing speed limit on this section of the road.
Crosswalk and intersection improvements
The BWBC strongly supports the many crosswalk and intersection improvements proposed for
throughout the North Ave. corridor. These will greatly improve conditions for pedestrians by
providing safe crossings and calming traffic. It is also important to ensure that bike lanes are
continued through all intersections to ensure the safe passage of bicycles.

Rt. 127 interchange
The currently proposed plan for the intersection with Rt. 127 needs to be revised to include
bike lanes. The BWBC also supports the removal of both existing slip lanes to reduce traffic
speed and to allow for both pedestrians and bicyclists to cross safely. The BWBC would,
however, support a compromise measure (like that proposed by Local Motion) to maintain a
slip lane for traffic exiting 127 turning northbound, as long as there is room for bike lanes and
signals to stop traffic in the presence of bikes and pedestrians.
Speed limit reduction from 30 to 25
The BWBC supports the reduction of the speed limit on North Ave. from 30 to 25, which would
increase safety for all modes of transportation. The reduction of the speed limit is, however,
less important than the actual infrastructure improvements that will reduce speed on the
corridor.
Medium and long-term improvements
The BWBC also strongly supports the medium and long-term plans for North Ave., in particular
including the addition of protected cycle track along the entire length of the corridor and
roundabouts at key intersections. These changes will truly allow for significant increases in
safety for all modes of transportation, and will thus also promote significant increases in use of
the corridor by bicyclists and pedestrians.
Thank you very much for your consideration of these issues, and we look forward to a greatly
improved transportation infrastructure along North Avenue in the near future.
Yours truly,
Burlington Walk Bike Council
The Burlington Walk/Bike Steering Committee:
Erik Brown Brotz, Chair erik@burlingtontelecom.net
Jim Holway jholway2012@gmail.com
Phil Hammerslough phil.hammerslough@gmail.com
Stu Lindsay Stulindsay@comcast.net
Steve Norman stevenorman@fastmail.fm
Tony Redington tonyrvt99@gmail.com
Charlene Wallace, Local Motion charlene@localmotion.org
cc:

Mayor Miro Weinberger
Chapin Spencer, Public Works Director
DPW Commissioners ℅ Chair Nathan Lavery
Peter Owens, Director of CEDO

From: Jason at Local Motion
Sent: Tuesday, September 30, 2014 11:23 AM
Subject: Your voice needed: Oct 6 is final vote on North Ave. transformation for safe walking & biking

I am emailing you as a Burlington supporter of Local Motion who wants to see our city become a
truly great place for people-powered transportation. Next week -- on Monday, October 6 -- we
have the opportunity to take a huge step forward for walking and biking in Burlington, and
we need your help. Read on for details, and click here to RSVP.
Over the last year or so, Local Motion has been intensively involved in a project to chart a
new future for North Avenue, Burlington's longest street and the backbone of the New North
End. With strong leadership from New North End residents, a consensus has emerged around a
series of commonsense changes that will make North Avenue safe and accessible for everyone,
whether you are walking, biking, taking the bus, or driving.
On Monday, October 6 at 6 PM, the Burlington City Council will decide whether to approve
these important changes to North Avenue. They need to hear from you! Click here to join the
movement to make North Avenue safe for everyone. There is a small but vocal minority of residents
who do not want any change on North Avenue at all. The City Council needs to know that support
for change is broad and deep.
Will you commit to speaking out at Monday's City Council meeting for a walkable, bikeable,
liveable future for North Avenue and for our city as a whole? Click here to let us know that we can
count on you to be there on Monday. See below for FAQs, talking points, and resources.
Together, we will make North Avenue -- and Burlington as a whole -- the kind of place where
everyone feels safe walking or biking anywhere.
Onward!
Jason Van Driesche, Director of Advocacy and Education

New to the North Avenue project? Need more info? Here are answers to
some FAQs.
I don't live in the New North End. Why should I care?
Great question! There are two reasons why the vote on North Avenue matters for the city as a
whole.
First, many of Burlington's most important institutions and destinations are in the New North End,
including the high school and one of our two middle schools, three of our four regional-scale parks,
and more. So chances are you or your kids travel to or through the New North End regularly, and
making North Avenue safer for walking, biking, and driving would give you more options and some
peace of mind.
Second, North Avenue is the first major corridor that has undergone an in-depth study of this kind
since Mayor Weinberger came into office. This means that the City's decision about North Avenue
will send a strong signal about how serious this administration is about improving conditions for
walking and biking city-wide. So if you want Winooski Avenue or Pearl Street or Shelburne Street
or anyplace else in Burlington to get a real makeover in the near future, you need to speak out for
the same on North Avenue.
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I don't know enough about what the recommended changes are. Where can I learn more?
Here is a very brief overview of the proposed near-term improvements (which means in the next
one to three years) as recommended by the Transportation, Energy, and Utilities Committee
(TEUC) of the City Council, with a summary of the benefits of each improvement:
• 4-TO-3 LANE CONVERSION: With a center turn lane, commuter traffic will flow more
smoothly and crashes will be fewer, with the new center turn lane from 127 to Shore Road
allowing people who need to make a turn to get out of the travel lane
• SAFER INTERSECTIONS: Crash risk will decline at intersections as turning lanes are
redesigned to discourage high-speed right turns (particularly at Ethan Allen Parkway and
Plattsburgh Avenue)
• IMPROVED CROSSWALKS: People will feel more comfortable crossing North Avenue
with exclusive pedestrian phases, blinking lights at new mid-block crosswalks, and many
other upgrades
• CONTINUOUS BIKE LANES: People riding in the new bike lanes along almost the entire
length of North Avenue (Washington Street to Plattsburgh Avenue) will have fewer conflicts
with motorists, resulting in lower blood pressure and improved safety all around
• A BUFFER FOR PEDESTRIANS: People walking to the store or to school will breathe
easier as cars are seven or eight feet away from the curb instead of just two -- and as bikes
ride in the bike lane instead of on the sidewalk
• MORE SPACE FOR BUSES: Buses will integrate more smoothly into traffic with consistent
10.5 foot lanes plus a buffer on either side, which give them a little more room to maneuver
than the current 10 foot lanes in the four-lane section
Click here for the full text of the minutes from the final Advisory Committee meeting (where these
recommendations were finalized for consideration by the TEUC).
How can I get involved in making other Burlington streets better for walking and biking?
First, join Local Motion if you aren't a member already! You can join
at http://www.localmotion.org/give/members. Our members fuel our work to make Burlington -- and
Vermont as a whole -- a great place to get around under your own power.
Second, sign up to be an advocate for a walkable and bikeable Burlington! While Local Motion is
the hub for making Burlington a great place to walk and bike, you are the spokes -- and the wheel,
and the rest of the bike. Reply to this email to get periodic alerts on opportunities to make a
difference for a walkable, bikeable city.
Third, get out on the streets and make yourself heard! There's a fantastic new group called Bikeable
Burlington Now that is organizing rides and other events to highlight the demand for a more bikeable
city. Join in the conversation, and stand up with them for better biking!

ISSUE NO. 2068 SEPTEMBER 9, 2014

ONE West Neighborhood Forum
North Avenue Corridor Study & TEUC Meeting Sep. 10
TOM AYRES – CI TY COUNCI L M EM BER, W ARD 7, BURLI NGTON

North Avenue Corridor Study & TEUC Meeting Sep. 10
TOM AYRES, TAYRES@BUR LING T ONV T. G OV, CI TY COUN CI L M EM BER, W ARD 7, BURLI NGTON

Event: Sep 10, 2014
I want to be sure that all of my New North End friends and neighbors know about an important meeting that will be taking place
this Wednesday evening, September 10, at 6 pm at the Burlington Police Department's Community Room at 1 North Avenue.
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The City Council's Transportation, Energy, and Utilities Committee (TEUC) will meet and the implementation plan for the North
Avenue Corridor Study will be the primary item on the agenda. I serve on the TEUC along with Councilors Max Tracy (Ward 2)
and Chip Mason (Ward 6). We will be reviewing the implementation plan that is to be put forward by the Burlington Department
of Public Works and the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC). The TEUC will also be considering the
recommendations of the North Avenue Corridor Study Advisory Committee, which vary somewhat from the draft DPW/CCRPC
plan. (FYI, I also served on the Advisory Committee as the city's liaison representing the City Council.) The TEUC's task on
Wednesday night will be to reconcile the recommendations cited above, then move the final implementation plan forward to
the City Council for its action on Monday, September 22.
There will be a public forum at the TEUC meeting this Wednesday. I encourage all residents of the New and Old North Ends to
attend and share your vision of the future of North Avenue. I am optimistic that we will have a short-, medium-, and long-term
plan at the end of this process that will be acceptable to the vast majority of our citizens. It will be a plan that represents both
some compromises and the best collaborative thinking of motor vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian advocates alike. Please join
me at the TEUC meeting on Wednesday night and the City Council meeting on September 22 as together we work to make a
safer, more accessible and environmentally responsible North Avenue a reality in the years ahead.

News from Neighboring FPFs
Shared postings from Downtown FPF
NORTH AVE CORRIDOR STUDY MEETING TOMORROW! BY MAXWELL TRACY
Shared postings from Lakewood FPF
FONA (FRIENDS OF NORTH AVENUE) & THE CORRIDOR STUDY BY JIM HOLWAY

ONE West Neighborhood Forum
ISSU E N O. 2 0 64 SEPTEMBER 4 , 2 01 4

North Avenue Corridor Study
J ASON L'ECUYER, NPA STEERI NG COM MI TTEE M EM BER, W ARD 7, BURLI NGTON

As you may or may not know, I have been representing Ward 4/7 on the North Avenue Corridor Study. I must say, I have
learned a lot.
This committee met for a period of ~15 months and had multiple public forums for all voices to be heard.
Here is my take on the whole thing as I have seen lots of opposition to what the committee came up with. I believe North
Avenue can be safer, can have room for bicyclists and be more friendly to pedestrians. I hear from folks that don't want their
commute extended, they think the BAU corridor is fine as is. I hear the people on the committee are pro bike and anti
motorist.
I don't believe they are competing factors. The committee approved a plan to make North Ave better, not worse. So what's
the give? Did we decide that motorists have to endure gridlock traffic so bicyclists can have their way? The study concluded
that traffic would flow well. It would also reduce the confusion of the current set up. Changing to three lanes (middle lane
being the turning lane) would simplify navigating the road and make room for cycle tracks. Again, what's the give? Answer,
up to 37 seconds of increased travel time during peak hours. What do we get in return? My opinion (I am not a cyclist), we
get a more vibrant, economically viable North Avenue. The recommendations will encourage people to bike to the shopping
center for a bagel or a slice of pie with the family. People will be more comfortable walking on North Ave. We will have more
of a sense of community. To me, it's a win all around.
All I'm trying to say is that the recommendations that came out of the committee were by people trying to do right for the
residents of our community. There was no intent to lessen what exists, only to enhance it and I fear with the way people are
viewing this issue, we are missing out on a huge opportunity to enhance where we live.
Regards, Jason L'Ecuyer

ONE West Neighborhood Forum
North Ave. Corridor Plan - NPA Representatives Report
SARA GI ANNONI – NPA STEERI NG COM MI TTEE M EM BER, W ARD 3, BURLI NGTON

North Ave. Corridor Plan - NPA Representatives Report
SARA GIANNONI,NPA STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBER, W ARD 3, BURLINGTON
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From Tony Redington, who is on the NPA Steering Committee:
Interested in a street corridor featuring a road diet in the short term and cycle track (protected bike lanes) from end-to-end
along with roundabouts in the long term?
Want a "world class street" with the highest level of safety and service for bicycling, walking or traveling by car and transit?
Then tune in and watch the half hour CCTV program featuring four Neighborhood Planning Assembly representatives from
Wards 3, 4 and 7 on the North Avenue Corridor Study Advisory Committee presentation recorded Wednesday July 30.
The presenters: Jim Holway, Jason L'ecuyer, RJ Lalumiere and Tony Redington. The North Avenue draft plan at the end of a
15-month process will be available sometime in August followed by at least two City Council hearings as part of the approval
process this fall. The program CCTV website:
http://www.cctv.org/watch-tv/programs/north-avenue-corridor-study
You can find study documents and materials posted at the Chittenden Country Regional Planning Commission website:
CCRPCVT.org

****
From: TONY Redington <tonyrvt99@gmail.com<mailto:tonyrvt99@gmail.com>>
Date: Thu, Jul 31, 2014 at 4:34 PM
Subject: Four NPAsters on the North Avenue Corridor Study Present on CCTV July 30
To: Burlington Walk/Bike Council
<burlingtonwalkbike@googlegroups.com<mailto:burlingtonwalkbike@googlegroups.com>>, ONEABN Old North
End Arts & Business Network <oldnorthend@gmail.com<mailto:oldnorthend@gmail.com>>
Hi:Interested in a street corridor featuring a road diet demonstration in the short term and cycle track from endto-end along with roundabouts (pathed for cyclists) in the long term? Want a "world class street" with the
highest level of safety and service for bicycling, walking or traveling by car and transit? Then tune in and watch
the half hour CCTV program featuring four Neighborhood Planning Assembly representatives on the North
Avenue Corridor Study Advisory Committee presentation recorded Wednesday July 30: The presenters: Jim
Holway, Jason L' ecuyer, RJ Lalumiere and myself. The draft plan at the end of a 15-month process will be
available sometime in August followed by at least two City Council hearings as part of the approval process to be
completed sometime in the fall. http://www.cctv.org/watch-tv/programs/north-avenue-corridor-study
****
From: Chapin Spencer [mailto:cspencer@burlingtonvt.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 2:28 PM
To: Diane Meyerhoff; Nicole Losch
Cc: Kurt Wright
Subject: North Avenue Public Input
Diane and Nicole: After talking with long-time NNE resident Gary Dion (once in person and once on the phone), I
wanted to pass along his input to be considered as part of the North Avenue Corridor Study. Please include
these in the corridor study's public comment section.
Gary: I'm including your comments here that are in the North Avenue Corridor Study project area (North Street
north to Plattsburg Avenue). I'm working on the other comments outside of the Corridor Study process and will
follow up separately with you on these others.
Comments from Gary Dion: [My updates in brackets]
•

Re-stripe North Avenue more frequently — or with a more durable material. With the various lane
changes and dedicated turn lanes, the markings get worn quickly and then drivers aren't sure where to
go.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Install an overhead "Left Turn Only" sign NB on North Avenue at the intersection with Shore Road so NB
traffic knows there is a center turn lane. [I've passed this on to Traffic and they are planning to add an
earlier on-road left turn only marking down ask there is concern with adding signs (that can act like sails)
on the span wire.]
Install a sign "dead end" on North Avenue after Plattsburgh Avenue.
Install a sign at Plattsburg Avenue directing traffic to Colchester on to Plattsburg Avenue. [Passing along
to Traffic. I understand that they are making this sign and will install it soon.]
Increase speed enforcement on North Avenue and/or install radar speed signs.
Repair sunken catch basins on North Avenue. [Some done. More needed.]
Repair utility patch on North Avenue in front of Thayer School. [We are checking into this.]

Thanks all. Best, Chapin
Chapin Spencer, Director
Department of Public Works
645 Pine Street, Burlington, VT 05401
802-863-9094 www.burlingtonvt.gov/DPW
****
From: TONY Redington
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014 11:24 AM
To: Eleni Churchill
Cc: BarrJE@pbworld.com; Nicole Losch
Subject: Comments on Historic Traffic and Future Projections on North Avenue Corridor Study
Hi Eleni: Please consider the following information regarding existing conditions analysis and future projections
in regard to vehicle traffic along the North Avenue Corridor.
This message presents the traffic numbers from Vermont Agency of Transportation reports updated to 2013 for
North Avenue segments, the Beltline and the connector for 2005, 2013 and an early 1990s year when most
numbers peaked on Vermont urban streets--numbers that can be placed against actual growth projected by the
Study Team draft report.
Historic data shows virtually universal decline in traffic from about 1990 through 2013--about a quarter century-and absolute decline on all segments 2005 to 2013. The single segment showing an increase--Washington St.127--increased 1,100 from 1993 through 2013.
Meanwhile the draft Existing and Future Corridor Conditions Report projects a reversal of a traffic decline
history over the next 20 years in spite of estimating zero population or employment increases with the following
traffic growth estimates:
5% growth Plattsburgh Ave
5% growth on North Ave between Plattsburgh and Shore Rd 10% growth on North Ave between Shore Rd and
VT 127 15% growth on North Ave between VT 127 and North St 5% growth on VT 127
No rationale is provided for this historical change of the curve from negative to positive vehicle traffic on North
Avenue. The Vermont Agency of Transportation guidance for growth factors for project purposes (contained in
the "Red Book") indicates a five year urban traffic decline of 1% and 20 year decline of 5%. The VAOT factors
reflect historic traffic trends.
Here are the historical numbers:
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VT127--Connector-Manhattan Dr
2005 2009 2013
D001
15,600 14,700 14,200
VT127—Connector-Plattsburgh
8,500 8,100 8,000
D475
VT127—Connector Ramp 1-No. Ave
D476
NORTH AVE—Sherman-North
NORTH AVE—North-Wash.
NORTH AVE—Wash.—127
D045
NORTHAVE—127-Ethan Allen Pkwy
NORTH AVE—E.A.P.-Shopping Ctr.
NORTH AVE—Shopping Ctr.-Shore
D151
NORTH AVE-Shore-Plattsburgh
D148

9,900

1990 18,100
1993 9.100

-2,200 05/13

1994 9,800

13,100E 10400E 10,900E
11,400E 11,100E 11,100E
11,800 11,700 11,600

-2,200 05/13
-300 05/13
-200 05/13

1993 10,500

20,400E 15,500E 18,300E
14,300E 13,300E 13,400E
14,900 13,700 13,400

-2,100 05/13
-900 05/13
-1,500 05/13

1993 13,800

11,700 10,800

10,800E

-900 05/13

1993 11,100

7,000

-700 05/13

1987 8,400

PLATTSBURGH—No. Ave-Barley Rd 7,700
D289

7,700 7,700E

-600 05/13
-500 05/13

6,600

E--Estimated by AOT; other numbers are sample or 100% from automatic traffic recorder counts.
Thank you for your consideration.
****
From: TONY Redington
Date: July 2, 2014 at 9:20:01 AM EDT
Subject: North Avenue Advisory Committee Meeting July 1
Hi: Another "declaration." Tony
The North Avenue Corridor Study Advisory Committee on Tuesday July 1 declared its own independence
endorsing a corridor design insuring the opportunity to reach the stated adopted vision goal "achieve a world
class transportation corridor with quality service and highest safety for those who walk, bicycle and travel by
motor vehicle or transit."
In a series of votes the Advisory Committed set the final shape of the plan calls for a short term pilot of a "road
diet" from Shore Rd./Heineberg Rd. intersection to VT 127 reducing four lanes to three lanes with the center
lane for turns. The other major short term betterment within three years, in part taking advantage of roadway
freed up by the road diet, marks bike lanes on each side existing roadway from the north end of the corridor at
Plattsburgh Ave. to Washington St. near Burlington College, a distance of about two-and-a-half miles. The short
term "pilot" approach to afford the North Avenue community to "try it before you buy it" also removes little
used parking along the Washington St.-Plattsburgh Ave. segments. Part and parcel of the bike lanes marking
involves installation along at least on corridor segment of "cycle track", a protected bike lane, accomplished
through a series flexible bollards. The bollards would be removable during the snow season.
The Advisory Committee also approved two ground breaking recommendations for the long term, the first ever
in City studies: protected cycle track from end-to-end of the 2.8 mile corridor with roundabouts installed at key
intersections which promises increased safety and service for all modes. The cycle track long term will be oneway built either on the roadway level or the sidewalk level as decided in the future. In addition the roundabouts
re-enforce the speed management as the Committee committed to a 25 mph level during the "pilot" period.
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The decrease called for by the Committee, a decease from the 30 mph speed limit in the central part of the
corridor, accords with the City speed limit policy of 25 mph with part of this North Avenue corridor currently one
of less than of a handful of exceptions to that policy today.
Roundabouts recommendations included the intersections of Plattsburgh Avenue, Ethan Allen Parkway, VT 127
and Burlington High School (Institute Road). The votes for Plattsburgh Ave. and Ethan Allen Parkway were by
narrower margins. The discussion of roundabouts included emphasis that each intersection be carefully
evaluated as part of scoping studies that will take some years hence, that traffic trends may well allow single
lane roundabouts (the safest treatment, particularly for those who bike and walk), and that further study
employ firms with proven experience in roundabout evaluation and design (not available for corridor study).
Burlington's (and Chittenden County's) first busy street roundabout on Shelburne Street at Locust St./South
Willard St., a single lane design, involves traffic numbers above that of the two high traffic North Avenue
intersections today at VT 127 and Ethan Allen Parkway.
The next steps in the Corridor plan involves write-up of the draft plan reflecting the Advisory Committee
decisions followed by review by the City Council committee on Transportation, Energy and Utilities chaired by
Councilor Maxwell Tracey, then the City Council. Further, separately public involvement continues at each stage
of the plan implementation.
The "North Avenue declaration" comes a few weeks after the Burlington Walk Bike Council "Burlington
Declaration" calling for investments in quality walking bicycling infrastructure-particularly cycle track and
roundabouts-and supporting considering of these measures in the North Avenue corridor study. Local Motion
also undertook initiatives to support inclusion of quality walk and bike "infra" in the North Avenue plan.
While improved transit was not specifically addressed a consensus has existing in the planning process for
improved frequency and hours of service for Chittenden County Transportation Authority (CCTA) routes serving
North Avenue, better connectivity to other routes in the City, and at least examining the feasibility of light rail
extending from Flynn School south to the Marketplace and beyond (trolley service after about four decades
from downtown reaching Ethan Allen Park ended in 1929 ).
****
Wednesday, June 25, 2014 5:47 PM
Message from: miriam black
The Council and the Administration seem bent on converting the streets into a glorified bicycle path. At times
one would think that nobody rides in cars or on buses. Let me introduce myself as someone who has never
ridden a bicycle. Getting from the New North End by bike is already available via the Bike Path. Should additional
roadways be needed consideration should be given to licensing bicyclers, ticketing those who do not follow
traffic signs, lights, do not signal for turns, ride several abreast in heavy traffic, etc. Without bus service into
neighborhoods, most Burlingtonians are forced to drive autos...current conversation appears to point to
mandating bike travel rather than cars, an obviously ridiculous state. Let's try to be practical!
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From: Meredith Birkett <mbirkett@cctaride.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 4:44 PM
Subject: North Avenue Follow-Up
Hi Eleni, Jason, and Charlene,
Given all the discussion that has taken place, Jon and I thought it would be helpful to send a follow-up note to
clarify CCTA's position regarding Local Motion's proposed 2-way cycle track (I believe it was referred to as C+).
After speaking with Jason on June 11, Jon and I met with our Operations staff to discuss the C+ proposal, and
they raised some operational safety concerns.
1. To provide safe and accessible service for CCTA passengers, buses must be able to pull up to the curb. It
would not be safe to board or de-board passengers in the cycle track due to potential conflicts with
cyclists. This would be especially unsafe for passengers using mobility devices.
2. Due to the configuration of concept C+ with the two-way cycle track located directly adjacent to the
travel lane, there would be many instances when CCTA buses would travel and stop in the cycle track in
order to pull to the curb.
3. CCTA is also concerned with limited driver visibility to the rear and side of the bus when pulling out of
the two-way cycle track and back into the southbound travel lane. A two-lane bike lane is more
challenging than a single lane bike lane due to the angle of the bus mirrors.
4. Since CCTA has bus stops roughly every 800 feet on the west side of North Avenue, and would require a
minimum opening of 100’ to allow buses to stop parallel to the curb, there would need to be significant
gaps in the cycle track to allow for CCTA operations.
While CCTA is fully supportive of Complete Street improvements along North Avenue we are concerned that
concept C+ would limit CCTA’s ability to maintain safe, accessible and efficient transit service along the North
Avenue Corridor.
As an alternate to concept C+, CCTA believes concept F would offer a safer operating situation. Concept F would
provide similar bicycle and pedestrian upgrades along North Avenue while also providing a greenbelt between
the southbound travel lane and a two-way cycle track. The green belt would provide a safe boarding and
alighting location for passengers assuming the installation of ADA accessible landing pads.
CCTA would be comfortable advocating for concept F if the following components were included at all bus stop
locations:
1.

ADA landing pads in the greenbelt

Signalized crosswalks across North Avenue
2. Curb cuts at the landing pads on the North Avenue and cycle track sides
Crosswalk markings from the landing pad across the cycle track to the sidewalk
4. A curb cut on the sidewalk side of the cycle track.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Thank you, Meredith
Meredith Birkett | Director of Service Development
CCTA | 15 Industrial Parkway | Burlington, VT 05401
Tel | 802-540-2453 Fax | 802-864-5564 www.cctaride.org
*****
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Message from: Lisette Baxter
About North Avenue, some thoughts. 1. I am against a round-about or a “circulator” as they call it in Winooski. It
doesn’t work when there’s a pedestrian crossing, actually it is more dangerous. 2. On a long corridor like North
Avenue a speed limit of 30 miles works well. Instead of punishing those of us who follow the speed limit by
lowering it to 25 miles, make sure the speed limit is enforced. Twenty five works well in neighborhoods but not
on long connecting road like North Avenue or Shelburne Road and others. 3. Bicycle lane: how about removing
the green belt along the sidewalk on the West side -since on the East side we have electrical poles- and using
this extra space for the bicycle lane. We have a beautiful bicycle path but on the other hand I can understand
the need to have a lane on North Avenue (actually every street should). To remove the green belt is probably
not the most popular solution but we have to work with what we have - and hopefully within budget. By
removing the green belt - and keeping the sidewalk elevated - that would give the extra lanes needed for the
bicycles. Lisette Baxter Lakewood Estates Burlington, VT
*****
From: Moe Hevey
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2014 10:28 AM
Subject: NORT AVE. CROSSWALK PROPASAL.
Putting Crosswalks (lights or otherwise) at every street corner on North Ave. is NUTS!!
I live on Birch Ct. and I am having problems getting onto the Avenue with my car on occasion, slowing traffic will
cause gridlock.
There are 4 Lights from shopping ctr. now for crossing the ave., longer light times for people and bikes to cross
would be a good idea.
Roundabouts I never liked, safety problems with bikes using them.
Thanks. Moe Hevey
*****
From: Chapin Spencer
Sent: Monday, June 09, 2014 9:52 PM
To: Bill Bratcher
Subject: Re: Speeding
Thanks Billy for passing this along.
I'm sharing your comments with Nicole Losch who is our point person on the North Avenue Corridor Study. If
you have a moment, I'd encourage you to share your thoughts through the online input tool for the
study: http://www.burlingtonvt.gov/public-input
Some of your ideas may be appropriate as short-term recommendations for the study — things we want to get
done in the next year or two. We can look at similar treatments as were installed along Pine Street. Those 6
sets of rapid flashing beacons, curb ramps and new sidewalk segments cost $139,000 — half paid for from a
state grant. Having the North Avenue Corridor Study call out a number of practical short term improvements
will help us secure funding for them.
Best, Chapin, Chapin Spencer, Director, Department of Public Works
On 6/9/14 8:49 AM, "Bill Bratcher" wrote:
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Good morning, Boy it's heating up here on the avenue. This morning I'm bringing my child to Burlington High
School doing the speed limit. A very impatient motorist is behind me beeping his horn because I'm not going fast
enough. He sees an opening veers into the right lane then back into our left lane, nearly causing an accident.
Now he inches his way to the belt lines entrance and he's stuck in traffic as it's somewhat backed up. I put put
around him on my way to BHS,for some reason I get the middle finger because my RPMs don't live up to his
North Avenue raceway expectations and the "new norm " out here. How many times have my wife and me had
horns beeped at us also for slowing down to turn into our own driveway , you can't count that high. This city
street is way out of control brother. You say something may not be done on the Avenue for a while,that's really
not acceptable. Chaplin, I'm really not one to complain about anything, but speeding and impatience is insane
up here. I don't know why there is 25 mph postings here near Hunt Middle School where I am,it's a complete
joke! We both know it will most likely take a child or bicycle rider getting hit to act on this in a timely manner. I
love what you did on Pine Street. But, why Pine Street and not the avenue? With Thayer house up here and all
the other expansion in this part of town, there's more traffic than ever. I really wish I had the time to attend the
corridor study meetings. Having a front porch I witness much more than the average resident on the avenue.
But, many feel the way I do. You should come here on a Friday afternoon, sit down after work and have a cold
one with me. You will be blown away at how fast people zip by in this school zone. In the meantime, I'm sitting
here putting the final touch on a great but sad tune called " The North Avenue Blues" . " Mr. Policeman,want
your quota met in one day, tuck your black and white here in my driveway" ! " Im gonna call up the Department
of public works,see what I can get done, city clerks gonna hear how dangerous my roads become" ! Yours in
safety, Billy B.
*****
From: Paul Sisson
Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 3:17 PM
Subject: North Avenue Corridor
I want to express the basic question of many citizens that I have been in contact with, which is - why? If it is not
broken, don't fix it. And North Avenue as a whole is not broken - it needs some attention, but not on the scale
that is being discussed. If the CCRPC wants to help in the improvement of traffic in the City, please look more
closely at the southerly and easterly approaches to the City - i.e. Rt. 7 and Rt. 2. Gridlock is fast approaching in
these access points, and clearly more attention should be paid to significant problems that exist already than to
those that might (or might not) become problems in the next 30 years.
Finally, the City of Burlington cannot afford this kind of project without significant (say 95%) funding from
others, be it the State of the Fed. The BT fiasco has gotten the City to the edge of financial ruin, and existing
infrastructure maintenance should be the focus of the City's construction budget.
I also question the CCRPC's public involvement process, which consisted of a consultant talking to six affected
parties (per online consultant agreement), and also had three or four meetings, all held in the evening. Let's
consider a resident who works evenings, or a single parent that has kids home from day care, or merely the
hard-working Average Joe or Jane that just doesn't feel like going back out once he or she gets home from work.
Instead what you get for a turnout is mostly the same people at each meeting, people that don't represent the
views of the majority of the residents. It would seem to me in the age of the computer, that an organization like
the CCRPC would have developed other means to obtain public input.
Finally, a comment about the North Avenue Corridor Group at the CCRPC - I feel we in Wards 4 and 7 are underrepresented on that committee. It would seem prudent for the CCRPC to include as many residents in the
affected area, but that is clearly not the case. Why should non-residents have more say than residents? Just
because they work for CCRPC, DPW or any other entity should not give them more influence than residents - we
drive the roads every day - we know what it is like - and we don't need experts telling us stuff we already know,
or worse, doing things to our roadways that most of us don't want done.
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From: David Lansky
Sent: Saturday, May 24, 2014 4:41 AM
Subject: North Ave Corridor, mid & long term options
From: 181 Austin Dr
I'm stunned that none of the options (for segment 5) include a physically separated two-way bike lane. Options
D and E have bike lanes that are physically separated from car and pedestrian lanes; I think that is a good idea.
Yet, I don't think we need 14' or 10' dedicated to two-way bike traffic. I think a two-way narrow bike lane that is
separated from car traffic should be considered; consolidating the bike traffic into a pair of lanes makes it easier
to have separate signal systems for cars, bikes, and pedestrians.
*****
From: Azur Moulaert
Sent: Friday, May 23, 2014 10:09 PM
Subject: Limited scope
From: 36 Westminster
I think that the transportation focus on this proposal is missing a broader conversation about other aspects of
the quality of life of our community. I have spoken to several people in our neighborhood and they have a
similar view, why are we talking about roads alone?
At the NPA (and the slide show that was posted and used earlier this week) meeting the ppt presentation &
handouts were professionally done, a good job at presenting transportation alternatives, yet -again- solely
focused on whether we put a roundabout here or there, a lane here or there etc.
I encourage the Corridor group to think outside its mandate and integrate other aspects of community
development. I predict that you will have more community input. Dovetail what Rich Nadworny is doing.
Granted, one process doesn't exclude the other but I think you are missing opportunity "to connect the dots" by
devoting all of this collective IQ to focus on such a small (yes, important) piece of our community needs.
Without the larger picture, I don't see the value of voting for one option or another on a map. Leah Terhune and
Tony Redington have pointed out interesting articles/ideas on this thread http://goo.gl/yRZffT this kind of
information is precisely what should be shared to better frame the issues (yes issues plural) that affect our
community. Respectfully.
*****
From: Daniel G. Cohen
To: Councilor Ayres
Subject: North Avenue study
Date: Sun, 25 May 2014 12:30:12 -0400
Mr. Ayres:
I am not sure why you think there are problems with North Avenue, as you claim in your column in the North
Ave. News.
I was born here 63 years ago. Burlington used to be nice. Now, what has been done to the streets, is a sad joke.
What, specifically, do you think is wrong with North Avenue?
There is nothing wrong.
Traffic moves fine, bicycles move fine, pedestrians move fine.
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And, you are talking about making changes, like installing round-abouts and all that crap?
Please leave North Avenue, and everything associated with it, alone.
Burlington's former DPW Director Steve Goodkind and all the politicians here have ruined this city already.
For example, this is the Queen City of Speed Bumps. Very sad. Not necessary.
The old Brookes Avenue here was fine for the past 100 years, and then curb jut-outs ruined it. Irt's dangerous.
School Street was a sweet street. Now, it's one-way due to speed bumps that prohibit two-way traffic.
Were you born here?
Leave things as they are please. -- Daniel G. Cohen, Burlington, VT.
*****
From: Joyce Walsleben
Sent: Saturday, May 24, 2014 4:21 PM
Subject: North Ave Discussion
I attended your presentation last Tuesday and wish to add the following comments.
I should tell you I am a fairly new transplant from Manhattan where I watched the streets undergo similar
changes. God, what confusion!
I should also mention that I am not a bike rider, well, except for the time I was impaled on the back of a
woman’s bike after she was forced to stop short for a left turning car and I was attempting to cross First Ave
traffic, curbs and bike lanes. Pedestrian safety? I don’t think so.
I did note some other issues which I hope will alert you as you plan:
1) In NYC there was no space for delivery trucks, so they parked and blocked the bike lane if they fit, or the traffic
lanes if not. They included Fed Ex, Mail trucks, garbage collections, etc. Blocking the bike lanes forced the bikes
to the traffic lanes. On North Ave, we have garbage pick up, recycling, parkers, mail and UPS, etc. Where will
they go?
2)

Even with the bike lane, some riders were faster than others and refused to be penned in, preferring the traffic
lanes. Of note, I see that bikers tend not to care which direction they should go…they go either way,
necessitating a walker who crosses their lane to look both ways..hence my missing the stoppage of the bike
mentioned above. There is nothing as frightening as a shrill bike whistle in your ear! An instantaneous stop midstep if necessary is all that saves you from the ER.

3)

There was a very useful center lane for emergency vehicles which worked because one could move to one of
the neighboring lanes on a 3 lane one way street. How would that work in your plans?

4)

Snow removal was another surprise! No snow plows initially fit the bike lane. Where does the plowed snow
reside? Even with the backhoe system in NYC, it had to sit somewhere. Store owners were forced to shovel it
into the bike lane. In your handouts I noted a Montreal exhibit with some snow on the lanes. What would have
happened last winter with all our ice? Any curbing or other bollards would only complicate things.

5)

And the roundabout at Plattsburg Ave, is a planned disaster. Have you seen the traffic patterns there at school
dismissal? NO traffic moves. It’s second only to Marathon Day. That roundabout would shut down North Ave
AND Plattsburg Ave in both directions.
Which brings me to my next point: What about those of us who are locked in above Plattsburg Ave? We have
one way in and maybe two ways out. Why is the roadway at Rivers Edge locked and unavailable? Who helps us
in an emergency? Why can’t some of the imaginary money help us?
If you are truly interested in improving North Ave, what about enforcing some neighborhood rules of no cars,
trailers or boats on the front lawn which seems to be the norm?
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I do appreciate the time you have spent and realize this is far from over, so perhaps a little more thought and
less eagerness? Thanks. Joyce Walsleben
*****
From: Steph Holdridge
Sent: Friday, May 23, 2014 11:32 AM
Subject: turning lanes
1195 North Ave Apt 3: There are many people now living in the 5 apt buildings here. We have to turn left into
the parking lot. People traveling north in the center lane are not expecting this and often just change to the
other lane just in time to miss hitting us waiting to turn left. I think it would be much better to have 3 lanes for
all of North Ave with the center always being the turn lane. South Burlington did this on Williston Road East of
Rte 116 and it works really well. People know what to expect and the road is consistent which is one of your
goals. It is confusing when the number of lanes is constantly changing. Thanks.
Enjoyed your presentation.
*****
From: Nicole Losch
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 12:07 PM
To: 'Francis Taginski'
Subject: RE: North Ave. Project
Thanks for writing – I’m happy to clarify.
This study is not engineering, but conceptual planning. We initiated this nearly a year before Chapin started with
the department, and we’re trying to evaluate how we might implement complete streets – which is a city policy
as adopted by City Council in the 2011 Transportation Plan.
Things are definitely not a “done deal,” and we hope that anyone who couldn’t attend the meeting or didn’t feel
comfortable staying will still comment at their leisure online – we just launched our online input tool yesterday:
www.burlingtonvt.gov/public-input. If you’re able to help us share this link with anyone who may be interested,
we would appreciate that!
This input is helping us identify what concepts are preferred (and disliked), but is not meant to indicate that the
process ends when this study ends. Rather, this is just the first step of many. Knowing the preferred concepts
helps us focus future projects and present those in more detail and design to the community before
implementation. Only very small improvements are likely to move forward without much additional design e.g.
new crosswalks, signal timing changes, etc.
Many of details you’re looking for (actual costs, full traffic analysis) will come along as we slowly try to
implement the recommendations within the study. The information we have collected is available in the Existing
& Future Conditions Report.
We didn’t present cost estimates at the public meeting, but a full evaluation matrix will be included in the actual
Corridor Study; it was just too cumbersome to include that in our public meeting – it took a full 2 hours just to
introduce the concepts and let people comment on them. The matrix will include very preliminary cost
estimates, traffic impacts, complete streets features, etc.
Public input is continuing as we wrap up the actual Corridor Study – we have the online tool and we’ll have
presentations at several meetings with local decisionmakers over the next month (public comment is always
welcome at these meetings):
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-

June Public Works Commission
June Transportation, Energy and Utilities Committee of the City Council
July City Council (who will adopt the final plan)

I hope this clarifies a bit, and I hope that you’ll still head to our online tool to provide some comments!
Thanks. Nicole Losch, PTP
Transportation Planner / Pedestrian and Bicycle Program Manager
645 Pine Street Suite A, Burlington VT 05401
From: Francis Taginski
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 9:25 AM
To: Nicole Losch
Subject: North Ave. Project
I was unable to attend the public meeting on the project due to work but did hear from some folks that did
attend. Sounds like a done deal no matter what anyone says. The meeting was packed with probike organizations many of whom were not NorthEnd or Burlington residents. The vote for the favorite
proposal at the end of the meeting took place after the real residents left feeling this was a bike pep rally. None
of my previous comments or informational requests were even noted during the meeting. NO information was
provided on financing, intersection ratings, accident counts, economic impacts, or engineering road evaluations
for speed reduction before the project is fast tracked though the Council. Why can't we have a vote of just
NorthEnd residents before you move further? My other concern is that lane markings will made on North Ave.
just to serve the special interest biking group and Spenser's agenda before any one knows what happened. This
project is NOT planning process that I have ever seen. Let's take a step back and really do some engineered
planning.
Thanks for listening, Francis "Tag" Taginski
*****
May 20, 2014
Amy Stewart, Village Green (via phone message)
I’d like to see a fully marked bicycle lane throughout the whole corridor. There should be bicycle access to the
Winooski Valley Park District Land/Ethan Allen Homestead from the Connector. There is a wide median there
that could accommodate a bike path. Lastly, the bike path should be plowed for bike commuters; the sidewalks
are too narrow when there is snow on the ground.
Issue No. 1217 - May 11, 2014
Latest Ideas for North Avenue
Lea Terhune • NPA Steering Committee Member, Ward 4, Burlington
Keep up with the latest ideas for North Avenue here: http://northavenue05408.blogspot.com/
There are several opportunities to participate. ~Cyclists especially need to participate in the May 14 NORTH
AVENUE BIKE ADVOCATES MEETUP, ~And all options will be discussed at PUBLIC FORUM, MAY 20, 6:30-8:30 pm
ST. MARKS CHURCH FAMILY CENTER. Details here: http://northavenue05408.blogspot.com/, ~Options are
discussed monthly at the North End Neighborhood Planning Assembly http://wards4and7npa.blogspot.com/ on
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the fourth Wednesday of each month (May 28, June 25, July 23, Aug 27). Burlington College will be making a
presentation of their ideas at NPA on May 28, Miller Center, 6:45 pm.
Although the official Corridor Study Advisory Committee is finishing its work soon, a volunteer Task Force known
as "The Corridori" will be tracking subsequent events and reporting at every NPA meeting. For example, the
North Avenue Corridor Plan will be presented to City Council for comment and approval sometime this summer.
Then we will need to advocate for action! We hear that our plan is expensive, but it is MUCH cheaper per linear
foot than the fancy upgrades planned for a much shorter section of Pine Street.
Will North Avenue be a 4 lane speedway to get cars downtown and to the waterfront fast, or will it be an
attractive tree-lined avenue at the center of our community, safe for people of all ages to use, offering all modes
of transportation options?
*****
From: RJ Lalumiere
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2014 11:38 PM
Subject: Further Comments on North Ave Corridor Study
Of the options as presented at the May advisory committee meeting I strongly prefer "D" for the segments and
roundabouts for the intersections.
"E" & "F" are acceptable but less desirable options. "F" in particular creates several problems for cyclists
including increasing the required number of street crossings and unusual road position leading to motorist
inattention and confusion. It should only be implemented if a particular area presents insurmountable space
constraints.
"B" & "C" are not acceptable long term options; they severely limit the upper bound on bike modal share by
perpetuating the failed paradigms of the past that do not accommodate the safety and comfort concerns of the
majority of the population with regards to cycling. I am strongly opposed to both. As short term alternatives to
the "A" option they may be acceptable, but I do not believe that is one of the current suggestions...
Green lane markings for areas where bicycle facilities have right of way are strongly desired, but should be
implemented via colored asphalt rather than paint for durability and maintenance reasons.
On street parking should not be considered for any segments but North St to Berry St. Even for that segment the
need for on street parking should be formally evaluated. There are very few through fares from the NNE to
points south, but there is plenty of residential, lot and side street parking. Most of the existing on street parking
is barely utilized as it is thanks to these factors. Parking bans further show the practicality of this position (i.e.,
even without city garages the NNE easily clears the streets). Disadvantaging walkers and cyclists to maintain tax
payer subsidized vehicle storage should no longer be perpetuated especially since viable alternatives exist.
Removing the on street parking frees up the necessary space to put proper verges between the main traffic
lanes, the cycle tracks and sidewalks. This will enhance safety (perceived and actual), improve walker and cyclist
comfort, improve aesthetics and provide space for snow storage. It also frees up the space to make the cycle
tracks a proper width. Cycle tracks need to have at least 7 feet of usable width.
This allows passing, side by side riding & passable lanes when narrowed by winter weather. The importance of
facilities that allow for side by side riding cannot be overstated as it greatly increases the pleasantness and
sociability of the activity leading to higher rates of cycling. It also allows for stronger riders to pace weaker riders
(specifically the young and elderly) to help provide guidance at intersections.
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Removing on street parking would also allow for a short term buffered bike lane option to be implemented
within the existing curb-to-curb width while waiting on long term reconstruction that includes cycle track.
I'm concerned that the roundabout options as presented are overly complicated & confusing and that these
non-standard designs may not even be necessary to support the traffic volumes present in this corridor
(presumably the reason for their suggested designs) and may be less safe than the standard designs. I would
request that a firm specializing in roundabout designs be consulted on all proposed installations.
Cycle tracks and roundabouts should be melded seamlessly with no need for cyclists to merge on to the main
travel lanes unless they want to.
See attached example design from the Dutch C.R.O.W. "Design Manual For Bicycle Traffic".
Crosswalks should be added to maintain the City's desired maximum distance between crosswalks. RRFB's
should be implemented at unsignalized, non-roundabout crosswalks to improve motorist yield compliance.
Ideally utilities would be buried to enhance aesthetics and resiliency.
If they are not then at a minimum the highway scale lighting should be replaced with pedestrian scale lighting.
The speed limit for the corridor should be made 25 MPH consistently, in line with the general speed limit in
Burlington. This speed should be reinforced by both legal enforcement and design considerations.
Shore Rd and Heineburg Rd realignment is highly desirable. Regardless of whether this is done or not split
phasing the signal should be done immediately. This intersection is currently highly unsafe and stressful
regardless of mode.
While out of scope for this study it would be nice to have an eye on the fact that reducing the number of lanes
on the Rt. 127 connector road would allow for construction of a 2 way cycle track to connect North Ave to the
127 Bike Path. Given the dearth of intersections/driveways along this connector road a two way cycle track
would have little downside in this application (especially considering that all the possible connections for
bicycles are on the North side) and would be much easier to execute. This would be a huge win as currently
there is no good way to get to/from North Ave directly to this path. This configuration would also mesh better
with a single lane roundabout at the intersections and reduce the amount of weaving that occurs presently.
Sincerely, RJ Lalumiere, Ward 7 Alternate
*****
From: Nicole Losch
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 3:16 PM
Subject: FW: North Ave.Project
Hello Francis,
Thanks for taking the time to write. I wanted to let you know that none of our conceptual alternatives are a
done deal. These are all concepts, with a focus on treatments that will create a Complete Street. We have to
consider all the modes that New North Enders may choose to access this corridor, and this process is helping us
and the community to work through the various ways we could make that happen. The cross-sections feature
variations for vehicle lanes (including bike facilities), but other streetscape considerations are universal to all of
the scenarios -- street trees, transit enhancements, etc.
While we're nearing the end of the Corridor Study, the process for improving North Avenue is really just
beginning. The bigger proposals in this Corridor Plan will need further scoping and design, so there will be many
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opportunities to continue to provide input. As you probably remember from your former planning career,
engaging the public is always a challenge! We're trying some new ways to reach everyone we possibly can, with
an online input tool coming online within the next 2 weeks. If you have other ideas for how we could have
reached you during this process or how we can reach you and others in future projects, I would love to hear
your ideas!
Thanks again, and I hope to see you at the next public workshop on May 20 at 7 pm at St. Mark's Church on
North Avenue.
Nicole Losch, PTP, Transportation Planner / Pedestrian and Bicycle Program Manager
From: Francis Taginsk
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 9:16 PM
Subject: North Ave.Project
From: 177 saratoga Ave., Burlington
As a resident and former professional regional Planner I find the project alternatives presented as a closed
process. Is this a done deal and you are merely fulfilling the public comment requirement to justify proceeding?
Is this a repeat of the Pearl Street mess? The alternative are single purpose for bike traffic. There is no provision
for bus traffic that does not allow vehicular traffic to proceed during a bus stop. NO concept of what will happen
in the winter. The New Northend will be gridlocked. Ever seen rush hour? If you can stand the heat place the
proposals in public places or at Ethan Allen Shopping center for all to see and not just those that have social
media. What provision have you made for Colchester commuters? The Beltline intersections cannot handle
existing traffic. Don't punish the New Northend.
*****
From: burlingtonwalkbike@googlegroups.com On Behalf Of Jim Holway
Sent: Sunday, May 04, 2014 9:21 PM
To: patrickkearney; Burlington Walk/Bike Council
Subject: [BWBC] Re: North Avenue Corridor Study
Patrick - Thank you for your comments. It makes very good sense. I will be sure your thoughts are part of our
process in the North Avenue Corridor Study.
I recently joined the steering committee for the Burlington Walk / Bike council. Right now we are working with
Burlington City, Locomotion and others to have a designation of a World class Gold city with transportation especially focused on short-term, mid-term and long-term pedestrian and bicycling. Working with businesses to
encourage walking and bicycling.
I'll pass your thoughts on at our next meeting. - Jim Holway
On Sun, May 4, 2014 at 6:59 PM, patrickkearney wrote: Hi Jim
I had intended to attend the meeting on May 1st but had a scheduling conflict.
My points are as follows: My understanding is that the restriction of having bicycles on the beltline is self
imposed and could be reversed if several people pushed the issue.
You cannot have a good bike path along the curb of North Avenue as long as the catch basins are at the curb.
North Avenue being flat is a opportunity to move the catch basins behind the curb as it done in some locations.
It is not a cheap solution but it has been done on flat streets. the hill sections is more difficult.
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I would appreciate it if you could forward my comments to the regional planning group
Thanks. Patrick
*****
From: Eli Lesser-Goldsmith
Date: Tuesday, May 6, 2014 10:58 PM
To: Chapin Spencer <cspencer@burlingtonvt.gov>
Cc: Joel Fleming <jfleming@burlingtonvt.gov>
Subject: Re: Packard Lofts Parking
Understood. I bet you could save the trees. but who knows.
I would really love to see a wider, more usable bike lane running down north ave. Even if it was on ONE side
only, but wider, I think a LOT more people would use the lane for commuting, enjoyment, etc.. right now it's just
too narrow. Eli
*****
On Tue, May 6, 2014 at 10:18 PM, Chapin Spencer <cspencer@burlingtonvt.gov> wrote:
Thanks Eli.
The reason we're proposing to notch in the parking is so we can preserve the bike lane all the way to
intersection with Berry Street and Washington Street. So we're on the same page there.
I don't know if the trees could be moved, but we can check.
We think this is a balanced proposal and it sounds like you think it seems sensible as well.
Best, ~ Chapin
Chapin Spencer, Director, Department of Public Works, 645 Pine Street, Burlington, VT 05401
From: Eli Lesser-Goldsmith
Date: Tuesday, May 6, 2014 7:11 PM
To: Joel Fleming
Subject: Packard Lofts Parking
Thanks for letter in the mail about the Packard Lofts and the proposed parking change.
For the record, I'm one of the only people in that area that have supported Packard Lofts, from the beginning.
Now that's it built, I think its great. Great for the neighborhood, and great for Burlington.
Here is my feedback on the parking plan:
- can the trees be moved in, closer to the building?
- what happens to the bike lane that runs down North Ave? North ave REALLY needs a bike lane.. and a wider
one at that.
Overall, I support this plan, because the cafe really needs parking on North Ave.
Thanks for your work on this! Eli
*****
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From: Chapin Spencer [mailto:cspencer@burlingtonvt.gov]
Sent: Sunday, May 04, 2014 10:21 PM
To: R. Alex Reutter Cc: Nicole Losch; Eleni Churchill
Subject: Re: N. Ave corridor study
Hello Alex, Thanks for writing and sharing your input. DPW staffer Nicole Losch and CCRPC staffer Eleni Churchill
are the point people for the North Avenue Corridor Study so I'm forwarding your input to them. You make some
good points. There will be an online comment tool up soon and I'd welcome you and your neighbors to
continue to offer input as this project moves forward. Thanks again!
Best, Chapin
Chapin Spencer, Director, Department of Public Works, 645 Pine Street, Burlington, VT 05401
From: "R. Alex Reutter"
Date: Sunday, May 4, 2014 5:26 PM
To: Chapin Spencer
Subject: N. Ave corridor study
Hi Chapin, I was at the Ward 4/7 NPA mtg last week and brought home one of the packets the information on
the North Ave corridor study (unfortunately the contact info for the folks who presented the study wasn't
included, which I why I'm e-mailing you). I think it's fantastic that the NNE is getting a serious look, but had a
concern about the proposed roundabout design (attached). The two southbound lanes going into the
roundabout and then coming out of the roundabout are highly undesirable; there would be enough confusion
among the elderly population with a single-lane roundabout. Likewise, the dedicated right turn lane for people
coming off 127 seems undesirable from a design aesthetic. If these extra lanes are part of the design in order to
push cars through the intersection, then I think I would rather have a signalized intersection. (It's also entirely
possible that I simply misunderstand the design, and would be happy to be educated about it.)
Cheers, Alex
*****
From: Liam Griffin
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 12:59 PM
Subject: Re: North Ave Corridor Study - Feedback
Wanted to shoot another thank you note for all the info that was presented last night.
On a somewhat related note, I wanted to send along this link:
http://labs.strava.com/heatmap/#14/-73.24750/44.50391/gray/bike
While the data used to create this “heat map” is limited, and also skewed towards the more competitive cyclist
that actually tracks rides with Strava (instead of casual commuters) it does show some interesting visuals on the
varying use of different routes. Interesting to look at comparative use of different routes, and the lack of defined
east/west routes.
I found this via an article about how Portland actually purchased all the data from Strava for their city to use it
for future planning purposes.
http://bikeportland.org/2014/05/01/odot-embarks-on-big-data-project-with-purchase-of-strava-dataset105375
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From: Diane Meyerhoff
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 1:37 PM
To: 'Liam Griffin'; 'echurchill@ccrpcvt.org'
Subject: RE: North Ave Corridor Study - Feedback
Hi Liam! Thanks for your comments. I’ve forwarded your note to Joe Barr, who has taken over for Steve Rolle at
PB and is responsible for the technical aspects of the study.
I hope we’ll see you at the public meeting on May 20th (7PM, St. Mark’s Church). Best, Diane
From: Liam Griffin
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 1:27 PM
Subject: North Ave Corridor Study - Feedback
First, thank you for all the great work so far. I’ve been following progress online and got to hear some public
reaction at the ward 4/7 NPA meeting this past week. It is nice to see all the thought and work that is going into
finding a solution for a section of town that is currently a nightmare for all road users.
My one major concern is that there seems to be a gap in the options provided. There are currently multiple
scenarios for each segment of the corridor, with different lane options and timelines. There are also suggestions
for updates to intersections. The missing link in the proposal right now are options that show how the different
lane configurations will work at the actual intersections. To me, that is the MOST important part of this whole
study and planning process, since Burlington does such a terrible job of providing bike lanes that are actually
designed to work through an intersection. In fact, I don’t think I can name a single intersection in Burlington
that has a bike lane running through it on both sides. Lanes almost always disappear when they’re most
needed, at the intersection where a cyclist is the most vulnerable.
I brought this up a the NPA, and will be attending future meetings about the corridor planning, but wanted to
bring this to somebody’s attention ASAP since all the work that has been done so far will be rendered useless if
the planning for lanes does not carry through with redesigned intersections.
This video has some great ideas for intersection configurations: http://vimeo.com/86721046
Thanks for reading. Best. LG
*****
From: Chapin Spencer
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 5:25 PM
To: Nicole Losch; diane@thirdsectorassociates.com
Subject: Re: NAN draft(s) for North Ave Corridor
Thanks you two. Nothing of note from the Ward 4/7 NPA last night as it relates to the project. RJ and the other
gentleman did a very good and factual job. Many positive comments. Two comments of concern about a 4 to 3
lane conversion -- one wanted a demonstration trial first.
*****
Help Plan for North End
Lea Terhune • NPA Steering Committee Member, Ward 4, Burlington
Event: Apr 23, 2014
Residents in the North End of Burlington meet monthly at the Miller Center on 4th Wednesday, planning how to
improve our neighborhoods and providing input to city departments about quality of life in our neighborhoods,
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city/school budgets, park activities, and streets/sidewalk/bikepath issues. It's also a good time to talk informally
with elected and appointed officials who represent the North End on Council, School Commission, and other
boards, commissions, task forces and advisory panels. In addition, there is an Open Mic for speak-out at every
assembly meeting.
This month, on April 23 at 6:45 pm, representatives to the North Avenue Corridor Study -- Barry Trutor and RJ
LaLumiere -- will gather more input about how we want The Avenue designed when improvements are done.
Local imagineer Rich Nadworny will share results from a workshop he designed to re-imagine the North End and
he will gather more of our ideas. Chapin Spencer, DPW, will wrap up the evening with a discussion about North
End paving needs, bike path reconstruction, sewer and waste water system performance, and anything else
residents want to bring up.
NPA Agenda at North End NPA website: http://wards4and7npa.blogspot.com/
Details about North Ave Corridor Study: http://northavenue05408.blogspot.com/
Lea Terhune Ward 4 NPA
*****
From: Ken Peterson
Sent: Sunday, April 06, 2014 11:09 PM
To: TONY Redington
Subject: Re: New! North Ave Task Force Website, a New Blog there; Advisory Committee Meets May 1
Tony, the more I look and study these smaller roundabouts, the more I kinda like them for a safer method of
the walkers getting across the street. Bikers also will be better off but they also have to obey the same laws as
the motorists and from what I have seen and noticed over the years that a very large number of them have
complete disregard for the laws.... but to get them off the street on their own pathway would be great along
with the walkers.
now, one of my questions might be if and when this all comes about, and since we won't
have parking meters along the way, will the sidewalk plows work with the street plows on opening up all
routes. meaning no snowbanks between the different paths. Another thing I am concerned about is the bus
pickups. if the small piece of land between the bike lanes and the street will it be wide enough for the waiting
area without losing part of the bike lane just trying to vision this whole deal coming together and since I am a
newbie and having to move at a faster scale now to catch up well there are a few things.
From the High
School to Plattsburgh Ave, i have driven it so many times each day and there is never more then two to four
cars in that area.
most of the time there is only one. I would hope that that whole stretch of that area
would be treated the same with the same width (bike lanes 5 feet for example all the way... sidewalk lane all the
way the same. car lanes say 11 feet all the way the same. I am only using those numbers for illistration. two
car lanes and one center turn lane (total of three lanes ) but I do feel that a seven foot bike lane is way larger
then needed . we need to put some of that width back to the car lanes. Just some thought,
Thanks again
for all your work and getting some of us turned around at least a bit .
Ken Peterson
*****
On Sat, Apr 5, 2014 at 9:34 AM, TONY Redington wrote:
Hi: The new website of the North Avenue Task Force--citizens involved in the current North Avenue corridor
study--new post, "What do homeowners want most?--A Place with Safe Bikable Routes to Work and Shop" deals
with information from the recently released National Association of Realtors Survey.
The North Ave Task Force website, http://northavenue05408.blogspot.com ,
contains keys to the North Ave study documents, comments and blogs on current and upcoming meetings and
relevant items--an easier way to keep up and share without receiving lots of emails clogging up the inbox!
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE, ST. MARKS CHURCH FAMILY CENTER, THURSDAY,N MAY 1 6:30-8:30 P.M.
Key meeting will move close to final vision, goals, and closer to final options. Committee meetings are open to
anyone to attend.
Finally, if you have any questions regarding issues, roundabouts, cycle track, etc., do not hesitate to contact me
and will try to respond or connect you to somone in the know. Tony
*****
From: Jim Holway
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:38 AM
Subject: Help get the word out and offer your own suggestions
Hello -"Leadership is not a title, it is an action" - Public Allies CEO Paul Schmitz
Thus I am asking for community leadership. I think of your connection in the New North End
Please read, spread the questions and invite people's responses. Can I ask you to contact at least two people
and/or groups who may want to be informed, involved or might volunteer in getting this off the ground?
In advance, thank you, Jim Holway (Use the email jim@05408.org)
Post begins here: Neighbors, friends and community leaders of all shapes, sizes, colors, ages and backgrounds I am not the first to talk about this and hopefully not the last. In fact that is the point of this appeal for your
thoughts.
Before tossing this message aside because it has length, please read through because your thoughts may have
long range impact in our community.
There are many facets of our North End that make us, in many ways, our own village. as well as being a great
part of Burlington.
Did you know the "new" North End has some 10,000 great neighbors, friends and leaders in all parts of
Burlington who live in the 05408 zip code? We also have over 200 businesses and community groups.
Neither did I before I began creating a Business Directory. - which now needs the businesses in our 05408 zip
code area to help me complete and verify the data I do have. Hint.. Hint.. Business owners
We all know the obvious ones however the bulk of those businesses are home-based and/or internet based.
Many of our own friends and neighbors would love to have our business. Plus the business to business
relationship.
What about an affordable family restaurant? We have 2 new Pizza places opening with in months of each other.
Is that an woops!
So here are the questions I would love your thoughts on:
I'll ask several, but just take a moment to comment on one or two of most interest.
(Q1) If you own one of these 200+ businesses or know of a person who does, what are some ways our
community and our other businesses can work with you?
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(Q2) I searched hard to get the database I have created for the business directory. Yet what I have is incomplete
information. Consider how hard it is to get your info known by somebody who is not putting much time in? Start
by getting me your complete info - There is no cost to you. There is no current plan to sell advertising such as
telephone directories do. Why not help get your own info out?
(Q3) If you are a resident, what businesses do you think are missing along the avenue and in our
neighborhoods? How do the businesses here serve you well and what is missing?
(Q4) If you are a business or organization in the New North End, what sort of collaborative advocacy might solve
challenges that are hard to overcome as a single person, group or business?
(Q5) If you are a resident, what information do you find lacking because you do not know where to go and do
not want to or have the means to go to city hall?
(Q6) Whatever entity you represent (selve or group) do you have information on events, specials, or needs that
can not wait a month for the North Avenue news or won't reach enough people through the NPA, Church,
Senior Center or other community center?
(Q7) What are the best parts of the New North End that we should share with visitors?
Here is why your thoughts are very important to our community now:
Several visioning projects are underway. A North Avenue Corridor Study, A Workshop this coming weekend
targeted at hearing from the quieter and/or less active community engaged people. People who's ideas are gold,
but not frequently heard from. We are digesting and really having an opportunity to rethink many things as a
result of Redistricting. Ranging from NPAs, to political parties. From a revamped model of representation to a
new campaigning dynamic.
Of course there are many offshoots to those large changes that are afoot. There are more opinions on how to
embrace and seize the opportunities than there are people expressing those opinions.
My request of you is to help pool all thoughts and explore an overarching set of possibilities that are credited to
no one but a credit to us all.
I will start the ball rolling with a goal for forming a way for all the ideas to begin to gel together rather than miss
the synergies that may not come about for a decade or more. I ask what sort of group might we envision to give
the ideas legs and to turn the best of them into action and a body to see them through.
A group such I will describe below can:
* Pull these great ideas and efforts together,
* Can centeralize and standardize communication where it best fits
* Can advocate stronger,
* Monitor progress,
* Can be a clearing house for information to and from the city government, Community groups and Businesses
* Keep the community better informed,
* Capitalize on synergies and effective collaborative efforts
* Keep a more responsive relationship with the city
* And work with large service providers such as Burlington telecom.
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So, over a number of months I have spoken with local leaders, CEDO and been working with a handful of people
to lay the groundwork to an initiative that could be a hybrid Business association / Community Resource and
Advocacy / Chamber of tourism and Commerce.
Sounds like a lot, but really the needs in each area are too small to stand alone. Given the size and makeup of
our community, we would need to be small scale on all counts.
From the initial wide range of possibilities will come conversations and frankly volunteers that will drive a
refined and more aptly responsive group to facilitate what our residential and business community wants and
needs.
Ok. Long enough message.. Let's check ego's and titles at the digital doorway and kick around some ideas and
see what we can do together for our community.
- Thank you, Jim Holway
*****
From: Bill Sorrell
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:16 AM
Subject: Re: JOIN US! North Avenue Workshop #2, 2/20, 7PM, St. Mark's
More bike friendly is important and those pedestrian crossings with the flashing lights along Pine Street will save
lives. The biggest problems are the stressful left hand turns with the relatively high speeds south of the shopping
center across two lanes and into two lanes when oncoming traffic in the far lanes might be changing lanes. Too
frequently not fun...or safe
*****
From: Nicole Losch [mailto:NLosch@burlingtonvt.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 9:32 AM
Subject: RE: North Ave.
Hi Jean,
This study is definitely not limited to just looking at new painted lines on the roadway. That may indeed be one
recommendation, especially for some immediate or short-term fixes, but this planning study is an opportunity to
identify big projects as well. We are focusing on projects and improvements to the streetscape and within the
street’s right-of-way, but any recommendations outside of that realm will try to be captured to share with other
city departments who might be able to consider those changes (e.g. height limitations).
All of the ideas you expressed would be welcome, and although you can’t attend the meeting we will include
your email and your comments with those we do receive at the meeting. Also, there will be another public
meeting coming up, likely in April. At that meeting we’ll try to prioritize and get into more specifics on some of
the projects / recommendations that are identified at this week’s meeting. Please stay tuned for that meeting as
well.
Thanks for writing!
Nicole Losch, Transportation Planner / Pedestrian and Bicycle Program Manager / Environmental Planner
From: Jean Markey Duncan
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:30 AM
To: diane@thirdsectorassociates.com
Subject: North Ave.
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I was wondering if you could clarify something for me. When I read, “North Avenue Re-Imagined”, I actually
thought we were going to be reimagining the street in its entirety. I thought we might be considering a
complete regrading of the streets, to lower the roadway so that the street is not higher than the sidewalk and so
that puddles at the curb do not threaten walkers and bikers with total saturation when the streets are wet, as
they do now. I imagined strategically placed islands along the avenue to breakup the runway affect. These
islands would be beautifully planted and act as an oasis for people crossing the street. Turning lanes would be
located near islands. I imagined streetscape improvements like eliminating the ugly fencing along the avenue
between Little Eagle Bay and Lakewood estates and replacing it with sound barrier walls that could be planted
with trumpet creeper or other attractive foliage. I had hoped that we might establish some limits on rooftop
antennae that is threatening to make the street look like an industrial corridor. (i.e.. new structure recently
erected on top of Ethan Allen shopping center buidling.) Maybe a low but densely planted circle by the Alliance
Church to move traffic down North Ave. or onto the beltway? How about some art? A given, of course, would
be bike lanes and all accommodations for alternative means of transportation and all the smart street design
elements that would make sense. Goal would be to beautify the roadway and surrounding area, improve the
environment with plantings and rain gardens and make it safe for everyone day and night while keeping traffic
moving slowly but steadily.
Now I am beginning to think that the reimagining might be limited to painting new lines on the existing street?
I am e-mailing because I am out-of-state now with my father who was in an auto accident and therefore I won’t
be able to be at the meeting.
Thanks in advance for your reply. Jean
*****
From: Diane Meyerhoff
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 9:56 AM
To: 'Tracy Truzansky'
Subject: JOIN US! North Avenue Workshop #2, 2/20, 7PM, St. Mark's
Sorry you can’t make it! We’ll definitely post all the info on the website (http://bit.ly/north-ave). Thanks for your
interest! Diane
From: Tracy Truzansky
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 9:52 AM
Subject: Re: JOIN US! North Avenue Workshop #2, 2/20, 7PM, St. Mark's
Hi Diane, I am interested in this process, but I cannot come that evening. Please include me in the email of the
results of the meeting. I am particularly interested in having the safety issues at the intersection of North Ave
and Plattsburgh Ave and the lack of crosswalks addressed. Tracy
*****
From: Eleni Churchill
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 2:54 PM
To: Paula Henry
Subject: Pedestrian crosswalk safety
Hello Paula, Thank you for your comment on pedestrian safety concerns at the North Ave/Shore Rd intersection.
Improving pedestrian safety is one of the goals of the North Ave Corridor Study. The study team will assess the
pedestrian crossing issues at this location and develop strategies to improve pedestrian travel through the
intersection. Thanks again, Eleni, Eleni Churchill, CCRPC
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-----Original Message----From: Paula Henry
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2014 6:01 PM
Subject: Pedestrial crosswalk safety
As a resident of the Crescent Woods community, I am concerned about the safety of pedestrians crossing Shore
Rd at North Ave. The left turn lane onto Shore Rd does not allow sufficient visibility to people crossing, and on
more than one occasion, I have nearly hit a pedestrian, although I have a green light. In the dark, it is very bad.
*****
-----Original Message----From: RJ Lalumiere
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 10:25 PM
Subject: North Ave Corridor Recommendations
Hi All, sorry to be so long in getting these out to you, pesky holidays and procrastination and all...
Attached please find my vision for the typical corridor section (hopefully by the end of this process the typical
corridor cross-section will be more homogeneous than today) and my recommendation (very roughly drawn but
hopefully illustrating my idea) for reworking the Institute road intersection in the short term to fix the broken
link in the bicycle facilities by lane shifting/sharing.
Given the single track nature of many cycles ideally any curbing in the cycle track will be angled/mountable to
help prevent loss of control due to lips, e.g., http://www.aviewfromthecyclepath.com/2008/12/danger-ofparallel-kerbs.html
Of course don't hesitate to contact me with any questions about these recommendations.
= Short Term =
* Narrow main travel lanes between North St and 127 to 10'; widen bike lanes accordingly. Where there is
varying curb to curb width maintain constant main travel lane width and give the excess to the bike lane area.
* Green stripe bike lanes.
* Realign lanes by Institute Rd to allow for continuous bike lanes. Make south bound bike lane share right turn
lane to make the space available for north bound bike lane north of the intersection. Shift north bound main
travel lane and left turn lane west and start left turn lane later to allow for north bound bike lane south of the
intersection.
(Illustrations attached.)
* Re-stripe bike lanes between Institute Rd and 127 which are signed but paint is nearly obliterated.
* Fill all potholes in the bike lanes (north bound between North St and Institute Rd comes to mind)
* Paint all drain grates and manhole covers in bike lanes with orange reflective high-friction paint
* Re-do sidewalks by City Bluffs condos (across from BHS); many feet wide gaps in the current sidewalk.
* Fix other deteriorated/failed sidewalk sections.
* Dedicate signal phases at Heineburg/Shore to allow for safe lefts.
* Adjust signal phases at Ethan Allen Parkway to allow for safe lefts into park. Light up the "No Turn on Red"
when EAP has the green?
* Allow pedestrian buttons to call reds at night. (Currently do not function at all at night...)
* Paint "put bike here" marking over inductive loops. (i.e., MUTCD figure 9C-7 and sign R10-22)
* Add more crosswalks in most needed locations (Gosse Ct., etc.)
* Clear bike lanes after snow/ice storms...
? Paint (super-)sharrows on 4 lane sections and Berry to North St SB?
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? What to do about 127 intersection left turn lane re: cyclists? Too many cars try to scoot by even when taking
the lane...
= Medium Term =
* Add RRFBs or HAWKs at unsignalized crosswalks
* Roundabouts at 127 [potentially with a medianed off extra right turn lane northbound?] and Institute Rd
* Cycle track between 127 and Institute Rd; remove on street parking
* Align/extend west side sidewalk near Institute Rd.
* Level sidewalks between Institute Rd and 127. They slope at some driveways and are hazardous for
pedestrians/cyclists in icy conditions.
? Replace 4 lane section outside lanes with cycle track or standard road diet?
? Dedicated left turn phase north bound at Hannaford's plaza?
? What to do about St. Mark's on street parking?
= Long Term =
! See diagrams !
* Cycle track the length of the corridor. May need to remove road verge south of Berry to accommodate
southbound travel. Wayfinding signage and bike parking leading folks down Depot St to College St shuttle may
be helpful for novice cyclists at the end of the corridor?
* Roundabouts with outside cycle tracks and sidewalks at all busy intersections.
* Replace all existing inductive loops with diagonal quadrupole configuration loops for better detection of
bicycles. reference:
http://ncactive.org/sites/default/files/Background%20Paper%20on%20Bicycle%20Detection.pdf
* Buried utilities
* Attractive pedestrian scale lighting (ex. similar to the neighborhood lighting already found in the James Ave
area) ? Blast ledge near Institute Rd to allow access to full RoW?
Comments from Tony Redington - DRAFT 12/31/2013
Breakdown Of 25 Respondents To Invitation To Comment On North Avenue Traffic Related Service Concerns.
Total respondents: 25
Number of Concerns Expressed:

One 11; Two

7; Three or more

7

Total concerns: 66 with seven “dual” placed in two “concerns” categories with the second category identified by
comment within parentheses (….)
Response categories
Response categories by numbers of “concerns” with dual concerns counted; percentage of concerns expressed
as a percentage of total respondents, 25.
1. Bicycling
24
2. Bikepath
9
3. Roundabouts
8
4. Specific locations
6
5. Bus
5
6. General
5
7. Shore/Heineberg Intersection 4
8. Road diet/right-sizing
4
9. Waking mode
4
10. T 127
2

96%
36%
32%
24%
20%
20%
16%
16%
16%
8%
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Responders who specifically identified themselves in regard to modal use and percentage of all responders (25):
Bus commuters 3
12%
Bicyclist
9
36%
Bicycle commuter 3
12%
No car available 2 (one household two commuters neither with a car) 8%
Specific Issues: Note: some comments are placed in additional category(ies) are identified by (…….)
parentheses. One commenter, for example, raised a general issue of pedestrian and bicycle crashes at the Shore
Rd. signal—basic comment placed under Shore Road-Heineberg Intersections as well as under Bicycling and
Walking
1. Specific location concerns (6):
a. Plattsburgh Ave Intersection: disaster for walkers
b. Dodds Court, a street with lots of teens, children, pets—used by cars to avoid Shore Rd signal, changing to
one way probably not possible, suggests speed humps (traffic calming)
c. City priorities for street paving in North End do not address streets with greatest needs first
d. Flynn School—open/close congested (marathon too), expand study to include
e. Right-turn only at Tracy to solve problem near Plattsburgh Ave
f. Stanifield Rd. crossing—several accidents and even more near misses, new development will cause even more
dangerous condition
2.
a.
b.
c.

Road Diet/Right sizing (4):
127 to Shore Road
road diet with center turn lane, Leonard Street
2-lane at shopping center: now high speed and tailgating, solves everything from Plattsburg Ave to BHS,
also provides space for bicycle lane—then do not allow bikes on sidewalks, no roadway parking
d. difficult to make left turn and also a problem near new Thayer School apartments

2. Roundabouts (8):
For
a. Yes, BHS and VT 127, plenty of land
b. “like the idea”
c. Against roundabout but noted sufficient land at BHS
Against
d. against, Winooski [will use “traffic circulator” term for Winooski circle] lots of accidents
e. absolutely not the solution
f. no roundabouts, Winooski made some mistakes, not safer than signals
g. not a fan, space only available at BHS
h. like in principle, do not like Winooski traffic circulator, walker safety, confusing to drivers and
walkers
i. Nobody wants any type of roundabout on North Ave, no good comments on roundabouts
anywhere
3. Bicycling (commuting, safety, etc.) (24):
a. as bicyclist almost run over by bus with “bike may take lane” signs in sight, we need actual bike
lanes, since incident bike on sidewalks\ bikes need to abide by laws, lights front/back at night
b. bikes need to abide by laws, lights front/back at night
c. dedicated bike lanes from St. Mark’s to 127
d. southbound, problem navigating RT lane at BHS
e. car parking on bike lanes at Packard Lofts
f. at take the lane area for bicyclists, cars do not want to travel at 10 mph in spite of signs
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g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
4.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

northbound at 127 intersection southbound left turners context “scary”
traffic speeding up at Starr Farm Road and beyond with bus stops further on
want buses/cars “polite” to me
like new signs “may use full lane”
manhole in front of BHS at dip “hazardous”
put stop signs at crosswalks for bicyclists on sidewalks who do not stop
no bikes on Beltline or between 127 and Plattsburg Ave
ride sidewalks in summer
North Ave a road for cars and trucks, not a bikepath
Have to use sidewalk where splashing and conflicts with walkers occur
Variation in space for bicyclists along North Ave
Bicyclists angry a cars but mostly bikes not obeying stop signs—give out tickets
(with road diet in area of shopping center) bikes on lanes from BHS north and bikes and walkers
share to the south [on sidewalks]
Did bus and bike somewhat before moving to Shore Rd—Shore Road to BHS too dangerous, do like
Colchester Ave and add bike lanes each side
Ethan Allen Parkway, add lane or path at Park—faster than riding on sidewalk
(Shore Rd intersection not safe for bicyclists, saw two accidents and more near misses with cars
turning south from Shore Rd not looking for pedestrians/bicyclist who have the walk light [example
of right turn on red problem])
North Ave at Shore Rd used as 4-lane, “nightmare” for cyclist. Frequent commuter/pleasure cyclist
(bike lanes—keep vehicles, pedestrians and parking separate)

Bikepath (10):
clear for commuters in winter
bikes do not obey stop signs on path at cross streets, not safe, what to do?
Need transitions from path to local streets particularly for families
Bikepath primarily for recreation, pain for commuters: hill, high wind, poor plowing
Dedicated bike lanes 127 to Shore Road
Decrease from four lanes to three provides space for bike lanes
Taking lane/using turn lanes legal but dangerous
Commute to South End daily but hit twice by right turners (property damage only)
(have seen two bicycles hit and even more near misses at Shore Rd. signal—cars turning south to not
see walkers/bikes which have the light [right-turn-on-red example)
Like bikepath, never use it because of fear of dogs which are frequently loose from people who do not
obey leash law

6. VT 127 (2):
a. Lights VT 127 so it feels safe at night to drive
b. Shutting down ramp on VT 127 an improvement—most cars no exceed 30 mph limit
7.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

General comments:
Complete streets
25 mph too low but the law, older folks rive slow, all the stop lights
minute or two to enter North Ave from side streets even on non-peak hours
a commitment to reduce car use means one needs to make it easier and safer to use alternatives
keep vehicles/parking/bicycles/walking separate

8. Walking mode (4):
a. teach kids to use crosswalks
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b. (lack of safety at Shore Road traffic signal—cars turning south from Shore Rd when walkers have the
walk light—not safe for pedestrians)
c. between VT 127 and Ethan Allen Parkway no crossing which is not convenient and some cross
between, lots of families
d. (Plattsburgh Ave intersection a disaster for walkers)
9. Bus/transit (4):
a. improve connection at Cherry to FAHC for NE commuters
b. lack of weekend buses/later service (after last bus at 7:15 p.m.) on Saturday
c. buses rolling “roadblocks”, too many stops, buses rowed, too much time taken to accommodate
disabled
d. (did commute by bus somewhat before moving to Shore Rd)
e. though UVM supports, tend not to use bus, poor connection at Cherry St, took child in past and
experienced profanity on bus
a.
b.
c.
d.

10. Shore Rd-Heineberg Rd intersection (4):
Jog between Hieneberg Rd and Shore Rd results in confusion when vehicles moving from/to those
streets
Northbound cars run red light at Shore Rd.
Crossing guard open/close of school, but CP Smith closing time no crossing guard—intersection not safe
for pedestrians, have seen two bikes hit and even more near misses as cars turn south without looking
for anyone crossing even though the light is “walk” [right turn on red example]
(Dodds Court, a street with lots of teens, children, pets—used by cars to avoid Shore Rd signal

-----Original Message----From: Eleni Churchill
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 4:12 PM
To: Justine Sears
Subject: North Avenue Corridor study
Hi Justine, Thank you for your comments on the North Ave pedestrian issues. The North Ave Corridor Study will
develop strategies to address a variety of issues including pedestrian crossings along this corridor. We are
planning to have two more public meetings/workshops (in addition to the final presentation) and I will
encourage you to attend as we will be soon in the strategy development phase of the project. Pedestrian signs
such as the ones on Pine Street (and in other communities in Chittenden County) will be considered among
other strategies to improve pedestrian travel in the corridor.
Thanks again for your interest and I hope to see you at the next North Ave public meeting. Eleni Churchill, CCRPC
From: Justine Sears
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 7:56 PM
Subject: North Avenue Corridor study
Hi Eleni, I live in the Old North End just off of North Ave (Ward St.). I was unable to make the public meeting on
Oct. 29th and just wanted to weigh in- it's really dangerous to try and cross North Ave on foot! I don't mean to
write and complain, I just wanted to suggest that the study consider improved pedestrian infrastructure. I've
tried out the new crosswalks on Pine St. that have new signs and the option to blink and they are awesome!
Crossing there now feels much safer than it did just with the painted lines. I hear that they put in similar devices
in South Burlington. Not sure if there will be any more public meetings, but I'll try make it next time. Best,
Justine Sears
*****
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From: Eleni Churchill
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:02 AM
To: 'Ann Cerrato'
Subject: RE: North Ave AARP
Hello Ann,
Thank you for your interest in the North Avenue Corridor Study and your comment on bus frequency and
availability in the corridor. I am sorry you will not be able to attend the meeting on the 29th but we will add your
e-mail to our distribution list so that you will be receiving updates on this study as it moves forward. Notes as
well as the presentation from the meeting will be posted on the project’s web site at http://bit.ly/north-ave
after the meeting. Thanks again, Eleni
From: Ann Cerrato
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:22 PM
Subject: North Ave AARP
Hi, I recv the E-mail about making North Avenue better for everyone. I cannot attend the meeting, I have
another one that night. I really would like to be updated on the outcome of the meeting please!!!
One thing I would like to see is that the North Avenue buses run every fifteen minutes like the Williston Buses do
also run later past 8:00pm. I think the population on North Ave has grown and continues to grow.
Thanks for holding this meeting. I hope to hear back about the outcome of the meeting. Ann
*****
From: Jarlath ONeil-Dunne
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 8:20 PM
Subject: Re: North Ave Study
Thanks Diane. One area of chief concern for me is making a left turn from North Ave onto Ethan Allen Parkway
(while headed south on North Ave). Having a green arrow turn signal would make it much safer. Glad the
project is moving forward. Thank you for soliciting input. Jarlath
On Oct 22, 2013, at 8:16 PM, "Diane Meyerhoff" wrote:
Hi Jarlath! You’ve successfully submitted your feedback – and feel free to expand it! We appreciate your taking
time out to contact us. I’ll add you to the mailing list for future meetings. Diane
From: Jarlath ONeil-Dunne
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 5:22 PM
Subject: North Ave Study
Hi Diane, I am a resident of the New North End, but am unable to make the North Avenue Corridor Study on the
29th. Is it possible to submit feedback in some other way? I find the current design to be unsafe for vehicular,
bicycle, and pedestrian traffic. It would be great if the new design followed some of the successful redesigns,
such as the one on Colchester Ave, in which the lanes were reduced from 1 to 2 and a turning lane and bicycle
lane were added. Best, Jarlath
Jarlath O'Neil-Dunne. University of Vermont | Spatial Analysis Laboratory
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From: Eleni Churchill
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 5:33 PM
To: 'Pat & Nick Branch'
Subject: RE: North Ave. Study Public Meeting
Thank you for your input. I hope that you can make it to the meeting on the 29th. Eleni
From: Pat & Nick Branch
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 5:30 PM
Subject: Re: North Ave. Study Public Meeting
Ok, Our feed back, if we don’t make the meeting, is that bike lanes be drawn on North ave. There is plenty of
room to do so. Thanks, Nick Branch
From: Eleni Churchill
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 5:27 PM
To: 'Pat & Nick Branch'
Subject: RE: North Ave. Study Public Meeting
Hello Nick,
We don't have any recommendations yet - we are still in the evaluation phase of the study (all modes of
transportation and land use). We will be developing preliminary recommendations after the first public meeting
scheduled for October 29th and share them during the second public meeting in December (or early January).
Please let me know if you have any further questions or comments. Thanks, Eleni
From: Pat & Nick Branch
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 8:09 AM
Subject: North Ave. Study Public Meeting
Hi Are there written preliminary recommendations we can look at beforehand?
Thanks, Nick Branch, 7 Bore stone Lane
*****
October 17, 2013
Hi Mary!
Thanks for your input on the North Avenue Study. I’ll be sure to add your name to the email list for future
meetings. Diane
-----Original Message----From: Mary
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 7:52 PM
Subject: Plattsburgh ave
Hi, I can not go to the evening mtgs but wanted to give a little input to traffic on Plattsburgh Ave.
I have been living at 100 Plattsburgh Ave going on 23 yrs, The biggest issue is very fast speeding, like 60 mph,
even faster with motorcycles.
Cars are always passing people who are going the posted speed limit. I do not know how you fix the problem but
it is an issue especially when trying to get out of my driveway. I hope some people have some good ideas to help
with this problem. Thank you, Mary Cornell, 100 Plattsburgh Ave.
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From: R. Alex Reutter
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 10:01 PM
Subject: North Avenue corridor study
Hi Nicole, Sarah and I are interested in this, but can't make the Oct 29 public meeting. We would love to see the
corridor remade as a complete street with roundabouts at the major intersections (especially 127 and Ethan
Allen Parkway). Cheers, Alex
-----Original Message----From: Rolle, Stephen S.
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 10:19 AM
To: 'phuzzie'
Subject: RE: North Ave - More On Existing Conditions
RJ - Thanks for the additional observations. Steve
-----Original Message----From: phuzzie
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 11:55 PM
Subject: North Ave - More On Existing Conditions
I was recently Downtown in the evening for a meeting on a day I was doing walking/busing and as the #7 bus
only runs once an hour in the evening and I didn't feel like waiting 45 minutes for the next one I ended up
walking most of the length of the corridor and took some more notes on existing conditions along the way. Sorry
if any is redundant to what has been previously discussed.
* Cars swerve into bike lane apparently without looking to pass left turning vehicles. [Segment 2]
* Vegetative overgrowth on sidewalks (~480-530-ish North Ave area East side). This is actually a fairly common
problem in Burlington, I think Code Enforcement generally only enforces this "on request"?
* North ave/Route 127 ped head takes a long time to signal once requested... (Maybe Ethan Allen Parkway also
but it didn't seem as long; however light was pretty stale already...)
* North ave/Saratoga ave crosswalk is awkward (curve in)
* Lakewood Pkwy east side crosswalk seems unfriendly. Long unprotected crossing. One way status not clearly
marked.
* Many curb cuts lack tactile strips. [Segment 4]
* 19:18 well into dusk and some street lamps still not on, but some are.
Potentially broken or misconfigured? I'm not sure how they are activated [timer? light sensor?] Was between
Rite Aid and Hannaford's.
* Some driveways seem really wide? Ex. People's United Bank, Bamboo Hut
Hope that helps! See you at the upcoming meetings. RJ Lalumiere
****

Comments Collected by Jim Holway
I want to pass on the many emails I have gotten. Please read and consider these valuable input in the dialog.
From: Jim Holway
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 12:36 PM
Subject: Re: Citizen feedback on North Ave. Corridor Study
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1. From Laura Schutz - Saw your FPF posting about your CCRPC North Avenue Corridor Study Advisory
Committee and just wanted to share my concerns about the Plattsburg Ave / North Ave intersection. (A couple
years ago someone running for town council specifically mentioned this on his website & thus won my vote even
though he wasn't elected).
As a pedestrian, the intersection is a disaster! The sidewalk is on the North side of Plattsburg Ave; however it
doesn't link via crosswalks to either of the sidewalks on North Ave.!!! The only crosswalk across Plattsburg Ave.
is at the Sunset Dr. intersection and there is no sidewalk on the south side of Plattsburg Ave to North Ave. So
when pedestrians approach North Ave. on Plattsburg avenue, they are forced to jay-walk across Plattsburg Ave.
prior to the intersection (my preferred method), cross Plattsburg Ave or North Ave at the intersection without
crosswalks, or walk north on North Ave. in the road with your back to oncoming traffic (not recommended) until
the crosswalk near Flynn School. This intersection would be my top priority in this area (and as a runner I'm
familiar with the North Ave section from North St. to Plattsburg Ave.).
Thanks for listening / reading!
2. Hi Jim, First, thanks for working on this and taking the trouble to coordinate here.
I wanted to make that meeting but could not. Glad to hear there is another.
In the mean while, I would like to say that I am prepared to advocate for a
road diet on North ave. let me know how I can help. I was on the Bike
Council from 2000-2009, and have been involved (with my students at
Champlain College) in the production of bike maps and the Bike Safe
campaigns. I do feel very strongly that the 4-lane areas need to be reduced,
as Colchester Ave was done quite successfully. (I used to live over there.)
So, keep me in the loop, and again thanks. David Lustgarten, 142 Killarney
3. I couldn't make it to the meeting last night and hope to get to next one, but just wanted to chime in. Thanks
for inviting comment.
In principle, I like roundabouts and believe they calm traffic, reduce stop-and-go fuel consumption, and keep
traffic moving more efficiently through complicated intersections. My concern with this one, in our
neighborhood, is pedestrian crossings. Unfortunately, that foils the intention and advantage of a roundabout, as
we have seen in Winooski, where it is still an improvement, I believe, but not ideal for several reasons, the main
one being that it is confusing to drivers and pedestrians alike!
I look forward to finding a good solution for both drivers, walkers, cyclers, longboarders, and all forms of traffic
coming and going thru that intersection. My 2 cents.
Sally, Sally Ballin, Independent Associate, USANA Health Sciences
4. Jim - Thanks for your FPF posting.
I was nearly run over by a Burlington bus while biking on North ave in a "Bikes may use full lane" lane. In fact, I
was right under that sign. I had to crash my bike onto the sidewalk in order to not get hit. I think those signs are
pointless, and we need actual bike lanes.
Since that happened I've been biking on the sidewalk, which is not safe for pedestrians.
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Also, the right hand turn lane into BHS is very dangerous for cyclists. I try to bike into downtown as much as
possible, but the lack of safety on North Ave for bikers definitely deters me.
Thanks, Tim Nitz, 37 Woodlawn Road
5. Jim, In general I favor round-abouts because they keep the traffic moving and serve as a calming mechanism,
even during high-traffic times. The intersection of North Ave with the belt-line (Rte 127) at the North Ave
Alliance Church would be a good one to start with. There is plenty of open space there, much of which is owned
by either the City of Burlington or the state. The very few cars at most times getting onto North Ave from the
Alliance Church or from the belt-line turning left onto North Ave bring the high-trafficked main corridor to a halt,
often for just one car.
The Burlington High School intersection is another candidate. Again plenty of land owned mostly by the city. A
round-about here would accommodate the higher volume of traffic going into and out of BHS and North Beach
during peak periods and yet still permit movement of cars continuing north or south on North Ave.
I would say these two intersections might be the first to work on as both the Ethan Allen Pkwy and Plattsburgh
Ave intersections have configuration and land constraints that will take more time to design and if necessary
acquire additional property outside of the current public right-of-way.
Go for it!! Ben
Ben Bosher, Group Benefits Broker, Benefit Design & Strategies, LLC
6. Hi. Thx for doing this. It scares me to think all this trouble is happening and cutting off at Plattsburg ave.
Unless you extend it north to at least the Flynn school it will be an exercise in futility! Traffic gets backed up at
the intersection because of poor traffic management at the school in the morning and at closure in the
afternoon. It probably lasts an hour. The other nightmare time is during the marathon in May!! We, at the end of
north ave have no other entry point because of one way streets out but none in. Very uncomfortable and unsafe
for any emergency. Joyce Walsleben
7. Fran Joseph
to jim
Hi, I would like to see the lights put back on Route 27 so that night driving once again feels safe. I wish that the
bike path was accessible for winter bicycle commuting into downtown. And I wish that we could become more
encouraging to restaurants and/or cafes so that we had some neighborhood hangouts that had character and
good food. Thanks.
8. Carol Hinson
Jim, I have lived in the New North End for 40 years and really hope we don't have round a bouts. The one in
Winooski is a mess, lots if accidents and worse when it snows. Thanks,
9. Kathy Curley. Round about's are absolutely not the solution. Teach the pedestrians to use the existing cross
walks instead. Don't spend time, or tax payers money to fix something that isn't broken.
10. I just want to point out that there are stop signs for the bikers to stop at intersections with cross streets. BUT
bikers don’t usually stop because motorists will stop instead and motion bikers to cross or let them cross. Which
is all good but I for one will always stop because I worry that a biker will not stop and cross in front of me. My
husband does not stop because he says THEY have a stop sign and should abide by the signs. So my complaint is
what are we as motorists supposed to do? Somehow if bikers are to stop according to the stop signs then the
drivers need to keep driving. The signs are there but nobody follows them. One of these days something will
happen. Is there a better sign that can be used to straighten it out? Thank you, Jean Parker
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p.s. I do ride the bike path and observe the stop signs
11. Jim—Thanks so much for your FPF post and your leadership on this issue.
As both a vehicular commuter on North Avenue and a road bike rider, I feel strongly that the stretch of North
Avenue between 127 and St. Marks should be changed from a four lane to a two or three lane road. As things
are, the four lanes are barely wide enough for four passenger cars to pass each other. Since trucks and buses
regularly use the stretch, driving to work can feel like an obstacle course. If a bicycle is added to the mix, there
simply isn’t enough room. The signs saying something to the effect of “Hey guys, we’re dispensing with the
usual rules for a few blocks and now it’s okay for the bikes to take up a whole lane!” lull bikers into unsafe
behavior and are an invitation for road rage to break out. I’m not a traffic planner, but something like what was
done with Williston Road from Hinesburg Road to Kennedy Drive would make sense—vehicular traffic should be
reduced to two lanes (one in each direction), with dedicated bike lanes on both sides, accomodation for bus
stops and creation of appropriate turning lanes. It may make commuting on North Avenue a little slower—but it
will be safer, and hopefully some of the traffic will shift over to the Beltline.
A further safety suggestion: Impose and enforce a rule that any vehicle traveling on the city streets at night
must have appropriate front and rear lighting. Bicycles are invisible at night unless they have good lights. As a
bicycle rider, I strongly support “complete streets” efforts to make the roads accommodating for bikes—but the
flip side of that coin is that bicycles should adhere to basic travel rules, starting with the need to be lit up at
night. - Paul H. Ode, Jr.
12. Jim - Many thanks for your informative message on FPF. A growing problem on North Avenue is between
Ethan Allen Park and Shore Road. Trying to get into the proper lane going north to make a left onto Shore Road is
a problem. And I think it is only going to become more of a problem having all those new apartments on Thayer
School property occupied. So, that is my thought. Thanks for listening. Karen Martin, Fern Street
13. Hi Jim. I was disappointed to not be able to go to the public forum the other night, it is about time that some
thought was put into this street. One concern that I have and many visitors have had is that north ave is not wide
enough to support 4 lanes. Often guests of ours will say their drive was fine until they got to north ave and they
have to wince when cars are just inches from them. I believe the 3 lane with the "suicide strip" in the middle for
turning would be a good solution. This would give room for bikes as well. This has worked well in other parts,
(Colchester ave, route 2) which I would suppose get more traffic than North ave. I also live on leonard street and
often turning left out of leonard can be difficult. A turning lane would definitely help. A second benefit to this
would be to slow down the traffic on North ave and it might get people to use 127 more.
I like the idea of roundabouts. Being from boston, the roundabout is a great thing. Take care, David Pope
14. (A) North Avenue specific - any mode of travel and any part of the North Ave.
My partner and I live at 32 Forest Street with our son, who is 2. We do not own a car. I bike to work at Fletcher
Allen (leave at 6 am, return at 8 pm, 3 days a week including every other weekend). When it is too snowy to
bike, I take the bus. The bus does not run early enough on Saturdays or late enough on Saturdays, and the bus
does not run at all of Sundays, so on the snowy weekends when I work, I either take a cab or walk the five miles.
A cab ride is $15-20 one way. My partner works at Champlain Elementary School and buses--takes the 710 and
then the 340 home.
(B) Your street(s) - Getting to and from your home to any other point in northern Burlington 32 Forest Street
(C) The bike path. - Intersections with the bike path and streets. Are there safety concerns or improvement
ideas?
(D) Bus routes and times. If your a rider or if you travel in any other mode AND have interactions with the buses,
what are your thoughts? The 1115 bus out North Avenue is really really crowded on Thursdays and it is usually a
small bus.
I wish there was a later bus than the 715 pm from Cherry to New North End on Saturdays, and an earlier bus on
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Saturday mornings. I wish there were more Sunday options. Many people at Northgate and the New North End
work at the hospital, including weekends, and would be helped/more likely to bus if the routes accommodated
hospital schedules.
What are your safety concerns? My main safety concerns:
-Biking: the intersection with 127 (near the church) is scary on a bike heading north, because of the cars turning
left onto 127 from the southbound lane
-Busing: I really really wish there was a curb cut and crosswalk across North Avenue at the intersection of North
Avenue & Northgate Road/Forest Street.
-Speed: Drivers really pick up speed at the end of North Avenue after Starr Farm Road, which is dangerous
because it is a residential neighborhood with three or four major bus stops.
What ideas do you want to be passed on through the Advisory board / Public Works / Parks & Rec / other?
The safety ideas and route requests above.
What information would you like to have available for you and travelers (neighbors and/or visitors)?
I am biking and busing because I cannot afford a car--please be aware of bikers & the buses. On my bike, I follow
all of the road rules, as if I were in a car, but I am much more vulnerable. When you yell at me as I bike by, it is
startling and unnecessary. When you drive near a bus, please be polite and realize that the bus is going slowly
and stopping frequently because it is carrying passengers--passengers who are not taking up road space with
another car, so please be patient. Thank you!, Corry Mallon
15. Hello, Thank you for offering an outlet for us to write in our concerns about north avenue. I am a cyclist and I
use north ave to get home almost every day after class. I really appreciate recently seeing the signs saying "bikes
may use full lane".
That being said, I have several problems with the quality of the shoulder. In front of Yankee medical there are still
several potholes that need attention. In addition the dip in the road in front of Burlington High School has a
manhole cover that is relatively hazardous and is surrounded by sand.
In addition to road quality issues I find that crossing 127 (the belt line) exit onto north avenue going north is
really dangerous and think that there should be some sort of infrastructure or signage to help cyclists cross over
the exit lane onto the shoulder of north avenue. - Craig Morrill
16. Hi Jim, I think North Ave is perfect just the way it is. What is really important is that we put stop signs on the
sidewalks for the bicycles. They don't know to stop at intersections and entrances/exits from shopping centers
and developments. We need to continue to educate bicyclists that they must abide by the same rules of the
road as cars but they can still use the sidewalk assuming they are going to obey the same rules of the road. Just
because we are riding on a sidewalk does not permit us to go thru red lights.
Please do not allow any rotary's or round abouts. I think Winooski made some mistakes. I don't think they are
any safer than traditional red/green light/ with traditional Walk/Don't Walk electric lights.
I drive North Ave daily and ride my bike on the Avenue and the sidewalks frequently in the warmer months.
Thank God for the sidewalks. The Avenue is very dangerous for bicyclists just like Williston Road and Shelburne
road and Dorset Street.
It is a road for cars and trucks not a bike path. We don't allow bikes on the beltline nor should we promote bikes
on the Avenue especially between the Beltline and Plattsburgh Avenue. Thanks for listening to me. John Halvey
27 Tracy Dr, Burlington
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17. Dear Jim, Thanks for the opportunity to give you my thoughts regarding traffic flow and patterns in the NNE.
First I am not a fan of traffic circles and that comes from my experience in New York as the state’s assistant
Commissioner of Transportation. One thing that is critical about an effective traffic circle or round-about is that
to be really effective they have to be large enough to allow safe and efficient entry and exit ramps and space and
generally that space does not exist along North Avenue, with the possible exception of the high school. Some of
the existing “circles” in the city are a traffic joke, with motorists just having too little space and driving right
through and over circle dividers.
A simple partial solution to the traffic situation at Plattsburgh and North Ave is to make Tracy Drive a right turn
only.
I think that traffic flows on North Avenue are not bad, although with the new development just north of the
shopping center some thought should be given to how to solve the problem of left turners going into that
development
I do not know who is making the decisions regarding street paving, but someone is screwing up. A great example
of this is that Shore Road recently received a serious repaving, yet it was in fairly decent shape, while Staniford
Rd which has very heavy traffic and is about to get a lot more, has been neglected and patched for years.
Perhaps the person in charge of road maintenance should occasionally pay a visit up to the North End and take a
look at their priorities.
I hope these thought are useful. Keith Tarr-Whelan, 131 Edinborough Drive
18. Hello Jim - Responses below in red
Hello Neighbors Recently I wrote about the North Avenue Corridor Study. As one of the representatives I want to give an update
and ask for your contributions. No I am not talking money. I'm talking about taking a few moments to write
about your experiences and thoughts related to walking, biking, bus and car travel in northern Burlington. Bike
Path from the Boathouse / Battery Park to the Winooski River. Roads and Bike path on North Avenue.. Route 127
and any streets in our neighborhood(s).
(1) A quick update about our "field trip" to Montpelier. A few of us went to Montpelier VT to observe two Rounda-bouts. Our objective was to pick times where the round-a-bouts would be most "stress-tested" or busy. To get
a full report on our findings please attend our next NPA meeting at the end of Gosse Court - Miller Center - Wed.
Nov. 20 - 7pm to 9pm
The brief summary is that we observed a very easy flow of mixed-mode travelers (Autos, buses, school kids,
adults and bikers). The two round-a-bouts were observed for a period between small traffic to school day ending
to end of business day. We also observed a very different flow as we traveled through nearby roads that were
managed by traffic signals. Delays, unsafe pedestrian crossings and lengthy lines made clear the need for serious
discussion about solving problem areas along the North Avenue Corridor. 4 intersections immediately come to
mind - (1) High School & N. Ave. (2) 127 &N. Ave. (3) Ethan Allen Parkway & N. Ave. (4) Plattsburg and N. Ave.
I invite you to add more and/or comment on these. jp} rotaries are a common item in Massachusetts with it's
predominance of very old and odd intersections. They work well and are efficient. For some reason here, they
tend to freak people out. the one in Winooski seems to work well and the population has become comfortable
with it. It did take a while. There's not a good understanding initially of the right0-of-way. If you're in the rotary,
keep moving! AYou've got the right of way. If you are entering, wait and find the first safe opening. pretty
simple. And...
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(2) The North Ave. Corridor Study is about quarter of the way through a year long process of studying North
Avenue traffic of all modes (walk/bike/bus/car). Intersections, sidewalks, crosswalks, bike lanes and traffic signs
and signals. Thus far we have accumulated a lot of empirical data, photos and in the field observations. We are
now taking in peoples thoughts. A public forum was held this past week and another will be soon. I do not know
the date as yet - I will get it and post.
As a representative on the Advisory Board, I would love to bring your thoughts, questions, ideas, pictures and so
on. So please email me atjim@05408.org
What I am looking for is:
(A) North Avenue specific - any mode of travel and any part of the North Ave.jp} North avenue is SLOW. I don't
think it should be posted at 25 mph but that's the decision to date. Seems to take forever to travel this section
of roadway sometimes between all the old folks in Buicks and all the red lights and especially when it becomes
one lane. Frequently takes over a minute to wait for a break in traffic to enter from a side street. Of course this
is true at rush hour but it's frequently true and any time of the day, and even evening.
(B) Your street(s) - Getting to and from your home to any other point in northern Burlington
(C) The bike path. - Intersections with the bike path and streets. Are there safety concerns or improvement
ideas? jp} I wonder if it would be prudent/safer to have a bike "slip lane" or decompression zone to assist in
transition from bike path to side road sidewalk. Sometimes the transition cannot occur without riding in the
street, or entering the street before turning onto sidewalk. I'm mainly speaking about riding with children in the
mix.
(D) Bus routes and times. If your a rider or if you travel in any other mode AND have interactions with the buses,
what are your thoughts? jp} busees seem SO SLOW. They take forever to pick up and drop off, frequently
disabled or less-than-optimal passengers, and drive extremely slowly. The slowness, frequency of stops and
generally crowded conditions preclude me from using the bus on a voluntary basis. From a perspective of a
driver, they are like slowly moving roadblocks.
What are your safety concerns? jp} I think there are significant safety concerns with bikers. Many bikers, rightly
or not, think they have just as much right to be in the roadway as a car. (not talking about designated bike lanes
here) The law allows them to ride in the road and drivers must respect a clear zone. However many bikers are
just arrogant about this and I think invite injury. If a rider insists on being in the main travelled part of the road
and is travelling at 10 mph while the general traffic flow is going 25 mph, there's an issue. Many riders do not
even bother to check their surroundings before making maneuvers or travelling in the main roadway.
I see riders in the center of the roadway, with automobiles behind them, and the autos have no choice but to
follow them at 10 mph, because there is not enough room to pass safely. I see bikers annoyed when a car passes
them.
They may assume that their "rights" should somehow protect them, but with dark conditions at rush hours now,
their right's are not the equivalent of being in a car with seat belts, body protection and airbags. They will be
crushed in any interactions with any motorized vehicle. Many do not use adequate lights (even though that is
now city statute) or high-visibility clothing. With almost everyone on the road at rush hour texting and talking on
the phone while driving, and poor visibility conditions, serious accidents are inevitable. (I don't support these
activities, but they ARE widespread)
I am a bike rider and personally there are very few times I will ride in the roadway. It's just far too risky. I ride on
the sidewalk and ALWAYS ride the sidewalk with children. Many bike riders feel that although they are driving in
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the roadway, they do not have to respect the standard rules of the road and take sudden turns or do not stop at
red lights. It's just a big and dangerous conflict. And, I must say, I see more and more car drivers every year
ignoring red lights. MANY people now seem to feel that if the light is just turning red, or if they are the first car
through the red light, that this is fine. I see it at least one time every day on my commute. Honestly. Aand ten
or twenty years ago this would be almost unheard of. Now it just seems to be an extension of the yellow light.
What ideas do you want to be passed on through the Advisory board / Public Works / Parks & Rec / other? jp}
see above. also, there's an issue with WALK lights I think deserves some attention. I have seen some close calls
(mainly in the downtown Main Street area) and I am surprised no one has been killed yet. Here's the scenario;
pedestrian activates WALK light switch. The WALK light illuminates and they proceed across the road thinking
they are safe. In the meantime, a car approaches the intersection and has a green light. There's nothing but
common sense telling that car that they cannot proceed due to a pedestrian in the road. The car driver is
annoyed or scared at the dangerous encounter, and the pedestrian is surprised that a car is bearing down on
them when the light and audible signal tells them they are in the safe zone. Again, add in some poor visibility at
dusk, and the car driver is talking on a cell phone...it's not cool. I think the city should either eliminate all WALK
lights (not ideal) or synchronize them with the traffic signals (far better).
Thanks Jim, Joseph Petrarca, 26 Edgemoor Drive
19. I love the bike path BUT I never use it. My husband can no longer walk with me and I am afraid to walk alone
as there are so many people who blatantly ignore Burlingtons leash law. I realize my fear of dogs is mine to deal
with but why have a law that isn't enforced? Sent from my iPhone, Betsy Burns
20. Thanks, Jim, for representing Ward 4 in the North Avenue Corridor Study.
I tend to drive my car with only me in it to and from work at UVM. I have experimented with riding my bike on
some days and taking the bus on some days. However, I live off Shore Road, and when I turn right (to head
south) on North Avenue on my bike, I feel very unsafe because of the lack of a bike lane or even a shoulder,
particularly between Shore Road and the corridor past the Hannaford's plaza until one reaches the high school. I
think it would be helpful to transform that stretch of the avenue the way Colchester Avenue was redesigned a
short while ago. Rather than a four lane road, there could be bike lanes on both sides, a single lane going in the
north and south directions and a center turning lane. As a driver, sometimes when I see a biker in the right hand
lane, I try to give them the entire lane, and sometimes the car behind me starts to speed ahead as I shift into the
left lane only to suddenly see that I was yielding to the biker who is now in danger of getting rear ended by the
speedster trying to pass me.
I tend to not walk to North Avenue to take the bus to work, even though as a UVM employee it is a free ride,
because I have experienced delays in the transfer to the bus that takes me up to UVM, and I worry about making
it to my destination on time, especially when I teach an early class. I wonder if ridership would increase from the
North End if one did not have to transfer busses at Cherry Street to get to UVM and Fletcher Allen. In addition,
during one "Way to Go" week a few years back, when riding the bus with my then toddler, the amount of
profanity we had to listen to was overwhelming and made me reluctant to use the bus again.
Another issue that concerns me is the intersection at the end of Shore Road where Heineberg Road is not
directly across from Shore but is a jog to the left. There is often confusion about who has the right of way when
a car from Shore Road is going straight to continue down Heineberg. Additionally, cars traveling north on North
Ave often speed through the light when it turns red, whether intentionally or because they have a hard time
gauging where the intersection is. This is particularly problematic because it is a school crossing route. In the
mornings and afternoons there is a crossing guard helping children on bike and foot navigate this tricky
intersection. However, children who come home from after school (at CP Smith) when there is no crossing guard
must navigate this intersection on their own if they are not picked up from school.
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Also, when cars turn from Shore Road onto North Avenue, heading south, and the light is red, drivers look to the
left to see if there are cars coming south on North Avenue. When there is a break in the southbound traffic, they
make the turn, often without also looking to the right to see if there are pedestrians or bicyclists crossing. Even
though the pedestrian has a walk signal, the pedestrian is risking getting hit unless the driver is also looking for
foot traffic. I have seen a couple of accidents there where bicyclists on the sidewalk heading north have been hit
by cars because the driver is not checking for them.
Thanks again for bringing the concerns of NNE-ers to the committee. Best-- Sheila Boland Chira, 24 Vine Street
21. Hello! I saw your post on FPF and wanted to chime in. I live on Lakewood Parkway so i use these roads a lot!
Firstly I think some kind of bike lane/turning lane restructuring of NOrth Ave would work really well. Sort of like
how Williston rd as been changed. I think it will make traffic run smoother with turning lanes so people are stuck
behind someone turning or rear end someone turning! Plus I have noticed lately that a lot of cyclist are taking a
lane (which you can - I'm an cyclist as well) but its concerning because it is so dangerous! I like by the over pass
going down Williston rd that they have also colored the bike lane bright green. seems more like you shouldn't be
driving in it!
One of the biggest things i have thought about since my daughter started school at CP Smith was Ethan Allen
Parkway. There are so many kids that walk and bike to school everyday. We all share the sidewalk which is kind of
sketchy with kids. That is such a big road and newer - i always wonder why there isn't a bike lane. My ideal
scenario would be to have a bike lane parallel to it in Ethan Allen park. Kids would have a buffer from traffic and
they can ride faster and more freely than on the sidewalk. But really i would settle for a bike lane on the parkway
itself!
Thank you and looking forward to seeing what suggestions rise to the top and what gets done. - Keri PiatekCrafts
22. Hi Jim, I live on Killarney Drive. I do not own a car, so I ride a bike or walk to work on College Street (about 3
miles each way). I recently moved from a house on Ferguson Ave at the south end of town, so I have a lot of
experience biking on Shelburne Rd as well as North Avenue.
The basic problems for people on a bike are:
1. Having to share space with deadly vehicles. If a car "bumps" another car it is a problem for the auto body
shop; if it "bumps" a bicycle it is a problem for a doctor. I have been "tagged" a couple of times at streets by cars
turning right across the bike lane and have luckily not been injured--though my bike took a hit.
2. Bikes must ride on bumpy sidewalks (and then conflict with pedestrians) or in the gutter of the road. This is a
big problem when it is rainy. Car splash is also a big problem.
3. Some places on North Ave have lots of room for bikes, while others do not. This inconsistency is a problem,
since it changes how drivers must pay attention. For instance, north of the highschool North Ave is one lane for
vehicles and almost a full lane for bikes. Then at the high school traffic light (going south) the bike needs to
navigate between a right turn lane into the school and the lane to continue south. This can be a problem as
people comute to work and are less patient or paying more attention to their coffee or smart phone than they
are to the road.
4. Parking on North Ave creates a real problem for people biking. For instance, while Packard Lofts was being
constructed the workers parked over sized pick-ups took up all the space bikes would normally go in. Cars
sharing the space are understandably unhappy to slow down to the 10 mph of a bike when they could be
speeding at 40 mph. It is very uncomfortable to have a vehicle honking behind you, or pushing you into vehicles.
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The signs that make it clear bikes have the right to use the full lane are nice, but it is difficult to get this across to
an impatient driver.
5. The bike path is nice for recreation, but a pain for the daily commute. First of all, I want to travel up and down
hill as little as possible and the bike path is at Burlington's lowest point. Also, the weather, especially wind is
worse along the lake than in the city proper, so biking is more difficult and colder. Finally, snow removal is better
on the roads.
The solution is to separate vehicular traffic and parking from bike traffic, which should be separate from
pedestrian traffic. If there is really a commitment in Burlington to reduce the use of cars, then we need to make
it safer and easier to use alternatives. Jim Palmer
23. KENNETH PETERSON – TRACY DRIVE
Good Day to all my neighbors and friends whom use North Ave each day.... seems to me that there are a of
issues to look at or study, yet at the same time,, we make so many issue out of one issue. There are only two
problems to consider and it's simple.... have to think about it over and over,,,,,,,, here is is...... One we have to
speed up traffic,,,,,,,,, Second one is we have to slow down traffic..... now that i have you thinking that is a dumb
statement,, think hard..... we need to speed up the traffic flow right?? At teh same time we have so many using
North Avenue as a race track as it is so we have to slow these guys down....
first off, four lanes etc like in front of Ethan allen shopping center is about the dumbest way to control traffic....
everyone is passing on right, left, cutting off, rear ending, serving to miss, pulling out, . just count how many
times you see the brake lights coming on. Tailgating while doing this is very common.. which in turn can cause
the accidents.. What we need to do is put in the two lanes of traffic with on center left turn lane..... this way the
traffic flows steady, and normally moves faster as it is more even. Most people do go over the speed limits by
mim. of 5MP. so lets say somebody actually does 5MPH under the MAX. So what, it takes how many mroe
seconds to get to where you are going wow, to give up those few seconds in order to make it safer. After all , if
you have a drivers lic. you should be able to read what the speed limit signs say. once again I stress on the fact
this is the MAX speed...... when was the last time you saw anyone going the speed limit. With the center turn
lane it stops the slaming on breaks for those that decide to turn left at the last second.. Where we came from in
Michigan had the same type problems and the three lane deal solved it.. safer for the drivers,,,, safter for the
people crossing the street and also in many cases makes space for a bike lane to make safer for bikers..... This
would solve the issues all the way from Platsburgh Ave to the high school at least as there it dose get narrow
(without spend a ton of money making the street wider. Also, why is it that we have such a beautiful recreation
trail (bike path) that can be shared by all, yet we don't allow (supposely) any bikes on teh sidewalks (perhaps
getting the bikes off the road in that area would work out. and as far as parking goes, sorry , thatis not my
problem...... not to be nasty but movement of traffice is more important then parking in front of your home
(tennant or not). motorist and bikes share most of the miles, and pedestrians and bikes share the last few. miles
(from sa the high school to the Police station. . I can vision all this being done. have visoned this since 1999
saying how simple it can be done... and now for the last and big issue...... nobody wants any type of roundabouts
on North Avenue. i dont know where in heck these studies come form but i have not heard of any good
comments on any roundabouts anyplace... makes it confusing, makes it dangerous, makes it hard for truckers,
and once again, the traffice is speeding way too fast . Out on Williston Road they went to the three lanes which is
so great, but they should ahve kept going all the way up main street. sure certain times in the day it would be
busy..... so what, then travel it at 3:00 AM........ the college campus for example is nuts, speed limit is 25 and in
ever see anyone doing less then 35.... just using that in comparison. we have the speed limit at 30 MPH MAX and
if you find anyone doing that its like a needle in the haystack. Thanks for letting me spout off and hope some of
our leaders will take to heart waht we locals want and don't want.. and don't forget most people who are
traveling to work can hop on the beltway with no problems..... , Ken Peterson,,,,,, Tracy Drive.
24. Hello Jim Holway, My name is Darlene Scarano and I live on North Avenue across from Alliance Church. I
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have noticed a large improvement in traffic calming at the 127 traffic light since the on ramp was shut down and
am thankful to the city for that.
My other feedback is:
1. Most cars are going considerably over the posted 30 mph speed limit. I am not sure if there is anything that
could be done to calm traffic on the Avenue.
2. It would improve safety tremendously if there was an easier way to cross North Ave. Maybe a North Ave
crosswalk between 127 and Ethan Allen Park? Also if cars were going the speed limit, it would not be as
dangerous to cross. The crosswalk at Ethan Allen Park is not convenient for all the neighborhood streets and
pedestrians so there are a lot of bikes and families crossing at their own risk.
Thanks for asking, Darlene Scarano
25. Dear Jim, Thanks for getting back to me. I cannot come on the 20th I will be in Montpellier.
I had one other thought about traffic issues and that relates to road crossings over the bikeway. As you probably
know there have been several accidents on the Staniford Road crossing and even more near misses. Cyclists are
very angry about motorists paying attention to them, but most of the problems on this crossing are the result of
cyclists failure to obey the stop signs (motorists have the right of way here). One way to cut down on the
problem (and make some money for the City), would be to station a cop here and give out tickets to the 40% of
cyclists who do not even slow down. This crossing will be increasingly dangerous with the new development at
the corner of Staniford & Appletree Point Road. Keith Tarr-Whelan
26. Hi Jim, Thank you for offering the opportunity to express thoughts and suggestions regarding North Ave.
There are a few areas regarding traffic that I would like to express concern about.
I live on Dodds Court, on the north side of St. Mark's Church. Our street is heavily traffic with fast moving cars
cutting from North Ave to Shore Road and vice versa, Shore Rd to North Ave in order to avoid the light on Shore
Rd/North Ave intersection. Besides adults, teens, pets and many walkers, there are many young children that
now live on our small little street. My partner and I have frequently thought it would be great to have this part
of Dodds Court be a one way to stop the speeding that occurs. The likey-hood of our street becoming a one way
is probably unlikely. In addition to the one way thought, would the commission consider adjusting the flow of
traffic and the speed with a modification to the structure? Such as the bump out in combination with speed
humps that has been done on the top of North Street? Something needs to shift.
Two points of concern that dove tail with each other, speed and the traffic pattern north of the intersection of
Shore Rd/North Ave. In this area the speed is marked as 25, however that is typically not the speed of traffic at
any time of the day. This issue in combination with the two lanes being used as if there are four, is very unsafe.
As a frequent biker for commuting and pleasure, this area of North Ave is a nightmare. Since there is only the
double center line, drivers frequently pass cars on the right making for very dangerous spaces for bikers, people
using cross walks on North Ave. and drivers needing to turn left onto side streets. Adding solid white lines going
north and south, more speed coverage, as well as a few more strategically placed cross walks may help to have
drivers be more attentive and bikers/walkers be more safe. Thank you again for the opportunity to express my
concerns. best, Ann, Ann Barlow, 26 Dodds Court
Comments from Tony Redington
From: TONY Redington
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 11:12 AM
To: paul kervick
Subject: Ethan Allen Residence--Street Crossing
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Good Day Paul: Took a look at the Ethan Allen Residence last week and the question of crossing to the medical
service facility across the street. With the new apartment complexes, shopping center access, etc., across the
street from Ethan Allen there is a clear need for some kind of crossing provision there, as you expressed interest
in at the December meeting.
My own sense is that at some point in addition to providing a cycle track in each direction and, obviously
reducing the lanes there to two, a roundabout may also make sense at the main entrance to the shopping
center by using some right-of-way on the east side thereby displacing the current Chinese eatery.
At some point in this evolutionary process it may welll be reasonable to add a dedicated crossing with proper
signing and possible signaling at the crossroad area at Ethan Allen. Ideally, such a crossing would also have a
median refuge so one would deal with traffic in one direction at a time. A roundabout at the shopping center
would among other benefits reduce speeds at Ethan Allen. The new walker activated crossings along Pine
Street are one type of crossing but currently lack traffic calming of any type. Yours truly, Tony Redington,
Alternate NPA 3, North Avenue Advisory Committee
cc RJ Lalumiere, NPA 7 Alternate, North Avenue Advisory Committee
Tad Cook, NPA 3, North Avenue Advisory Committee
Jim Holway, NPA 5 North Avenue Advisory Committee
Eleni Churchill, CCRPC
From: TONY Redington
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 4:48 PM
Subject: Categorized Statements of Ward 4 and 7 Responses to Request for Comments on North Avenue
Hello Mr. Barr: This message submits a draft document categorizing the survey responses obtained by Mr. Jim
Holway, W 7 NPA representative on the North Avenue Advisory Committee, and submitted to the study staff.
The citizen comments really make an important contribution to the discussion and process of addressing the
needs of this corridor. The analysis here uncovers several noteworthy elements which need consideration.
These elements include but are certainly not limited to the following:
1. It was extremely helpful to mention roundabouts at BHS, VT 127, Plattsburgh Ave and Ethan Allen Parkway in
the survey as it opened this new option for discussion. The survey elicited responses not really rejecting any
specific intersection with most negative opinions (6) "general" (it included one public affairs appointed official
from NY DOT who while rejecting roundabouts because of lack of space did say there is room at BHS). (Note, as
you know, NYDOT "roundabouts first" policy has been in force since 2005 and three states transportation
departments and two provincial ones in Canada now follow a similar policy.) Three respondents were positive
on roundabouts and 16 made no comment in regard to roundabouts. 4. The Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd
intersection shows up in a major way. That whole section from Shore Rd/Henneberg through the two
intersections just north which feed the schools and Miller Center represent a really key element of decisionmaking for walking and bicycling--and vehicle--safety. In my view this intersection needs to be one where a
roundabout is an option and part of an overall approach which deals with this intersection as well as the next
two intersections, including how to move bicycles on paths/cycle track connections to the adjacent schools,
Miller Center and recreation fields.
5. The number of comments about bicycling is stunning. No better case for cycle track could be made than the
lack of safety, problems identified, and the number of "concerns" expressed, 25, which amount to more than
twice any other category--really three times any other category because the second category, 9 concerns, are in
the Bikepath category separate from North Avenue proper.
I can attest that this survey changed my viewpoint significantly and strengthens the approach of a quality street
design and infrastructure for the entire corridor. Yours truly, Tony Redington
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From: TONY Redington
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:01 AM
Subject: Fwd: Elementary Schools in US with RABs nearby - Updated
The question asked last night at the North Avenue study committee was whether there are examples of schools
and roundabouts and safety. The following emails from a few weeks ago document the location of quite a
number--and do not forget the Main Street Middle School in Montpelier, exactly 300 feet from Keck Circle.
There is another set of lists of roundabouts in and adjacent to colleges--come to think of it St. Bernard's Catholic
School (elementary) as well as Keene State College (it has two raised crossings distal of the roundabout) are
within 100 feet or so of the Main Street Roundabout (two lanes, 25,000 entering vehicles, $4 million totally
funded with local taxes) in my hometown of Keene, NH.
Can do some more scouting around for high schools if that would be helpful. Remember, with about 3,500
roundabouts in place, not a single walker fatality yet--also a five year period since 2000 of over 4,000 Melbourne
roundabouts without a single walker fatality--and these all reflect mixes of single and multilane roundabouts.
Looks like we will experience the French rate or lower of one walker fatality per 15,000 roundabouts per year
(they top the world with about 30,000 roundabouts).
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Gail Hershey
Date: Thu, Sep 12, 2013 at 10:23 AM
Subject: Re: Elementary Schools in US with RABs nearby - Updated
To: ROUNDABOUTS@listserv.ksu.edu<mailto:ROUNDABOUTS@listserv.ksu.edu>
Freedom Trail Elementary School, Lewis Center, Ohio http://goo.gl/maps/UsXku
Olentangy Orange Middle School, Lewis Center, Ohio http://goo.gl/maps/Sr3Dn
Olentangy Orange High School, Lewis Center, Ohio http://goo.gl/maps/dHy9N
The roundabouts are all very new so you need to zoom in to bird's eye view to see them. (and they are all on the
same road so you can click one link and just pan....). Attached is a woefully non-current spreadsheet of
Roundabouts at Schools. Please keep posting those new school locations !
It might be possible to search the Kittelson roundabout database for "school" - I haven't tried this.
-Ken Sides, PE
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 6:34 PM
Subject: Re: Elementary Schools in US with RABs nearby - Updated
Schools with modern roundabouts nearby:
Ladera Ranch Middle/Elementary School, Ladera Ranch, CA http://tinyurl.com/oxzxkga Truscott Elementary,
Loveland, CO http://tinyurl.com/o3qvszm Skyview Elementary, Clearwater, FL http://tinyurl.com/pwbx46a
Windermere Elementary, Windermere, FL http://tinyurl.com/psszrga Fruitville Elementary, Venice, FL
http://tinyurl.com/ph755gd
Watch at 3:45 into this video posted at http://sarasotaconnectivity.com/honore-642/.
Sunflower Elementary, Lawrence, KS http://tinyurl.com/pd4agb9 Paxson Elementary, Missoula, MT
http://tinyurl.com/q9jnlbb Eastview Elementary, Fenning and Meadow Oak, Monticello, MN
http://tinyurl.com/nuf2mws First Ward Elementary, Charlotte, NC http://tinyurl.com/pvjktry Randleman Middle
School, Randleman, NC http://tinyurl.com/q5qfrf6 Cherokee Elementary, Cincinnati, OH
http://tinyurl.com/ppxpvzs Cotton Elementary, San Antonio, TX http://tinyurl.com/o3ynfac Sunny Hills
Elementary, Issaquah, WA http://tinyurl.com/ogeu6hd Sunset Elementary, Bellevue, WA
http://tinyurl.com/nkhhamb Main Street Middle School, Montpelier, VT http://tinyurl.com/oprqf9q
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St Mary's High School, Homer and Blockline, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada http://tinyurl.com/pedroundabout> Scott Batson
Subject: Fwd: Pedestrian impact on vehicle capacity A transportation colleague in Sacramento, who is quite
sympathetic to roundabouts, has sent me the forwarded message below. I have never encountered school-age
pedestrians reducing the vehicular capacity of roundabouts, so I am throwing this out to the other 399 members
of our listserv. Please answer if you have knowledge to contribute, and I will pass it along to my colleague. My
initial reaction is to sketch roundabouts at all four corners, and say four-way STOPs always suck. But I know
some of you out there will be much more eloquent. Thanks for your input in advance. John Burnside, P.E., T.E.
From: TONY Redington
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:45 AM
Subject: Getting Across the Street
Hello Mr. Kervick: Must be something in the air in Waterville, ME that leads to innovative residential care
services--your brochure presents a welcome change from the stereotypic "nursing home" image and the recent
difficult rehabilitative experience in Berlin. Long ago doing a few day "market" study for a senior day care
demonstration grant the task was simply to provide data on the number of over 75 age non-institutional
population within a 10 mile radius of Waterville.
Your pointing to the available services to those in your residence, but inaccessible because of the street crossing
barrier immediately brought to mind the Gary Home, Main Street, Montpelier where some residents
regularly,some by cane and walker, were able to use the then new roundabout to cross the street to the beauty
salon occupying the ground floor of a mixed use older large house. The salon which closed some time ago can
be seen the five minute 43 second video put together by RJ Lalumiere during our field visit November 1.
http://goo.gl/DdajOC
Before the roundabout the closest crossing to the Gary Home was about a block away in either direction and the
speeds in front of the home were 25-30 miles an hour as Main Street flow was not controlled.
At one point two tourists (?) can be seen standing in the splitter island refuge admiring the unique bike
sculpture/wheel-mill, one of several remnants of a Citywide bike-sulpture promotion from a few years ago.
If the Shore Road/Heinneberg intersection--and a crossing about 25 feet south of the intersection would be the
location--meets the need to "cross the street" you describe, then a simple one lane roundabout may well be a
solution there. With the Church and other institutional/commercial facilities nearby access to all for those on
foot or using parking nearby would be enhanced. Let us know whether a roundabout might benefit the Ethan
Allen residents and staff.
A one-lane roundabout is also ADA compliant. Thank you for taking the time to give us more evidence of the
need for safe and comfortable walking infrastructure. As you will note my first interest in transportation is
safety for those who walk.
Finally, am attaching a powerpoint (text only) presentation last month to the AARP Champlain Valley Advocacy
Team providing the issues of seniors and other related to intersection safety which explains the AARP policy
advocating conversion of existing intersections to roundabouts.
Am copying this email to the study staff and neighborhood representatives who attended last night as well as
Committee member representing AARP, Kelly Stoddard Poor. Yours truly, Tony Redington
From: TONY Redington
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Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:50 PM
Subject: VT 127/NORTH AVE INTERSECTION NUMBERS
Hi David: Congratulations on your new position at Worcester. We will miss you and your special knowledge of
the corridor.
Checked out some of the numbers on the VT 127 intersection which were sent to you earlier in the fall from
VAOT counts. The entering data as presented there are as follows (all 2009 numbers):
VT 127 Connector
7,700 daily
Institute Drive to VT 127 4,800
VT 127 to Ethan Allen Pkwy 7,750
Total
20,250
The traffic numbers have dropped significantly in recent years. A 10% peak hour factor suggests about 2,000
peak hour. Even assuming a higher peak factor and some growth (unlikely), a single lane roundabout would
appear easily handling the traffic. Further, the trend on these three links is slightly downward 2000-2009. As
you correctly point out some traffic can be accommodated by a controlled turn lane (CTL) though that should be
avoided if possible for the benefit of walker and bicyclist accommodation.
Note the Montpelier US 2/302 intersection capacity using two software analysis was estimated at 2,900 vehicles
peak hour and current traffic on Friday p.m. peak is about 2,000.
Incidentally, there is a list of dozens of roundabouts located at U.S. public schools and colleges which I can send
you if it would be of help. Respectfully, Tony Redington

Burlington College Participation
North Avenue Corridor Study Project and NPA Meeting Notes
Complete Streets Concepts and Corridor Studies

Meeting was held on April 30th, 2014, at 6:00pm.
Posters were distributed throughout the college to encourage student involvement. ( See attachment)
An email with a survey was sent to all BC students encouraging those who cannot attend to voice their opinions.
(See attachment) *4 surveys were collected via email from students. This is a great response as students are
hard to track down at the end of the year.
Present were Burlington College President Christine Plunkett, Attorney and professor of law at BC as well as
chair of The Institute for Civic Engagement; Sandy Baird, NPA members; Lea Turnhune, Jim Holway, Tony
Redington, and Barry Trutor.
Posters were provided by Barry Trutor of sections of the corridor study that highlighted the stretch with
Burlington College
Presentation was a Power Point of the North Avenue Corridor Study and the Complete Streets Concept.
Presentation was very clear and broke down basic concepts for students to learn some aspects of city planning.
Major focus was Civic Engagement (as it pertained to Sandy class topic) and why it was important for community
members, and students, to become actively involved in basic grassroots democracy.
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This presentation took place during Sandy Baird’s class time for her Civic Engagement class. 6-8 students were
present providing input and discussion with myself, Sandy, Lea, Tony, Barry, Jim and Christine Plunkett.
Refreshments were provided by a student of Sandy’s, Fatuma Bulle
At the end of class the students filled out a survey. A copy of a blank survey is attached to this document, as well
as all surveys that were filled out by students. I have compiled a survey with all of the information for a
streamlined look. That is also attached.
Students were actively engaged, asked questions, and interested in future for Burlington College and it’s future
development.
Overall the meeting was an hour and a half long.
Overview of suggestions from students from surveys and discussion
- Students were largely interested in cycle tracks, safer bike lanes, informed drivers of cyclists
- Wanted to see a large covered bus stop outside of BC
- Benches and seating available for students by bus stops
- Great idea to have a “community bulletin board” outside the college near the sidewalk and bus stop for
upcoming events, news, and information.
- Have the school become the hub of the community for events, concerts, art exhibits, and other events
- Larger sidewalks and sidewalks maintained for those students that live close to school.
- Crosswalk directly in front of the school for pedestrians to move freely to and from opposing sides of the
street. Accessibility to neighboring convenience stores.
- Trash and recycling bins throughout the corridor for ease of trash disposal and to maintain an attractive
appearance.
- Attractive plants and parks
- Lighting/ Safety
- No real mention of roundabouts from students. Some expressed concern and disliked them.
- Light rail or trolley use was mentioned for future
Quotes from students
“The New North End, where I lived for a year about one year ago, is relatively fine. I used to run outside and feel
safe when I was doing it. The proximity to the bike path and beaches is a major benefit. In fact, we were looking
to buy a house in the New North End, but nothing was in our price range, so we ended up buying in Colchester.”
“When I lived in the New North End, on Starr Farm Rd, my roommates and I had a saying, “No matter where you
want to go, it takes half an hour to get there from the NNE.”
“It would be absolutely wonderful if you had some way to make 89 more accessible, but that is a tall order, I
know. If not that, I would suggest making buss routes more common and accessible, maybe beef up the bus stop
locations and make them look nicer. Also, maintaining sidewalks would be nice.”
“My idea for the New North End is for it to be its own little booming area. Like a more residential downtown. It’s
a great place and I would absolutely love to be a part of helping out and coming up with ideas!”
“I use North Ave constantly, as it is the link between my house, my college, and my grocery store.”
“Bike lane availability. When the bike lane disappears past BHS, I often mount the sidewalk which I would rather
not do.”
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“ I am concerned about the section of North Avenue that runs along BHS sports field– in the “dip” and near the
Parks&Rec sign got North Beach. It seems to me the fall-off towards the marshy land below is rather steep and
close to the sidewalk. I am not concerned about safety, but for the last structural integrity of the sidewalk and
road. I should think the earth underneath the sidewalk and road is eroding. I realize we live near a lake and this
is an issue everywhere, but perhaps more of a buffer would help slow the natural forces at work.”
“Making biking easier and safer for commuters and keeping drivers aware of bikers as well. I’d love to help out
with this project!”
“I live over an hour away, so I can’t really have another method (of transportation), maybe car pool if someone
else needed a ride at the same time and live in Barre.”
“I think bike lanes for the bicyclist should have them all through town, both ways, like a car lane.”
“I love the cycle tracks and micro parks as well as a different structure of parking and commuting.”
“Always many cars in the street and it is hard sometimes to cross the street.”
“Developing bike lane availability, sidewalks, and more lighting so that bikes and people walking sidewalks are
protected. I also want to see that the bus City are running on Sundays so that our community has reliable
transportation.”
“Bicycle tracks would be amazing and would encourage more bicyclists and improve safety.”
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By WCAX News

NORTH AVENUE CHANGES
Monday night, Burlington's City Council is deciding whether to approve changes to Burlington's
longest street.
Among the proposed changes to North Avenue, creating a center turn lane from the Route 127
to Shore Road, crosswalk improvements, and continuous bike lanes.
Cycling advocates say the changes would make it more accessible to bicyclists and pedestrians.
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WPTZ Channel 5
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North ave project up for debate in Burlington
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North Avenue Corridor Study

Corridor Setting

Exhibit 1: North Avenue Corridor Study Location

The North Avenue corridor in Burlington, Vermont is the primary
street linking the New North End neighborhood, which is located
along Lake Champlain between downtown Burlington and Colchester,
with the Old North End and Downtown. This study evaluates
transportation conditions along an approximately 2.8-mile segment
of North Avenue extending from the intersection with Plattsburg
Avenue in the north to the intersection with North Street in the south
(Exhibit 1). The study area does not extend beyond North Street to
Battery Park because that segment must be evaluated in coordination
with other streets in that area, which will likely be the subject of a
future study. North Avenue functions as a north-south minor urban
arterial and predominately serves the residential, commercial,
institutional and recreational uses that straddle the corridor; very few
pass-through trips use the corridor given the availability of more
direct routes (VT 127) for those trips that do not originate or end in
the New North End.

Existing Land Uses
Existing development along North Avenue consists of a mix of
residential, commercial and municipal uses. Residential uses
predominate, and typically consist of single family homes on
moderately sized lots. More recently, several higher-density, multifamily infill residential developments have been constructed along
the corridor. A mobile home park is located on the east side of North
Avenue, opposite the Ethan Allan Shopping Center, while a large
public housing development is located east of North Avenue just
south of Plattsburg Avenue. The major commercial travel generator
along the corridor is the Ethan Allen Shopping Center, which is
anchored by a Hannaford Supermarket & Pharmacy (Exhibit 2 on the
following page). Other commercial uses include several convenience
stores, food services, professional offices, banks, and gas stations
located throughout the corridor.
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Exhibit 2: Major Trip Generators

Institutional uses along North Avenue include the Flynn Elementary
School, located just north of the study corridor at Starr Farm Road,
Burlington Fire Station located between Staniford Road and
Woodbury Road, the Lyman Hunt Middle School and Miller
Community Center at Woodbury Road, nearby Smith Elementary
School accessed via Ethan Allen Parkway, the Post Office at Ethan
Allen Shopping Center, the Burlington High School and Burlington
Technical Center located at Institute Road. North Avenue also
provides access to several park and recreation areas, such as Ethan
Allen Park and Leddy Park, located at and just north of the North
Avenue/Ethan Allen Parkway intersection, respectively.
Other notably uses that are located on or accessed from North
Avenue include major trip generators such as private schools and
churches. From north to south, these include Saint Mark Church at
Shore Road, Champlain Valley Baptist Church in the Ethan Allen
Shopping Center, North Avenue Christian School at the North
Avenue/VT 127 intersection, Rock Point School and the Episcopal
Diocese of Vermont located off of Institute Road, and Burlington
College located just south of the Lakeview Cemetery.
Exhibit 3 illustrates the City of Burlington zoning districts, which
largely reflect the existing land use patterns. Along North Avenue, the
corridor is zoned Residential-Low Density from Plattsburg Avenue to
just south of Shore Road. South of this location, the corridor is zoned
Residential-Low Density and Residential-Medium Density to Ethan
Allen Parkway, with Neighborhood Activity Center zones at the
location of the Ethan Allen Shopping Center and the Rite Aid lot. From
Ethan Allen Parkway to Burlington College, the corridor is surrounded
by
Residential-Low
Density,
Recreation/Greenspace,
and
Conservation zoning districts. Farther south in the Old North End the
corridor is primarily surrounded by medium density residential zones.
While the corridor is largely built out, infill development at higher
intensity is possible in the areas that allow higher density, including
the Old North End and near the Ethan Allen Shopping Center.
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Exhibit 3: City of Burlington Zoning

Planning Vision
The City of Burlington Transportation Plan, Moving Forward Together,
adopted in March 2011 presents the long-term transportation vision
for the City. The adopted vision states:
“…transportation functions as part of an interconnected system which
offers a range of choices that are safe, affordable, efficient, and
convenient for residents, employees, and visitors alike. As a result,
rail, air, ferries, transit, cycling, and walking are successfully
competing with the automobile for the dominant mode of choice.
Local and regional multimodal corridors and centers are maximizing
our use of existing infrastructure, while eliminating congestion,
preserving air quality, and conserving energy. Commuters, families,
and employers are benefiting from a diverse array of transportation
demand management strategies such as car- and van-pools, flexible
work schedules, and telecommuting. Land use and transportation
decisions are considered together, significantly reducing the need for
individual automobiles and large parking facilities. Greater use of rail
for freight has been embraced as an effective means of removing
trucks from neighborhood streets. City streets are attractive public
spaces, and function as part of a system of interconnecting streets.
Circulation within the downtown, waterfront, neighborhood activity
centers, and institutional campuses is predominantly oriented to the
pedestrian. A series of trails and paths provide access between
neighborhoods and areas of protected open space.”
The Transportation Plan recommends a proposed street system for
the City, depicted in Exhibit 4 on the following page. The strategy
includes the following proposed elements relevant to the North
Avenue corridor that are key to realizing Burlington’s transportation
vision:
•

North Avenue is proposed as a “complete street” that will
accommodate all travel modes, including cars and trucks,
buses, bikes, and pedestrians as effectively as possible within
the existing right-of-way.
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Exhibit 4: City of Burlington Proposed Street System

•

•

•

Plattsburg Avenue, which intersects North Avenue at the
north end of the Study Area, is proposed as a “transit street”,
designed to accommodate bus and other transit service
efficiently, giving transit a “leg up” over the automobile.
North Street and the VT 127 connector are proposed as
“bicycle streets”, designed to accommodate bicycles with
priority treatment to enhance bicycle convenience and
safety.
Neighborhood Activity Centers, which are mixed-use centers
designed to support multi-modality amongst surrounding
neighborhoods, are identified at the North Avenue/Plattsburg
Road intersection and at Ethan Allen Shopping Center near
the North Avenue/Leddy Park Road intersection.

The Street Design Guidelines, included as an appendix to the
Transportation Plan, detail the key elements, dimensions, and crosssections for each street typology in the identified transportation
strategy.

Corridor-Wide Transportation Characteristics
The following sections detail transportation conditions from a system,
or corridor-wide perspective. Segment-by-segment details are
presented later in this chapter.
North Avenue is a multi-lane, minor arterial. The roadway ranges
from a two lane to four lane cross section with travel lanes that vary
from 10 to 13 feet in width. On-street parking is provided on some
segments of the corridor. Bicycle accommodations vary, with onstreet bicycle lanes provided on either one or both sides of the
roadway in portions of the corridor; on other portions of the corridor,
on-street bicycle accommodations do not exist. The total curb-to-curb
roadway zone ranges from approximately 33 to 50+ feet wide. A
continuous sidewalk system is provided on both sides of North
Avenue, located directly adjacent to the roadway in some locations
and separated from the roadway by several feet of vegetated buffer
in other locations.
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Traffic Control and Regulations

Exhibit 5: Location of Signalized Intersections

Traffic signals govern traffic movements at major intersections along
North Avenue (Exhibit 5):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plattsburg Avenue
Woodbury Road
Shore Road/Heineberg Road
Ethan Allen Shopping Center
Ethan Allen Parkway
VT 127 Connector
Institute Road
North Street

At the North Street/North Avenue intersection, traffic signals are
installed on the street light posts. The other intersections comprise
signals heads that hang from an overhead wire that runs diagonally
across the intersection. These signals can be buffeted in windy
conditions and are sometimes more difficult to see.
Connections to North Avenue from surrounding collector and local
streets are stop-sign controlled. Numerous driveways with direct
access to North Avenue are also present on the corridor, as many
single family residences line both sides of the street.
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Current Traffic Volumes and Operating Conditions
Traffic Volumes
North Avenue between Ethan Allen Parkway and VT 127 is the busiest
segment on the corridor, carrying some 19,100 vehicle per day
(Exhibit 6). Volumes elsewhere on the corridor range from about
10,800 to 12,000 vehicles daily. The VT 127 connection carries about
7,700 vehicles daily, while Plattsburg Avenue to the north
accommodates 6,600 vehicles (also connecting to VT 127).
Exhibit 6: Current Daily Traffic Volumes

As typical in urban areas, traffic peaks during the morning and
afternoon commute. Because of the high prevalence of schools along
the corridor, the morning peak is quite pronounced, and the
afternoon peak extends from around 3:00 PM (end of school) to 5:00
PM. Exhibit 7 shows the 24-hour distribution of traffic south of
Institute Road, where both morning and afternoon traffic peaks at
just over 1,000 vehicles per hour (total, both directions). The higher
southbound volumes during the morning, and conversely higher
northbound volumes during the afternoon, reflect commute trips into
the downtown Burlington area. Exhibit 8 similarly shows the hourly
distribution of traffic between 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM between Ethan
Allen Parkway and VT 127. This location is less dominated by school
trips, hence the afternoon peak is more spread out than the morning
peak; commute, shopping and school trips tend to occur during the
late afternoon. Note that volumes for each signalized intersection are
provided in the Segment Descriptions section later in this document.
Exhibit 7: North Ave Hourly Traffic over a 24-Hour Period South of
Institute Rd
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Exhibit 8: North Ave Hourly Traffic between 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM
between Ethan Allen Pkwy and VT 127 Ramps

AM and PM Peak Hour Operating Conditions
Traffic operating conditions along North Avenue were evaluated
using Synchro, a traffic analysis software package developed by
Trafficware. Results are based on analytical methodologies detailed in
the 2010 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM).
Results are presented in terms of Level of Service (LOS) using the
ranges established by the 2010 HCM:
LOS A
LOS B
LOS C
LOS D
LOS E
LOS F

Less than 10 seconds of delay per vehicle
10 to < 20 seconds
20 to < 35 seconds
35 to < 55 seconds
55 to < 80 seconds
80 seconds or more delay per vehicle

Level of Service (LOS)
Level of Service, or LOS, is a standard measure of operational
effectiveness for transportation facilities. LOS is defined by the Highway
Capacity Manual, published by the Transportation Research Board
(current edition: 2010). LOS is graded from LOS A (best conditions) to
LOS F (very poor conditions), and for signalized intersections is based on
the estimated average vehicle delay for traffic at the intersection. LOS A
represents little to no delay, or uncongested conditions, whereas LOS F
indicates very congested conditions with long delays. In urbanized areas
such as along Shelburne Road, LOS conditions of D or better are
generally considered satisfactory during the peak hours. LOS E
conditions indicate an intersection that is operating at or near peak
capacity, while intersections operation at LOS F cannot effectively serve
peak demand.

Exhibit 9 shows intersection LOS for the AM and PM peak hours
under existing conditions. Congestion is essentially limited to the VT
127 connection during the morning peak, and not significant at all
during the PM peak. Isolated periods of congestion have also been
observed prior to the start of school and immediately after school lets
out, particularly at Institute Road.
Congestion at the connection to VT 127 during the AM commute is a
result of a heavy southbound left turn from North Avenue onto VT
127, and a moderately heavy northbound through (straight) volume.
These movements cannot occur at the same time, and therefore
require exclusive green phases.
While the corridor is busy during the afternoon, heavy congestion
does not typically form. Intersections operate at LOS A or B, with all
approaches operating at LOS C or better, indicating busy, but only
lightly congested conditions.
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Exhibit 9: Existing AM and PM Peak Hour Level of Service (LOS)
Intersection Location

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Southbound

Plattsburg Ave

Plattsburg Ave

North Ave

North Ave

Intersection
Overall

AM Peak Hour

C

A

B

B

PM Peak Hour

C

A

B

B

Woodbury Rd

Woodbury Rd

School Driveway

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

PM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

Shore Rd

Heineberg Rd

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

B

PM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

Shopping Center

Mobile Home Park

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

PM Peak Hour

C

C

A

B

B

Little Eagle Bay

Ethan Allen Pkwy

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

A

C

A

A

B

PM Peak Hour

A

C

A

A

A

Christian School

VT 127

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

F

E

F

PM Peak Hour

C

A

B

A

A

Institute Rd

Condo Driveway

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

B

B

B

PM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

North St

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

A

A

A

PM Peak Hour

C

A

A

A

Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd

Ethan Allen Shopping

Ethan Allen Pkwy

VT 127

Institute Rd

North St
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Forecast (Year-2035) Future Traffic Conditions

Other Future Growth Considerations

The study team considered both historic growth patterns (population
and traffic growth) as well as future growth forecasts from the
CCRPC’s regional travel demand model to develop growth projects
through the year-2035. The CCRPC model estimates future year traffic
volumes based on forecast changes in population and employment
throughout the greater Burlington region. This process is further
detailed in the technical memorandum, Growth Summary for North
Avenue Corridor, September 2013.

Institutional uses along the corridor, including the new Burlington
College campus, could influence traffic volumes in the future. Specific
information regarding the scale and timing of proposed
improvements at these uses is not presently available, however.

In general, both population and traffic in the study area has been
fairly stable since 1990. Traffic volumes have increased modestly
along the southern portions of the corridor, while decreasing
modestly to the north.
The CCRPC travel demand model assumes that growth in occupied
housing units will continue at a rate comparable to the historic
average since 1990. By 2035, an addition 848 housing units are
expected in zones covering the study area. More residential growth is
expected in the central and south portions of the study area than to
the north (Exhibit 10). No significant change in employment is
presumed by the model.

Year-2035 Growth Scenario
Households are expected to continue increasing at comparable rates
to historic trends in the study area. Little (if any) additional
commercial development is forecast, though institutional expansion
is an unknown. In the absence of more specific information, it is
reasonable to assume higher growth rates in the southern portion of
the corridor given the potential for development at Burlington
College and the historically higher growth rates in this portion of the
corridor. The study therefore developed a 2035 traffic scenario that
increased volumes relative to existing levels as follows:
•
•

Exhibit 10: Projected Households by Subarea
Subarea
North

2010

2035

Increase

Average Annual
Growth Rate

952

1,017

65

0.3%

Central

3,012

3,641

620

0.7%

South

1,115

1,278

163

0.5%

Total

5,088

5,936

848

0.6%

Source: CCRPC Travel Model (2013)

•

Plattsburgh Avenue: 5 percent increase through 2035
(equivalent to approximately 0.2 percent annually).
North Avenue:
• 5 percent increase north of Shore Road (equivalent to
approximately 0.2 percent annually);
• 10 percent increase between Shore Road and VT 127 (0.4
percent annually);
• 15 percent between VT 127 and North St (0.6 percent
annually).
VT 127: 5 percent increase (0.2 percent annually).

Operational Assessment
Traffic analysis results, presented in Exhibit 11 on the following page,
indicate no significant changes from current conditions.
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Exhibit 11: Future Scenario (2035) AM and PM Peak Hour Level of Service (LOS)
Intersection Location

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Southbound

Plattsburg Ave

Plattsburg Ave

North Ave

North Ave

Intersection
Overall

AM Peak Hour

C

A

B

B

PM Peak Hour

C

A

A

B

Woodbury Rd

Woodbury Rd

School Driveway

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

PM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

Shore Rd

Heineberg Rd

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

B

PM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

Shopping Center

Mobile Home Park

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

PM Peak Hour

C

C

A

B

B

Little Eagle Bay

Ethan Allen Pkwy

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

A

C

A

A

B

PM Peak Hour

A

C

A

A

A

Christian School

VT 127

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

F

F

F

PM Peak Hour

C

A

B

A

A

Institute Rd

Condo Driveway

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

C

E

B

C

PM Peak Hour

C

C

A

A

A

North St

North Ave

North Ave

AM Peak Hour

C

A

B

B

PM Peak Hour

C

A

A

A

Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd

Ethan Allen Shopping

Ethan Allen Pkwy

VT 127

Institute Rd

North St
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Corridor Crash History

Other Potential Safety Issues

High Crash Locations

A number of potential safety concerns for pedestrians, bicyclists and
motorists on the corridor were identified by staff review of the
corridor and through the public outreach process:

VTrans identifies High Crash Locations (HCLs) for intersections and
segments statewide. In order to be designated a HCL segment or
intersection, a location must have experienced five or more crashes
over a five year period, and crashes must occur at higher frequency
than the average rate for similar roadways statewide.
During the 2006-2010 period, four segments on the study corridor
were identified as HCLs (Exhibit 12 on the following page).
The Actual/Critical Ratio compares the crash rate for these locations
to the average ratio for comparable facilities statewide. A ratio over
1.0 indicates higher than average frequency of crashes at all
locations. The Severity Index, which is the average cost associated
with crashes, indicates that the average severity of crashes is greatest
between Lakewood Parkway and Ethan Allen Parkway; the
Actual/Critical Ratio is highest here too. This segment is four-lanes,
with frequent cross street and driveway connections. Crash records
indicate high instances of at-angle crashes, typically associated with
turning traffic.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crashes Involving Pedestrians or Bicyclists
Six of the crashes occurring during the 2006-2010 period involved
pedestrians. Two of these occurred near the Ethan Allen Shopping
Center, indicating that specific attention may be necessary at this
location. None of the crashes recorded over this period involved
bicyclists. However, because of the relatively low sample size, it is not
uncommon for pedestrian and bicycle crashes to exhibit patterns that
do not lead to specific conclusions, requiring that these safety issues
be analyzed proactively during design, rather than based on specific
data analysis.

•
•
•

Excessive speeds, particularly where lanes are wide and onstreet parking lanes are sparsely used.
Considerable distance between crosswalks for pedestrians
crossing North Avenue, and no accommodations to improve
the convenience or safety of pedestrians crossing the street.
Lack of pedestrian signals and poor visibility of traffic signal
heads at many locations (pedestrians do not know who has
the right-of-way).
Narrow travel lanes in the four-lane segment.
Lack of accommodations for bicyclists.
Worn and missing pavement markings.
Skewed intersection at Shore Road/Heineberg Road.
High speed, heavy volume turns at the VT 127 connection,
along with unclear geometry and allocation of pavement
space.
High speed, heavy volume right turns at Ethan Allen Parkway
and Plattsburg Avenue, which conflict with pedestrians and
bicyclists.
Difficulty in making left turns at several critical locations.
Presence of frequent residential and commercial driveways.
Uncomfortable pedestrian environment along the rock bluff
immediately adjacent to the sidewalk in the southbound
direction between the VT 127 ramps and the Institute Road
intersections.
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Exhibit 12: High Crash Locations (2003-2007)
Birch Ct to Woodbury Rd
Crashes: 39
PDO: 33 (85%)
Crash Rate: 6.48 per MVM
Actual/Critical Ratio: 1.23
Severity Index: $21,677
Gosse Ct/Woodlawn Rd to Poirier Pl
Crashes: 46
PDO: 42 (91%)
Crash Rate: 6.18 per MVM
Actual/Critical Ratio: 1.22
Severity Index: $13,100
Lakewood Pkwy to Ethan Allen Pkwy
Crashes: 76
PDO: 60 (79%)
Crash Rate: 10.16 per MVM
Actual/Critical Ratio: 2.00
Severity Index: $41,204
Strong St/Ward St to Sherman St
Crashes: 58
PDO: 4 (93%)
Crash Rate: 9.51 per MVM
Actual/Critical Ratio: 1.81
Severity Index: $12,107
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Transit

Exhibit 13: CCTA Route 7

North Avenue is served by CCTA Route 7 and Route 18 local bus
service (Exhibits 13 and 14, respectively). Route 7 is a fixed route local
service that begins in Downtown Burlington at Cherry Street, and
then travels via North Street to North Avenue, continuing along North
Avenue to its terminus at Northgate Apartments. Service operates on
weekdays from 5:40 AM to 10:15 PM and on Saturdays from 6:15 AM
to 7:55 PM. On weekdays, service operates as frequently as every 30
to 35 minutes during the day. Following the PM peak, evening service
frequency is less than one bus per hour. On Saturdays, service
operates every 30 minutes during peak periods and every 60 minutes
during off-peak periods. Weekday ridership on Route 7 averages
1,125 riders while Saturday ridership averages 602 riders (FY09
Average). The busiest stops are Cherry Street (369 boardings),
Burlington High School (144 boardings), Ethan Allen Shopping Center
(63 boardings), and Northgate Apartments (53 boardings). 1
Route 18 operates as a fixed route local service in the late morning
and afternoon hours and as a point deviation service in the early
morning. The route begins in Downtown Burlington at Cherry Street,
then travels south to Price Chopper via Pine Street, then travels north
to UVM, then continues north via VT 127 to Plattsburg Avenue, then
travels south along North Avenue towards Downtown. Service
operates one day a week on Sundays from 8:25 AM to 5:20 PM. The
late morning and afternoon service runs approximately every hour.
Sunday ridership averages 124 riders (FY09 Average). The busiest
stops are Cherry Street (33 boardings), Price Chopper (21 boardings),
City Market (6 boardings), Northgate Apartments (6 boardings), and
Ethan Allen Shopping Center (5 boardings).1
The fare for these services are in line with CCTA’s local fare structure,
with a single ride costing $1.25, ten-ride tickets costing $12.00, and a
monthly pass costing $50.00. Children, seniors, and persons with
disabilities ride at discounted rates.
1

http://www.cctaride.org/pdf/Documents/AppendixB.pdf
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Exhibit 14: CCTA Route 18

Bus Stops
Within the study area, there are currently 23 bus stops in the
southbound direction and 21 bus stops in the northbound direction.
Bus pull-outs are not provided at the bus stops in most locations, and
buses must typically stop in the right-most travel lane, creating
potential conflicts between transit vehicles and general traffic. Exhibit
15 indicates the location of each stop, along with whether a sign
and/or shelter are present. Exhibit 16 illustrates bus stop locations
along the corridor and the areas along the corridor that are located
within ¼-mile (highlighted in blue) and ½-mile (highlighted in yellow)
of a bus stop. The current stop locations provide good coverage of
the corridor, as all uses abutting the corridor are within a ¼-mile walk
of a bus stop, although the stop spacing is very close in certain cases.
Exhibit 15: Bus Stops on North Avenue
Southbound
Cross Street

Location

Amenity

Plattsburg Ave

Near side

Sign

Loaldo Dr

N/A

Sign

Birch Ct
Gr. Acres Dr

N/A

Sign

Cross Pkwy

N/A

Sign

Edgemore Dr

Northbound
Location

Amenity

N/A

Sign/shelter

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

Staniford Rd

N/A

Sign

Woodbury Rd

Near side

Sign

Gosse Ct

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

Heineberg Rd

Near side

Sign

Near side

Sign

Poirier Pl

N/A

Shelter

N/A

Sign

EA Shopping

Far side

Sign/shelter

Near side

Sign/shelter

Lakewood Pkwy

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign
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Southbound
Cross Street

Location

Amenity

Northbound
Location

Amenity

Killarney Dr

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

Saratoga Ave

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

VT 127

Near side

Sign

Near side

Sign

Institute Rd (N)

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

Institute Rd

Far side

Sign/shelter

Near side

Shelter

Cemetery

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

Bur. College

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

Shell Station

N/A

Sign

N/A

Sign

Yankee Med.

N/A

Sign

NA

Sign

Berry St

N/A

Sign/shelter

N/A

Sign

Ward St

N/A

Sign
N/A

Sign

Strong St
Canfield St

N/A

Exhibit 16: North Avenue Corridor Bus Stops

Sign/shelter
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Walking and Bicycling
Pedestrian Accommodations
Sidewalks are provided continuously along both sides of North
Avenue within the study corridor and are a consistent five feet wide.
Sidewalks are generally separated from traffic by a planting strip that
varies in width depending on location. The planting strip provides
separation from traffic, particularly where on-street parking is not
allowed, and also provides for snow storage in the wintertime.
All intersections have curb ramps to accommodate wheelchair users
and others with assistive devices; however many ramps lack aprons
on either side of the ramp or tactile indicators that alert visuallyimpaired pedestrian that they are standing at an intersection.
Additionally, the orientation of curb ramps could be improved in
some locations to improve pedestrian safety. For example, at the
Plattsburg Avenue/North Avenue intersection, the orientation of the
north side Plattsburg Avenue curb ramp leads pedestrians into a
travel lane, as opposed to across the intersection.
Cross street intersections with North Avenue tend to have smaller
turning radii. This is ideal for a complete street, as the smaller radii
decreases the in-road distance pedestrians must cross and slows
turning speeds. Curb cuts with larger turning radii are limited to
locations where this design is necessary due to a larger design
vehicle, such as at Ethan Allen Shopping Center where larger truck
deliveries are commonplace.
Within the approximately 2.8-mile long corridor, 11 pedestrian
crossing locations are provided:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plattsburg Avenue
Woodbury Road
Shore Road/Heineberg Road
Ethan Allen Shopping Center
Little Eagle Bay/Ethan Allen Parkway
VT 127 Connector
Institute Road

•
•
•
•

Shell Station
Berry Street/Washington Street
Strong Street
North Street

With the exception of the North Street intersection, only a single
crosswalk of North Avenue is provided at each signalized intersection
location. Additionally, the average distance between crosswalks is
considerably greater than the maximum distance of 600 feet
recommended in ITE’s Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares
handbook. The lack of pedestrian accommodations across North
Avenue may pose a safety risk to pedestrians, particularly if
pedestrians jaywalk in locations where convenient crosswalks are not
provided. There is particular concern for dangerous jaywalking at
locations where bus riders cannot easily access corresponding stops
on the opposite side of the street for their return trip. Such is the case
at Loaldo Drive, Green Acres Drive, Staniford Road, Gosse Court,
Poirier Place, Lakewood Parkway, Killarney Drive, Saratoga Avenue,
north of Institute Road, Lakeview Cemetery, Burlington College, and
Yankee Medical.
Bicycling Accommodations
On-street bicycle lanes are currently provided on North Avenue
between North Street and VT 127 in the northbound direction, and
between Institute Road and Berry Street in the southbound direction
(see Exhibit 17). A paved multi-use trail connects with North Avenue
at Ethan Allan Parkway; however this portion of the corridor does not
have on-street bicycle facilities. An unpaved multi-use trail connects
to the corridor just north of Institute Road; however bike lanes are
only present on the northbound side of the roadway at this location.
North of VT 127, the roadway configuration is not well suited to
accommodate bicyclists, particularly given segments that have little
to no shoulder and frequent turning vehicles throughout the corridor.
Moreover, sidewalk bicycle riding is problematic due to potential
conflicts between pedestrian and bicyclists, especially given the
relatively narrow sidewalk width (five feet). This poses a safety issue
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for bicyclists traveling on this segment of North Avenue to reach
points beyond the corridor as well as for local trips that must travel
via North Avenue due to a lack of connectivity in the local street grid
on the east and west sides of the roadway.
Exhibit 17: North Avenue Corridor Area Bicycle Facilities

Segment Descriptions
The remainder of the document describes more detailed
characteristics about the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit
environments, as well as the signalized intersections, along the North
Avenue corridor. To better focus the information, the corridor has
been divided into five segments:
•
•
•
•
•

Washington St/Berry St to North St
Institute Rd to Washington St/Berry St
VT 127 Ramps to Institute Rd
Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd to VT 127
Plattsburg Ave to Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd

Exhibit 18 on the following page summarizes the conditions along the
corridor within these five segments.
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Exhibit 18: Study Corridor Existing Conditions by Segment
Approximate Length

Washington/Berry St
to North St
1,460 ft (0.28 miles)

Institute Rd to
Washington/Berry St
3,870 ft (0.73 miles)

VT 127 to
Institute Rd
1,870 ft (0.35 miles)

Shore Rd to
VT 127
4,240 ft (0.80 miles)

Plattsburg Ave to
Shore Rd
3,290 ft (0.62 miles)

Paved Width

33’

35’

42’

40’ – 43’

40’

ROW

65’

65’

65’

65’

65’

Travel Lanes

1 NB & 1 SB

1 NB & 1 SB

1 NB & 1 SB

2 NB & 2 SB

1 NB & 1 SB

Turn Lanes

North St (SB left)

Institute Rd (NB left)

Institute Rd (SB right)

None

Existing AADT

12,000

12,000

12,000

Traffic Signals

North St

None

Institute Rd

On-Street Parking

SB only

None

Both sides

• Shore Rd (NB left)
• VT 127 (SB left)
• 13,700 north of Ethan
Allen Pkwy
• 19,100 south of Ethan
Allen Pkwy
• Ethan Allen Shop. Ctr.
• Ethan Allen Pkwy
• VT 127
None

Sidewalks

Both sides w/
landscape strip

Both sides w/
landscape strip

Both sides w/
landscape strip

Both sides w/ landscape
strip

Bicycle Lanes

NB only

NB and SB

None

None

Land Use

Residential

Residential, retail

Further Observations

• Narrow NB bike lane
• Narrowest portion of
corridor
• Highest residential
density in corridor w/
distinct feel

Residential,
institutional
• Open space/lowintensity uses on
west side
• No on-street
parking for
residences
• Midblock crosswalk
at Champlain Farms

Both sides w/
sporadic landscape
strip
NB (stencils and sign
only – no lane
marking)
Residential,
institutional
• NB bike lane
sometimes very
wide/not clearly
differentiated from
parking lane.
• No SB bike facility
• Bike lane drops at
Institute Rd

Residential, retail,
institutional
• Few spots to cross
• Walking schoolchildren
• Outdated ADA ramps
• Wide travel way
• Unclear where parking
is allowed
• Frequent driveways
• Offset intersections

Characteristic

• Left turns block
through lanes
• Narrow lanes
• Most retail in corridor
• Ethan Allen Pkwy
intersection difficult
to negotiate
• Busiest in corridor

10,800

• Plattsburg Ave
• Woodbury Rd
• Shore Rd
Both sides
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Washington St/Berry St to North St
The narrowest segment within the corridor—between Washington
St/Berry St and North St—features a curb-to-curb width of 33 feet.
On-street parking is permitted in the southbound direction only, and
the only bicycle facility is a narrow northbound bicycle lane.
Observations revealed that on-street parking capacity may be
underutilized, likely because each home has its own driveway.

The remainder of the ROW is dedicated to sidewalks with generous
landscaped buffers. These landscaped buffers house bus shelters,
mature trees, fire hydrants, and utility poles that support streetlights.
This segment feels the most distinct within the study corridor, as it
located in Old North End and was developed before other segments,
which are in the New North End. Its residential density is notable, and
its homes are closer to the street and on smaller lots.

Exhibit 19: Typical Cross Section between Washington St/Berry St and North St
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Pedestrian Environment
Sidewalks are generally in fair condition with some cracking that may
be problematic for disabled pedestrians. North Avenue crosswalks are
found in three locations within this segment: North Street, Strong
Street, and Washington Street/Berry Street. Distances between these
crosswalks range from 470 feet to 950 feet. In addition, all side street
crossings have crosswalks.

Exhibit 21: Pedestrian Environment between Washington St/Berry
St and North St

Most crosswalks exhibit white continental striping, though a few,
notably the entire North Street intersection, use solid red paint.
While crosswalks are visible, vehicles have worn away some portions
that are now faded. All crosswalks include curb ramps for enhanced
accessibility. Water ponding is a particular issue at these ramps
during and after rain storms.
Exhibit 20: Views of Crosswalks between Washington St/Berry St
and North St
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Bicycle Environment
This segment has no dedicated bicycle facility in the southbound
direction. At 3.5-feet wide, the northbound bicycle lane is narrow and
does not meet current standards. This bicycle lane is in direct conflict
with buses, which much temporarily pull into the bicycle lane to serve
bus stops.

Exhibit 23: Bicycle Environment between Washington St/Berry St
and North St

Observations revealed some vehicles parked in the bicycle lane.
Stormwater grates, which are located in the bicycle lane and are thus
a nuisance to bicyclists, do not entirely eliminate water ponding in
the bicycle lane. As a result, bicyclists must ride closer to moving
traffic or entirely within the northbound travel lane to avoid puddles
and grates. Some bicyclists were observed riding on the sidewalks.
Exhibit 22: Views of Northbound Bicycle Lane between Washington
St/Berry St and North St
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Transit Environment
Two northbound/southbound bus stop pairs are located within this
segment: Berry Street/Washington Street and Canfield Street/Strong
Street. Shelters are included at these stops in the southbound
direction only, reflecting that these stops primarily serve waiting
passengers traveling to downtown. Both of these bus stop pairs are
served by a North Avenue crosswalk.

Exhibit 25: Bus Stop Locations between Washington St/Berry St and
North St

Shelters include a bench, are oriented toward the sidewalk, and are
adjacent to a concrete pad that connects the sidewalk to the curb for
easier boarding. These pads, however, are constructed as ramps, and
slope down toward street level, which makes it more difficult for
disabled or elderly passengers to board.
An additional southbound-only stop is located at Ward Street. This
stop, which is only 350 feet north of the Canfield Street stop, does
not have a shelter and has no connecting crosswalk over North
Avenue.
Exhibit 24: Shelter at Berry St Southbound Bus Stop

1
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Signalized Intersections

Exhibit 27: North Ave at North St Intersection

The only traffic signal within this segment is located at the North
Street intersection. Southbound parking is restricted north of this
intersection to accommodate a southbound left-turn lane. Faded red
crosswalks, each with ADA-compliant curb ramps, and push-buttonactivated walk signals are provided at each approach.
This intersection presently operates at LOS A in both the morning and
afternoon peaks.
Exhibit 26: Views of North Ave at North St Intersection
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Institute Rd to Washington St/Berry St
With a curb-to-curb width of 35 feet, the segment between Institute
Rd and Washington St/Berry St is relatively narrow for the study
corridor. On-street parking is not permitted, as bicycle lanes are
present in the northbound and southbound directions. Houses,
businesses, and other land uses have dedicated off-street parking.
Travel lanes are wide and bicycle lanes are somewhat narrow.

The remainder of the ROW is dedicated to sidewalks with generous
landscaped buffers. These landscaped buffers house bus shelters,
mature trees, fire hydrants, and utility poles that support streetlights.
This segment acts as a transition between more densely developed
ends of the study corridor. Low-intensity land uses line the west side
of North Avenue, while open space and single and multi-family
residential define the street’s east side. Schools located in this stretch
are major generators of pedestrian traffic.

Exhibit 28: Typical Cross Section between Institute Rd and Washington St/Berry St
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Pedestrian Environment
Sidewalks are generally in fair condition with some cracking that may
be problematic for disabled pedestrians. North Avenue crosswalks are
limited to three locations in this segment: Washington Street/Berry
Street, midblock at Champlain Farms, and at Institute Road. Distances
between these crosswalks range from 900 to 2,950 feet. In addition,
all side street crossings (Convent Square and Institute Road) have
crosswalks. Pedestrians have precedence when crossing residential
and commercial driveways, as the concrete sidewalk material
continues across driveways uninterrupted.

Exhibit 30: Pedestrian Environment between Institute Rd and
Washington St/Berry St

All but the North Avenue crosswalk at Institute Road, which is painted
red, exhibit white continental striping. While crosswalks are visible,
vehicles have worn away some portions that are now faded. All
crosswalks include curb ramps for enhanced accessibility. Like other
segments, water ponding is a particular issue at curb ramps during
and after rain storms.
Exhibit 29: Midblock Crosswalk at Champlain Farms
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Bicycle Environment
This segment has narrow (4.5 feet wide) bicycle lanes in both the
northbound and southbound directions. However, both lanes are
eliminated 230 feet south of Institute Road to accommodate a leftturn lane for vehicles. These bicycle lanes are in direct conflict with
buses, which much temporarily pull into bicycle lanes to serve bus
stops.

Exhibit 32: Bicycle Environment between Institute Rd and
Washington St/Berry St

Observations revealed vehicles parked in the bicycle lanes.
Stormwater grates, which are located in the bicycle lane and are thus
a nuisance to bicyclists, do not entirely eliminate water ponding in
the bicycle lane. As a result, bicyclists must ride closer to moving
traffic or entirely within the travel lanes to avoid puddles and grates.
Some bicyclists were observed riding on the sidewalks.
Exhibit 31: Views of Bicycle Lanes between Institute Rd and
Washington St/Berry St
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Transit Environment
Several northbound/southbound bus stop pairs are located within
this segment, as shown in the map. Stops are more closely spaced in
the southern portion of the segment, between Lakeview Cemetery
and Washington Street/Berry Street. Northbound and southbound
shelters are present at the Institute Road stop only, which serves
Burlington High School. Both shelters are adjacent to a concrete pad
that connects the sidewalk to the curb for easier boarding. The
southbound stop at the midblock crossing adjacent to Champlain
Farms includes a bench without a shelter or concrete boarding pad.
All other stops in this segment are marked by signs only and have no
other passenger amenities.

Exhibit 34: Bus Stop Locations between Institute Rd and Washington
St/Berry St

Exhibit 33: Views of Bus Stops between Institute Rd and Washington
St/Berry St
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Signalized Intersections

Exhibit 36: North Ave at Institute Rd Intersection

The only traffic signal within this segment is located at the Institute
Road intersection, which provides access to Burlington High School
and North Beach Park. Bicycle lanes drop at this intersection to
accommodate a northbound left-turn and southbound right-turn
lane. In the southbound direction at the far-side bus stop, the
roadway zone is slightly wider than the typical cross section to allow
vehicles to pass buses serving the Institute Road stop. Immediately
north of the intersection is an access driveway for buses going to
Burlington High School; this driveway is located in such close
proximity that vehicle queues at the intersection interfere with
entering and exiting vehicles.
Only two approaches are marked with crosswalks, as shown in Exhibit
36. While each corner includes curb ramps to some degree, only the
southwest corner’s curb ramp is in good enough condition to be
considered ADA accessible. The red North Avenue crosswalk includes
push-button-activated walk signal, while pedestrians crossing the
Institute Road crosswalk do not have a walk signal.
This intersection presently operates at LOS B in the morning peak and
LOS A in the afternoon peak.
Exhibit 35: View of North Ave at Institute Rd Intersection
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VT 127 Ramps to Institute Rd
The shortest segment in the study corridor, VT 127 Ramps to Institute
Road has a curb-to-curb width of 40 to 42 feet. On-street parking is
permitted in both directions. While there are no bicycle lanes, this
segment contains bicycle stencils in the northbound direction only,
informing drivers to share the lane. Because houses along this street
have dedicated off-street parking, on-street parking remains
underutilized, which makes travel lanes feel significantly wider and
encourages speeding.

Sidewalks are available on both sides of North Avenue. This segment
marks the transition from narrower landscaped buffers to the north
and wider landscaped buffers to the south. Where present, these
landscaped buffers house fire hydrants and utility poles. Utilities are
buried where there landscaped buffers are absent.
This segment is primarily lined with single-family homes, though
some multi-family residential is located near Institute Road.

Exhibit 37: Typical Cross Section VT 127 Ramps and Institute Rd
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Pedestrian Environment
Sidewalks are generally in fair condition with some cracking that may
be problematic for disabled pedestrians. The pedestrian environment
suffers from long stretches without a landscaped buffer, locating
pedestrians adjacent to moving traffic. This is a particular issue north
of Institute Road in the southbound direction where the sidewalk
abuts a large rock wall, leaving little room to walk comfortably.
Drivers have a free right-turn movement from North Avenue onto VT
127 ramps. While the crosswalk here is accompanied by a small yieldto-pedestrians sign, this vehicle movement poses a danger to
pedestrians because it accommodates high-speed turns.

Exhibit 39: Pedestrian Environment between VT 127 Ramps and
Institute Rd

North Avenue crosswalks in this segment are located at the signalized
intersections at the VT 127 ramps (white continental striping) and
Institute Road (solid red paint and white continental striping), which
are 1,850 feet apart. Vehicles have worn crosswalk striping in areas.
At the VT 127 intersection, crosswalks are missing at the northwest
leg and the Christian School driveway. Concrete sidewalks continue
across all other driveways uninterrupted, giving pedestrians priority
at these conflict zones. All crosswalks include curb ramps for
enhanced accessibility. Like other segments, water ponding is a
particular issue at curb ramps during and after rain storms.
Exhibit 38: Missing Landscaped Buffer between VT 127 Ramps and
Institute Rd
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Bicycle Environment
There are no marked bicycle lanes between VT 127 and Institute
Road. However, bicycle stenciling is present on the pavement in the
northbound travel lane, reminding drivers to share the street. There
are no stencils in the southbound direction. The approach to the
intersection with the VT 127 ramps has been noted as being
particularly difficult for bicyclists because of the presence of a highspeed right-turn ramp. Observations revealed that some bicyclists
prefer riding on the sidewalks.

Exhibit 41: Bicycle Environment between VT 127 Ramps and
Institute Rd

Exhibit 40: Northbound Bicycle Markings between VT 127 Ramps
and Institute Rd

1
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Transit Environment
A few northbound/southbound bus stop pairs are located within this
segment, as shown in Exhibit 43. All of these stops are marked by
signs only and lack any passenger amenities. Passengers have little
space between themselves and moving traffic to wait comfortably, as
the landscaped buffer found throughout the study corridor is often
missing within this segment. There are no midblock crosswalks to
serve bus stops in the center of this segment.

Exhibit 43: Bus Stop Locations between VT 127 Ramps and Institute
Rd

Exhibit 42: Views of Bus Stops between VT 127 Ramps and Institute
Rd
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Signalized Intersections

Exhibit 45: North Ave at VT 127 Ramps Intersection

The only traffic signal within this segment is located at the VT 127
ramps intersection, the busiest intersection within the study corridor.
The VT 127 ramps intersection marks a transition from two to four
travel lanes on North Avenue: the second southbound travel lane
becomes a dedicated left-turn lane onto VT 127, while the westbound
right-turn lane from VT 127 becomes the second northbound travel
lane (note that this right-turn lane replaced the abandoned right-turn
slip lane onto northbound North Avenue visible in Exhibit 45). A large
right-turn slip lane from North Avenue onto VT 127 is located south of
the intersection as well. Drivers must yield to pedestrians at this slip
lane, but its design accommodates high-speed turns, the yield sign is
small, and pedestrians and bicyclists do not feel safe here.
Only two approaches are marked with crosswalks, as shown in the
plan view. Curb ramps are located at the ends of each crosswalk. All
crosswalks at the intersection, with the exception of the right-turn
slip lane, also include push-button-activated walk signals.
This intersection presently operates at LOS F in the morning peak and
LOS A in the afternoon peak.
Exhibit 44: View of North Ave at VT 127 Ramps Intersection
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Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd to VT 127 Ramps
The longest and widest segment in the study corridor, Shore Rd to the
VT 127 ramps has a curb-to-curb width ranging from 40 to 43 feet.
This segment includes four travel lanes. As a result, travel lanes are
relatively narrow, on-street parking is prohibited, and there are no
bicycle facilities. This segment is notable for its many intersections,
almost all unsignalized.

residential development Thayer Commons. It provides access to a
large portion of the study corridor’s residential development,
particularly via the intersection of Ethan Allen Parkway north of the
VT 127 ramps. With traffic volumes totaling 13,700 to 19,100 per
weekday, it is the busiest segment of the study corridor.
Sidewalks with landscaped buffer zones are found on both sides of
North Avenue. Where present, these landscaped buffers house bus
shelters, trees, fire hydrants, and utility poles that support
streetlights.

This segment is adjacent to the Ethan Allen Shopping Center, the
commercial center of the study corridor, and the high-density
Exhibit 46: Typical Cross Section between Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd and VT 127 Ramps
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Pedestrian Environment
Sidewalks are generally in fair condition with some cracking that may
be problematic for disabled pedestrians. A portion of the sidewalk
north of the VT 127 ramps intersection lacks a landscaped buffer,
creating an uncomfortable environment by locating pedestrians
directly adjacent to moving traffic. Water ponding was observed at
curb cuts, driveway entrances, and at curb ramps throughout this
segment. Crosswalks—often with faded striping—with curb ramps
are present at signalized intersections, side streets, and major
driveway crossings, though not at all locations. Crosswalks over North
Avenue are located at the signalized intersections at the VT 127
ramps, Ethan Allen Parkway, Ethan Allen Shopping Center, and Shore
Road/Heineberg Road (1,390 to 1,540 feet apart). Concrete sidewalks
generally continue uninterrupted across most driveways, giving
pedestrians priority at these conflict zones.

Exhibit 48: Pedestrian Environment between Shore Rd/Heineberg
Rd and VT 127 Ramps

Exhibit 47: Crosswalks and Sidewalks between Shore Rd/Heineberg
Rd and VT 127 Ramps
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Bicycle Environment
There are no bicycle facilities between Shore Road/Heineberg Road
and the VT 127 ramps. As a result, bicyclists prefer to ride on the
sidewalk in this segment, though some bicyclists were observed in
the travel lanes. Signage alerting drivers to share the road is present.

Exhibit 50: Bicycle Environment between Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd
and VT 127 Ramps

Exhibit 49: Bicyclists between Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd and VT 127
Ramps
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Transit Environment
Six northbound/southbound bus stop pairs are located within this
segment, as shown in Exhibit 52. Shelters are located at two
southbound stops (Thayer Commons and Ethan Allen Shopping
Center) and one northbound stop (Ethan Allen Shopping Center).
Shelters include a bench and are adjacent to a concrete pad that
connects the sidewalk to the curb for easier boarding. All other stops
are marked by signs only and lack passenger amenities. There are no
midblock crosswalks on North Avenue to serve bus stops that are not
located at signalized intersections.

Exhibit 52: Bus Stop Locations between Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd and
VT 127 Ramps

Exhibit 51: Northbound Bus Stop at Ethan Allen Shopping Center

1
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Signalized Intersections

Exhibit 54: North Ave at Ethan Allen Pkwy Intersection

Three traffic signals are located within this segment: Ethan Allen
Parkway, Ethan Allen Shopping Center, and Shore Road/Heineberg
Road.
The Ethan Allen Parkway intersection is difficult to negotiate as a
result of its skewed geometry. The angle at which Ethan Allen
Parkway intersects North Avenue allows for high-speed right turns
from North Avenue, putting pedestrians at risk. The angle also results
in a long crosswalk for pedestrians.
Only two approaches are marked with crosswalks, as shown in Exhibit
54. Curb ramps and push-button-activated walk signals accompany
both crosswalks, but sidewalk condition and geometry are poor.
This intersection presently operates at LOS B during the morning peak
and LOS A during the afternoon peak.
Exhibit 53: Views of North Ave at Ethan Allen Pkwy Intersection
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There are no dedicated left turn lanes on North Avenue at the Ethan
Allen Shopping Center intersection. While congestion is light to
moderate, without dedicated left-turn lanes, turning vehicles block
through traffic and adversely affect safety. The intersection is
complicated by the extensive curb cuts at the Bamboo Hut restaurant
in the north corner. Nearly the entire street frontage of this parking
lot is a curb cut, allowing drivers to enter and exit almost anywhere.
As a result, the sidewalk along Bamboo Hut is in need of repair and is
subject to considerable water ponding during and after a rain storm.

Exhibit 56: North Ave at Ethan Allen Shopping Center Intersection

Only two approaches are marked with crosswalks, as shown in Exhibit
56. The crosswalk over the shopping center entrance is painted solid
red, while the North Avenue crosswalk features white continental
stripes. Curb ramps and push-button-activated walk signals
accompany both crosswalks. Crosswalk paint is considerably faded in
spots.
This intersection presently operates at LOS A during the morning peak
and LOS B during the afternoon peak.
Exhibit 55: Views of North Ave at Ethan Allen Shopping Center
Intersection
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The North Avenue and Shore Road/Heineberg Road intersection
marks a transition between North Avenue’s two- and four-lane cross
sections. North Avenue’s second northbound lane transitions to a
dedicated left-turn movement to westbound Shore Road; North
Avenue’s second southbound lane is striped south of Shore Road with
the removal of on-street parking. The left-most northbound lane can
be a lane trap for unfamiliar drivers who expect to continue
northbound, but find themselves in a left turn lane. Shore Road and
Heineberg Road have a green light concurrently, which is problematic
given the overlapping left turns and the skewed geometry.

Exhibit 58: North Ave at Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd Intersection

Three approaches are marked with crosswalks, as shown in Exhibit
58, and all feature white continental striping patterns. Curb ramps
and push-button-activated walk signals accompany these crosswalks.
Crosswalk paint is considerably faded in spots.
This intersection presently operates at LOS B during the morning peak
and LOS A during the afternoon peak.
Exhibit 57: Views of North Ave at Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd
Intersection
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Plattsburg Ave to Shore Rd
Plattsburg Ave to Shore Rd is the northernmost segment within the
study corridor and is notable for its many intersections, almost all
unsignalized, and residential driveways. Its curb-to-curb width
measures 40 feet, accommodating two travel lanes and on-street
parking. Because abutting homes include off-street parking, on-street
parking remains underutilized, giving the impression that travel lanes
are significantly wider than intended—signage within this segment
reminds drivers to “Keep Single Lane”. It is often ambiguous where
on-street parking is permitted due to restrictions near intersections.
Exhibit 59: Typical Cross Section between Plattsburg Ave and Shore Rd

There are no bicycle facilities within this segment. Sidewalks with
landscaped buffer zones are found on both sides of North Avenue.
Where present, these landscaped buffers house bus shelters, trees,
fire hydrants, and utility poles that support streetlights.
Traffic volumes here are the lowest within the study corridor with
10,800 vehicles per weekday. Conversely, pedestrian activity is high
because of the adjacent Lyman C. Hunt Middle School.
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Pedestrian Environment
Lyman C. Hunt Middle School is a major generator of pedestrian
traffic within this segment. Sidewalks are generally in fair condition
with some cracking that may be problematic for disabled pedestrians.
Crosswalks—some with faded striping—with curb ramps are present
at signalized intersections, side streets, and major driveway crossings,
though not all (e.g. at the fire station’s large curb cut). However, like
the rest of the corridor, curb ramps are outdated and prone to water
ponding, and North Avenue crossings are limited.

Exhibit 61: Pedestrian Environment between Plattsburg Ave and
Shore Rd

North Avenue crosswalks are located at signalized intersections only
(Shore Road/Heineberg Road, Woodbury Road, and Plattsburg
Avenue), which are between 1,140 and 2,030 feet apart. Concrete
sidewalks continue uninterrupted across residential and commercial
driveways, giving pedestrians priority at these conflict zones.
Exhibit 60: Crosswalks and Sidewalks between Plattsburg Ave and
Shore Rd
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Bicycle Environment
There are no bicycle facilities between Plattsburg Avenue and Shore
Road/Heineberg Road. Bicyclists were observed riding on the
sidewalks and in travel lanes within this segment.

Exhibit 63: Bicycle Environment between Plattsburg Ave and Shore
Rd

Exhibit 62: Bicyclist North of the Shore Rd/Heineberg Rd
Intersection
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Transit Environment

Exhibit 65: Bus Stop Locations between Plattsburg Ave and Shore Rd

Many northbound and southbound bus stops are located within this
segment, as shown in Exhibit 65. Stops are aligned with cross streets
and not necessarily in northbound/southbound pairs. There are no
midblock crosswalks on North Avenue to serve bus stops that are not
located near signalized intersections.
One shelter is located at the northbound stop between Fairmont
Place and Franklin Square, just south of the Plattsburg Avenue
intersection. The shelter includes a bench and is adjacent to a
concrete pad that connects the sidewalk to the curb for easier
boarding. The southbound stop at Plattsburg Avenue includes a
concrete pad as well. All other stops are marked by signs only and
lack passenger amenities. Grass within the landscaped buffer has
disappeared at several stops within this segment, the result of
frequent use by passengers entering and exiting the bus at these
locations.
Exhibit 64: Views of Bus Stops between Plattsburg Ave and Shore Rd
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Signalized Intersections

Exhibit 67: North Ave at Woodbury Rd Intersection

Two traffic signals are located within this segment: Woodbury Road
and Plattsburg Avenue.
The Woodbury Road intersection serves as the primary access point
to Lyman C. Hunt Middle School, located 500 feet northeast of North
Avenue. All approaches to this intersection are simple two-lane cross
sections without dedicated left- or right-turn lanes. The 25 mph
school zone on North Avenue extends from Heineberg Road to
Staniford Road. School zone signage is static and does not incorporate
flashing beacons during school hours. Woodbury Road is one-way
(westbound) east of North Avenue, accommodating traffic exiting the
school.
Three of the four approaches are marked with crosswalks, as shown
in Exhibit 67, marked with red paint (over Woodbury Road) or white
continental striping (over North Avenue and the school driveway).
Many students were observed utilizing these crosswalks as they
walked to and from Lyman C. Hunt Middle School. While each
crosswalk also includes curb ramps, only the North Avenue crosswalk
includes a push-button-activated walk signal.
This intersection presently operates at LOS A during the morning and
afternoon peaks.
Exhibit 66: View of North Ave at Woodbury Rd Intersection
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The Plattsburg Avenue intersection is located at the northern end of
the study corridor. The angle at which Plattsburg Avenue intersects
North Avenue allows for high-speed right turns from North Avenue,
putting pedestrians at risk, particularly because there is no crosswalk
or walk signal at Plattsburg Avenue. This intersection is complicated
by Tracy Drive, a stop-controlled side-street located partially within
the signalized intersection. Drivers exiting Tracy Drive must gauge
which opposing movements have green signal indications and watch
for acceptable gaps when pulling out into traffic, which is particularly
difficult for left-turning vehicles.

Exhibit 69: North Ave at Plattsburg Ave Intersection

The intersection provides a single crosswalk with white continental
striping on North Avenue directly within the middle of the
intersection. This crosswalk includes a push-button-activated walk
signal as well as curb ramps of varying quality, one of which is a
residential driveway’s crumbling asphalt apron. Near the intersection
to the south is a solid red crosswalk at Tracy Drive, which includes
curb ramps but no walk signal (as this approach does not operate as
part of the signal).
This intersection presently operates at LOS B during the morning and
afternoon peaks.
Exhibit 68: Views of North Ave at Plattsburg Ave Intersection
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Growth Summary for North Avenue Corridor
Historical Population Estimates
The study area is generally covered by census tracts 1 and 2. Since 1990, the number of occupied
households in CT1 and CT2 has increased by an average annual rate of 0.5 percent, with slower growth
occurring during the second decade (2000-2010) than during the 1990’s (Table 1). However, decreases
in average household size (Table 2) have counteracted the increase in number of households, resulting
in a very small net increase in population in the North Ave Study area since 1990 (Table 1), and a
decrease relative to the population in 2000.
Table 1: Occupied Housing Units (“Households”)
Increase in
Avg. Annual
Households
Change
1990 to 2000
352
0.9%
2000 to 2010
57
0.1%

1990 to 2010

409

0.5%

Source: US Decennial Census, 1990, 2000, 2010

Table 2: Average Household Size
1990
2000
2010

Persons per Household
2.71
2.57
2.46

Source: US Decennial Census, 1990, 2000, 2010

Table 3: Population

1990 to 2000
2000 to 2010

Change
375
-306

Avg. Annual
Change
0.4%
-0.3%

1990 to 2010

69

0.0%

Source: US Decennial Census, 1990, 2000, 2010

Historic Traffic Volumes
Traffic volumes on North Avenue have remained fairly steady in the north since 1990 (Figure 1), while
increasing at an average annual rate of 0.9 percent to the south (Figure 2). Closer inspection of the
available count data in Figure 2 that traffic volumes here too have been relatively steady, with a jump
occurring between 2001 and 2003, perhaps attributable to development activity at that time.
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Figure 1: Average Annual Daily Traffic on North
Ave (South of Plattsburgh Ave)

Figure 2: Average Annual Daily Traffic on North
Ave (South of Institute Rd)

Traffic on Plattsburg Avenue, which connects the northern portions of North Avenue to VT 127, has
steadily decreased over time at an average rate of 1.7 percent annually. It should be noted that this
trend is derived from fewer counts than other locations, meaning that there is more uncertainty in its
accuracy, particularly over a longer timeframe.
Traffic feeding the corridor from VT 127 increased slightly between 1993 and 2005 at an average rate of
0.3 percent annually. However, a 2007 traffic count was sharply lower. It is unknown whether this
single count reflects a true change in demand or was something of an anomaly. If all counts are
accounted for, then the resulting trend is an average annual decrease of 0.9 percent, which is strongly
influenced by the lower 2007 count.

Figure 3: Average Annual Daily Traffic on
Plattsburgh Ave (North of North Ave)

Figure 4: Average Annual Daily Traffic on VT 127
Ramp

CCRPC Household and Jobs Projections.
The CCRPC travel demand model assumes that the rate of growth in occupied housing units will
continue at a rate comparable to the historic average since 1990. By 2035, an addition 935 units are
2
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expected in TAZs near the study area (Note: these TAZs cover slightly different areas than the census
tracts described previously). The areas with the most growth allocated are TAZs 3 and 5 along the
northern portions of the corridor, and TAZ 7 near the Ethan Allan Shopping Center. Growth is also
forecast for TAZs 6, 9 and 11, which correspond to the Old North End. Very little growth is expected to
the far north (TAZs 1 and 2)
No change in commercial activity (measured by jobs) is forecast for TAZs bordering the corridor (Table
5). Only TAZ 6 is forecast to experience commercial growth, and these trips would access the street
network at Intervale Road (leading to Riverside Avenue).

Source: CCRPC Travel Model (2013)

Figure 5: Projected Household Growth by TAZ
Table 4: Projected Households by TAZ

TAZ

2010

2035

Increase

Average Annual
Growth Rate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11

270
682
1264
203
1145
387
409
100
520
495

286
731
1457
263
1370
474
551
131
573
574

16
49
193
60
225
87
142
31
53
79

0.2%
0.3%
0.6%
1.0%
0.7%
0.8%
1.2%
1.1%
0.4%
0.6%

Total

5475

6410

935

0.6%

Source: CCRPC Travel Model (2013)
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North Avenue Corridor Study
Summer 2013

Table 5: Projected Employment by TAZ

TAZ

2010

2035

Increase

Average Annual
Growth Rate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11

25
275
319
14
443
551
688
307
62
222

25
275
319
14
443
859
688
307
63
222

0
0
0
0
0
308*
0
0
1
0

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%

Total

2906

3215

309

0.4%

Note: * Trips generated by this new commercial development in TAZ 6 are external to the North Ave Corridor
Source: CCRPC Travel Model (2013)

Other Future Growth Considerations
Institutional uses along the corridor, including the new Burlington College campus, Burlington High
School, and other schools could influence traffic volumes in the future.
Recommendations
Households are expected to continue increasing at comparable rates to historic trends in the study area.
Little (if any) additional commercial development is forecast, though institutional expansion is an
unknown. In the absence of more specific information, it is reasonable to assume higher growth rates in
the southern portion of the corridor given the potential for development at Burlington College and the
historically higher growth rates in this portion of the corridor. The study therefore developed a 2035 traffic
scenario that increased volumes relative to existing levels as follows:
•
•

•

Plattsburgh Avenue: 5 percent increase through 2035 (equivalent to approximately 0.2 percent
annually).
North Avenue:
o 5 percent increase north of Shore Road (equivalent to approximately 0.2 percent annually);
o 10 percent increase between Shore Road and VT 127 (0.4 percent annually);
o 15 percent between VT 127 and North St (0.6 percent annually).
VT 127: 5 percent increase (0.2 percent annually).

Resulting raw volumes will be post-processed to balance movements, resulting in some minor variation
in the stated growth rates presented above.
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Appendix D: Evaluation Matrix

Worksheet

Explanation of Criteria
Cross Section Comparison
Cross Section Scores
Intersection Comparison
Intersection Scores
Corridor LTS Overall
NACTO, BCSG Compliance

Description
This worksheet describes the criteria used the evaluate Cross Sections and Intersections, which are rated separately. Each criterion is described.
This worksheet also includes a description of the scoring (1 to 5 point scale) used to translate the qualitative evaluation in the Comparison
worksheets into comparable quantitive results shown in the Scores worksheets.
This worksheet compares the six cross section concepts (A through F) to existing conditions using a variety of criteria defined in the Explanation of
Criteria worksheet. Most of these criteria are qualitative, but some are quantitative.
This worksheet mirrors the Cross Section Comparison worksheet, but translates the cross section comparisons into a 1 to 5 scoring system for
quick comparison amongst concepts. The scoring system is defined in the Explanation of Criteria worksheet.
This worksheet compares the generalized intersection alternatives to existing conditions using a variety of criteria defined in the Explanation of
Criteria worksheet. Most of these criteria are qualitative, but some are quantitative.
This worksheet mirrors the Intersection Comparison worksheet, but translates the intersection comparisons into a 1 to 5 scoring system for quick
comparison amongst concepts. The scoring system is defined in the Explanation of Criteria worksheet.
This worksheet organizes the Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) results for all cross section concepts. Because the LTS evaluation is based on a weakest-link
approach, all 5 segments (i.e. Plattsburg to Shore, Shore to VT 127, VT 127 to Institute, Institute to Washington, and Washington to North St) must
be compared for each overall cross section concept (A through F) to determine the overall LTS score.
This final worksheet compares each cross section concept to minimum recommended dimensions for cycling facilities and tree zone (i.e. planting
strip) per the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide and the Burlington Complete Streets Guidelines, respectively. This worksheet identifies where
the cross section alternatives are not meeting minimum recommended dimensions for all segments within each cross section concept.

Please read this before proceeding to the comparison and score worksheets!
The following information explains the ratings criteria used to compare cross section and intersection concepts to baseline existing conditions.

Ratings

Explanation

1 Point = Much Worse than Existing
2 Points = Worse than Existing
3 points = Same as Existing
4 points = Better than Existing
5 points = Much Better than Existing

Each criterion is rated against the existing conditions on a relative scale. Each rating corresponds to a number (higher is better), which is useful to
assign overall ratings for cross section and intersection concepts.

Corridor Criteria

Explanation

Burlington Complete Street Design Guidelines
Consistency
Level of Traffic Stress
Bike Conflicts with Turning Vehicles
(Signalized Intersctions)
Bike Conflicts with Turning Vehicles
(Unsignalized Intersections/Driveways)
Bike Conflicts with Buses
Opportunities to Improve Accessibility

How many of the complete streets design guidelines do the proposed corridor designs incorporate or support compared to existing conditions
(ones that would vary or are diagnostic between options)?
How much better or worse are cycling conditions compared to existing conditions?
To what degree to bicycles conflict with left- and right-turning vehicles at signalized intersections compared to existing?

Vehicle Speed Reduction Treatments

Bus Stop and Crosswalk Pairing
Opportunities for Bus Bulbs and Bus Stop
Amenities
Access to Major Destinations for Cyclists

To what degree to bicycles conflict with left- and right-turning vehicles at unsignalized intersections and driveways compared to existing?
To what degree to buses and bicycles conflict compared to existing conditions?
How much better or worse is accessibility compared to existing conditions? Examples include ADA compliant sidewalks/ramps/crossings, sufficient
crossing time for elderly and persons with disabilities, audible pedestrian signals, pedestrian countdown signals, and leading pedestrian/bicycle
intervals.
To what degree are speed reducing treatments incorporated into the design compared to existing conditions? Examples include lane width
reduction, 10'-15' turn radii, striped parking, midblock crossings with neckdowns or pedestrian islands, curb extensions with parking, gateway
treatments, checkered parking scheme/chicanes.
To what degree are bus stops paired with crosswalks compared to the existing conditions?
To what degree are bus bulbs and bus stop amenities feasible in the design compared to existing conditions?

Snow Plowing and Storage (Maintainability)

Because crossing traffic on a bicycle is a barrier for potential cyclists, to what degree are bicycle turning movements made safer or minimized
compared to the existing conditions?
Do corridors require additional right-of-way?
Would corridor designs impact planting strip compared to existing conditions? Impacts include reduction in width, removal/relocation of utility
poles, lights, trees.
Would snow storage and removal be easier or more difficult compared to existing conditions?

Drainage (Maintainability)

To what degree can observed drainage issues be resolved?

Intersection Criteria

Explanation

Level of Service (LOS)
Average Queue Length

How much better or worse is LOS compared to existing conditions?
How much better or worse are averagequeue lengths compared to existing conditions? Queue lengths are reported in terms of number of vehicles,
assuming 20' for the typical vehicle.
How much better or worse is the pedestrian experience compared to existing conditions? Pedestrian experience includes crossing distances and
opportunities, impact of vehicular traffic on safety, size of intersection footprint, etc. Anything that may negatively or positively impact the
pedestrian environment not covered in the acessibility category.

New Right-of-Way Needs
Planting Strip Impacts

Pedestrian Experience

Burlington
Complete Street
Design Guidelines
Consistency

Timeline
Short Term
(< 3 Years)

Cross Section Concepts
Existing
conditions

EX

Improves Safety for All Users

4 Lanes

# of Design
Guidelines Met
14

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
4

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Intersctions)
Baseline. No existing bike
lanes continue through
intersections. As a result,
cyclists conflict with
turning and through traffic
at all intersections. In
addition, left-turning
drivers' visibility limited in
4-lane Segment 2.

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Unsignalized
Intersections/Driveways)
Baseline. Conflicts at all
driveways and unsignalized
intersections.

Segment 2
Configuration

Improves Multimodal Connectivity

Opportunities to
Bike Conflicts with Buses Improve Accessibility
Baseline. Buses stop in
Baseline. 5' wide
bike lanes, where they
sidewalks of varying
exist. Cyclists and buses quality, curb ramps of
"leapfrog" one another. varying quality, few
opportunities to cross.

Opportunities for Bus
Vehicle Speed Reduction Bus Stop and Crosswalk
Bulbs and Bus Stop
Treatments
Pairing
Amenities
Baseline. No specific
Baseline. Few bus stops Baseline. No bus bulbs,
treatments
paired with crosswalks
few shelters.

Right-of-Way Impacts

Access to Major
Destinations for Cyclists
New ROW Needs
Baseline. Almost all
Baseline
destinations on west side
of street (Island Line Trail
connection, Burlington
College, Cemetery, High
School, Christian School,
Shopping Center,
Beaches, St. Mark's, Flynn
Elementary, Merola's).
NB cyclists must cross
traffic to access these
destinations.

Maintainability

Planting Strip Impacts
Baseline. Planting strip
disappears between Institute
Rd and VT 127, immediately
north of VT 127, and in front
of St. Mark's Church. When
present, It is of varying width,
between a few feet wide to
up to 10' wide.

Snow Plowing and
Storage
Baseline. Snow piles
block bike lanes and push
parked vehicles into
adjacent travel lane.
Existing planting strip,
when present, provides
2' minimum required
storange space.

Drainage
Baseline. Water ponding
issues observed along
bike lanes and at many
sidewalk curb ramps.

Short Term
(< 3 Years)

A

Bike Lanes
within
Existing
Curbs

4 Lanes

19.5

4

Same as baseline. While
striped bike lanes (when
present) will continue
through intersections for
some separation, 4-lane
Segment 2 and SB Segment
5 do not have bike lanes. In
addition, bike boxes/twostage bike turn boxes not
implemented in short term.
Left-turning drivers'
visibility limited in 4-lane
Segment 2.

Same as baseline. While
Same as baseline.
drivers' visibility of cyclists
is improved in segments
with parking (as parking
would be limited to one
side only), left-turning
drivers' visibility still
limited in 4-lane Segment
2. Also no Segment 5 SB
lane.

Improvement over
baseline. ADA ramps,
pedestrian countdown
timers, audible signals,
leading pedestrian
intervals, and more
opportunities to cross.
Shorter crossing
distances at some
locations, but not on 4lane cross section. Four
lanes also precludes
additional unsignalized
crossings in Segment 2.

Improvement over
baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands will help in
most of the corrodiro.
However, 30-mph 4-lane
section remains,
providing opportunities
for aggressive driving in
that segment.

Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Improvement over
Same as baseline.
baseline. With parking on
one side only for much of
the corridor, opportunity
for bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Sum of planting zone and
sidewalk wide enough
throughout corridor for
shelters and other bus
amenities.

Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Same as baseline.

Same as baseline.

Same as baseline.

Medium
Term
(< 7 Years)

A

Bike Lanes
within
Existing
Curbs

3 Lanes

27

2

Improvement over
baseline. Striped bike lanes
(missing in SB Segment 5)
will continue through
intersection. Bike boxes
and two-stage bike turn
boxes implemented where
applicable. Left-turning
drivers' visibility improved
with conversion to 3-lane
Segment 2.

Improvement over
Same as baseline.
baseline. Drivers' visibility
of cyclists is improved
because of 4-to-3-lane
conversion in Segment 2
and parking (where
present) is limited to one
side. Cyclists have
dedicated lanes on
Segment 2 from the 3-lane
conversion. Still no
Segment 5 SB lane.

Significant improvement
over baseline. ADA
ramps, pedestrian
countdown timers,
audible signals, leading
pedestrian intervals,
shorter crossing
distances, and more
opportunities to cross.
Opportunity for spot
sidewalk reconstruction.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, curb extensions,
new pedestrian crossings
and potential mid-block
pedestrian refuge islands.
25 mph speed limit.
Turning radii at
intersection narrowed
where needed.

Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Improvement over
baseline. With parking on
one side only for much of
the corridor, opportunity
for bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Sum of planting zone and
sidewalk wide enough
throughout corridor for
shelters and other bus
amenities.

Improvement over
baseline. Bike boxes and
two-stage bike turn
boxes provided.

Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Same as baseline.

Same as baseline.

Same as baseline.

Long Term
(>10 Years)

B

5' Minimum
Bike Lakes

3 Lanes

30

2

Improvement over
baseline. Striped bike lanes
on all segments will
continue through
intersection. Bike boxes
and two-stage bike turn
boxes implemented where
applicable. Left-turning
drivers' visibility improved
with conversion to 3-lane
Segment 2.

Improvement over
baseline. Drivers' visibility
of cyclists is improved
because of 4-to-3-lane
conversion in Segment 2
and parking (where
present) is limited to one
side. Cyclists have
dedicated lanes all
segments.

Significant improvement
over baseline. ADA
ramps, pedestrian
countdown timers,
audible signals, leading
pedestrian intervals,
shorter crossing
distances, and more
opportunities to cross.
Opportunity for full
sidewalk reconstruction.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, curb extensions,
new pedestrian crossings
and potential mid-block
pedestrian refuge islands.
25 mph speed limit.
Turning radii at
intersection narrowed
where needed.

Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Improvement over
baseline. With parking on
one side only for much of
the corridor, opportunity
for bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Sum of planting zone and
sidewalk wide enough
throughout corridor for
shelters and other bus
amenities.

Improvement over
baseline. Bike boxes and
two-stage bike turn
boxes provided.

Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Worse than baseline.
Planting strip reduced in
segment 2 and 5, but would
add planting strip north of
Institute Rd alongside rock
face.

Same as baseline.

Improvement over
baseline. Reconstruction
can address on-street
ponding issues.
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps.

Same as baseline.

Burlington
Complete Street
Design Guidelines
Consistency

Timeline
Long Term
(>10 Years)

Cross Section Concepts
5' Minimum
Bike Lakes

B

Improves Safety for All Users

4 Lanes

# of Design
Guidelines Met
27.5

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
3

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Intersctions)
Same as baseline. Striped
bike lanes on all segments
will continue through
intersection. Bike boxes
and two-stage bike turn
boxes implemented where
applicable. However, leftturning drivers' visibility
limited in 4-lane Segment
2.

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Unsignalized
Intersections/Driveways) Bike Conflicts with Buses
Same as baseline. While
Same as baseline.
bike lanes present on all
segments and drivers'
visibility of cyclists is
improved in segments with
parking (as parking would
be limited to one side
only), left-turning drivers'
visibility still limited in 4lane Segment 2.

Segment 2
Configuration

Same as baseline.

Improves Multimodal Connectivity

Opportunities for Bus
Bulbs and Bus Stop
Amenities
Worse than baseline.
With parking on one side
only for much of the
corridor, opportunity for
bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Sum of planting zone and
sidewalk wide enough
throughout corridor for
shelters and other bus
amenities except for
Segment 2 where the
planting zone is
eliminated.

Opportunities to
Improve Accessibility
Improvement over
baseline. ADA ramps,
pedestrian countdown
timers, audible signals,
leading pedestrian
intervals, and more
opportunities to cross.
Shorter crossing
distances at some
locations, but not on 4lane cross section. Four
lanes also precludes
additional unsignalized
crossings in Segment 2.

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments
Improvement over
baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands will help in
most of the corrodiro.
However, 30-mph 4-lane
section remains,
providing opportunities
for aggressive driving in
that segment.

Bus Stop and Crosswalk
Pairing
Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Significant improvement
over baseline. ADA
ramps, pedestrian
countdown timers,
audible signals, leading
pedestrian intervals,
shorter crossing
distances, and more
opportunities to cross.
Opportunity for full
sidewalk reconstruction.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands. 25 mph
speed limit. Turning radii
at intersection narrowed
where needed.

Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Improvement over
baseline. With parking on
one side only for much of
the corridor, opportunity
for bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Planting zone wide
enough throughout
corridor for shelters and
other bus amenities.

Access to Major
Destinations for Cyclists
Improvement over
baseline. Bike boxes and
two-stage bike turn
boxes provided.

Right-of-Way Impacts

Maintainability

Snow Plowing and
Storage
Worse than baseline.
Four lane Segment 2
eliminates much of the
planting strip, reducing
area for snow storage.

New ROW Needs
Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Planting Strip Impacts
Significantly worse than
baseline. Plantng strip
eliminated in segment 2 and
reduced in segment 5, but
would add planting strip
north of Institute Rd
alongside rock face.

Drainage
Improvement over
baseline. Reconstruction
can address on-street
ponding issues.
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps.

Improvement over
baseline. Bike boxes and
two-stage bike turn
boxes provided.

Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Worse than baseline.
Planting strip reduced in all
but segment 4, but would
add planting strip north of
Institute Rd alongside rock
face.

Same as baseline.

Improvement over
baseline. Reconstruction
can address on-street
ponding issues.
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps.

Long Term
(>10 Years)

C

Buffered
Bike Lanes

3 Lanes

30

1

Improvement over
baseline. Striped bike lanes
on all segments will
continue through
intersection. Bike boxes
and two-stage bike turn
boxes implemented where
applicable. Left-turning
drivers' visibility improved
with conversion to 3-lane
Segment 2.

Improvement over
baseline. Drivers' visibility
of cyclists is improved
because of 4-to-3-lane
conversion in Segment 2
and parking (where
present) is limited to one
side. Cyclists have
dedicated lanes all
segments.

Long Term
(>10 Years)

C

Buffered
Bike Lanes

4 Lanes

27

3

Same as baseline. Striped
bike lanes on all segments
will continue through
intersection. Bike boxes
and two-stage bike turn
boxes implemented where
applicable. However, leftturning drivers' visibility
limited in 4-lane Segment
2.

Same as baseline. While
Same as baseline.
bike lanes present on all
segments and drivers'
visibility of cyclists is
improved in segments with
parking (as parking would
be limited to one side
only), left-turning drivers'
visibility still limited in 4lane Segment 2.

Improvement over
baseline. ADA ramps,
pedestrian countdown
timers, audible signals,
leading pedestrian
intervals, and more
opportunities to cross.
Shorter crossing
distances at some
locations, but not on 4lane cross section. Four
lanes also precludes
additional unsignalized
crossings in Segment 2.

Improvement over
baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands will help in
most of the corrodiro.
However, 30-mph 4-lane
section remains,
providing opportunities
for aggressive driving in
that segment.

Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Worse than baseline.
With parking on one side
only for much of the
corridor, opportunity for
bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Sum of planting zone and
sidewalk wide enough
throughout corridor for
shelters and other bus
amenities except for
Segment 2 where the
planting zone is
eliminated.

Improvement over
baseline. Bike boxes and
two-stage bike turn
boxes provided.

Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Significantly worse than
baseline. Plantng strip
eliminated in segment 2 and
reduced in all but segment 4,
but would add planting strip
north of Institute Rd
alongside rock face.

Significantly worse than
baseline. Four lane
Segment 2 eliminates the
planting strip, reducing
area for snow storage.

Improvement over
baseline. Reconstruction
can address on-street
ponding issues.
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps.

Long Term
(>10 Years)

D

On-Street
One-Way
Cycle Tracks

3 Lanes

30

1

Significant Improvement
over baseline. Striped bike
lanes will continue through
all intersections. Bike boxes
unncessary. Two-stage bike
turn boxes implemented at
all signals. Left-turning
drivers' visibility improved
with conversion to 3-lane
Segment 2. Cycle tracks
provide opportunity for
temporal separation at
signals.

Improvement over
baseline. While
consolidating parking
(where present) to one
side significantly improves
visibility on that side,
parking setbacks required
to daylight driveways for
visibility of cyclists behind
parked cars. Left-turning
drivers' visibility improved
in Segment 2 by 4-to-3
conversion.

Significant improvement
over baseline. ADA
ramps, pedestrian
countdown timers,
audible signals, leading
pedestrian intervals,
shorter crossing
distances, and more
opportunities to cross.
Opportunity for full
sidewalk reconstruction.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands. 25 mph
speed limit. Turning radii
at intersection narrowed
where needed.

Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Improvement over
baseline. With parking on
one side only for much of
the corridor, opportunity
for bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Planting zone wide
enough throughout
corridor for shelters and
other bus amenities.

Improvement over
baseline. Two-stage bike
turn boxes or protected
turning areas provided.

Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Worse than baseline.
Planting strip reduced in all
segments, but would add
planting strip north of
Institute Rd alongside rock
face.

Improvement over
baseline. Planting strips
maintained and can
accommodate snow
storage. Existing sidewalk
plow program can be
extended to plow onstreet cycle tracks.

Improvement over
baseline. Reconstruction
can address on-street
ponding issues.
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Conflict is
avoided with buses
because of separation.
Cycle tracks would be
located behind bus bulbs,
so passengers can
enter/exit buses safely.
Passengers must cross
cycle track to sidewalk.

Burlington
Complete Street
Design Guidelines
Consistency

Timeline
Long Term
(>10 Years)

Cross Section Concepts
On-Street
One-Way
Cycle Tracks

D

Improves Safety for All Users

4 Lanes

# of Design
Guidelines Met
27.5

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
1

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Intersctions)
Improvement over
baseline. Striped bike lanes
will continue through all
intersections. Bike boxes
unnecessary. Two-stage
bike turn boxes
implemented at all signals.
Left-turning drivers'
visibility still limited in 4lane Segment 2, but cycle
tracks provide opportunity
for temporal separation at
signals.

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Unsignalized
Intersections/Driveways)
Same as baseline. While
consolidating parking
(where present) to one
side significantly improves
visibility on that side,
parking setbacks required
to daylight driveways for
visibility of cyclists behind
parked cars. Also, leftturning drivers' visibility
still limited in 4-lane
Segment 2.

Segment 2
Configuration

Bike Conflicts with Buses
Improvement over
baseline. Conflict is
avoided with buses
because of separation.
However, no room for
cycle tracks to be located
behind bus bulbs in the 4lane segment. Cycle
tracks must rise to curb
level and become part of
the boarding area for the
bus in this segment,
meaning cyclists would
yield to buses to safely
allow passengers to enter
or exit. In a sense,
"leapfrogging" would still
exist.

Improves Multimodal Connectivity

Opportunities to
Improve Accessibility
Improvement over
baseline. ADA ramps,
pedestrian countdown
timers, audible signals,
leading pedestrian
intervals, and more
opportunities to cross.
Shorter crossing
distances at some
locations, but not on 4lane cross section. Four
lanes also precludes
additional unsignalized
crossings in Segment 2.

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments
Improvement over
baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands will help in
most of the corrodiro.
However, 30-mph 4-lane
section remains,
providing opportunities
for aggressive driving in
that segment.

Bus Stop and Crosswalk
Pairing
Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Opportunities for Bus
Bulbs and Bus Stop
Amenities
Worse than baseline.
With parking on one side
only for much of the
corridor, opportunity for
bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Sum of planting zone and
sidewalk wide enough
throughout corridor for
shelters and other bus
amenities except for
Segment 2 where the
planting zone is
eliminated.

Access to Major
Destinations for Cyclists
Improvement over
baseline. Two-stage bike
turn boxes or protected
turning areas provided.

Right-of-Way Impacts

New ROW Needs
Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Planting Strip Impacts
Significantly worse than
baseline. Plantng strip
eliminated in segment 2 and
reduced in all other
segments, but would add
planting strip north of
Institute Rd alongside rock
face.

Maintainability

Snow Plowing and
Storage
Worse than baseline.
Four lane Segment 2
eliminates the planting
strip, reducing area for
snow storage, but small
cycle track buffer may be
able to hold some snow.
Existing sidewalk plow
program can be extended
to plow on-street cycle
tracks.

Drainage
Improvement over
baseline. Reconstruction
can address on-street
ponding issues.
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps.

Long Term
(>10 Years)

E

Raised OneWay Cycle
Tracks

3 Lanes

30

1

Significant Improvement
over baseline. Striped bike
lanes will continue through
all intersections. Bike boxes
unncessary. Two-stage bike
turn boxes implemented at
all signals. Left-turning
drivers' visibility improved
with conversion to 3-lane
Segment 2. Cycle tracks
provide opportunity for
temporal separation at
signals.

Significant improvement
over baseline. While
consolidating parking
(where present) to one
side significantly improves
visibility on that side,
parking setbacks required
to daylight driveways for
visibility of cyclists behind
parked cars. Raised cycle
tracks will help increase
visibility behind parked
cars, and will cross
driveways and unsignalized
side streets at curb level.
Left-turning drivers'
visibility improved in
Segment 2 by 4-to-3
conversion.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Conflict is
avoided with buses
because of separation.
Cycle tracks would be
located behind bus bulbs,
so passengers can
enter/exit buses safely.
Passengers must cross
cycle track to sidewalk.

Significant improvement
over baseline. ADA
ramps, pedestrian
countdown timers,
audible signals, leading
pedestrian intervals,
shorter crossing
distances, and more
opportunities to cross.
Opportunity for full
sidewalk reconstruction.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands. 25 mph
speed limit. Turning radii
at intersection narrowed
where needed.

Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Improvement over
baseline. With parking on
one side only for much of
the corridor, opportunity
for bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Planting zone wide
enough throughout
corridor for shelters and
other bus amenities.

Improvement over
baseline. Two-stage bike
turn boxes or protected
turning areas provided.

Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Worse than baseline.
Planting strip reduced in all
segments, but would add
planting strip north of
Institute Rd alongside rock
face.

Improvement over
baseline. Planting strips
maintained and can
accommodate snow
storage. Existing sidewalk
plow program can be
extended to plow raised
cycle tracks adjacent to
sidewalk.

Significant improvement
over baseline.
Reconstruction can
address on-street
ponding issues.
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps. With cycle
tracks at sidewalk leve,
cyclists benefit as well.

Long Term
(>10 Years)

E

Raised OneWay Cycle
Tracks

4 Lanes

27

1

Improvement over
baseline. Striped bike lanes
will continue through all
intersections. Bike boxes
unnecessary. Two-stage
bike turn boxes
implemented at all signals.
Left-turning drivers'
visibility still limited in 4lane Segment 2, but cycle
tracks provide opportunity
for temporal separation at
signals.

Improvement over
baseline. While
consolidating parking
(where present) to one
side significantly improves
visibility on that side,
parking setbacks required
to daylight driveways for
visibility of cyclists behind
parked cars. Raised cycle
tracks will help increase
visibility behind parked
cars, and will cross
driveways and unsignalized
side streets at curb level.
Left-turning drivers'
visibility still limited in 4lane Segment 2.

Improvement over
baseline. Conflict is
avoided with buses
because of separation.
However, no room for
cycle tracks to be located
behind bus bulbs in the 4lane segment. Cycle
tracks must become part
of the boarding area for
the bus in this segment,
meaning cyclists would
yield to buses to safely
allow passengers to enter
or exit. In a sense,
"leapfrogging" would still
exist.

Improvement over
baseline. ADA ramps,
pedestrian countdown
timers, audible signals,
leading pedestrian
intervals, and more
opportunities to cross.
Shorter crossing
distances at some
locations, but not on 4lane cross section. Four
lanes also precludes
additional unsignalized
crossings in Segment 2.

Improvement over
baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands will help in
most of the corrodiro.
However, 30-mph 4-lane
section remains,
providing opportunities
for aggressive driving in
that segment.

Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Worse than baseline.
With parking on one side
only for much of the
corridor, opportunity for
bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Sum of planting zone and
sidewalk wide enough
throughout corridor for
shelters and other bus
amenities except for
Segment 2 where the
planting zone is
eliminated.

Improvement over
baseline. Two-stage bike
turn boxes or protected
turning areas provided.

Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Significantly worse than
baseline. Plantng strip
eliminated in segment 2 and
reduced in all other
segments, but would add
planting strip north of
Institute Rd alongside rock
face.

Significantly worse than
baseline. Four lane
Segment 2 eliminates the
planting strip, reducing
area for snow storage.
Existing sidewalk plow
program can be extended
to plow raised cycle
tracks.

Significant improvement
over baseline.
Reconstruction can
address on-street
ponding issues.
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps. With cycle
tracks at sidewalk leve,
cyclists benefit as well.

Burlington
Complete Street
Design Guidelines
Consistency

Timeline
Long Term
(>10 Years)

Long Term
(>10 Years)

Cross Section Concepts
Rasied TwoWay Cycle
Track (SB
Side)

F1

F2

On-Street
Two-Way
Cycle Track
(SB Side)

Improves Safety for All Users

3 Lanes

# of Design
Guidelines Met
30.5

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
1

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Intersctions)
Significant Improvement
over baseline. Striped bike
lanes will continue through
all intersections. Bike boxes
unncessary. Two-stage bike
turn boxes implemented at
all signals. Left-turning
drivers' visibility improved
with conversion to 3-lane
Segment 2. Temporal
separation required at
signals. Majority of conflict
eliminated (North St, VT127, Ethan Allen Pkwy,
Plattsburg Ave) because on
SB side of street, but
drivers would have to
adapt to expecting twoway bicycle traffic on one
side of street.

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Unsignalized
Intersections/Driveways)
Significant improvement
over baseline. Number of
conflicts approximately
halved as the cycle track is
located on the SB side and
visibility is improved
because parking will be on
the NB side of the street.
Raised cycle track will help
increase visibility of cyclists
for drivers exiting
driveways and side streets,
and will cross driveways
and unsignalized side
streets at curb level.
However, drivers would
need to become
accustomed to NB cyclists
on the SB side of the
street. Left-turning drivers'
visibility improved in
Segment 2 by 4-to-3
conversion.

3 lanes

30.5

1

Significant Improvement
over baseline. Striped bike
lanes will continue through
all intersections. Bike boxes
unncessary. Two-stage bike
turn boxes implemented at
all signals. Left-turning
drivers' visibility improved
with conversion to 3-lane
Segment 2. Temporal
separation required at
signals. Majority of conflict
eliminated (North St, VT127, Ethan Allen Pkwy,
Plattsburg Ave) because on
SB side of street, but
drivers would have to
adapt to expecting twoway bicycle traffic on one
side of street.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Number of
conflicts approximately
halved as the cycle track is
located on the SB side and
visibility is improved
because parking will be on
the NB side of the street.
On street cycle tracks will
help increase visibility of
cyclists for drivers entering
driveways and side streets.
However, drivers would
need to become
accustomed to NB cyclists
on the SB side of the
street. Left-turning drivers'
visibility improved in
Segment 2 by 4-to-3
conversion.

Segment 2
Configuration

Improves Multimodal Connectivity

Opportunities to
Bike Conflicts with Buses Improve Accessibility
Significant improvement Significant improvement
over baseline. Conflict is over baseline. ADA
avoided with buses
ramps, pedestrian
because of separation.
countdown timers,
Cycle tracks would be
audible signals, leading
located behind bus bulbs, pedestrian intervals,
so passengers can
shorter crossing
enter/exit buses safely. distances, and more
Passengers must cross
opportunities to cross.
cycle track to sidewalk.
Opportunity for full
sidewalk reconstruction.

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments
Significant improvement
over baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands. 25 mph
speed limit. Turning radii
at intersection narrowed
where needed.

Bus Stop and Crosswalk
Pairing
Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Conflict is
avoided with buses
because of separation.
Cycle tracks would be
located behind bus bulbs,
so passengers can
enter/exit buses safely.
Passengers must cross
cycle track to sidewalk.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Narrowed
vehicle lanes, striped
parking, new pedestrian
crossings and potential
mid-block pedestrian
refuge islands. 25 mph
speed limit. Turning radii
at intersection narrowed
where needed.

Significant improvement
over baseline. New
crosswalks proposed at
bus stops throughout
corridor.

Significant improvement
over baseline. ADA
ramps, pedestrian
countdown timers,
audible signals, leading
pedestrian intervals,
shorter crossing
distances, and more
opportunities to cross.
Opportunity for full
sidewalk reconstruction.

Opportunities for Bus
Bulbs and Bus Stop
Amenities
Improvement over
baseline. With parking on
one side only for much of
the corridor, opportunity
for bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Planting zone wide
enough throughout
corridor for shelters and
other bus amenities.

Improvement over
baseline. With parking on
one side only for much of
the corridor, opportunity
for bus bulbs is limited to
one side of the street.
Planting zone in
conjunction with 3'
buffer space wide
enough (8' total)
throughout corridor for
shelters and other bus
amenities.

Access to Major
Destinations for Cyclists
Significant improvement
over baseline.Cycle track
located along SB side of
street, eliminating need
to cross traffic for most
corridor destinations
(except at the middle
school, Ethan Allen Park,
and VT 127 path). Twostage bike turn boxes or
protected turning areas
provided.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Cycle track
located along SB side of
street, eliminating need
to cross traffic for most
corridor destinations
(except at the middle
school, Ethan Allen Park,
and VT 127 path). Twostage bike turn boxes or
protected turning areas
provided.

Right-of-Way Impacts

New ROW Needs
Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Planting Strip Impacts
Worse than baseline.
Planting strip reduced in all
segments, but would add
planting strip north of
Institute Rd alongside rock
face.

Same as baseline. All
cross section
improvements
anticipated to fit within
66' ROW.

Worse than baseline. West
side (SB) planting strip
reduced in all segments, but
would add planting strip
north of Institute Rd
alongside rock face. Planting
strip on east side (NB) would
remain untouched north of
Washington, but would be
affected south of
Washington.

Maintainability

Snow Plowing and
Storage
Improvement over
baseline. Planting strips
maintained and can
accommodate snow
storage. Existing sidewalk
plow program can be
extended to plow raised
cycle tracks adjacent to
sidewalk.

Improvement over
baseline. Planting strips
maintained and can
accommodate snow
storage. Existing sidewalk
plow program can be
extended to plow raised
cycle tracks adjacent to
sidewalk. Cycle track may
be wide enough to
accommodate vehicle
plow for some or all of its
length (depending on
exactly where the
bollards are placed).

Drainage
Significant improvement
over baseline.
Reconstruction can
address on-street
ponding issues.
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps. With cycle
tracks at sidewalk leve,
cyclists benefit as well.

Improvement over
baseline. SB
reconstruction can
address on-street SB
ponding issues only (NB
curb to remain in place
north of Washington).
Unsignalized side street
crosswalks can be raised
to sidewalk level to
eliminate ponding at
those crossings because
there would be no need
for ramps.

Burlington
Complete Street
Design Guidelines
Consistency

Segment 2
Configuration

Total Score
(Higher is Better)

# of Design
Guidelines Met

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)

4 Lanes

3.0

3

3

3

3

3.4

4

3

3

3.9

5

4

3.9

5

3.4

5

3 Lanes

4.0

4 Lanes

Timeline
Short Term
(< 3 Years)
Short Term
(< 3 Years)

Cross Section Concepts
Existing
conditions
Bike Lanes within
Existing Curbs

Med. Term
(< 7 Years)

A

Bike Lanes within
Existing Curbs

3 Lanes

B
B
C
C
D

5' Minimum Bike
Lakes
5' Minimum Bike
Lakes
Buffered Bike
Lanes
Buffered Bike
Lanes
On-Street OneWay Cycle Tracks

3 Lanes
4 Lanes

D

On-Street OneWay Cycle Tracks

4 Lanes

E

Raised One-Way
Cycle Tracks

3 Lanes

E

Raised One-Way
Cycle Tracks

4 Lanes

F1

Rasied Two-Way
Cycle Track (SB
Side)
On-Street TwoWay Cycle Track
(SB Side)

3 Lanes

Long Term
(>10 Years)
Long Term
(>10 Years)
Long Term
(>10 Years)
Long Term
(>10 Years)
Long Term
(>10 Years)
Long Term
(>10 Years)
Long Term
(>10 Years)
Long Term
(>10 Years)
Long Term
(>10 Years)
Long Term
(>10 Years)

EX
A

F2

Improves Safety for All Users

4 Lanes

3 Lanes

3 Lanes

Bike Conflicts with Turning Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Vehicles (Unsignalized
Intersctions)
Intersections/Driveways) Bike Conflicts with Buses

Improves Multimodal Connectivity

Right-of-Way Impacts

Maintainability

Opportunities to
Improve Accessibility

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments

Subtotal

Bus Stop and Crosswalk
Pairing

Opportunities for Bus
Bulbs and Bus Stop
Amenities

Access to Major
Destinations for Cyclists

Subtotal

New ROW Needs

Planting Strip Impacts

Subtotal

Snow Plowing and
Storage

Drainage

Subtotal

3

3

3

3.0

3

3

3

3.0

3

3

3.0

3

3

3.0

3

3

4

4

3.3

5

4

3

4.0

3

3

3.0

3

3

3.0

4

4

3

5

5

4.2

5

4

4

4.3

3

3

3.0

3

3

3.0

4

4

4

3

5

5

4.2

5

4

4

4.3

3

2

2.5

3

4

3.5

4

3

3

3

4

4

3.5

5

2

4

3.7

3

1

2.0

2

4

3.0

5

5

4

4

3

5

5

4.3

5

4

4

4.3

3

2

2.5

3

4

3.5

3.3

5

4

3

3

3

4

4

3.5

5

2

4

3.7

3

1

2.0

1

4

2.5

4.3

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

4.8

5

4

4

4.3

3

2

2.5

4

4

4.0

3.6

5

5

4

3

4

4

4

4.0

5

2

4

3.7

3

1

2.0

2

4

3.0

4.4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5.0

5

4

4

4.3

3

2

2.5

4

5

4.5

3.6

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4.2

5

2

4

3.7

3

1

2.0

1

5

3.0

4.5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5.0

5

4

5

4.7

3

2

2.5

4

5

4.5

4.4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5.0

5

4

5

4.7

3

2

2.5

4

4

4.0

Balances Transportation Choices
Future Vehicle
Future Vehicle
Future Average
AM Peak
PM Peak
Queue
(LOS)
(LOS)
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
Intersection
Concept
Note that all intersection concepts include the following short-term treatments:
• ADA-accessible curb ramps and crosswalks on all approaches
• Audible, pedestrian countdown timers and 5-second leading pedestrian interval (push-button actuation) at all crosswalks
• Maintained bike facilities through the intersection.
Note that all signalized intersection concepts include the following medium-term treatments:
• Bike boxes and two-stage left-turn boxes where appropriate.
Gateway treatments are proposed in the medium-term for all intersection concepts at:
• Plattsburg Ave, VT 127 ramps, Washington St, and North St
Existing configuration
A/B/-/C
A/B/-/C
2/4/-/-3

Plattsburg Ave

Improves Safety for All Users
Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)

3/3/-/5

4

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Opportunities to Improve
Intersctions)
Accessibility

Pedestrian Experience

Right-of-Way Impacts

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments

New ROW Needs

Planting Strip Impacts

No bicycle facilities. Unsafe Baseline
high-speed NB right turn.

Unsafe vehicle turning
speeds, limited crossing
opportunities, 40'
crossing distance

Wide lanes, large turning Baseline
radii, unsafe vehicle
turning speeds

Baseline

Concept 1:
• No right on red
• High-speed right eliminated
• Exclusive pedestrian phase at
south crosswalk

B/C/-/C

B/C/-/C

2/3/-/3

3/3/-/6

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.
NB right turn slowed with
partial realignment of
Plattsburg Ave.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
rebuilt ramps.

Improvement over
baseline. Additional
crosswalks, reduced
vehicle turning speeds,
smaller intersection
footprint, and shortened
Plattsburg Ave crossing.

Improvement over
No new ROW needed
baseline. Narrowed lanes
and narrowed turning
radii from straightened
intersection.

Same as baseline. While
straightening intersection
adds to planting strip in
east corner, long-term
bicycle facilities will
narrow planting strip in
others.

Concept 2:
• No right on red
• High-speed right eliminated
• Right-turn lane eliminated

C/C/-/B

C/B/-/C

5/4/-/3

10/4/-/9

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.
NB right turn slowed with
partial realignment of
Plattsburg Ave and closure
of North Ave right-turn
lane.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
rebuilt ramps.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Additional
crosswalks, reduced
vehicle turning speeds,
very small intersection
footprint, simplified
traffic movement, and
shortened Plattsburg Ave
crossing and shortened
North Ave crossing
distance.

Significant improvement No new ROW needed
over baseline. Narrowed
lanes and narrowed
turning radii from
straightened intersection
and elimination of right
turn lane.

Significant improvement
over baseline.
Straightening intersection
and closing right-turn
lane adds significantly to
planting strip, but longterm bicycle facilities will
narrow planting strip in
others.

Concept 3:
• Mini-roundabout
• High-speed right eliminated
• Right-turn lane eliminated

C/D/-/B

D/C/-/C

2/2/-/1

4/3/-/4

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over baseline
provided that cycling
facilities continue through
the intersection. NB right
turn slowed with miniroundabout design
assuming no flare on
approach or exit lanes (i.e.
non-tangential).

Same as baseline. Rebuilt
ramps, shortened
crossings on all
approaches with
pedestrian refuge islands
are improvements.
However, may be difficult
for disabled persons
without signalized
crossings.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Additional
crosswalks, reduced
vehicle turning speeds,
very small intersection
footprint, and simpler
traffic movement.

Improvement over
No new ROW needed
baseline. Narrowed lanes
from road diet, narrowed
turning radii from miniroundabout (assume no
flare on
approaches/exits).

Significant improvement
over baseline.
Straightening intersection
and closing right-turn
lane adds significantly to
planting strip.
Roundabout islands allow
additional landscape
opportunities, but longterm bicycle facilities will
narrow planting strip in
others.

Balances Transportation Choices

Intersection

Shore Rd/
Heineberg Rd

Improves Safety for All Users

Future Vehicle
AM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
A/A/B/C

Future Vehicle
PM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
A/A/B/C

Future Average
Queue
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
0/9/1/2

Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
5/6/1/2

Concept 1 (Three Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Split phasing

B/C/D/D

B/B/D/D

1/14/5/2

4/6/2/2

Concept 1 (Four Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Split phasing

C/C/D/D

B/B/D/D

4/14/5/2

Concept 2 (Three Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Shore Rd realignment

B/C/C/C

A/A/C/C

Concept 2 (Four Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Shore Rd realignment

B/C/C/C

A/A/C/C

Concept
Existing configuration

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
4

Right-of-Way Impacts

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Opportunities to Improve
Intersctions)
Accessibility
Pedestrian Experience
No bicycle facilities.
Baseline
Limited crossing
opportunities, 40'
crossing distance, partial
4-lane cross section.

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments
New ROW Needs
Wide lanes, large turning Baseline
radii, four-lane cross
section south of Shore
Rd.

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
audible signals, rebuilt
ramps, sufficient
pedestrian crossing time
for seniors.

Improvement over
baseline. An additional
crosswalk, smaller
intersection footprint,
shortened North Ave
crossing distance.

Improvement over
No new ROW needed
baseline. Narrowed lanes,
consistent cross section,
inability to pass.

Same as baseline. Missing
planting strip in front of
St. Mark's could be added
back with reconstruction,
but long-term bicycle
facilities will narrow
planting strip in others.

8/7/2/2

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over baseline
provided that cycling
facilities continue through
intersection and that south
leg is constrained to 3 lanes
at the intersection.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
audible signals, rebuilt
ramps, sufficient
pedestrian crossing time
for seniors.

Improvement over
baseline. An additional
crosswalk, smaller
intersection footprint,
shortened North Ave
crossing distance
provided that south leg is
constrained to 3 lanes at
the intersection.

Same as baseline.
No new ROW needed
Narrowed lanes will help
slow vehicles, but 4-lane
cross section provides
opportunity for
aggressive driving.

Worse than baseline.
Missing planting strip in
front of St. Mark's could
be added back with
reconstruction. However,
planting strip would be
removed south of Shore
for bicycle facilities.

4/12/4/2

6/3/2/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
audible signals, rebuilt
ramps, sufficient
pedestrian crossing time
for seniors.

Significant improvement
over baseline. An
additional crosswalk,
considerably smaller
intersection footprint,
shortened North Ave
crossing distance,
simplified traffic
movement.

Significant improvement
over baseline. Narrowed
lanes, consistent cross
section, inability to pass,
and narrowed turning
radii from straightened
intersection.

ROW impacts at St.
Mark's Church lawn
(including one mature
tree)

Improvement over
baseline. Missing planting
strip in front of St. Mark's
could be added back with
reconstruction, but longterm bicycle facilities will
narrow planting strip in
other locations. Green
space lost to St. Mark's is
made up for on other side
of Shore Rd with
straightening.
Opportunity for
community space.

4/12/4/2

6/3/2/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over baseline
provided that cycling
facilities continue through
intersection and that south
leg is constrained to 3 lanes
at the intersection.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
audible signals, rebuilt
ramps, sufficient
pedestrian crossing time
for seniors.

Significant improvement
over baseline. An
additional crosswalk,
considerably smaller
intersection footprint,
shortened North Ave
crossing distance,
simplified traffic
movement provided that
south leg is constrained
to 3 lanes at the
intersection.

Improvement over
ROW impacts at St.
baseline. While narrowed Mark's Church lawn
lanes and narrowed
(including one mature
turning radii from
tree)
realigned Shore Rd will
slow vehicle speeds, the 4lane cross section
provides opportunity for
aggressive driving.

Same as baseline. Missing
planting strip in front of
St. Mark's could be added
back with reconstruction.
However, planting strip
would be removed south
of Shore for facilities.
Green space lost to St.
Mark's is made up for on
other side of Shore Rd
with straightening.
Opportunity for
community space.

Planting Strip Impacts
Baseline

Balances Transportation Choices

Intersection

Ethan Allen
Shopping Center

Improves Safety for All Users

Future Vehicle
AM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
A/A/B/C

Future Vehicle
PM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
A/B/C/C

Future Average
Queue
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
1/1/2/1

Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
4/4/5/1

Concept 1 (Three Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red

B/C/D/D

C/C/D/D

8/14/2/1

17/7/7/1

Concept 1 (Four Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red

B/C/D/D

B/C/D/D

3/5/2/1

5/3/7/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Same as baseline. New
cycling facilities will create
dedicated space for
cyclists, but conflicts with
vehicles would persist
without left turn lanes.
Limited visibility of cyclists
for turning vehicles
because crossing two travel
lanes.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
audible signals, rebuilt
ramps, sufficient
pedestrian crossing time
for seniors.

Concept 2 (Three Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Farrington’s Mobile Home Park
private drive reconstruction
• Bamboo Hut sidewalk and curb
reconstruction

B/C/D/D

C/C/D/D

8/14/2/1

17/7/7/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.
Leading pedestrian/ bicycle
interval reduces conflicts.

Improvement over
baseline. Additional
crosswalk, leading
pedestrian interval,
audible signals, and
sufficient pedestrian
crossing time for seniors.

Concept 2 (Four Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Farrington’s Mobile Home Park
private drive reconstruction
• Bamboo Hut sidewalk and curb
reconstruction

B/C/D/D

B/C/D/D

3/5/2/1

5/3/7/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Same as baseline. New
cycling facilities will create
dedicated space for
cyclists, but conflicts with
vehicles would persist
without left turn lanes.
Limited visibility of cyclists
for turning vehicles
because crossing two travel
lanes.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
audible signals, rebuilt
ramps, sufficient
pedestrian crossing time
for seniors.

Concept
Existing configuration

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
4

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Opportunities to Improve
Intersctions)
Accessibility
Pedestrian Experience
No bicycle facilities.
Baseline
Limited crossing
opportunities, degraded
sidewalk and curbs at
Bamboo Hut, 40' crossing
distance, 4-lane cross
section.
Will vary by segment Improvement over
Improvement over
Improvement over
option. LTS at
baseline, provided that
baseline. Leading
baseline. An additional
intersections highly cycling facilities continue
pedestrian intervals,
crosswalk, smaller
dependent on
through the intersection.
audible signals, rebuilt
intersection footprint,
design.
ramps, sufficient
shortened North Ave
pedestrian crossing time crossing distance.
for seniors.

Right-of-Way Impacts

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments
New ROW Needs
High-speed four-lane
Baseline
cross section with ability
to pass. Large turning
radii at the shopping
center entrance.

Planting Strip Impacts
Baseline

Improvement over
baseline. Reduced
number of lanes,
narrowed lanes,
consistent cross section,
inability to pass.

No new ROW needed

Worse than baseline.
Long-term bicycle
facilities will narrow
planting strips.

Same as baseline. An
additional crosswalk will
be convenient, but cross
section, intersection
footprint, and crossing
distance remains the
same.

Same as baseline. 4-lane
cross section provides
opportunity for
aggressive driving.

No new ROW needed

Significantly worse than
baseline. Planting strip
would be removed to
accommodate bicycle
facilities.

Significant Improvement
over baseline. An
additional crosswalk,
smaller intersection
footprint, shortened
North Ave crossing
distance, and
reconstruction of
driveway and its
crosswalk and Bamboo
Hut's sidewalk and curb
cuts.
Slight improvement over

Improvement over
baseline. Reduced
number of lanes,
narrowed lanes,
consistent cross section,
inability to pass.

No new ROW needed

Same as baseline. Missing
planting strip in front of
Bamboo Hut could be
added back with
reconstruction, but longterm bicycle facilities will
narrow other planting
strips.

Same as baseline. 4-lane
cross section provides
opportunity for
aggressive driving.

No new ROW needed

Significantly worse than
baseline. Planting strip
would be removed to
accommodate bicycle
facilities.

baseline. An additional
crosswalk and
reconstructed
driveway/Bamboo Hut
sidewalk will be
benefitcial, but cross
section, intersection
footprint, and crossing
distance remains the
same.

Balances Transportation Choices

Intersection

Ethan Allen
Pkwy

Improves Safety for All Users

Future Vehicle
AM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
A/A/D/A

Future Vehicle
PM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
A/A/A/C

Future Average
Queue
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
2/9/2/0

Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
5/1/1/2

Concept 1 (Three Lanes):
• Little Eagle Bay included in signal
• High-speed NB right turn lane
eliminated
• Relocate park entrance and add
curb extension to further slow right
turns

A/D/B/E

C/A/B/D

2/22/1/8

36/3/1/4

Concept 1 (Four Lanes):
• Little Eagle Bay included in signal
• High-speed NB right turn lane
eliminated
• Relocate park entrance and add
curb extension to further slow right
turns

A/B/A/D

A/A/B/C

3/8/1/6

6/3/1/3

Concept 2 (Three Lanes):
• Roundabout with dual SB
approach lanes and NB right-turn
lane, no flare on approaches
• Relocate park entrance

C/E/D/D

E/D/B/E

1/1/1/1

Concept 2 (Four Lanes):
• Roundabout with dual SB and NB
approach lanes, no flare on
approaches
• Relocate park entrance

A/D/B/E

C/C/E/A

1/1/1/1

Concept
Existing configuration

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
4

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Opportunities to Improve
Intersctions)
Accessibility
Pedestrian Experience
No bicycle facilities. Unsafe Baseline
Unsafe vehicle turning
high-speed NB right turn.
speeds, limited crossing
opportunities, 40'
crossing distance
Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.
NB right turn slowed with
partial realignment of
Ethan Allen Pkwy and
removal of park entrance.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals with
audible signals, rebuilt
ramps.

Right-of-Way Impacts

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments
New ROW Needs
Wide lanes, large turning Baseline
radii, unsafe vehicle
turning speeds, ability to
pass.

Planting Strip Impacts
Baseline

Improvement over
baseline. Additional
crosswalks, reduced
vehicle turning speeds,
smaller intersection
footprint, simplified
traffic movement, and
shortened Ethan Allen
Pkwy crossing.
Will vary by segment Same as baseline. New
Improvement over
Same as baseline.
option. LTS at
cycling facilities will create baseline. Leading
Additional crosswalks and
intersections highly dedicated space for
pedestrian intervals with shortened Ethan Allen
dependent on
cyclists, but conflicts with audible signals, rebuilt
Pkwy crossing distance
design.
vehicles would persist
ramps.
are notable, but North
without left turn lanes.
Ave cross section remains
Limited visibility of cyclists
wide and large
for turning vehicles
intersection footprint
because crossing two travel
remains.
lanes.

Improvement over
baseline. Reduced
number of lanes,
narrowed lanes,
narrowed turning radii
from straightened
intersection.consistent
cross section, inability to
pass.
Same as baseline. Vehicle
speeds are slowed on NB
right-turn, but 4-lane
cross section provides
opportunity for
aggressive driving.

Relocated Ethan Allen
Park entrance will cause
ROW impacts.

Worse than baseline.
Long-term bicycle
facilities will narrow
planting strips.

Relocated Ethan Allen
Park entrance will cause
ROW impacts.

Significantly worse than
baseline. Planting strip
would be removed to
accommodate bicycle
facilities.

1/1/1/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Worse than baseline. A
cycle track around the
roundabout must be
provided for full separation
(which is an improvement),
but crossing dual approach
lanes is not recommended.
International practice is to
grade separate such
interactions.

Worse than baseline.
Rebuilt ramps, pedestrian
refuge islands, and
shortened crossings are
notable. However, dual
approach lane crossings
would be difficult for
disabled to safely cross
without signals.

Worse than baseline.
Large roundabout adds
walking distance for
pedestrians, traffic
pattens are relatively
complicated.

Same as baseline.
Narrowed lanes, removal
of high-speed NB right
turn, and slower turns
throughout (because of
assumption of no flare on
approaches/exits) are
notable. However, dual
approach lanes provide
opportunity for passing
and aggressive driving.

Relocated Ethan Allen
Park entrance will cause
ROW impacts.
Roundabout footprint
would impact adjacent
residential and
commercial properties.

Significant improvement
over baseline.
Roundabout would
require more land, so
there would be
opportunities for
additional landscaping on
islands. Would require
cycle track, which would
be protected by a
landscape buffer as well.

1/1/3/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Worse than baseline. A
cycle track around the
roundabout must be
provided for full separation
(which is an improvement),
but crossing dual approach
lanes is not recommended.
International practice is to
grade separate such
interactions.

Worse than baseline.
Rebuilt ramps, pedestrian
refuge islands, and
shortened crossings are
notable. However, dual
approach lane crossings
would be difficult for
disabled to safely cross
without signals.

Worse than baseline.
Large roundabout adds
walking distance for
pedestrians, traffic
pattens are relatively
complicated.

Same as baseline.
Narrowed lanes, removal
of high-speed NB right
turn, and slower turns
throughout (because of
assumption of no flare on
approaches/ exits) are
notable. However, 4-lane
cross section provides
opportunity for passing
and aggressive driving.

Relocated Ethan Allen
Park entrance will cause
ROW impacts.
Roundabout footprint
would impact adjacent
residential and
commercial properties.

Improvement over
baseline. Roundabout
would require more land,
so there would be
opportunities for
additional landscaping on
islands. Would require
cycle track, which would
be protected by a
landscape buffer as well.
However, planting strip
would be removed on
intersection approaches
to accommodate bicycle
facilities.

Balances Transportation Choices

Intersection

VT 127 Ramps

Improves Safety for All Users

Right-of-Way Impacts

Future Vehicle
AM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
F/E/B/C

Future Vehicle
PM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
B/B/B/A

Future Average
Queue
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
21/16/1/4

Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
4/1/1/1

Concept 1 (Three Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB and WB
right turn lanes

D/D/C/C

D/C/C/C

15/18/1/3

21/6/1/4

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.
NB and WB right turns
slowed with
reconfiguration.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
rebuilt ramps, removal of
high speed right turns.

Significant Improvement
over baseline. Additional
crosswalks, smaller
intersection footprint,
shortened North Ave and
VT 127 ramps crossing
distances, and simplified
traffic movement.

Significant improvement No new ROW needed
over baseline. Reduced
number of lanes,
narrowed lanes,
consistent cross section,
inability to pass,
eliminating merging, and
removal of high-speed
turns.

Improvement over
baseline. Removal of high
speed NB right turn
presents opportunity to
reclaim greenery.

Concept 1 (Four Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB and WB
right turn lanes

C/D/C/C

D/C/C/C

12/15/1/3

21/6/1/6

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection
and that north leg is
constrained to 3 lanes at
the intersection. NB and
WB right turns slowed with
reconfiguration.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
rebuilt ramps, removal of
high speed right turns.

Improvement over
baseline. Additional
crosswalks, smaller
intersection footprint,
shortened North Ave and
VT 127 ramps crossing
distances, and simplified
traffic movement
provided that north leg is
constrained to 3 lanes at
the intersection.

Improvement over
No new ROW needed
baseline. Narrowed lanes
and removal of high
speed NB and WB right
turn lanes will help slow
vehicles, but 4-lane cross
section provides
opportunity for
aggressive driving.

Same as baseline.
Removal of high speed
NB right turn presents
opportunity to reclaim
greenery. However,
planting strip would be
removed north of
intersection to
accommodate bicycle
facilities.

Concept 2 (Three Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB and WB
right turn lanes
• Dual SB left-turn lanes

B/B/C/C

C/B/C/C

9/4/1/3

13/5/1/7

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.
NB and WB right turns
slowed with
reconfiguration. Dual SB
left-turn movement would
be protected phase only,
eliminating conflicts with
cyclists.

Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
rebuilt ramps, removal of
high speed right turns.

Same as baseline.
Additional crosswalks,
south crosswalk
pedestrian refuge, and
removed high-speed
turns are notable, but
long crossing North Ave
and VT 127 ramp crossing
disances remain.

Significant improvement No new ROW needed
over baseline. Reduced
number of lanes,
narrowed lanes,
consistent cross section,
inability to pass,
eliminating merging, and
removal of high-speed
turns.

Same as baseline. Dual VT
127 receiving lanes would
remove some of the
green area, but removal
of high speed NB right
turn presents an
opportunity to reclaim
some greenery.

Concept
Existing configuration

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
4

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Opportunities to Improve
Intersctions)
Accessibility
No bicycle facilities. Unsafe Baseline
high-speed NB right turn.
WB free right-turn places
NB cyclists between two NB
travel lanes with fastmoving and lane-changing
traffic.

Pedestrian Experience
Limited crossing
opportunities, two highspeed turning
movements, 40' crossing
distance, 4-lane cross
section.

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments
New ROW Needs
High-speed four-lane
Baseline
cross section with ability
to pass. Large turning
radii with high speed NB
and WB right turns.

Planting Strip Impacts
Baseline

Balances Transportation Choices

Intersection

VT 127 Ramps
(continued)

Improves Safety for All Users

Future Vehicle
AM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
B/B/C/C

Future Vehicle
PM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
C/B/C/C

Future Average
Queue
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
9/12/1/3

Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
13/3/1/8

Concept 3 (Three Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB right-turn
lane
• Roundabout with dual SB
approach lanes, a WB right-turn
bypass lane, and no flare on
approaches

D/D/D/B

C/A/A/A

2/2/1/1

Concept 3 (Four Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB right-turn
lane
• Roundabout with dual SB
approach lanes, a WB right-turn
bypass lane, and no flare on
approaches

D/D/D/B

C/A/A/A

2/2/1/1

Concept
Concept 2 (Four Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB and WB
right-turn lanes
• Dual SB left-turn lanes

Right-of-Way Impacts

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Intersctions)
Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.
NB and WB right turns
slowed with
reconfiguration. Dual SB
left-turn movement would
be protected phase only,
eliminating conflicts with
cyclists.

1/1/0/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Worse than baseline. A
cycle track around the
roundabout must be
provided for full separation
(which is an improvement),
but crossing dual approach
lanes is not recommended.
International practice is to
grade separate such
interactions.

Worse than baseline.
Rebuilt ramps, pedestrian
refuge islands, and some
shortened crossings are
notable. However, dual
approach lane crossings
and a WB right turn
bypass lane would be
difficult for disabled to
safely cross without
signals.

Worse than baseline.
Large roundabout adds
walking distance for
pedestrians, traffic
pattens are relatively
complicated, and WB
right-turn bypass lane has
the potential to be a
safety concern as vehicles
leave VT 127, a highspeed corridor.

Same as baseline.
Narrowed lanes, removal
of high-speed NB right
turn, and slower turns
throughout (because of
assumption of no flare on
approaches/ exits) are
notable. However, the
WB right-turn bypass has
the potential for highspeed turns unless
carefully designed.

No new ROW needed for
roundabout, as it would
likely fit within existing
transportation ROW

Significant improvement
over baseline. There
appears to be plenty of
space for roundabout to
include a planting strip.
Additional greenery from
islands.

1/1/0/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Worse than baseline. A
cycle track around the
roundabout must be
provided for full separation
(which is an improvement),
but crossing dual approach
lanes is not recommended.
International practice is to
grade separate such
interactions.

Worse than baseline.
Rebuilt ramps, pedestrian
refuge islands, and some
shortened crossings are
notable. However, dual
approach lane crossings
and a WB right turn
bypass lane would be
difficult for disabled to
safely cross without
signals.

Worse than baseline.
Large roundabout adds
walking distance for
pedestrians, traffic
pattens are relatively
complicated, and WB
right-turn bypass lane has
the potential to be a
safety concern as vehicles
leave VT 127, a highspeed corridor.

Same as baseline.
Narrowed lanes, removal
of high-speed NB right
turn, and slower turns
throughout (because of
assumption of no flare on
approaches/ exits) are
notable. However, the
WB right-turn bypass has
the potential for highspeed turns unless
carefully designed. 4-lane
cross section on north
side of intersection
provides opportunity for
aggressive driving.

No new ROW needed for
roundabout, as it would
likely fit within existing
transportation ROW

Improvement over
baseline. There appears
to be plenty of space for
roundabout to include a
planting strip. Additional
greenery from islands.
However, planting strip
would be removed north
of intersection to
accommodate bicycle
facilities.

Opportunities to Improve
Accessibility
Improvement over
baseline. Leading
pedestrian intervals,
rebuilt ramps, removal of
high speed right turns.

Pedestrian Experience
Same as baseline.
Additional crosswalks,
south crosswalk
pedestrian refuge, and
removed high-speed
turns are notable, but
long crossing North Ave
and VT 127 ramp crossing
disances remain.

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments
New ROW Needs
Improvement over
No new ROW needed
baseline. Narrowed lanes
and removal of high
speed NB and WB right
turn lanes will help slow
vehicles, but 4-lane cross
section provides
opportunity for
aggressive driving.

Planting Strip Impacts
Worse than baseline.
Dual VT 127 receiving
lanes would remove
some of the green area,
but removal of high
speed NB right turn
presents an opportunity
to reclaim some
greenery. However,
planting strip would be
removed north of
intersection to
accommodate bicycle
facilities.

Balances Transportation Choices

Intersection

Institute Rd

North St

Improves Safety for All Users

Future Vehicle
AM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
B/A/C/B

Future Vehicle
PM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
A/A/B/C

Future Average
Queue
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
3/5/4/1

Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
5/3/1/1

Concept 1:
• No right on red
• Reduce intersection footprint
• Relocate NB bus stop to far side
• Resolve bus driveway access

B/C/D/C

A/C/D/C

2/16/5/1

7/8/2/1

Concept 2:
• Roundabout with SB right-turn
bypass and no flare on approaches
• Resolve bus driveway access

B/B/A/A

A/B/A/A

1/1/1/1

1/2/1/1

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Existing configuration

A/B/-/B

B/A/-/B

2/7/-/1

6/3/-/1

4

Concept 1:
• No right on red
• Parking lot right in, right out or
curb cut removal.
• South crosswalk realignment and
pedestrian refuge
• North crosswalk realignment to be
located adjacent to push button
• Protected/permitted SB left turns

B/B/-/C

C/A/-/C

5/7/-/2

15/3/-/2

Will vary by segment
option. LTS at
intersections highly
dependent on
design.

Concept
Existing configuration

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)
4

Bike Conflicts with Turning
Vehicles (Signalized
Opportunities to Improve
Intersctions)
Accessibility
Pedestrian Experience
No bicycle facilities. High
Baseline
Limited crossing
turning volumes during
opportunities, 50'
peaks
crossing distance over
North Ave, 40' crossing
distance over Institute
Rd.
Will vary by segment Improvement over
Improvement over
Improvement over
option. LTS at
baseline, provided that
baseline. Leading
baseline. Additional
intersections highly cycling facilities continue
pedestrian intervals,
crosswalks, smaller
dependent on
through the intersection
rebuilt ramps.
intersection footprint,
design.
and there is some degree
and shortened crossing
of physical and temporal
distances.
separation from vehicles
entering Institute Rd.

Improvement over
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection
and there is some degree
of physical separation from
vehicles entering Institute
Rd, priority for cyclists at
the Institute Rd crossing,
and assuming no flare on
approach or exit lanes (i.e.
non-tangential).

Same as baseline. Rebuilt
ramps, shortened
crossings on all
approaches with
pedestrian refuge islands
are improvements.
However, may be difficult
for disabled persons
without signalized
crossings, particularly at
the dual SB approach
lanes.

Improvement over
baseline. Additional
crosswalks, potentially
reduced vehicle turning
speeds (if no flare is
provided on approaches).
However, SB right-turn
lane has the potential to
be a safety concern
unless designed carefully.

Right-of-Way Impacts

Vehicle Speed Reduction
Treatments
New ROW Needs
Wide lanes, cross section Baseline
widens significantly at
intersection.

Planting Strip Impacts
Baseline

Improvement over
No new ROW needed
baseline. Narrowed lanes
and smaller intersection
footprint to slow drivers.

Improvement over
baseline. Planting strip
must be widened to
accommodate relocated
NB bus shelter. Long-term
bicycle facilities may
narrow planting strips
elsewhere, but impacts
are uncertain because the
existing intersection
footprint is very wide.

Improvement over
New ROW likely needed
baseline. Narrowed lanes on Burlington High School
and slower turning
lawn
speeds in roundabout
(assuming no flare on
approaches/exits). The
SB right-turn lane must
be designed carefully to
avoid high-speed turns.

Improvement over
baseline. Narrowed lanes
south of intersection
leave room for widened
planting strip. Additional
greenery from islands.
However, some of the
planting strip on the high
school side would likely
be removed to
accommodate
roundabout footprint.

NB bike lane north of North Intersecton ramps and
St only.
walk signals recently
reconstructed. Push
button located far from
north crosswalk ramp.

Full crossing
Appropriate travel lane
opportunities, but North width, large NE corner
Ave crosswalk angles
turning radii.
create distances longer
than the curb-to-curb
width of the street.

Improvement over
Same as baseline.
baseline, provided that
cycling facilities continue
through the intersection.
Realigned south crosswalk
and refuge can provide a
safer crossing for cyclists
entering and exiting the
parking lot to access Depot
St.

Improvement over
baseline. Pedestrian
crossings shortened with
relaigned crosswalks,
north crosswalk placed
adjacent to existing pushbutton (and moved away
from drain grate), and
south crosswalk
pedestrian refuge
provides safe waiting
area.

Baseline

Improvement over
No new ROW needed
baseline. NE corner
turning radii can be made
smaller in conunction
with moving back SB left
turn stop bar. SB
crosswalk pedestrian
refuge eliminates ability
for drivers to pass.

Baseline

Worse than baseline.
Implementation of full
bicycle facilities will
narrow planting strips
because the existing
strips are so wide, but the
resulting strips will be at
least approximately 5'
wide, compliant with
Burlington guidelines.

Balances Transportation Choices

Intersection

Plattsburg Ave

Shore Rd/
Heineberg Rd

Ethan Allen
Shopping Center

Concept
Existing configuration
Concept 1:
• High-speed right eliminated
• Exclusive pedestrian phase at
south crosswalk
Concept 2:
• High-speed right eliminated
• Right-turn lane eliminated
Concept 3:
• Mini-roundabout
• High-speed right eliminated
• Right-turn lane eliminated
Existing configuration
Concept 1 (Three Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Split phasing
Concept 1 (Four Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Split phasing
Concept 2 (Three Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Shore Rd realignment
Concept 2 (Four Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Shore Rd realignment
Existing configuration
Concept 1 (Three Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
Concept 1 (Four Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
Concept 2 (Three Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Farrington’s Mobile Home Park
private drive reconstruction
• Bamboo Hut sidewalk and curb
reconstruction
Concept 2 (Four Lanes):
• Pedestrian crossing times long
enough for seniors
• No right on red
• Farrington’s Mobile Home Park
private drive reconstruction
• Bamboo Hut sidewalk and curb
reconstruction

Total Score
(Higher is
Better)

Future Vehicle
AM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)

Future Vehicle
PM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)

3.0
3.5

3
3

3
3

4.0

3

3.5

Improves Safety for All Users

Future Average
Queue
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
Not scored

Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
Not scored

Not scored

Not scored

3

Not scored

Not scored

3.0

2

2

Not scored

Not scored

2.0

3.0
3.3

3
2

3
2

Not scored

Not scored

Not scored

Not scored

3.0
2.0

3.0

2

2

Not scored

Not scored

2.0

3.8

3

3

Not scored

Not scored

3.5

3

3

Not scored

3.0
3.1

3
2

3
2

2.6

2

3.4

2.8

SUBTOTAL

3.0
3.0

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)

3

Bike Conflicts with
Turning Vehicles Opportunities to
(Signalized
Improve
Intersctions)
Accessibility

Right-of-Way Impacts

Pedestrian
Experience

Vehicle Speed
Reduction
Treatments

SUBTOTAL

New ROW Needs

Planting Strip
Impacts

SUBTOTAL

3
4

3
4

3
4

3
4

3.0
4.0

3
3

3
3

3.0
3.0

Dependent on
Design

4

4

5

5

4.5

3

5

4.0

Dependent on
Design

4

3

5

4

4.0

3

5

4.0

3

3
4

3
4

3
4

3
4

3.0
4.0

3
3

3
3

3.0
3.0

Dependent on
Design

4

4

4

3

3.8

3

2

2.5

3.0

Dependent on
Design

4

4

5

5

4.5

2

4

3.0

Not scored

3.0

Dependent on
Design

4

4

5

4

4.3

2

3

2.5

Not scored

Not scored
Not scored

3.0
2.0

3

Not scored

3
4

3
4

3
4

3
4

3.0
4.0

3
3

3
2

3.0
2.5

2

Not scored

Not scored

2.0

Dependent on
Design

3

4

3

3

3.3

3

1

2.0

2

2

Not scored

Not scored

2.0

Dependent on
Design

4

4

5

4

4.3

3

3

3.0

2

2

Not scored

Not scored

2.0

Dependent on
Design

3

4

4

3

3.5

3

1

2.0

Dependent on
Design

Dependent on
Design

Dependent on
Design

Balances Transportation Choices

Intersection

Ethan Allen
Pkwy

VT 127 Ramps

Total Score
(Higher is
Better)

Future Vehicle
AM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)

Future Vehicle
PM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)

3.0
3.0

3
2

3
2

Concept 1 (Four Lanes):
• Little Eagle Bay included in signal
• High-speed NB right turn lane
eliminated
• Relocate park entrance and add
curb extension to further slow right
turns

2.9

3

Concept 2 (Three Lanes):
• Roundabout with dual SB and NB
approach lanes, no flare on
approaches
• Relocate park entrance
Concept 2 (Four Lanes):
• Roundabout with dual SB and NB
approach lanes, no flare on
approaches
• Relocate park entrance
Existing configuration

2.1

Concept
Existing configuration
Concept 1 (Three Lanes):
• Little Eagle Bay included in signal
• High-speed NB right turn lane
eliminated
• Relocate park entrance and add
curb extension to further slow right
turns

Concept 1 (Three Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB and WB
right turn lanes
Concept 1 (Four Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB and WB
right turn lanes
Concept 2 (Three Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB and WB
right turn lanes
• Dual SB left-turn lanes
Concept 2 (Four Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB and WB
right-turn lanes
• Dual SB left-turn lanes
Concept 3 (Three Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB right-turn
lane
• Roundabout with dual SB
approach lanes, a WB right-turn
bypass lane, and no flare on
approaches
Concept 3 (Four Lanes):
• Remove high-speed NB right-turn
lane
• Roundabout with dual SB
approach lanes, a WB right-turn
bypass lane, and no flare on
approaches

Improves Safety for All Users

Future Average
Queue
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
Not scored

Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
Not scored

Not scored

Not scored

3

Not scored

Not scored

3.0

1

1

Not scored

Not scored

2.0

1

1

Not scored

3.0
3.9

3
4

3
2

3.5

4

3.8

SUBTOTAL

3.0
2.0

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)

3

Bike Conflicts with
Turning Vehicles Opportunities to
(Signalized
Improve
Intersctions)
Accessibility

Right-of-Way Impacts

Pedestrian
Experience

Vehicle Speed
Reduction
Treatments

SUBTOTAL

New ROW Needs

Planting Strip
Impacts

SUBTOTAL

3
4

3
4

3
4

3
4

3.0
4.0

3
2

3
2

3.0
2.0

Dependent on
Design

3

4

3

3

3.3

2

2

2.0

1.0

Dependent on
Design

2

2

2

3

2.3

1

5

3.0

Not scored

1.0

Dependent on
Design

2

2

2

3

2.3

1

4

2.5

Not scored

Not scored
Not scored

3.0
3.0

3

Not scored

3
4

3
4

3
5

3
5

3.0
4.5

3
3

3
4

3.0
3.5

2

Not scored

Not scored

3.0

Dependent on
Design

4

4

4

4

4.0

3

3

3.0

5

3

Not scored

Not scored

4.0

Dependent on
Design

4

4

3

5

4.0

3

3

3.0

3.5

5

3

Not scored

Not scored

4.0

Dependent on
Design

4

4

3

4

3.8

3

2

2.5

3.0

4

3

Not scored

Not scored

3.5

Dependent on
Design

2

2

2

3

2.3

3

5

4.0

2.9

4

3

Not scored

Not scored

3.5

Dependent on
Design

2

2

2

3

2.3

3

4

3.5

Dependent on
Design

Dependent on
Design

Balances Transportation Choices

Intersection

Institute Rd

Total Score
(Higher is
Better)

Future Vehicle
AM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)

Future Vehicle
PM Peak
(LOS)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)

3.0
3.4

3
2

3
2

Concept 2:
• Roundabout with SB right-turn
bypass and no flare on approaches
• Resolve bus driveway access

3.4

3

Existing configuration

3.0
3.3

3
3

Concept
Existing configuration
Concept 1:
• No right on red
• Reduce intersection footprint
• Relocate NB bus stop to far side
• Resolve bus driveway access

North St

Concept 1:
• No right on red
• Parking lot right in, right out or
curb cut removal.
• South crosswalk realignment and
pedestrian refuge
• North crosswalk realignment to be
located adjacent to push button
• Protected/permitted SB left turns

Improves Safety for All Users

Future Average
Queue
AM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
Not scored

Future Average
Queue
PM Peak (# Cars)
(NB/SB/EB/WB)
Not scored

Not scored

Not scored

3

Not scored

Not scored

3.0

3
3

Not scored

Not scored

Not scored

Not scored

3.0
3.0

SUBTOTAL

3.0
2.0

Level of Traffic
Stress Rating
(Bicycle)

3

Bike Conflicts with
Turning Vehicles Opportunities to
(Signalized
Improve
Intersctions)
Accessibility

Right-of-Way Impacts

Pedestrian
Experience

Vehicle Speed
Reduction
Treatments

SUBTOTAL

New ROW Needs

Planting Strip
Impacts

SUBTOTAL

3
4

3
4

3
4

3
4

3.0
4.0

3
3

3
4

3.0
3.5

Dependent on
Design

4

3

4

4

3.8

2

4

3.0

3

3
4

3
3

3
4

3
4

3.0
3.8

3
3

3
2

3.0
2.5

Dependent on
Design

Dependent on
Design

The following table summarizes segment-by-segment and corridor-wide Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) scores for each short-, medium-, and long-term cross section concept. Level of Traffic Stress--a combination of perceived danger, noise, and exhaust
associated with riding in or adjacent to vehicle traffic--is an evaluation tool to classify the stress of different types of bicycle facilities. The scoring system is as follows:
• LTS 1: A level of traffic stress tolerable by most children
• LTS 2: A level of traffic stress tolerable by the mainstream adult population, those who are "interested but concerned"
• LTS 3: A level of traffic stress toilerable by the "enthused and confident" cyclists who still prefer their own riding space.
• LTS 4: A level of traffic stress tolerable only by those characterized as "strong and fearless.
The analysis employs a weakest-link approach. If one segment of a corridor is rated LTS 4, the entire corridor is rated LTS 4 even if all other segments are LTS 1, 2, or 3.
Short Term
(< 3 Years)

Segment 1: Plattsburg Ave to Shore Rd
Segment 2: Shore Rd to VT-127 Ramps
Segment 3: VT 127 Ramps to Institute Rd
Segment 4: Institute Rd to Washington St
Segment 5: Washington St to North St
LTS Rating for Concept
Compared to Existing

Key

Mixed Lane LTS Criteria
Bike Lake LTS Criteria (see LTS Bike Lane worksheet)
Cycle Track LTS (LTS = 1)

Existing
Conditions
3
4
3
2
2
4

Long Term
(> 10 Years)

Med. Term
(< 7 Years)

Concept A
(Bike Lanes within
Existing Curbs)
4-Lane
3-Lane
Segment 2
Segment 2
2
2
4
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
4
2
Same
Better

Concept B
(5' Minimum Bike Lanes)
4-Lane
3-Lane
Segment 2
Segment 2
2
2
3
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
3
2
Better
Better

Concept C
(Buffered Bike Lanes)
4-Lane
3-Lane
Segment 2
Segment 2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
Better
Much Better

Concept D
(On-Street One-Way
Cycle Tracks)
4-Lane
3-Lane
Segment 2
Segment 2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Much Better
Much Better

Notes

Existing conditions assumes 30 mph speed limit north of VT 127 ramps and 25 mph speed limit south of VT 127 ramps
Concepts A-F assume 25 mph speed limit along the entire corridor, including 4-lane segment 2
LTS uses a weakest link approach. The portion of each concept with the highest LTS dictates the overall rating.

Concept E
(Raised One-Way
Cycle Tracks)
4-Lane
3-Lane
Segment 2
Segment 2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Much Better
Much Better

Concept F2
Concept F1
(Raised Two- (On-Street TwoWay Cycle
Way
Track on SB
Cycle Track on
Side)
SB Side)
3-Lane
3-Lane
Segment 2
Segment 2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Much Better
Much Better

Do the Cross Section Concepts Meet Minimum Desired Widths from NACTO and Burlington Complete Street Guidance?
Short Term (< 3 Years)

Long Term (> 10 Years)

Concept A
Modifications Within Existing Curb-toCurb Width
Segment
1: Plattsburg to Shore

Concept B
5’ Minimum
Bike Lanes

(No curb movement)
Yes

Concept C
Buffered
Bike Lanes

Concept D
On-Street One-Way
Cycle Tracks

(5’ bike lane, 2’ buffer)

(5-7’ cycle track, 3’ buffer)

Concept E
Raised One-Way
Cycle Tracks
(6.5’ cycle track integrated into
planting strip)

Concept F1
Raised Two-Way
Cycle Track
(8-12’ cycle track integrated into
planting strip)
Yes

Concept F2
On-Street Two-Way
Cycle Track
(9'-12' cycle track, 3' buffer)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2: Shore to VT 127 (3 Lane)

No; outside lanes 10’ (need 11’ for
Yes
bus safety), but bike lane will provide
some breathing room. Note that the
4- to 3-lane conversion is a mediumterm concept.

Yes

No; 4’ landscape zone proposed
(BCSG recommends 5’).

Possibly; 4.5’ landscape zone
Yes
proposed (BCSG recommends 5’).
We could reallocate 1’ sidewalk-cycle
track delineator into the tree zone to
bring it to 5’, if desired. Recommend
keeping the delineator, though.

Yes

2: Shore to VT 127 (4 Lane)

No; sharrows proposed (NACTO
recommends sharrows on streets
with < 3,000 vpd; no mention of
sharrows in BCSG).

No; 2’ landscape zone proposed
(BCSG recommends 5’).

No; no landscape zone proposed
(BCSG recommends 5’). Outside
lanes 10’ (prefer 10.5' for buses), but
2’ buffer will help.

No; 2’ buffer proposed (NACTO
recommends 3’) and no landscape
zone proposed (BCSG recommends
5’). Outside lanes 10.5’ adjacent to
curb (prefer 11’ striped as 10.5' for
buses).

No; 5’ cycle track proposed (NACTO No; Not feasible with 4-lane concept No; Not feasible with 4-lane concept
recommends 6.5’) and no landscape because two-way cycle track would because two-way cycle track would
zone proposed (BCSG recommends become bus boarding area.
become bus boarding area.
5’). Outside lanes 10.5’ adjacent to
curb (prefer 11’ striped as 10.5' for
buses).

3: VT 127 to Institute

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4: Institute to Washington

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5: Washington to North

No; 4’ bike lane proposed in NB
direction (NACTO and BCSG
recommend 5’ – 6’), while sharrows
proposed in SB direction (NACTO
recommends sharrows on streets
with < 3,000 vpd; no mention of
sharrows in BCSG).

Yes

Yes

No; 2’ buffer proposed (NACTO
Possibly; 4.5’ landscape zone
Yes
recommends 3’); 4.5’ landscape zone proposed (BCSG recommends 5’).
(BCSG recommends 5’).
We could reallocate 0.5’ sidewalkcycle track delineator into the tree
zone to bring it to 5’, if desired.
Recommend keeping the delineator,
though.

Yes

Yes; While vehicle lanes adjacent to
curbs are 10.5' (11' lanes against
curbs preferred for buses), they are
also adjacent to a two-way left-turn
lane, providing a buffer between
oncoming buses.
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Introduction
An ongoing corridor study is examining possible ways to make North Avenue, situated in Burlington’s
New North End, a more complete street that provides “safe, inviting, and convenient travel for all users
of all ages and abilities.” 1 The study is led by Parsons-Brinkerhoff consulting and directed by the
Burlington Department of Public Works and Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission. The
corridor study encompasses North Avenue from the North Street intersection to the intersection with
Plattsburg Avenue. The nature of this project is closely tied to public health because it has the potential
to impact chronic disease, injury, health equity, and mental wellbeing.
Including the public health perspective in planning ensures that the physical and mental wellbeing of
residents is considered when developing and implementing policies that impact health. One approach
for incorporating public health is through the use of Health Impact Assessments (HIA), which is a process
for considering the health effects of a decision and providing recommendations. HIA is a systematic,
flexible approach that uses data, research, and stakeholder input to assess the potential health impacts
of policies or projects. As a “desktop” or “rapid” HIA, this report draws from existing data such as local
reports, public meetings, and published literature about similar scenarios, rather than creating new
data.
This HIA complements the ongoing North Avenue corridor study by answering the following questions:
- What are the potential health impacts of proposed changes to North Avenue?
- Which proposals have the most potential to improve the health of vulnerable populations?
The pathway diagram on the next page explores the relevant components of the proposals, the most
important health impacts, and the linkages between the two. The current burden of disease from the
health outcomes that are most impacted are discussed in the first half of the report. The relationship
between the proposals and those outcomes is explored in the second half.
It is important to note several limitations of this HIA. Though air quality may be affected and has
negative impacts on conditions such as asthma, other respiratory conditions, and cardiovascular disease,
there is not enough data available to comment on whether air quality will improve, decline, or remain
constant as a result of the proposed changes. Similarly, little information is available on the relationship
between the design of communities and the mental health and wellbeing of residents, so these
outcomes are discussed only briefly and in broad terms. The current proposals do not include significant
changes to motorist or transit facilities, so there are correspondingly fewer health impacts that might be
expected. Motorist and transit facilities are therefore not shown explicitly in the pathways diagram,
though they are discussed later in the report. Finally, the proposals that were considered (Appendix 2)
are the proposals presented at the second public workshop. They are not yet developed in detail so only
broad conclusions can be drawn about potential health impacts.

Potential Health Impact Pathways
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Population Health Profile
Chronic Disease
Chronic diseases are persistent, life-changing conditions that can be controlled but not cured.2 They
impact an individual’s quality of life, risk of premature death, and healthcare costs. Chronic diseases are
widespread; among Chittenden County adults 22% have ever been diagnosed with arthritis, 28% have
been told they have high cholesterol, 23% have hypertension, 6% have been diagnosed with
cardiovascular disease, and 6% have diabetes.3
Being overweight or obese increases an individual’s risk of developing serious health problems such as
heart disease, diabetes, stroke, cancer, and arthritis.2 Nearly one quarter of high school students in the
Burlington School District are overweight (13%) or obese (10%).4 Six in ten Chittenden County adults are
overweight (37%) or obese (21%).3
Though most chronic diseases have multiple causes and risk factors, the three that are most pertinent to
the proposed changes to the North Avenue corridor are physical inactivity, poor diet, and lack of access
to healthcare.
Physical Activity
Physical activity is a key component of weight management and is associated with lower rates of chronic
disease. To stay healthy, adults should participate in at least 150 minutes of moderate activity or 75
minutes of vigorous activity each week.5 Only 62% of adults in Chittenden County meet physical activity
recommendations and 13% participate in no leisure time physical activity.3
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services recommends that young people ages 6–17
participate in at least 60 minutes of physical activity every day.5 In the Burlington School District, 61% of
middle school students were physically active for one hour each day for the past 7 days.4 Rates for boys
meeting the physical activity recommendations (65%) were higher than for girls (56%). Only 23% of high
school students were physically active for one hour each day for the past 7 days. Again rates for boys
(32%) were higher than for girls (13%).
A 2009 policy statement by the American Academy of Pediatrics highlighted the importance of the built
environment (including street design, green spaces, and neighborhood layout) in enabling children and
adolescents to achieve the 60 minutes of activity they need each day to stay healthy.6 In particular, they
highlighted that neighborhood design that promotes utilitarian physical activity, such as walking or
biking to school, to a park, or to a friends’ home, is “sustainable and important to health.” Rather than
allotting separate time during the day to be physically active, more families will be active if
opportunities for walking and biking are built into their neighborhoods through attractive streetscapes,
traffic calming, and safe and attractive sidewalks and bicycle routes.
Living in a community that helps build physical activity into the daily structure of life, such as safe routes
for walking or biking to school or errands and proximity to parks and bicycle paths, can help children and
their families get more physical activity each day.6 More than 70% of Chittenden County adults report
using community resources for physical activity.3 Walking and biking figure prominently as popular

forms of physical activity, as they are accessible, affordable, and readily incorporated into one’s daily
routine.7
Nationally, children who walk or bicycle to school have higher daily levels of physical activity and better
cardiovascular fitness than do children who
do not actively commute to school.8, 9 Four
decades ago, 48% of K-8th grade students
usually walked or bicycled to school. By
2009, only 13% of K-8th grade students
usually walked or bicycled to school.10 This
graph, taken from an Active Living Research
brief, shows this trend across three
decades.11
Data from the National Walking Survey
(2011) demonstrated that school children
tend to walk more if 1) their parents walk
more or 2) if the children live in a more
walkable community. Taken together, the effect is additive; children whose parents are frequent
walkers AND who also live in a more walkable community are considerably more likely to walk to school
than if only one of these influences is present.12
Nutrition
Together, physical inactivity and poor diet are the second leading cause of preventable death
nationally.13 In Chittenden County, 40% of adults consume two or more servings of fruit daily and only
21% consume three or more servings of vegetables daily.3
More detailed information about dietary habits is available for students in the Burlington School
District.4 Among high school students, 43% ate fruits or fruit juice twice a day, 29% ate vegetables three
or more times per day. Only 40% of students had breakfast every morning for the past seven days. High
school students were also asked about what they drank. Every day in the past seven days, 11% of
students drank at least one can, bottle, or glass of soda and 13% drank at least one can, bottle, or glass
of another type of sugar-sweetened beverage.
Given the importance of appropriate nutrition to public health, access to food stores and full-service
grocery stores are discussed in detail later in the report.
Access to healthcare
Access to healthcare plays an important role in ensuring that chronic diseases are diagnosed early and
managed appropriately to keep people as healthy as possible. Among adults in Chittenden County, 63%
had a routine doctor’s visit and 77% had a dental visit in the last year.3 Cancer screenings, though not
significantly different from the state, there is room for improvement: 81% of women are up to date on
breast cancer screening, 84% of women are up to date on cervical cancer screening, and 76% of men
and women meet guidelines for colorectal cancer screening.
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Injury
On average, there are nearly 350 injury deaths, more than 4,250 injury-related hospitalizations and
68,420 injury-related emergency department visits each year among Vermont residents.14 Motor
vehicle-related hospitalizations are the second leading cause of injury-related hospitalizations in the
state, accounting for about one in eight injury-related hospitalizations (13%). Of those hospitalized 6%
were pedestrians or bicyclists while the rest were passengers or drivers of motor vehicles.
In Vermont, the highest rates of hospitalization for motor vehicle injuries occur among 15 to 24 year
olds and among those 85 years of age and older.14 Of those aged 15 to 24, the motor vehicle
hospitalization rate is 159.3 per 100,000, more than one and a half times that of the next oldest age
group (25 to 44 year olds, 95.5 per 100,000). Injury rates also spike among Vermont’s oldest citizens,
with 167.8 per 100,000 of those 85 years and older being hospitalized for a motor vehicle injury.
Between the ages of 15 and 24 the rate of injury hospitalization for males is slightly higher – 192.6 per
100,000 men compared to 124.2 per 100,000 women. Among the oldest Vermonters, men are
hospitalized at more than three and a half times that of women (336.1 per 100,000 for males, compared
to 87.0 per 100,000 females).
Motor vehicles are the leading cause of injury-related death in Vermont.14 Between 2001 and 2005,
there were an average of 77 motor vehicle deaths per year. This equates to an annual average rate of
12.5 deaths per 100,000 Vermonters. More than half of those motor vehicle injury deaths are among
Vermonters between the ages of 15 and 44. Two-thirds of the motor vehicle deaths are male (68%).
Personal behaviors such as using a bicycle helmet, wearing a seatbelt, and not using cellphones while on
the road can reduce injury risk. Among high school students in the Burlington School District, 27% have
texted or e-mailed in the past 30 days while driving a car or other vehicle.4 Vermont has traffic laws in
the books that prohibit texting and handheld cellphone usage, but use of electronic devices by
motorists, and to a smaller extent, bicyclists and pedestrians is a growing concern. Among students in
the Burlington School District, 53% of high school students and 35% of middle school students who rode
a bicycle reported never or rarely wearing a bicycle helmet in the past 12 months. Seatbelt use is a more
widely used personal injury prevention measure – 6% of high school students and 3% of middle school
students reported never or rarely wearing a seatbelt while riding in a car. Though unintentional injury to
pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists is remediable, in part, through individual behavior change,
transportation planning to reduce injury risk is an essential strategy.

Mental health
In Chittenden County, 10% of adults reported that they are in poor mental health, meaning they
experienced 14 or more poor mental health days in the last month.3 The same survey found that 22% of
Chittenden County adults have ever been diagnosed with a depressive disorder.
Students in the Burlington School District were asked whether they had, over the past 12 months, felt so
sad or hopeless almost every day for two weeks or more in a row that they stopped doing some usual
activities.4 Among middle school students, 23% of girls and 15% of boys answered yes. For high school
students, 35% of girls and 15% of boys answered yes.
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Clearly, mental health is an important public health issue, but it will not be discussed at length given the
lack of research exploring the relationship between mental health and the built environment. However,
physical activity – which is discussed extensively in this report – does play an important role in reducing
stress and improving mental health.15

Health Equity
The New North End is home to a vibrant and diverse community. In the North Avenue corridor vision
statement, health equity is implied by the goal to “provide safe, inviting, and convenient travel for all
users of all ages and abilities.”1 Transportation is an important component of health equity: access to
transportation options other than driving is essential for people with disabilities, children too young to
drive, older seniors, and those unable to afford cars. These groups represent a significant proportion of
Chittenden County’s population. Of all residents, 10% have a disability, 16% are less than 15 years old,
12% are seniors, and 12% live in poverty.16 The American Public Health Association recommends
expanding transportation options for these groups wherever possible.17
Through its nature as a Complete Streets transportation study, the North Avenue corridor has the
potential to better meet the needs of all of groups that disproportionally experience poor health. The
report, “The Path to Complete Streets in Underserved Communities” summarized this, saying: “The
transportation disadvantaged, including communities of color, the poor, older adults, youth and people
with disabilities, are at a significant disadvantage without access to convenient, safe, well integrated
transportation alternatives. All of these groups are often without easy access to cars and live in locations
without convenient, safe transportation alternatives, which severely hampers their ability to function as
productive members of society. Furthermore, statistics indicate that these demographic groups are
growing in numbers, and are not currently being accommodated by the existing transportation
system.”18
Elderly residents
Twelve percent of Chittenden County residents are over the age of 65.16 Additionally, the North Avenue
Corridor has two subsidized housing facilities with units reserved specifically for seniors. (Map 1).
Among the chief concerns of Burlington’s elderly residents related to transportation are elderly
pedestrian deaths14 and the need to have a range of transportation options that support aging in
place.15
The Burlington Livability Project: An Action Plan for Burlington encourages Burlington residents and
service providers to participate in development of Burlington’s Transportation Plan in order to ensure
that stakeholder mobility recommendations are incorporated.20 Their principal mobility
recommendation was to support roads designed primarily for pedestrians, not cars. Further
recommendations include adequately timed crosswalk signals; safer bicycle lanes; better lighting and
security at bus stops and parking lots; and placement of more resting spots such as benches along
walking routes and at bus stops – with priority given to routes that connect senior housing to services
and in high volume pedestrian routes on hills.
In 2009, the AARP led a walking audit of several neighborhoods within Burlington, including a route
along North Avenue from the Heineberg Senior Center to Ethan Allen Parkway and back.21 The results of
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their findings are included throughout the Potential Health Impacts section of this report to highlight the
perspective of older residents of the New North End.
Children
The New North End is home to 7 schools with a total student population of more than 2,400 children.
(Map 2) As discussed earlier, physical activity is critical for children, but they are often reliant on their
immediate neighborhoods, parks, and routes to school for their physical activity. C.P. Smith, which
serves an economically and ethnically diverse group of K-5 students including 51% free and reduced
lunch and 14% English language learners, participates in the Safe Routes to Schools program (SR2S).22
Their participation in SR2S has generated a wealth of detail about how the ability of elementary school
children in the New North End to walk and bike to school is affected by transportation infrastructure.
Most relevant to the North Avenue Corridor is the work C.P. Smith’s Safe Routes to School team has
done to identify engineering changes that can improve student safety. In their April 2013 School Travel
Plan, C.P. Smith identified the intersection of North Avenue and Route 127, less than a mile from the
school, as a top priority.22 The travel plan states: “The #1 priority is to implement pedestrian
improvements at intersection of North Avenue and Route 127. Improvements include installation of
crossing signals and construction of a greenbelt and new curb to accommodate for snow removal during
winter months. The residents and the City are also exploring the possibility of closing one of the slip
ramps.” Additionally, they noted the need for current crosswalk signals to be replaced with countdown
signals at several North Avenue intersections: a) Shore Rd. b) Woodbury Rd. c) Ethan Allen Shopping
Center. (Map 3)
Parents of children who walked and biked to school were most concerned with traffic speed, distance,
adults to go with, weather, intersection safety, and time.22 Many of these barriers are beyond the scope
of the North Ave Corridor Study, but decreasing traffic speed and increasing intersection safety are
possible through road and intersection design. This is discussed further in the Potential Health Impacts
section of this report.
New Americans
Research conducted with Burlington’s refugee population reveals that lack of transportation access is a
particular challenge, with unique burdens, for New Americans.23 Beyond the costs of purchasing a car,
refugees and immigrants face the additional time, cost, and linguistic barriers of obtaining a driver’s
license and learning to drive. In lieu of driving, many refugee families must rely on public transportation
or walking for all of their travel needs, which can be time-consuming and unsafe, particularly in poor
winter weather or for those with young children.
The impact of being unable to access transportation is acute for recently arrived refugees: “This gap acts
as a significant barrier in the adaptation of refugees to their new homes and their acculturation to their
new host communities. Furthermore, limited transportation options can in substantial ways restrict the
autonomy and independence of refugees, leaving them dependent on the services and schedules of
others, which in turn can adversely affect their ability to seek and secure gainful employment, receive
necessary medical care, and access other goods and services vital to survival, such as food and
clothing.”23
More than 6,200 refugees have been resettled in Vermont since 1989, with the majority settling in and
around Burlington.24 The exact number of resettled refugees living in the New North End is difficult to
determine, but census estimates for Chittenden County show that 7% of the population is foreign born
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and 8.5% of the population speaks a language other than English at home.16 For younger generations,
the number of New Americans is an even larger part of the population; 32% of students at Burlington
High School are racial or ethnic minorities, 30% have a home language other than English, and 12% take
English Language Learner classes.25
Residents with disabilities
Physical or mental disabilities that impair mobility are a noteworthy concern that is not limited to one
age group. Just over 10% of Chittenden County residents report having a disability. Specific disabilities
that may reduce transport choice include ambulatory, visual, and auditory limitations. Roughly 17% of
those over 65 years report an ambulatory disability with visual and auditory disabilities at 6% and 15%
respectively. 16 The Special Services Transportation Authority (SSTA) is a private non-profit corporation
that provides transportation for those with disabilities.26 SSTA has 53 vehicles and provided 133,000
rides last year, making it an invaluable resource for those with disabilities that affect their mobility.
Low-income residents
Poverty makes people vulnerable to poor health.27 In Chittenden County, residents with incomes below
250% of the federal poverty level are three times more likely to be diagnosed with diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and asthma and are twice as likely be diagnosed with depression.28
Families living in poverty, regardless of age, ethnicity, or disability, may be heavily impacted by
transportation decisions. In Chittenden County nearly 21,000 individuals – 12% of the population – live
in poverty. Of households receiving 3SquaresVT benefits in Chittenden County, 44% are home to
children under 18 years of age while 21% are home to individuals over 60 years of age.16
Burlington-specific indicators of low socio-economic status include the percentage of students in the
Burlington school district receiving free and reduced lunch and the number of affordable housing units
in neighborhoods adjacent to North Ave corridor. In the 2012-13 academic year just over 53% of
students in Burlington School District received free or reduced school lunch benefits. Nearly 65% of
these students attend schools in neighborhoods immediately adjacent to the North Avenue corridor.29
Within the New North End there are 6 subsidized housing facilities with a total of 553 subsidized units
for low-income, elderly, or disabled residents.30 (Map 1)
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Potential Health Impacts
Access to multimodal options for all ages, abilities
The National Physical Activity Plan advises communities to prioritize resources to increase active
transportation and other physical activity through community
One stated project goal is to “remake
design, infrastructure projects, systems, policies, and
initiatives.31 When people have safe active transportation
the North Ave corridor into a
options, every trip taken becomes an opportunity for physical
“Complete Street” that
activity. But there are many physical and social barriers to
accommodates the safe and efficient
walking and bicycling, which can be grouped into three major
travel of all users of all abilities and
categories: long distances, lack of facilities and traffic safety
provides transportation choices.”1
concerns. These barriers are the product of engineering,
zoning, land use and urban design trends prevalent in United
States transportation systems for the last half century. Eliminating these barriers means changing the
way we think about transportation; a more inclusive and equitable approach requires shifting the
paradigm from mobility to accessibility. 32
Roads that support active transportation options such as biking and walking, promote physical activity.
In a study examining the environmental and policy determinants of physical activity, when participants
were asked where and how they engaged in physical activity, the most common responses were as
follows: on neighborhood streets (66%), at shopping malls (37%), at parks (30%), on a walking and
jogging trail (25%), on a treadmill (25%), and at an indoor gym (21%).33
Infrastructure adaptations and policies that support bicycling can significantly increase levels of bicycling
for daily travel.34 Accumulated evidence strongly suggests, perhaps intuitively, that creating activityfriendly communities will increase levels of recreational and destination-driven physical activity over
time.7 The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence provided recommendations on the most
promising transportation changes that can increase the number of people in a community who are
physically active.35 These include:



re-allocation of road space to support physically active modes of transport (as an example, this
could be achieved by widening pavements and introducing cycle lanes)
restrict motor vehicle access (for example, by closing or narrowing roads to reduce capacity).”

Access to a variety of transportation options is important to public health because not all members of a
community are able to drive – nor are all members of a community able to use active transportation.
The factors that determine people’s transportation options include age, disability, cost, and
convenience. 18 The Burlington Livability Project reported that seniors who used multiple forms of
transportation were more mobile than seniors who used a single mode.20 The availability of a wide
variety of options ensures that all road users are accommodated. Arguments using pedestrian and
bicycle counts that show low use/ridership as a defense to maintain a current infrastructure
configuration is not an accurate perception. “Lack of pedestrians or bicyclists using a street does not
equate to a lack of demand.” 36 This lack of use is more attributable to safety concerns than lack of
demand.
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Current Bike Facilities
Here, the term bike facilities refers to the transportation infrastructure that supports biking, such as
sharrows (painted markings that remind cars to share the road and bicyclists to ride predictably), bike
lanes (a separate lane painted onto the roadway that is reserved for cyclists), and protected bike lanes.
The term cycle track is often used by transportation professionals to refer to a one or two-way bike lane
that is separated from motor (and sometimes pedestrian) traffic by a physical barrier.
Bike Facilities on North Avenue
Perceptions of safety and convenience determine an individual’s decision to walk or bike. Important
considerations include: distance to destination, vehicular speed, number of lanes, slope (elevation),
presence of sidewalks, bike lanes and traffic volume. 7
Improved bicycle facilities along North Avenue are necessary despite the nearby presence of the
Lakeshore and Route 127 Bike Paths. To compare these routes more rigorously, distance and elevation
slope were measured in MapMyRun to evaluate the three potential biking routes between the northern
and southern endpoints of the corridor study (Plattsburg Avenue and North Street respectively). This
start and endpoint, though not representative of a given individual’s actual commute, were used
because they delineate the study corridor and because they serve as an approximation of commuting
from the New North End into the core of Burlington. The three potential biking routes that were
evaluated were 1) along the Lakeshore bike path, 2) along the Route 127 bike path, and 3) along North
Avenue itself. (Map 4)
Travel distance was calculated for each of the three routes:
Lakeshore bike path: 3.8 miles
Route 127 bike path: 5.0 miles
Biking along North Avenue: 2.8 miles
Elevation profiles of the three different routes were evaluated to compare the steepest grade of the
three routes:
Lakeshore bike path: 4% grade
Route 127 bike path: 3% grade
Biking along North Avenue: 2% grade
These results are summarized in Appendix 1.
Though flatter, shorter routes are desirable for all cyclists37, novice, young, and elderly cyclists may be
disproportionately affected by long, steep routes. Both in terms of shorter distance and flatter terrain,
North Avenue is the preferable option.
Finally, it should be noted that while the Lakeshore and Route 127 bike paths offer excellent
recreational opportunities for cycling, they do not provide the efficiency and connectivity that are
essential to successful efforts to building physical activity into activities of daily living.37 In addition to
incorporating the need of New North End residents to commute to services in the core of Burlington,
biking must be an option for accessing essential services within the New North End itself. The schools,
grocery stores, pharmacies, and parks that line North Avenue must be accessible by bicycle as well as by
car. If the majority of bicyclists only feel comfortable riding on the lakeshore or route 127 bike paths,
then they will not have access to the businesses and services along North Avenue.
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Separate Bike Facilities
The images below, from the consulting team’s second presentation to the advisory committee on
September 17, 2013, represent the current conditions of North Avenue and are provided here to
highlight current bicycle facilities.38

Note that Section One currently lacks
a southbound bike lane, which
disrupts the continuity and
widespread usability of North Avenue
by bicyclists. Only Section Two has
bicycle lanes in both directions,
allowing bicyclists to use the road
more safely by demarcating car and
bike paths of travel. Mixed travel lanes in which bikes and cars must share space, the current situation in
Sections Three, Four, and Five, may be suitable for bicyclists with advanced skills, but do not allow
sufficient access to the North Avenue corridor for novice, young, elderly, or disabled cyclists. Where
there are existing bicycle lanes in the North Avenue Corridor, the lanes are delineated only by painted
lines. Compared to bikes and motorized vehicles sharing the same lane, painted bike lanes can calm
traffic, provide an organized road space for bicyclists, and can help make the movements of people on
bikes more predictable for people on foot or behind the wheel.
Currently, many bicyclists resort to travelling on the sidewalk, particularly in the corridor segment
extending northward from VT 127. Despite a perception of safety, bicyclists on a sidewalk incur greater
risk than those on the roadway (on average 1.8 times as great), most likely because of blind conflicts at
intersections. Sidewalk bicycling appears to increase the incidence of wrong-way travel once the
bicyclist re-enters the roadway or bike lane.39 Data for cyclist-pedestrian collisions is not nearly as well
documented as collisions involving automobiles.
A physical barrier such as a green strip or other barrier, would offer an additional level of safety for
cyclists and other road users. Residents are more likely to choose to bike when there are dedicated
cycle routes and cycle traffic is physically separated from vehicle traffic.29 Studies have found that
cycling in protected lanes is safer than riding on streets without bicycle facilities. Bike lanes can help
improve safety for all road users.40 Protected bike lanes make bicycling a more viable option for
everyone, particularly children, seniors, or new riders who would be interested and willing to ride
bicycles more if it felt safer. A study of the general public in Portland, Oregon found that 60% of
residents were “interested but concerned” about riding bikes; for this group, a line of paint on the street
isn’t enough to get them onto a bike. Bike lanes with physical separation from roadway traffic were
most appealing to the interested but concerned group. People are 2.5 times more likely to ride on the
protected lanes than on the streets. 40
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A physically separated bike lane
is disproportionately attractive
to the interested but concerned
segment of the population;
those who fear for their safety
40
on the road.

Creating separated bicycle facilities promotes health equity
by creating a viable and attractive place for physical activity
for residents of all ages, income levels, and abilities. While
creating additional, better-connected painted bicycle lanes
would help to allow advanced cyclists to safely negotiate the road, the greatest health gains would be
achieved by creating a continuous, separated bicycle facility along the length of the corridor. Higher
levels of bicycle infrastructure are positively and significantly correlated with higher rates of bicycle
commuting.41
Infrastructure that promotes more of the population to walk and bike can reduce injuries through a
“safety in numbers” effect. A study in California examined per capita injury rates to commuting
pedestrians and bicyclists in 68 cities and towns, each with a very different proportion their populations
that use these active modes. As bicycling and walking increased, the rates of injury went down. Similar
studies in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Denmark, all of which have greater cycling and
walking rates than the US, yielded the same result. In all cases a motorist is less likely to collide with a
pedestrian or bicyclist when there are more people walking or bicycling.42

Public Transportation
Creating an efficient, safe, and inviting experience for those who travel by public transportation is an
important component of an equitable corridor. Public transportation promotes health by taking cars off
the road, which can improve air quality. Less widely known is the fact that public transportation is a
healthy option for the travelers themselves because it’s generally necessary to walk or bike a short
distance to reach a bus stop. This builds physical activity into daily life, increases the number of “eyes on
the street”, and promotes casual interactions among neighbors. People who used public transportation
for any reason were less likely to be sedentary or obese than adults who did not use public
transportation. With few exceptions, proximity to public transit stops was linked to higher transit use
and higher levels of physical activity among adults.11 Hybrid commutes, that is, trips completed using
several modes are an effective option when distance and areas not served by transit are barriers to a
single-mode active commute.
The Burlington Liveable Communities Project found that efforts such as expanded span of service
(especially during nighttime and weekends), improved access to bus stops, comfortable, safe, and welllit stops, and efficient flow of buses all improve the experience of transit users and make it more likely
that additional residents will consider using transit instead of cars.20 The American Community Survey
(2012) commuter statistics for Chittenden County show that of nearly 87,000 commuters just over 8,000
rode to work in a car or van pool and just under 2,000 used transit services.16
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The North Avenue corridor study has not proposed drastic changes to public transportation, so health
impacts are not likely to be significant. Proposals include some new stops and better integrating transit
stops with pedestrian facilities, such as crosswalks, to make it easier for residents to safely walk to bus
stops. It will be important to maintain a balance of frequent stops (to reduce the distance residents
need to walk to access buses) and bus speed (too many stops can make bus commutes unnecessarily
time-consuming). In order for North Avenue to be a truly complete street, any proposed changes to
the lane structure (such as right-sizing and incorporating bike lanes), need to consider and mitigate
any potential for increased crashes between buses and other users.

Pedestrian Facilities
Walking is the preferred form of physical activity by an overwhelming majority of the population. This
preference spans a spectrum of age, gender and income groups. Importantly for public health,
walking is the favored choice for physical activity among typically inactive segments of the
population.7 Local streets are the most commonly used places for physical activity. Of the nearly 7,000
people who participated in the National Walking Survey, 64% reported walking exclusively on sidewalks
or streets.12 An aesthetically appealing street can increase residents’ perceptions of safety on streets.
The odds of achieving recommended levels of walking were nearly 50% higher among those who lived
on a street with trees and/or lighter traffic than for residents in neighborhoods with heavier traffic and
no street trees.43
Residents who report living in a neighborhood with no nearby nonresidential destinations, absent or
poorly maintained sidewalks, unpleasant community, or lack of interesting sites are more likely to be
obese. Perceived and observed indicators of land use and aesthetics are also associated with obesity.44
The presence of houses, pharmacies, a grocery store, schools, and parks along North Avenue all
contribute to an engaging land-use mix, which is associated with increased walking. 45 In the North
Avenue walking audit conducted by AARP, participants rated the corridor as being generally attractive
and having interesting features.21 Building on this foundation, more contiguous and well-maintained
sidewalks would enhance the walkability of the New North End and support adults in achieving
physical activity recommendations. 44, 11
Facility improvements for pedestrians might include wide, well-lit sidewalks on both sides of every
street; pedestrian refuge islands for crossing wide streets; clearly marked crosswalks, often raised and
with special lighting for visibility; and pedestrian-actuated crossing signals, both at intersections and
midblock crosswalks. These infrastructure upgrades adhere to the Complete Streets model of
accommodating users of all ages and abilities.46

Motorist Facilities
Injury prevention is one of the major public health concerns relating to automobile usage. The rate of
injurious crashes is the largest public health concern because these are the crashes that go beyond
property damage and result in physical injuries. The North Ave corridor has four high crash locations.38
Two hundred nineteen crashes occurred at these intersections, collectively from 2006-2010.
One of the largest factors behind crashes is vehicular speed. While the speed limit in Burlington is 25
mph, the current roadway configuration of North Ave includes few if any traffic calming amenities. The
current speed limit on North Avenue between Vermont Route 127 and Plattsburg Avenue is 30 mph. The
Burlington Police Department reported that nearly 800 drivers were ticketed or warned for speeding
along the corridor in 2013; an increase of over 32% from the previous year.47 Faster speeds reduce a
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driver’s ability to steer safely around curves or objects in the roadway, extends the distance necessary to
stop a vehicle, and increases the distance a vehicle travels while the driver reacts to a dangerous
situation.48 Reducing vehicle speed is discussed in the traffic calming section.
The common feature of the high crash locations identified along North Avenue are un-signalized
intersections – often a cluster of intersections providing entry/egress from peripheral roadways or retail
establishments.38 Right-sizing the road (also known as a road diet) is one infrastructure improvement
that can improve the safety of drivers under such conditions. Right-sizing a road means eliminating a
lane and including a shared center turning lane; this provides a protected road space for turning cars
and maintains more consistent vehicle flow in the travel lanes. Estimates for the reduction in crashes
after right-sizing a road range from 19% in urban areas to 47% on rural highways.49

Intersections: Safety and Air Quality
Intersection safety is a critical health concern for all roadway users. As described above, intersection
safety was noted as a concern by C.P. Smith elementary school’s School Travel Plan22, highlighting the
disproportionate impact it has on the ability of children or other groups to safely walk and bike.
Improving intersection safety makes roads more accessible to multimodal users of all abilities by
increasing the perception of safety and decreasing injury rates.
Research indicates that well-designed roundabouts can be safer and more efficient than conventional
intersections. Roundabouts create less delay for motorists than conventional stop- or signal-controlled
intersection50 and can be designed to accommodate emergency vehicles or traffic trailers through
engineering features such as truck aprons.51
A recent review of 23 studies relating to bicycle safety at intersections and on straightaways found that
cycle tracks through single-lane roundabouts resulted in the greatest reduction in crashes for people
riding bikes.52 Multi-lane roundabouts, bikes riding on roadways with cars through roundabouts, and
high volumes of traffic at roundabouts were found to be more dangerous configurations. Additionally, a
review of 28 studies of motorist safety at roundabouts found that converting intersections to
roundabouts decreased both the frequency and severity of vehicle crashes.53 Indeed, injury and fatal
crashes can be reduced by as much as 70% for traffic flows of single-lane roundabouts up to 20,000 cars
per day.50
Roundabouts reduce the number of decision points
motorists encounter while driving into the intersection.
A decision point is a place in an intersection in which a
driver is required to make a decision about their travel
path. Reductions in decision points means a reduction in
the number of potential crash scenarios.54
Though these results are promising, it is beyond the
Number of decision points comparison
scope of the authors’ technical knowledge to comment on
the engineering details of intersections that will best ensure safety for users of all travel modes in North
Avenue. Not all intersections along the North Avenue corridor can be addressed in the same manner.
Ultimately, the corridor may have a variety of intersection including pedestrian-actuated crosswalks
signals, roundabouts, and traditional signalized intersections.
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An additional element of intersection design that impacts health is traffic congestion, which is
associated with poor air quality. Evaluating the impact of intersection changes on queueing, congestion,
and air quality will be an essential step of the proposal evaluation to ensure sufficient air quality for
those living near or traveling along North Avenue, but is beyond the scope of this report.

On-street Parking
In addition to the convenience for drivers, on-street parking can improve the pedestrian experience of
roadways by serving as a buffer. A study that evaluated parking types in six New England towns, one of
which was Brattleboro, VT, showed that towns with on-street parking and other compatible
characteristics, such as mixed land use and higher density, recorded more than six times the number of
pedestrians compared to sites that lacked these traits.55
Free-flow speed on streets with on-street parking was reduced by 2.3 mph as compared to streets
without on-street parking. The study showed that the largest decrease in speed occurred on those
roadways with a combination of factors complementary to a street type facility with smaller building
setbacks and on-street parking.56 The resultant traffic calming seen is comparable to that seen in a
study of driver’s perceptions of street edges and the effects on travelling speeds.57
Removal of curbside parking prohibitions has generally yielded a decrease in traffic collisions. One
study conducted in Hamilton, Ontario found that non-intersection crash rates reduced by an average
37%.58 However, an extensive study in Copenhagen, Denmark, found an increase in injurious crashes
when a prohibition of curbside parking shifted parking onto side streets, which increased turning
traffic.59
On-street parking is one tool to help create a street that accommodates all users. However, reductions
in on-street parking on North Avenue are unlikely to have large health impacts if they are balanced with
other traffic calming features. Residents who drive cars are unlikely to be inconvenienced by any
reduction in on-street parking because the number of spaces that may be affected is quite low.
In the long term, increased bicycling rates, pedestrian rates, transit use and car sharing may result in
decreased demand for parking along North Avenue since those living on the corridor will have
greatest access to all of these transport options. Demographic and cultural trends may also lead to a
decrease in demand for automobile facilities; young adults are less likely to have driver’s licenses60
(particularly when alternative transportation is available61) and are more likely than other generations to
prefer walkable neighborhoods.62

Traffic Calming
Traffic calming impacts health and wellness through multiple routes. Firstly, crashes at lower speeds are
less likely to result in severe injury or death.63 Fast and heavy traffic is commonly cited by youth and
adults as a barrier to walking and cycling. Infrastructure changes that decrease vehicle speeds, increase
the attention of drivers and enhance pedestrian safety are known as traffic-calming devices. Devices
such as speed bumps and visibility aids can improve pedestrian and bicyclist safety. Other devices,
include reductions in the number or width of car lanes and sidewalk extensions into traffic lanes at
street crossings to shorten the crossing distance.11 Extensive reviews suggest that area-wide traffic
calming in towns and cities may be a promising intervention for reducing the number of road traffic
injuries, and deaths.64
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Secondly, when traffic is moving more slowly, people perceive the street to be a safer place.65 Traffic
speed was noted as an issue by C.P. Smith’s Safe Routes to Schools parent surveys22 and in the AARP’s
livability study21, suggesting that this barrier affects all ages. The AARP study participants noted both
traffic volume and traffic speed as major barriers to the walkability of their route through the New
North End.16 Lower vehicular speeds, protected bike lanes, and clear edge demarcation with trees can
reduce injury risk, but the increased perception of safety is even more impactful.40, 58, 63, 65, 66

Calming traffic through engineering measures is most practical on moderate and low speed roadways.
Once implemented, they are effective without constant attention (such as enforcement), and they can
be placed in areas where regular enforcement is cost prohibitive. Also, they require little maintenance,
so engineering changes can be implemented as funding is available without placing burdens on future
budgets. The US DOT National Highway Safety Administration recommends a multi-faceted approach to
reducing traffic speeds and thereby increasing safety. Some key elements are regulation (speed limits),
signage, public information and education, enforcement, and engineering modifications. 63
The street edge acts as a structural reference for motorists, it enables them to distinguish the roadway
from the surrounding environment.66 Presence of street trees along that edge increase perception of
safety. In a study of simulated driving environments, the significant reduction in driver speeds noted in
the treed landscape indicates that street trees may provide positive operational values such as traffic
calming as well as a potential driver “calming” effect. Although collisions with trees have a high rate of
injuries, there may be fewer crashes overall.58 This may partially explain reductions in severity and
frequency of crashes on streets that have streetscape enhancements. 67, 68
One traffic calming measure that can be applied to four-lane roads is right-sizing, eliminating a lane and
introducing a central turning lane. The only area of North Avenue that is currently four lanes is the
segment between Route 127 and Shore Road. This segment has the highest volumes of traffic, four car
lanes, no provision for bicyclists, the largest concentration of retail (including the only full-service
grocery store), and one of the busiest intersections (Ethan Allen Parkway).
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As discussed above, right-sizing this segment could reduce congestion caused by vehicles waiting to
turn into side streets or the shopping plaza and provide a less stressful driving experience. Importantly
for traffic calming, it could also reduce speeds. Insights on the potential speed impacts of right-sizing the
road can be drawn from Colchester Avenue, which eliminated a lane and introduced a central turning
lane in 2010-2011.69 They found that there was no significant decrease in overall speeds to the restriping
of the corridor, though vehicles traveling at the highest speeds did slow down. Eastbound traffic speeds
actually increased by 8% which they noted as is likely due to “more uniform traffic flow” and “associated
with increased driver expectancy and lower crash rates.”
The City wide speed limit for Burlington is 25 mph (unless otherwise posted). The current posted speed
limit on North Avenue between Vermont 127 and Plattsburg Avenue is 30 mph, but this is targeted to be
redesigned with a 25 mph speed limit. Adding traffic calming features to this equation will increase
safety and encourage non-local, higher-speed traffic to forgo the North Avenue corridor for Route 127.

Access to physical activity assets
Active transportation like walking and biking as a form of physical activity was discussed in prior
sections, but there is also evidence that access to parks and recreation opportunities is important for
physical activity. The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence has set forth the following
guidance: “Ensure public open spaces and public paths can be reached on foot, by bicycle and using
other modes of transport involving physical activity. They should also be accessible by public transport.
Ensure public open spaces and public paths are maintained to a high standard. They should be safe,
attractive and welcoming to everyone.” 35
These recommendations are particularly relevant for intersections along North Avenue that are access
points to parks or recreational facilities. (Map 5) The intersections of North Ave with Shore Road,
Staniford Road, and Starr Farm Road are all initial points of access to the Lakeshore bike path that must
be negotiated by visitors or residents from the Eastern side of North Avenue. Starr Farm Park also has
outdoor ice skating, playground, soccer fields, and a widely used dog park70, so ensuring intersection
safety for those trying to access these resources is important to make sure that residents traveling by
any mode can take advantage of these features.
It is critical that the intersections of North Avenue with Leddy Park Road, Institute Road, and Ethan
Allen Parkway are safe for users of all ages, abilities, and modes because these intersections provide
access to Leddy Park, North Beach, and Ethan Allen Park (respectively). These three parks are all
considered regional parks because they are larger than 50 acres71. Leddy Park attracts a large number of
people because of it has an indoor ice-skating arena, picnic area, beach, playgrounds, basketball court,
tennis court, baseball diamond, and soccer fields.70 Not only does the intersection of North Ave and
Institute Road provide access to Burlington High School and Rockpoint School, it also allows people
access to Arthur Park and the Sea Caves on the Eastern side of North Ave and to North Beach and
Rockpoint Peninsula on the Western side.
Finally, Ethan Allen Park is a natural area that caters to families with picnic areas and a playground70, but
which also provides a vital multi-use path that connects walkers and bikers to a large circuit of trails
through the Ethan Allen Homestead. 1) Creating a safer means for pedestrians and bikers to travel from
Ethan Allen Park’s trails and the Lakeshore bike path would drastically improve the connectivity of
Burlington’s non-motorized multi-use paths. It could both encourage more physical activity and better
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protect current users. 2) Improving Ethan Allen Parkway intersection safety is particularly important
because the segment from 127 to Ethan Allen Parkway has the corridor’s highest traffic volumes, with
more than 19,000 cars each day72, Lakewood Parkway to Ethan Allen Parkway is a High Crash Location72,
and the intersection has been noted as difficult to negotiate.73
Gosse Court, which provides access to the Miller Center, which provides recreational facilities for youth
and the community, is another important intersection. The segment of North Ave from Gosse Court to
Poirier Place is a High Crash Location72.

Access to grocery stores
Residents in communities with a more imbalanced food environment typical of "food deserts" (large
geographic areas with no grocery stores within reasonable proximity) have more health problems and
higher mortality than residents of otherwise similar areas with a higher proportion of grocery stores. 74
The problem of food deserts is not limited to big cities; the rural nature of Vermont creates its own
challenges for grocery store access. In 2013, Fletcher Allen Healthcare conducted a community health
needs assessment of the Burlington Health Service Area (Chittenden County and adjacent towns).75
Through discussion with focus groups and community leaders, access to food and nutrition was
identified as one of the top priorities for maintaining a healthy community, with transportation to
markets highlighted as a major community need. Similarly, the Burlington Healthy Food Assessment
(BHFA) identified unreliable access to transportation as a significant barrier to food security.76 Among
Burlington residents who reported not always having enough or the kinds of food they want to eat, 10%
said it was too hard to get to the store. These results are important to the North Avenue Corridor
because they highlight how critical transportation to food resources is for the health of the residents of
the New North End who rely on North Avenue to reach food stores.
The Burlington Healthy Food Assessment analyzed the number of residents within ¼, ½, and 1 mile of
full-service supermarkets and other food stores for all of Burlington.76 Specifically, for the BHFA Florence
Becot conducted a network analysis to determine the geographic area that falls within ¼, ½, or 1 mile of
each food store traveling along the existing road network (ie. not “as the crow flies”). To find results
more relevant to the North Avenue corridor study, those areas were overlaid with the GIS file of New
North End households to calculate the distance that households have to travel to reach a food store.
Applying the methods used in the BHFA to the smaller geographic area of the New North End (Census
Tracts 1 and 2), this section focuses on those households for whom North Avenue is the primary road
they interact with in any errand – within or outside their immediate neighborhood. Residents of the Old
North End living near the study area have more convenient access to services within Burlington and
were hypothesized to be less directly impacted. Within the New North End, there are 3,937 households
according to the E911 database, a geographic listing of households that is used by emergency
responders. (Map 6A)
First, the analysis was conducted for all food stores – this included even very small convenience stores
that sold some foods but were not full grocery stores. (Map 6B) By that measure, 789 households were
within ¼ mile, 882 were ¼- ½ mile, and 1395 were ½ - 1 mile. This means that 3066 total were less than
1 mile from some type of food store. Next, the analysis was repeated for just full-service supermarkets.
(Map 6C) The Burlington Healthy Foods Assessment revealed that roughly three-quarters of residents
shop for groceries at full-service supermarkets and that supermarkets and food coops have the highest
availability of healthy foods including produce, protein, dairy, bread, and grains.76 This means that
access to a full-service supermarket, not a food store of any type, is most important for full access to a
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range of affordable healthy foods. The only full-service market in the New North End is the Hannaford’s,
so all distances relate to the Hannaford’s. Using just this single full-service supermarket, 99 households
are within ¼ mile, 421 are ¼ - ½ miles, and 1280 are ½ - 1 mile from the full-service supermarket. In total
1800 households are less than 1 mile from the supermarket. For healthy adults, within a half mile is
generally considered walkable and within one mile is considered bikeable76, so these results
demonstrate that 45% of New North End households could walk or bike to the Hannaford’s if safe,
inviting infrastructure is in place. The majority of residents, 2,137 households, live more than a mile
from Hannaford and likely need access to efficient public transportation and driving options to be able
to reach the Hannaford’s. Given Vermont’s long winters that make walking difficult – and the additional
challenges of walking with grocery bags in any season – those without access to a car may need to make
more frequent trips to grocery stores, further highlighting the importance of easy, multi-modal access.
Finally, this analysis was then repeated from a health equity perspective to look at the proximity of
subsidized rental units to full-service supermarkets to better understand the options available to lowerincome residents. (Map 6D) Avenue Apartments (33 affordable units) and Thayer House (36 units for
elderly residents) are less than ¼ mile of the Hannaford’s. Heineberg Senior Housing (82 units for elderly
residents) is less than ½ mile from the Hannaford’s. With well-maintained sidewalks and pedestrian
intersection signals, this proximity presents an excellent opportunity for many older or lower-income
residents of the New North End to easily access a full-service supermarket. Franklin Square (60
affordable units) is within 1 mile, but the remainder of subsidized housing in the region (the 336
affordable units at Northgate and 6 units for residents with disabilities at Pennington house) are more
than 1 mile from the grocery store. This points to the need for sufficient car and bus accommodation
along North Avenue for those who are beyond a walkable distance from the grocery store. Public
transportation scheduling was a particular concern cited for transportation challenges that cause food
insecurity in Burlington.76

Access to healthcare
Good access to health care can influence a person’s use of health care services and improves overall
health.69 Although behaviors contribute far more to a person’s health than does healthcare access,77 it
is important to ensure that everyone is able to access the healthcare system regardless of the
transportation they choose or can afford.
The New North End houses several pharmacies, two primary care practices (one pediatric and one
general), and two long-term care facilities. (Map 7) However, the nearest federally-qualified healthcare
center, hospital, and medical specialists are all outside of the New North End. To provide for access to
healthcare, North Avenue thus must allow for safe, efficient travel to pharmacies and healthcare
providers in the neighborhood as well as these and other services in the greater Burlington area. A wellbalanced transportation system that allows people to drive, take public transportation, walk, or bike to
their medical appointments or to refill prescriptions will best suit everyone’s needs.

Mental Health and Wellbeing
The design of a community can contribute to overall mental health and social capital.78 Closeness to
green space and nature can relieve stress, so street trees and green space should be preserved or
installed wherever possible.79 AARP’s livability study noted that there was insufficient shade on the
route they evaluated between the Heineberg Senior Housing Complex along North Avenue to Ethan
Allen parkway.21
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A study which investigated the relationship between illness and the amount of natural land around a
residential environment found that the prevalence rates for several diseases were lower where there
were more natural environments. Furthermore, there was a strong association between depression and
anxiety and the amount of nature in people’s lives, especially for children.80 Areas with sprawl,
congested traffic, and high dependency on cars for transportation may increase the stress and social
isolation of those who commute by car.79
Perceptions of safety can be improved through pedestrian-scale lighting and consistent maintenance of
roads, parks, and bus shelters.81 Overall corridor improvements that encourage more pedestrians and
cyclists to use North Avenue may also increase the number of “eyes on the street”, neighbors looking
out for one another, which is another important component to a sense of safety.82
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Conclusions
The strategies for making the North Avenue Corridor provide “safe, inviting, and convenient travel for all
users of all ages and abilities” are the same strategies that promote health by increasing safe
opportunities for physical activity among those currently inactive.









Continuous, protected bike facilities, those physically separated from the roadway, (proposed
Options D, E and F in Appendix 2) would allow a larger number of inexperienced bicyclists to
travel North Avenue. These configurations allow for safer travel than the current configuration.
Any of these options may lead to an increase in the number of people making the choice to
bicycle more frequently for utilitarian and recreational purposes. The corollary to this increase
is potential improvement in the health of residents.
Care should be taken in the design of facilities, particularly at intersections, driveways, crossings
and transit stops to reduce any potential for increased crashes. Intersections designed to
minimize injuries for users of all modes, may serve to increase the willingness of residents to be
more physically active, and improve the quality of life of those who live along and travel through
North Avenue.
An array of traffic calming strategies can help reduce the severity of injuries and increase the
number of people willing bike and walk in the New North End, due to a heightened perception
of safety.
Right-sizing can make roadway conditions safer – both for motorists and other users of the
roadways – by limiting excessive speed and providing protected center turn lanes.
Pedestrian-scale details like street trees, green space, and lighting, can contribute to a sense of
mental wellbeing, safety and connectedness among residents in addition to amplifying the
traffic calming effect.
Providing multi-modal transportation options increases access and the potential that children,
seniors, people with disabilities, New Americans, or those with limited financial resources can
access a range of essential services such as grocery stores, pharmacies, parks, and places of
employment.

The greatest gains in public health, through improvements in physical activity, social connectivity and
equitable access to services will be attained through a truly multi-modal street that accommodates
people of all ages and abilities.
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Limitations
The proposals that were reviewed to create this report are, themselves, still under development and will
continue to be shaped by the public, the advisory committee, and more detailed technical reviews
throughout implementation. It is beyond the scope of this assessment to comment on the details of how
any change is implemented, but consideration of the impacts on injury, air quality, access to services
regardless of income, age, sex, or disability, and opportunities for physical activity should be emphasized
throughout the course of the corridor study and the implementation of its recommendations.
Many of the proposals for North Avenue could improve health by reducing injury risk and improving
access to physical activity opportunities. However, through lack of applicable research, ambiguity in the
current proposals, or unexpected outcomes of changes to the corridor, there is potential for health to
be adversely affected too. The list below explores potential unintended and unforeseen negative health
impacts on health that could arise.












Increasing the numbers of people walking and biking on the street could increase the number of
injuries, particularly at driveways and intersections. Though traffic calming, increased driver
expectation of encountering other road users, and physically separated bike and pedestrian
facilities are shown to mitigate this danger, the number or severity of injuries on North Avenue
should be monitored and responded to appropriately.
Separating bikes from car traffic can increase the risk of bicyclists being struck by cars while
making left-hand turns. Intersections should be designed to accommodate such turns and make
them as safe as possible to reduce injury risk.
If physically separated bike lanes are implemented, the interactions between cyclists and buses
pulling out at transit stops should be carefully designed so as to reduce the risk of crashes and
injury. As above, injuries should be monitored and adjustments to the corridor should be made
if necessary.
The safety of roundabouts or other intersection treatments is dependent on details of their
design that are beyond the scope of this report. Planners and engineers should consider and
mitigate any potential for increased injury risk at intersections to ensure that all road users are
safe and that residents can use North Avenue for physical activity.
Air quality is beyond the scope of this health impact report because there is insufficient data to
project changes in air quality based on the proposed roadway changes. However, because of the
importance to asthma, respiratory disease, adverse birth outcomes, and cardiovascular disease,
planners should consider potential changes in air quality before implementing corridor changes.
Proposed changes to North Avenue may result in increased traffic on Route 127. Though Route
127 is intended to accommodate higher-speed, pass-through traffic, the potential for increased
car crashes, congestion, poor air quality, increased traffic at Route 127 access points, and
negative impacts to users of the Route 127 bike path should be considered.
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Appendix 1:
Elevation Profiles of Routes along North Avenue Corridor
Elevation profiles of routes were evaluated using MapMyRide with a starting point at North Ave and
Plattsburgh Ave and an ending point at North Ave and North Street.



The distances of the various routes is proportional to the width of the boxes.
The grade (slope) of the routes is indicated by the shading: green represents a downhill, yellow
is relatively flat, and orange represents a steep climb.

Lake Shore Bike Path (3.78 miles):
Southbound

Route 127 Bike Path (4.99 miles):
Southbound

North Avenue (2.79 miles):
Southbound
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Appendix 2:
Current Conditions and Proposed Alternatives
The development of the preferred alternative should consider the potential health impacts of the road
configuration in detail. This appendix is included so the reader can compare the current conditions and
proposed alternatives as they read the health impact report. Current conditions images are taken from
second presentation to the North Avenue advisory committee and the proposed options images are
taken from handouts disseminated at the advisory committee meeting of 05/01/2014.
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Washington/Berry Street to North Street

Figure 1. Current conditions
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Institute Road to Washington/Berry Street

Figure 2. Current conditions
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VT 127 Ramps to Institute Road

Figure 3. Current conditions
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Shore/Heineberg Road to VT 127 (Var.1)

Figure 3. Current conditions
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Shore/Heineberg Road to VT 127 (Var. 2)

Figure 4. Current conditions
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Plattsburg Avenue to Shore/Heineberg Rd

Figure 5. Current conditions
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